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Preface

The title of this book should really be expanded in good eighteenth-

century fashion, with an added coda ‘in which the authors suggest that

using quantitative methods to test hypotheses and represent results may

be a useful addition to comparative historical linguistics’. Our editor

would gently and tactfully suggest that this might be a bit long to Wt on

the cover, but it is worth noting here that the force of that extra long

would-be title holds for the entire content of this book. What we are not

doing in our discussions and proposals below is trying to replace current

historical-linguistic methodology with computer programs, or careful,

nuanced and linguistically aware analysis of data by facile counting and

enumeration. We are not proposing short cuts; we are not entirely sure we

believe in them. What we are suggesting is that it would be good for

historical linguists, and even better for relations between historical lin-

guists and other historical disciplines like genetics and archaeology, to

incorporate some testing, simulation, and computational model-building

in their work, in a way which has proved productive and interesting in

corpus linguistics and sociolinguistics.

The methods and models we will be discussing are not all new; they are

certainly not all ours; and they are by no means the whole story. We will

stress throughout that these techniques are an addition to the historical

linguist’s tool kit, not a replacement for the historical linguist. Our

suggestion that this is ‘language classiWcation by numbers’ might, in

fact, be improved by a change in the preposition: we are really advocating

language classiWcation with numbers, that is with quantitative methods

and some statistical testing, among other approaches. The ‘by numbers’

part here, however, is intended to be slightly reminiscent of those painting

kits those of us who are not very artistic (for the record, that’s April and

not Rob) used to be given for Christmas in the hope that it might trigger

some latent talent (it didn’t). The point of those kits is that they are

precisely a starting point: they provide a framework, and some explicit

guidance, but when they are completed they still do not give a full,

completed, and satisfactory picture. Further work needs to be done,

melding the colours into one another, and interpreting the result. In

exactly the same way, our quantitative approaches are meant to provide



an outline, a suggested classiWcation, which then requires interpretation

and Wlling out using linguistic expertise. But the framework itself, if it can

be agreed and used, provides a helpful starting point for addressing

historical-linguistic questions which have been notoriously recalcitrant;

and, as we shall see, we can also use quantitative techniques to support

hypotheses which historical linguists have formulated already, to aid their

presentation to and acceptance by colleagues in other, more numerically

minded disciplines.

The involvement of two authors in a book seems to at least double the

number of people who have to be thanked; but this task is a pleasure.

First, we gratefully acknowledge the Wnancial support of the Arts and

Humanities Research Board for the ‘Quantitative Methods in Language

ClassiWcation’ project underlying the book (grant AN6720/APN 12536).

Our co-workers on the project, Paul Heggarty and Natalia Slaska, have

been deeply involved in the research reported here, and have given their

time freely to discuss issues and read drafts of this book; we are enor-

mously grateful for their input, expertise, and collegiality. We thank the

Department of English Language and Linguistics at the University of

SheYeld, which hosted the project from 2001 to 2004, and in particular

Andrew Linn, Joan Beal, Richard Steadman-Jones, Jayne Carroll, Claire

Cowie, Emma Bradley, and Jackie Elkington, who provided help, sup-

port, and ears at crucial moments. Also in SheYeld, Rob thanks all the

members of the North Trent Molecular Genetics Laboratory, and espe-

cially Ann Dalton, Steve Evans, and Richard Kirk, who took a friendly

interest in what he was doing with the other 50% of his time. Sheila

Embleton, Don Ringe, Tandy Warnow, Patrick Sims-Williams, Russell

Gray, Quentin Atkinson, Hans-Jürgen Bandelt, Peter Forster, Colin

Renfrew, and David Bryant have participated in many discussions of

our work and theirs at conferences and electronically, and have cheerfully

provided data, programs, pre-publication papers, ideas, and helpful criti-

cism, much improving the proposals made here, and leaving us optimistic

that there can be a real community of scholars addressing the vital

questions of population histories. We also thank the various audiences

at meetings and invited talks who have listened to our ideas and provided

suggestions and encouragement; and in particular, though it would be

invidious to pick out any individuals, we are grateful to colleagues outside

historical linguistics who have strengthened our own conviction that

there is a place for quantitative work in language classiWcation, and that
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geneticists, archaeologists, computer modellers, and other colleagues are

interested in its outcomes and potential. We also thank our OUP editor

John Davey for his patience and enthusiasm (not necessarily in that

order); and our children, Aidan, Fergus, and Flora, for their forbearance

and generally good-humoured tolerance of our periodic preoccupation

with what the computer was doing rather than what they were. Finally,

we dedicate this book to our sisters, Irene and Jenny, with love and in the

recognition that family trees also have some real-world relevance and

value.

April McMahon

Rob McMahon
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1
How Do Linguists Classify

Languages?

1. 1 Classification and Language Families

In this book we shall be considering a range of methods which can be used

in the comparison of languages (and indeed dialects or other varieties).

However, classiWcation is not just comparison, but comparison with a

particular goal in view—the goal being the discernment of meaningful

resemblances in the data, which in turn may allow us to identify those

languages which descend from a single common ancestor, and to recover

the history which has produced that divergence. Resemblances do, in

some cases, have other causes; and although in the chapters that follow

we shall concentrate on grouping languages into families, in Chapter 8 we

return to the issue of comparison more broadly.

It must be confessed that classiWcation in and of itself does not imme-

diately sound particularly gripping, a problem of perspective which is

common to classiWers in other disciplines, and which clearly rankles with

Luria, Gould, and Singer (1981: 661):

Taxonomy, the science of classifying and ordering organisms, is often caricatured

by people who don’t understand it as a dull, mindless Weld that has no purpose

beyond giving names to species in incomprehensible Latin. Professional taxon-

omists have never had such a narrow conception of their activity. They have

always felt that the order expressed by similarities and dissimilarities among

organisms reXects the causes of organic diversity and that a proper description

of this order would reveal its cause. The quest of the best taxonomists has always

been for a ‘natural’ system, one that reXects the causes of order, not just an

artiWcial arrangement for eYcient pigeonholing.



Not all of this description Wts comparative linguistics (for one thing,

historical linguists are more likely to be analysing the ‘incomprehensible

Latin’ than inventing names in it), but there are key similarities. One is the

misapprehension that classifying just means inventing boxes and shovel-

ling entities into them; and the other is the absolute conviction among

those doing the classifying that their enterprise is in fact an essential and

explanatory one. Harrison (2003: 214), for instance, sets out ‘the goals of

comparative historical linguistics’ as in (1), and is adamant that ‘ ‘‘True’’

historical linguists view the third goal as the real prize, the ultimate aim of

the exercise.’

(1) The goals of comparative historical linguistics (after Harrison

2003):

(a) to identify instances of genetic relatedness amongst languages;

(b) to explore the history of individual languages;

(c) to develop a theory of linguistic change.

Our own goals are more limited, since they are essentially restricted to

the exploration of Harrison’s point (a). On the other hand, without

having a clear idea of how we are to ‘identify instances of genetic related-

ness among languages’, which admittedly interacts with point (b), there is

no way of progressing to point (c). Developing repeatable and reliable

methods for diagnosing genetic linguistic relationships, then, ultimately

equips us to go far beyond classiWcation itself, and provides a basis for

theorizing about language change.

How do linguists currently classify languages? Before starting to ap-

proach the question of methodology, we have to make a decision on

perspective: our work will crucially adopt a historical view of relatedness.

If we are simply looking at similarities between languages now, today, or

at some Wxed point in the past, and therefore taking a synchronic view, we

may well end up classifying languages typologically. In that case, we note

whether or not they share certain structural features, without necessarily

worrying too much about where those features came from. They might be

areal features, which have been borrowed by a number of languages from

another with which they have been in contact. They might be accidental

resemblances, which have developed because there just are not very many

ways of doing certain linguistic things: taking one example, if a language

has deWnite articles, they must either come before the noun, as in French

le loup (‘the wolf’), or after the noun, as in Romanian lup-ul (also meaning

2 how do linguists classify languages?



‘the wolf’), or indeed both before and after. However, taking a dia-

chronic, historical perspective means we are keen to classify according

to the source of the features, not just the fact that resemblances can be

observed. This means it is a priority to distinguish those features which

signal common ancestry from those which have arisen for other reasons,

notably chance or borrowing. Again, there is a biological analogue here,

since biologists initially classiWed species according to their physical,

phenotypic features; but priorities, and our understanding of the under-

lying systems, have changed, and now classiWcation typically proceeds by

prioritizing genealogical aYnities, which signal common ancestry.

In comparative historical linguistics, then, we are interested in priori-

tizing features which indicate common ancestry, and descent through

time with gradual divergence from that common source. We want to

identify valid genetic groupings of languages which are more closely

related to one another than to any other language outside that grouping:

‘genetic’ here does not mean there is any necessary connection with

human biology (though we return to some mooted correlations in Chap-

ter 5), but that we are dealing with family relationships. Once we arrive at

these groupings, they are conventionally shown in family trees, of the

kind familiar from representations of relationships between biological

species, or human individuals, as in Figure 1.1.

What the tree in Figure 1.1 tells us is that the languages under the

topmost node, the Germanic languages, form a valid genetic grouping.

Proto-Germanic

West North East

Gothic

German
Dutch

Frisian
Flemish

English
Icelandic

Norwegian
Danish

Swedish

Fig. 1.1 Germanic family tree

how do linguists classify languages? 3



They may be related as a whole to other languages or groups (and indeed

we know this is the case—Germanic is only one subgroup of the much

larger Indo-European family), but no single Germanic language is related

more closely to any language outside the family than it is to the others

within it. The tree also shows that these Germanic languages fall into

subgroups, which are even more closely related, and shared a common

ancestor even more recently. Finally, the node at the top of the tree has

been labelled as ‘Proto-Germanic’, the hypothetical common ancestor for

the group as a whole. Proto-languages like this are typically not attested,

since they are usually assumed to have been spoken too early to be

recorded in writing. They are therefore prehistoric systems, and just as

we can reconstruct aspects of prehistoric human societies or prehistoric

species like dinosaurs or woolly mammoths, so part of the comparative-

linguistic enterprise involves reconstructing the most likely characteristics

of these ancestral languages. In turn, small, relatively recent families like

Germanic can be included in larger and older families like Indo-Euro-

pean, for which a partial tree, including all proposed subgroups but not

all languages within these, is given in Figure 1.2.

Proto-Indo-European

Hittite

Greek

Indo-Iranian

Germanic

Romance

Balto-Slavic

Albanian

Celtic

Tocharian

Armenian

InsularContinental

Goidelic

Baltic Slavic

North East West

Lepontic  Celtiberian

Gaulish

Latvian

Lithuanian

Polish

Czech
Russian 

Slovak

French

Catalan

Provençal
Spanish 

Italian 

Romanian  

Icelandic

Danish

Norwegian

Gothic English

Frisian

German
Afrikaans

= no longer spoken

Indic

Assamese

Hindi
Marathi Sindhi

Iranian

Ossetic

Kurdish
Persian

Manx

Scots
Gaelic

Irish
Gaelic

Brythonic

Welsh
Breton

Cornish

Fig. 1.2 Indo-European family tree
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1. 2 The Comparative Method

1. 2. 1 An Outline of the Method

The last section provided an outline anatomy of a linguistic family tree;

but it is still not clear how these trees are produced. Various methods for

classifying languages exist: all have some drawbacks, and some are ex-

tremely controversial, as we shall see in Section 1.3 below, when we turn

to Greenberg’s method (1987) of mass comparison. However, there is one

method which is typically seen as the gold standard by comparative

historical linguists, and which is intrinsically bound up with the construc-

tion of the Indo-European tree in Figure 1.2, though it has also been

applied to other language groupings worldwide. This method, which has

been under development for more than a hundred years, is known simply

as the ‘comparative method’, and is described by Harrison (2003: 213) as

‘the sine qua non of linguistic prehistory’, and ‘the only tool available to us

for determining genetic relatedness amongst languages, in the absence of

written records’. Only a brief introduction can be provided here, but

much more comprehensive summaries and discussions can be found

in Hoenigswald (1960), Durie and Ross (1986), Fox (1995), and chapters

1–4 of Joseph and Janda (2003).

The comparative method is primarily a method for reversing linguistic

history, and therefore has two indivisible parts: the demonstration of

linguistic relatedness, and the reconstruction of a hypothetical common

ancestral system. It has not, however, classically been applied to some

random collection of languages to see whether they are likely to be related

or not. Instead, there is an initial stage of working out whether certain

languages are likely to be related, and in the development of the method

on Indo-European this initially involved the observation of morpho-

logical similarities. For example, English and its sisters in the Germanic

family tend to have a mini-paradigm of the good-better-best type, which

sets them apart even from their Indo-European relatives, let alone the

other languages of the world. French, for example, from the fellow Indo-

European Romance subgroup, also has suppletion here, with bon not

showing any clear formal resemblance to the comparative meilleur and

superlative le meilleur; but it does not have the Germanic pattern of initial

[g] in the basic form and [b] in the comparative and superlative. At the

higher, Indo-European level, many languages are linked by having a

how do linguists classify languages? 5



three-way distinction in the gender system for nouns, conventionally

labelled masculine, feminine, and neuter, just as Old English did, though

the inXectional markings keeping the three genders apart have disap-

peared during the recorded history of the language. As Nichols (1996)

shows, morphological aYnities of this kind are important, not just be-

cause they exist in certain languages and not in others, but because the

probability of their occurrence by chance in a range of languages is very

low. Though we need not go into the detail of the calculations here, she

suggests that the probability of Wnding an Indo-European gender system

in a language chosen at random is less than one in a million (1996: 51).

It is worth taking a slight detour at this point to establish that Nichols’s

point does not exclude languages which lack inXectional morphology: as

she notes (ibid. 63),

there are various circumstances under which groupings and reconstructions of

isolating languages may be said to be consistent with the comparative method.

One such situation is where the family is suYciently shallow that relatedness is

self-evident (e.g. Tai, Chinese) or has a written history that makes its relatedness

evident (Chinese). Sometimes an isolating group Wts into a deeper family that has

more morphology and whose relatedness has been established in part on the

evidence of that morphology, as Chinese Wts into Sino-Tibetan or Vietnamese

into Austro-Asiatic or Kwa into Niger-Congo.

It is also possible to use structured sets of lexemes, such as a system of

numerals, though the whole set would need to be present in the entire

series of languages; or to use features like tone, since ‘where tone corres-

pondences are regular the tones may be regarded as an arbitrary lexical

classiWcatory device (rather like the gender or declensional and conjuga-

tional classes of Indo-European) that incorporates some paradigmatic

grammatical organization into the lexicon’ (ibid. 64).

These preliminary comparisons, then, establish that there is prima facie

evidence for relatedness, and that it is worth pursuing the possibility in

more detail. ‘Once relatedness is assumed, then the labor-intensive process

of working out the correspondences and cognate sets begins . . . This work

ultimately yields a detailed picture of the branching structure of the family

tree, and it often brings into the family additional languages that did not

Wgure in the initial assumption of relatedness’ (ibid. 41). The most import-

ant aspect of the next stage is that it does not involve collecting likely-

looking bits of evidence piecemeal, since this might allow us to build a
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hypothesis of relatedness on chance resemblances or loans. Accidents do

happen, and there are some well-known and striking chance resemblances

between languages which do not appear to be related: for instance, both

English and Persian have the word [bæd] meaning ‘bad’; Italian [dOnna]

‘lady, woman’ closely resembles Japanese [`nna] with the same meaning;

and aska means ‘ask’ in the Jaqaru language spoken in Peru. Chance is a

weak hypothesis, and can typically be disproved straightforwardly inmost

lexical cases, since similarities will generally extend well beyond individual

words. The solution, then, is to look for regular and repeated similarities,

such as those in (2), rather than one-oV resemblances.

(2) Indo-European correspondences (partly after Durie and Ross

1996: 6):

Ancient Greek Sanskrit Gothic Modern German English

pod- pad- f�ot- Fuss foot

pénte pañča Wmf fünf Wve

ed- ad- it- ess- eat

As Durie and Ross suggest, it is pushing our concept of chance to unrea-

sonable lengths to assume that it can account for these extremely regular

correspondences of initial [p-] in Greek and Sanskrit as against [f-] in

Germanic, or Wnal [-d] in Greek and Sanskrit as against [-t] in Gothic and

English and [-s] in German, which recur quite predictably in many more

sets ofwords. These repeated similarities of formandmeaning are the basis

of the comparative method, and are also helpful in ruling out another

possible explanation, namely borrowing. Although speakers may borrow

many words, especially frommore prestigious neighbours, they are not so

likely to borrow basic vocabulary of the sort shown in (2), generally opting

instead for religious, cultural, or technological vocabulary. In addition,

loans are often adopted with certain non-native sounds, and will com-

monly fail to Wt into the regular correspondence sets found in native

vocabulary, so that repeated similarities like those in (2) are stronger

evidence than absolute identity of sound and meaning. Borrowings can,

however, be diYcult to trace, and remain a serious problem for compara-

tive historical linguistics; andwe return to this issue inChapters 2–4 below.

The existence of regular, repeated correspondences, then, suggests that

the words in which they are found are cognates, or diVerentiated reXexes

of the same item from the proto-language. This leads to two further

essential characteristics of the comparative method.
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First: ‘When historical linguists talk about the ‘‘comparative method’’,

what they usually have in mind is not just a method but also an associated

theory’ (Durie and Ross 1996: 3). This theory is the regularity hypothesis

put forward in the so-called neogrammarian manifesto of OsthoV and

Brugmann (1878), whose central claim is that sound change takes place

regularly, aVecting all the eligible words with the appropriate sound in the

appropriate context, and aVecting them all in the same way. What this

means is that a sound change should not just select some examples of

initial [p-] or Wnal [-d] at random: it should alter all of them, and cause the

same change in each case. This regularity lies behind the patterns we

observe in (2), which are repeated throughout the lexicon: the same

correspondences can be seen in ‘father’ with Greek and Sanskrit initial

[p-] but Germanic [f-] in German Vater and English father, or in the Wnal

consonants of English hot versus German heiss. Of course, accepting the

regularity hypothesis does not mean that we are necessarily committed to

every aspect of the neogrammarian view of sound change: we might in

particular not wish to argue now that changes aVect all eligible lexical

items simultaneously. We are at liberty to adopt more recent research,

leading to a more speaker-centred, sociolinguistically informed view of

change (Labov 1994, 2001) and incorporating lexical diVusion (Wang

1969; Chen and Wang 1975), without losing the regularity hypothesis

and hence the comparative method. This is because, simplifying radically

for present purposes, a change which keeps on diVusing for long enough

will give an eventual outcome virtually indistinguishable from a change

which happened all at once. The ‘virtually’ indicates that diVusing

changes may sometimes run out of steam before they have aVected

absolutely all the candidate forms, so that there may be a few remaining

exceptions—though these can in themselves be valuable in providing

clues to the change having happened, and to what it has done.

The second key characteristic of the comparative method which fol-

lows from the identiWcation of cognates and the acceptance of the regu-

larity hypothesis is our ability to reverse regular changes and hence

reconstruct the most plausible shape of the common ancestral form in

each case. If changes were sporadic, and their patterns partial at best, we

could not hope to reverse them; but regularity allows us to do exactly

that, in combination with our general knowledge (based on a combin-

ation of phonetics, phonology, change in progress, and typology) of

which changes in which directions are most common and natural. For
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example, to take (2) above, we Wnd recurrent correspondences of [p-] in

Greek and Sanskrit (and indeed also in Latin), with [f-] in Germanic. We

know from surveys of a whole range of languages (see, for instance,

Foulkes 1993) that [p-] very commonly changes into [f-], and indeed

stops commonly turn into fricatives more generally. However, it is very

rare for [f]- to turn into [p-], if it is possible at all: Foulkes Wnds only two

examples, and both are controversial. We likewise know that stop sounds

regularly devoice cross-linguistically at the ends of words, making it more

likely that the stem-Wnal sound in the ‘foot’ and ‘eat’ words was originally

voiced [-d] rather than voiceless [-t]. Within Germanic, our already estab-

lished generalization that stops tend to become fricatives, not vice versa,

covers the correspondence of [-t] in English and Gothic with [-s] in

German. By these and other similar processes we therefore reconstruct

Proto-Indo-European *pod-/ped- ‘foot’, *penkwe ‘Wve’, *ed- ‘eat’. This

process of reconstruction simultaneously provides us with the likely

ancestral forms, the probable course of sound changes from the common

ancestor through the subgroups, and criteria for placing languages within

those subgroups. Although Durie and Ross (1996: 6–7) give these steps as

sequential in their summary of the comparative method, reproduced in

(3), they acknowledge that there is often recursion between the stages.

(3) Steps in the comparative method (Durie and Ross 1996: 6–7):

(a) Determine on the strength of diagnostic evidence that a set of

languages are genetically related; that is, that they constitute a

‘family’.

(b) Collect putative cognate sets for the family (both morpho-

logical paradigms and lexical items).

(c) Work out the sound correspondences from the cognate sets,

putting ‘irregular’ cognate sets on one side.

(d) Reconstruct the proto-language of the family as follows:

(i) Reconstruct the protophonology from the sound corres-

pondences worked out in (c), using conventional wisdom

regarding the directions of sound changes.

(ii) Reconstruct protomorphemes (both morphological para-

digms and lexical items) from the cognate sets collected in

(b), using the protophonology reconstructed in (d ) (i).

(e) Establish innovations (phonological, lexical, semantic, mor-

phological, morphosyntactic) shared by groups of languages

within the family relative to the reconstructed proto-language.
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( f ) Tabulate the innovations established in (e) to arrive at an

internal classiWcation of the family: a ‘family tree’.

(g) Construct an etymological dictionary, tracing borrowings, se-

mantic change, and so forth, for the lexicon of the family (or of

one language of the family).

1. 2. 2 Validating the Comparative Method

There are, inevitably, some limitations of the comparative method, to

which we turn in the next section. However, there is one very considerable

point in its favour: we know it works. Linguists do not always have proof

positive that their methods give the right results, and of course since

language is human behaviour, and humans are prone to behaving in

unpredictable and downright odd ways on occasion, we cannot guarantee

that a method which succeeds in some circumstances will not encounter

diYculties inothers.However, it isworthproviding twocaseswhere careful

application of the comparative method has provided veriWable results.

As noted above, proto-languages are by deWnition relatively elderly,

and will typically have been spoken at a time before they could be

preserved in writing. Occasionally, however, we Wnd direct or indirect

evidence for a proto-language, and perhaps the most celebrated case of

this kind involves Latin. Latin is generally taken to be the ancestor of the

Romance group of languages, which includes French, Italian, Spanish,

Catalan, Sardinian, and Romanian, among others. Of course, much of

the Latin which has been preserved (leaving aside the odd lucky break like

the somewhat more colloquial graYti at Pompeii) is in rather high style,

and it is reasonable to assume at least a stylistic gap between our records

and the ‘vulgar’ spoken Latin of the average Roman citizen. But if Latin

is not itself Proto-Romance, we might think of it as closely related to a

smartened-up, Sunday-best version.

Hall (1950, 1960, 1976) reports on his coordination of a group of

Romance scholars who convened to reconstruct Proto-Romance from

their knowledge of the daughter languages: this exercise produced a

translation of part of Animal Farm into Proto-Romance, and a short

excerpt can be seen in (4).

(4) Hall (1960)—Proto-Romance

U 6nus kértus ómo abé 6bat u 6na bélla uı́ 6lla, kon u 6na kása, múlta térra

et múltas bést7ias. Mái7s nó 6n érat bónus illi ómo, ánt7iis érat múlto málus.
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Sémper mále traktábat illas bést7ias, batté 6bat illas, nek dábat ill�e7e7is (ad)

sátis kı́bu nek áku7a. Ille bést7ie nó 6n érant konténte. U7olé 6bant káu7sas

mel7ió 6res.

‘A certain man had a beautiful farm, with a house, much land, and many

animals. But the man was not good; on the contrary, he was very bad. He

always treated the animals badly, used to beat them, nor did he give them

enough food or water. The animals were not happy. They wanted better

things.’

Anyone reading the Proto-Romance reconstruction with the smallest

knowledge of Latin will see clear aYnities between the two, regardless

of minor transcriptional decisions (marking stress, using <k> for more

usual Latin <c>). There are obvious Latin-vocabulary items in the

excerpt and elsewhere in the longer text, including villa ‘farm, house’,

vita ‘life’, bene ‘well’, dormire ‘sleep’, and terra ‘earth’; and the passage

culminates in the fabulous ‘Ómnes bésti7e súnt eku7áles, mái7s alikú 6ne

bésti7e súnt plú 6s eku7áles ku7e áltre’ (ibid. 204) (‘All animals are equal,

but some animals are more equal than others’ (ibid. 205)). Hall and his

colleagues Wnd that their reconstruction incorporates the eVects of some

known changes within Latin, but not others, so that /eI/ has become /i/ (as

it did by around 150 bc) and /æ/ has become /e/ (a change usually dated to

the Wrst century ad). However, there is no sign in the reconstructed Proto-

Romance text of the later changes of /e/ to /i/ and /u/ to /o/, which seem to

have taken place in the Wrst to second centuries ad. This allows Hall to

date Proto-Romance, which he sees as a daughter of Old Latin and a

sister of Classical Latin: he claims that the passage in (4) ‘would have been

at least Wve-sixths comprehensible, and perhaps even more so, to a

Roman of ca. 50 B.C.’ (ibid).

However, the Proto-Romance reconstructions are perhaps most inter-

esting in their mismatches with Classical Latin. Hall argues that there is

no evidence from the surviving daughter languages to allow reconstruc-

tion of either an /ns/ cluster, or a Wnal /m/ in polysyllabic words, so that

these are not included in the Proto-Romance text, even though we know

they did appear in Latin: thus, we Wnd reconstructed *omine for attested

Latin hominem (‘man’, accusative singular), and *mesa for mensam

(‘table’, accusative singular). However, there is conWrmation from a

variety of sources to suggest that exactly those reconstructed forms

were in regular use in spoken Latin. For example, the Appendix Probi,

which was compiled in the third to fourth centuries ad and advises

Latin users of the forms they should not use (Baehrens 1922), includes
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instructions like ‘mensa, NON mesa’, while Hall (1960) notes the exist-

ence of a tomb inscription which features on adjacent lines two diVerent

variants of ‘this tomb’, sepulchru istum and sepulchrum istu. The apparent

breakdown of agreement here suggests that the �m no longer corres-

ponds to anything in speech, though it is retained, at least part of the time,

in the (typically more conservative) spelling.

This attempt at reconstruction is not entirely uncontroversial: it was,

for example, carried out by Romance scholars, and you do not become a

Romance specialist by being completely unfamiliar with Latin, raising

questions over the independence of the enterprise. A second illustration

of the success of the comparative method is therefore in order, and this

involves the labiovelar sounds of Proto-Indo-European (PIE).

A series of three labiovelar stops (which we shall transcribe as voiceless

aspirated, plain voiceless, and voiced, though readers familiar with the

glottalic hypothesis will know that there are other possibilities; see Hop-

per 1973, Gamkrelidze and Ivanov 1995) is typically reconstructed for

Proto-Indo-European. The reXexes of these labiovelars */kwh kw gw/ seem

in most daughter languages to reXect the operation of normal sound

changes—so, as shown in (5), we typically Wnd that the reconstructed

voiceless */kw/ has regularly developed to Latin /kw/, to Old English /hw/

(where both the labial and velar elements are retained, but factored out

into separate sounds), and to Sanskrit /k/ or /s/ depending on the context

(but either way, losing the labial element). However, what we Wnd in

Greek is enough to make us question the reconstruction of the labiovelars

completely. We do not Wnd a single reXex of PIE */kw/; we do not even

Wnd diVerent but closely related reXexes determined in a clear and under-

standable way by the phonetic context. We Wnd either /p/ before back

vowels, or /t/ before front vowels, and no evidence at all from even the

earliest stages of Greek that these were ever the same thing.

(5) Greek Latin Sanskrit

tettares quattuor catur ‘four’

-te -que ca ‘and’

hippos equus asvas ‘horse’

However, evidence for exactly that has subsequently come from an

unexpected quarter. In the late nineteenth and early twentieth century the

archaeologist Sir Arthur Evans discovered a series of clay tablets in

Knossos, on Crete. He associated these tablets with the early Bronze
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Age Minoan civilization, and found that they included three diVerent

writing systems. The earliest, from about 2000 bc, have a rudimentary,

pictorial script. The second batch, from about 1750–1450 bc, are written

in what is now known as Linear A: this is a version of the earlier script,

reduced to outline form, and remains undeciphered. The third and most

recent set of tablets, from 1450–1200 bc, are also represented in several

locations on the Greek mainland where, fortunately for posterity, they

had been baked and hence preserved in palaces destroyed by Wre. It is on

these tablets that the writing system known as Linear B was found.

The decipherment of Linear B is a linguistic detective story, made all the

more complex because there were no bilingual texts to aid the process, and

nobody knew either the script or the language. (A much fuller version can

be read in Chadwick 1990.) The Wrst steps towards decipherment were

taken by Alice Kober in the 1940s, but the process was completed by the

Mycenaean scholar JohnChadwick, and his perhaps unlikely collaborator

the British architect Michael Ventris. At the age of fourteen Ventris ap-

parently heard a talk by Sir Arthur Evans on the mystery of Linear B and

resolved to decipher the script—a vow which perhaps should have been

taken seriously as he had, according to Chadwick, been reading on Egypt-

ology, in German, since the age of seven. The decipherment was addition-

ally complex since it turned out that Linear B was a syllabary, providing

one symbol for each syllable, rather than one for each sound, as in an

alphabetic system, or one for eachmeaning, as in a logographic system like

Chinese. In a syllabary, because the symbol for each syllable is holistic, we

would not expect the symbols for say, see, and sew to share any property

just because they have the same initial spoken consonant: each will be

written completely independently. It follows that decipherment is consid-

erably more taxing in such cases; Ventris was successful primarily because

he basedhisworkon cryptographyor code-breaking,working out a grid of

signs he suspected of sharing a consonant or vowel, and then trying out the

decipherment on tablets which seemed likely to contain placenames.When

the technique began reliably to allow decipherment of placenames near

Knossos,Ventris andChadwick turned toother tablets, andbegan, to their

considerable surprise, to decipher nouns which looked remarkably like

Greek. The onepossibilitywhich hadnot been seriously suggestedwas that

Linear B might have been used to write Greek, which is known from quite

early in analphabetic script, especially because theMinoan civilizationwas

generally regarded as non-Greek. It is true that there is not a particularly
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good match between Linear B and the Greek sound system: each symbol

represents a whole syllable, made up of a consonant and a vowel, so that a

Greek syllable with a cluster of consonants has to be represented as CV-

CV, as in ti-ri-po for /tripos/ ‘tripod’. Final consonants also often have to

be omitted, soweWnd o-no for /onos/ ‘donkey’. It seems likely that the early

Mycenaean Greek speakers adopted the Linear A writing system, which

may have been developed for a language typologically very diVerent from

Greek, and used it for Greek as best they could, on the principle that any

writing system is better than none. It is not particularly surprising, how-

ever, that it fell out of use, to be replaced by the more Xexible alphabetic

system borrowed from the Phoenicians.

However much the mismatches between Linear B and spoken Greek

may have frustrated its early users, Ventris and Chadwick’s decipherment

provides us with very clear evidence in favour of the Proto-Indo-Euro-

pean labiovelars. Crucially, we Wnd a single set of syllabic symbols in all

the cases where we would reconstruct PIE */kw/—recall that these, oddly,

have later Greek /p/ or /t/. Although we do not have a segment-by-

segment spelling system for Mycenaean Greek, and therefore cannot

prove that the mystery segment at the beginnings of these syllables is

indeed a labiovelar, we know that the symbols are not the ones used in

syllables which have /p/, /t/, or /k/—the initial consonant must therefore

be something else, and the labiovelar is a strong contender. The conven-

tional transliterations for these Linear B forms, with <q>, are shown in

(6), providing at least a measure of conWrmation of certain results from

the comparative method. The later Greek results may be surprising, but

at least we have evidence that the /p/ and /t/ in these contexts go back to a

single segment in the Mycenaean period, leaving us with a slightly bizarre

set of changes to contend with in the history of Greek, but strengthening

the case for the PIE labiovelars.

(6) Greek Latin Sanskrit Linear B

tettares quattuor catur qetr- ‘four’

-te -que ca -qe ‘and’

hippos equus asvas i-qo ‘horse’

1. 2. 3 Some Limitations of the Comparative Method

The results in the last section, along with the remarkable insights achieved

over the past century and more into the history of a range of languages

and their reconstructed ancestors, must be seen as successes, and as
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partial validation of the comparative method. Nonetheless, like any

method seeking to reach back into prehistory, the method is limited in

what it can achieve.

First, not all linguistic material is suitable as input to the comparative

method. There are issues of the linguistic levels on which the method

operates: there have certainly been attempts to reconstruct syntax, for

example, but they are notably more problematic than phonological or

morphological reconstruction, partly because we know less about what is

natural in syntactic change,which axiomatically becomes harder to reverse

(Watkins 1976; Lightfoot 1983; Campbell 2004: 297–306). Leaving aside

this issue, however, we must be careful to exclude certain types of lexical

items from comparison, particularly onomatopoetic forms and nursery

words. This exclusion reXects the fact that the comparative method relies

not only on regularity of change, but also on arbitrariness, to combat

chance similarities. If certain words are non-arbitrarily linked, they are

likely to share features for reasons other than common ancestry, and

this will interfere with our results. As Campbell (2003: 272) notes: ‘Ono-

matopoetic forms may be similar because the diVerent languages have

independently approximated the sounds of nature, and they must be

eliminated’. Swadesh (1954: 313) suggests omitting anything that means

‘ ‘‘blow, breathe, suck, laugh’’ and the like, that is all words which are

known to lean toward sound imitation’ (Campbell 2003: 272), and Camp-

bell suggests a range of others, such as ‘ ‘‘cough’’, ‘‘sneeze’’, ‘‘break/cut/

chop/split’’ . . . ‘‘crow’’ (and many bird names in general) . . . ‘‘snore’’,

‘‘spit’’, ‘‘whistle’’ ’ (ibid. 273), though he also notes that ‘Judgments of

what is onomatopoetic are subjective’ (ibid. 272). As for nursery words,

these again show non-arbitrary similarities of sound, especially initial

sounds, cross-linguistically, and there is general agreement that they

shouldbeomitted: these are typically terms for immediate familymembers,

especially ‘mama’ and ‘papa’, but also grandparents, siblings, ‘aunt’, and

‘uncle’.

Omissions of this kind require some screening of the data, but they are

not serious enough to stop a method in its tracks. Perhaps more serious is

the question of idealization, a recurrent one in linguistics generally: how

much can we reconstruct, and how close do our results come to the actual

phonetic reality of the proto-language? Inevitably, our approximation to

a full system, and to the details of that system, must be only partial: for

instance, no known language is dialect free, and yet we reconstruct to an
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apex, a single node at each stage, giving the impression of a uniform

system. Hall (1960: 205) hotly contests the allegation of proto-language

uniformity, arguing that:

Of course there were alternative forms in Proto-Romance for some of those used

in the text: thus, some speakers would unquestionably have said /ipsa u7ı́ 6lla/ or /

u7ı́ 6lla illa/ or /u7ı́ 6lla ipsa/ for ‘the farm’; somemight have said /érat nekessáriu/ or /

beso 6niábat/ ‘it is necessary’ instead of /estopé 6bat/ . . . Some of the features of

the text inevitably belong to slightly diVerent strata (social, regional or temporal)

from others

However, even if we are in a position to reconstruct these diVerent

alternatives, what makes variation meaningful for both linguists and

language users is knowing who uses the diVerent variants, and under

what circumstances: and these socio-historical conditions are beyond

our reach.

As for the phonetic realism of proto-languages, this is one of several

cases where comparative linguists seem to be prone, sometimes to the

detriment of progress in the discipline, to setting up apparently diametric

oppositions which turn out to be nothing of the kind: we shall meet two

more below, in the controversies between ‘lumpers’ and ‘splitters’, and the

wave versus the tree model. It is possible to Wnd claims that reconstruc-

tions are purely formulaic cover terms for sets of correspondences: Lass

(1993) cites Zawadowski, who perhaps takes this furthest in setting up

numbers for correspondence classes, rather than using phonetic symbols.

However, as Lass (ibid. 169) also notes, ‘Protosegments must be assumed

to have some kind of phonetic content if their reXexes are to be intelli-

gible.’ So, if Zawadowski sets up *6 as the cover term for one corres-

pondence class, and *7 for another, and we observe that all the reXexes

descending from *6 are labial, and all those coming from *7 are alveolar,

we already know something about the most likely phonetic, or at least

more abstract phonological, content of the protosegments. That is, ‘the

reconstructing historian is making claims about substance whether he

thinks he is or not’ (ibid.).

The conclusion here seems to be that proto-languages (another obser-

vation due to Lass (ibid.)) are like icebergs: you get a glimpse of one part,

but you know a lot more is concealed under the water. However, we can

strive to apply the comparative method as best we can, prioritizing certain

types of evidence and setting others aside, and making reasoned but not
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extreme hypotheses about phonetic quality: we cannot recover every

detail, but we can try to make our reconstructions as realistic as possible.

There is, however, one really serious diYculty for both the comparative

method and the family trees which it generates, and this involves language

contact. First, contact-induced changes cannot be shown in family trees,

which are composite pictures of only those changes involving diversiWca-

tion from the proto-language. Trees consequently give only a partial

picture, and indeed Schleicher’s family-tree model, put forward in 1862,

was quickly followed by Schmidt’s wave model (1872), which shows the

spread of particular linguistic features over a geographical area. Again,

this is not really a question of which model we should choose, as Rankin

(2003: 186) observes:

much ink has been spilled . . . wondering which theory, the family tree (Stamm-

baum) or the supposedly competing wave theory (Wellentheorie) is ‘true’. Both

are true. But they are oversimpliWed graphic representations of diVerent and very

complex things, and it seems hyperbole to call them theories in the Wrst place. One

emphasizes temporal development and arrangement, the other contact and spa-

tial arrangement, and each attempts to summarize on a single page either a stack

of comparative grammars or a stack of dialect atlases.

More problematically, if trees and tree-construction methods are based

on evidence which necessarily excludes borrowings, we have to be very

sure we can factor out those loans. Pulgram (1958) uses an improbable

but eVective nonsense reconstruction for Proto-Romance to illustrate his

point that we may over-reconstruct by not recognizing borrowings. He

observes that since all the Romance daughter languages have cognate

forms for French prêtre ‘minister’, évêque ‘bishop’, the Romans must

have been Christians, while the Romance equivalents for French bière,

tabac, café ‘evok[e] a picture of Caesar’s soldiers guzzling beer and

smoking cigars in sidewalk cafés’ (ibid. 147). The example might be

exaggerated for eVect, but the problem is a real one, and the development

of methodologies to deal with borrowing will be a recurrent theme

throughout the book.

Finally, it is often claimed that the comparative method is intrinsically

limited in the time depth over which it can operate; we return to this issue

in Chapter 7, which deals speciWcally with dating. This is, of course, an

issue of balance: as Harrison (2003: 230) puts it, ‘Time is both parent and
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adversary to the comparative method: without change through time,

there is nothing to compare; with enough change over enough time,

comparison yields nothing.’ Indeed, the underlying question is not one

of time per se, but of the magnitude of change: again, Harrison (ibid.)

expresses this extremely clearly:

The eVect of time has nothing whatsoever to do with any putative upper limit on

the comparative method. It has to do with the availability of evidence. The more

time, the more change, the more lexical replacement, the fewer cognates: end of

story. The limit is a practical (and statistical) one, not a temporal one.

None of these problems is suYcient to rule out the use of the compara-

tive method: indeed, they may be beneWcial in keeping linguists aware of

the possible limitations and conscious of how the method should best be

used. Removing onomatopoetic forms and nursery words reduces the

likelihood of accidental resemblance. Knowing the structures of the

languages under comparison guards against the inclusion of ‘false

friends’, where we Wnd resemblance but crucially not recurrent corres-

pondences: thus, Greek theos and Latin deus, both meaning ‘god’, are not

cognate, since this is the only case where those initial sounds match—the

usual correspondences are d : d (Latin duo, Greek duo ‘two’), or f : th

(Latin foris : Greek thuros ‘outside’). Depth of knowledge conversely

encourages the inclusion of true correspondences which nonetheless ap-

pear immediately lacking in plausibility; one of the best known is the

strikingly odd but regular correspondence of Latin du- with Armenian

erk-, both derived from Proto-Indo-European *dw- (PIE *dwow, ‘two’,

*dwaro ‘long’; Armenian erku, erkar). We must acknowledge that family

trees cannot tell the whole story, but equally that they do capture one

important aspect of linguistic history; this does not mean we should

castigate or reject the tree model for not incorporating contact, which it

was never designed to do in the Wrst place. We have to accept that there

are limitations of applicability in domain and in the extent of change over

which we can reconstruct; and that those reconstructions will necessarily

be partial and idealized. These limitations are counterbalanced by evi-

dence that the comparative method can produce convincing results; but,

equally, those results can only be obtained if the method is applied

rigorously, by linguists who know the languages they are comparing

extremely well. This might seem to reduce the scope for automatizing

the comparative method, and for testing, conWrming, or extending its
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Wndings. In turn, this has opened the way for alternative methods which

seem easier to apply; and in the next section we turn to the best known of

these, Greenberg’s mass, or multilateral, comparison.

1. 3 Mass Comparison

In the last section we spent a considerable amount of space outlining the

comparative method, since it involves a complex series of steps and

procedures. There is no ‘rule book’ for the comparative method (though

it is sometimes suggested that Hoenigswald (1960) can be seen as an

attempt at producing one), but it is tried and tested, and it was necessary

for us to consider each element of the process, as well as some of the

evidence showing the method can succeed. When we turn to Greenberg’s

mass comparison (1987), we Wnd that it has been the subject of consider-

able media attention (Morell 1990; Ross 1991; Wright 1991, for example),

which might suggest it requires at least equal elucidation here. However,

what we cannot do is to discuss details of the method itself, since it is so

straightforward and non-technical that in the eyes of many historical

linguists it scarcely qualiWes as a method at all. As Wright (1991: 55)

puts it, ‘First, forget all this stuV about rules of phonological correspond-

ence. Second, forget all this stuV about reconstructing proto-languages.

Third, write down words from a lot of diVerent languages, look at them,

and wait for similarities to leap out.’

Mass comparison, then, diVers from the classical comparative method

in not requiring regular correspondences to be established, and in exclud-

ing the proto-language reconstructions which provide both a test and a

conWrmation of those correspondences. The priority, instead, is to con-

sider lexical and grammatical elements from as many languages as pos-

sible: a comparison of these will result in ‘the grouping of languages into a

certain number of obviously valid genetic units’ (Ruhlen 1991: 120).

This summary raises several substantial questions. We cannot deal with

all the repercussions here, but interested readers can Wnd a detailed

rebuttal of mass comparison in McMahon and McMahon (1995) and

references given there. We concentrate here on the questions of whether

or not mass comparison and comparative method are really separate

methods, of what Greenberg means by ‘comparison’, and of the reliability

of mass comparison.
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It is tempting to speculate that the litres of ink spilt over mass com-

parison would have reduced to mere blots if Greenberg had not

attempted to present it as an independent method in its own right.

Everyone in historical linguistics accepts that some kind of inspection

method is a necessary precursor to the comparative method: we have to

take a look, form a hypothesis—and then, crucially, test it. Initially, this is

what Greenberg and Ruhlen (Greenberg’s greatest supporter) seem to

think too.

Ruhlen argues that biological classiWcation has always begun by in-

spection, and that the diYculty in accepting Greenberg’s approach is

essentially one of nomenclature: ‘Greenberg’s attachment of a new

name to this process has led some to believe he is employing a new and

unreliable method. In fact, he is simply starting the only way one can’

(1991: 383). Similarly, Greenberg (1987: 3) suggests that ‘my remarks are

not intended as an attack on the validity of comparative linguistics or on

the importance of undertaking reconstruction. Rather, the discussion is

meant constructively as a way of taking Wrst steps where the comparative

method has not been applied for want of an assured basis in valid genetic

classiWcation.’ However, Greenberg almost immediately contradicts him-

self, arguing that ‘Basically what I am denying is that there really are two

separate steps’ (ibid. 7)—in other words, ‘if there are grounds for making

a hypothesis, there are automatically grounds for accepting it: the

‘‘proof ’’ stage represented by the comparative method is therefore strictly

unnecessary’ (McMahon andMcMahon 1995: 176–7). This separation of

the two methods, and indeed rejection of the comparative method, seems

also to follow from Ruhlen’s reference to ‘the mistaken belief that recon-

struction and sound correspondences play a crucial role in linguistic

taxonomy’ (1994: 6); and Greenberg himself promises that ‘the notion

that regular sound correspondences can Wttingly be called demonstrative

. . . will be shown . . . to be illusory’ (1987: 2). If this is the case, then we

must address the detail of mass comparison, since we cannot guarantee

that it will be used solely as input to the later application of the compara-

tive method.

What, then, is involved in the actual application of mass comparison?

In fact, it turns out that this question is very diYcult to answer. The main,

and most controversial, application of the method has been in the analy-

sis of native languages of the Americas (Greenberg 1987), and here

Greenberg proposes three genetic groupings: of Eskimo-Aleut in the
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furthest north, Na-Dene mainly in Canada and down the west coast, and

Amerind over the whole of the rest of the continent. Of these, Amerind is

the locus of most controversy, as a major superfamily of over 500 lan-

guages and 11 substocks.

Greenberg’s approach centred on his collection of notebooks, in which

he kept transcriptions, from a wide range of sources, of a large number of

lexical and grammatical items. If enough data from enough languages are

considered together, he argues, then languages will automatically fall into

groups. However, we might anticipate a diVerence of opinion over

whether volume of evidence is more important than quality. Greenberg’s

mass comparison (which Campbell andMithun (1979a) call the ‘laundry-

list’ approach) generates a vast amount of data, but the intrinsic problem

is whether we can determine that in any given case we are really compar-

ing like with like. The comparative method includes two independent

checks of comparability: Wrst, we must establish that correspondences are

recurrent (which helps us rule out one-oV fortuitous resemblances); and

then we must also be able to reconstruct a most likely common ancestral

form, showing that the daughters have developed by plausible sound

changes (which helps to rule out borrowings and particularly wild long-

range comparisons: see Sect. 1.4 below). However, there seem to be no

such checks and balances in the case of mass comparison, where what

counts as a match, in either phonetic or semantic terms, is what Green-

berg says counts as a match. There is a signiWcant literature demonstrat-

ing that criteria for determining matching in mass comparison are almost

entirely lacking (Campbell 1988; MatisoV 1990; McMahon and

McMahon 1995): for example, Goddard (1987: 657) suggests that ‘simi-

larity in meaning may encompass entire semantic Welds or long word-

association strings’, such as Greenberg’s Amerind etymology ‘back1’,

which includes forms meaning ‘back, wing, shoulder, hand, buttocks,

behind’. Turning to phonetic similarity, Goddard (ibid.) points out that

inmultilateral comparison ‘Acceptable similarity in shape is often amatch

of only a single consonant’, as in the forms *mye:w ‘road’ andma from the

Amerind etymology ‘go1’, and *-sit-‘foot’ compared with ?as and si in the

etymology ‘foot2’. Campbell (1988: 600) likewise observes that many of

Greenberg’s candidates for phonetic similarity are very short:

while monosyllabic CV or VC forms may represent true cognates, they are so

short that the similarity could easily be due to chance. And if only one or two
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segments of longer forms are matched, with no explicit proposal to account for

the unmatched segments, then chance becomes a strong possibility. It is import-

ant to account for the whole word, not just for some arbitrarily segmented part of

it. A match of only one or two segments will not be persuasive.

As Campbell suggests, it is vital that we should be able to distinguish

between the results of any valid method and chance; and in the total

absence of criteria for deciding what counts as a real or meaningful

resemblance this is impossible to guarantee. We shall see demonstrations

in the next chapter that the results of mass comparison are in fact

indistinguishable from chance. This also invalidates Greenberg’s further

assertion that a major advantage of mass comparison is the sheer quantity

of languages compared: as we shall see, increasing the number of lan-

guages is only likely to increase the reliability of the results obtained if we

also insist that the supposedly common features are required to occur in

more of the languages. If we do not make this requirement, then we

simply increase the likelihood of Wnding chance similarities, and in the

absence of clear and agreed criteria for determining what is a match we

may then misclassify these chance resemblances as indicators of common

origin. As Wright (1991: 58) puts it, Greenberg ‘doesn’t spell out criteria

for deciding when two words correspond closely enough to qualify as a

match. Greenberg himself may not need such pedantry; his intuitive sense

for linguistic aYnity is the subject of some renown. But other linguists

may. And science is supposed to be a game anyone can play.’

It seems, then, that mass comparison is not strictly repeatable, and is

therefore not amenable to testing. The method is very good at Wnding

patterns, but no good at all at telling us whether those patterns mean

anything. Greenberg’s counter-argument here is that the patterns must be

meaningful simply because the data are so plentiful: and on the face of it

the numbers do look persuasive, with 107 grammatical features and 281

etymologies making up the case for Amerind. It is, of course, important

that Greenberg’s comparisons include both lexical and grammatical

items, since this seems to hold out the hope of bringing mass comparison

closer to the comparative method: as we saw in Section 1.2 above, initial

work on Indo-European was strongly focused on morphology. However,

‘It is safe to say that the number of grammatical items provided by

Greenberg as evidence for Amerind is in fact far lower than 107’ (Adelaar
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1989: 250). In fact, the grammatical features tend to link only small

numbers of the actual languages and substocks, as shown in (7).

(7) Grammatical features linking two or more Amerind substocks in

Greenberg (1987) (reproduced from McMahon and McMahon

1995: 210)

No. of substocks No. of features

2 22

3 8

4 9

5 0

6 5

7 1

8 0

9 0

10 1

11 2

As (7) indicates, only two of Greenberg’s grammatical features recur in all

11 substocks, and these are Wrst-person�n and second-person�m, which

on any criteria must count as short forms, and are also extremely frequent

worldwide (MatisoV 1990, Nichols 1996). A staggering 59 of the total 107

are only found within individual substocks, giving no evidence at all for

higher-order groupings.

Much of the case, then, must rest on lexical data, and here we encoun-

ter two problems. First, there is another numerical argument: of Green-

berg’s initially impressive 281 etymologies, more than half only link 2 or 3

of the 11 substocks (and none link all 11). The average number of lexical

matches per pair of substocks is only 27 (McMahon andMcMahon 1995:

211). Recall also that the criteria for matching are unclear, so that these

alleged matches may be only the ‘phono-semantic lookalikes’ MatisoV

(1990: 109–10) identiWes for Proto-Sino-Tibetan and Amerind, hastening

to add that he does not see these groups as related. AsMatisoV continues,

‘sober-minded scholars have shrunk from megalocomparisons not be-

cause they are so diYcult, but because they are so easy’.

Although Greenberg claims to be using both lexical and grammatical

data in establishing Amerind, we have seen that the weight of evidence

rests Wrmly on the lexical material. Lexical lookalikes have been the
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foundation for many claims of distant relatedness, as noted by Trask

(1996: 223), who gives a list of supposed cognates which have been

proposed in attempts to connect Basque and Caucasian. Basque is a

regular target for the tidiers-up of the linguistic world, who seem oVended

by the existence of isolates and are often desperately keen to scoop them

up into some family or another; and, as Campbell (2003: 263) suggests,

‘excessive zeal for long-range relationships can lead to methodological

excesses’. Its association with long-range comparison, including attempts

to reconstruct elements of ‘Proto-World’ (see Bengtson and Ruhlen

1994), has also done Greenberg’s method no favours in terms of its

acceptance in mainstream comparative linguistics. Trask observes that

two of the Basque items are actually glossed with the wrong meanings,

and another only has the given meaning ‘in one very doubtful source’,

though ‘It is completely out of order to cite forms or meanings which are

severely localized or attested only in sources of questionable reliability

when such forms and meanings conXict with the bulk of the evidence

available’ (Trask 1996: 223). For instance, Basque maño is glossed as

‘masculine’, but actually means ‘(little) mule’; this problem arises because

Spanish macho has been used in a bilingual dictionary, and means both

‘mule’ and ‘masculine’. Furthermore, Trask (ibid.) continues:

the alleged Basque *abets ‘voice’, *beri ‘this same’, *kala ‘castle’ . . . do not exist

at all: these are either blunders resulting from misunderstanding the secondary

sources used or sheer fantasies on the part of the people drawing the compar-

isons . . . The point of all this is that the people who drew these comparisons did

not know anything about Basque. They contented themselves with extracting

items incomprehendingly from bilingual dictionaries and other secondary

sources, not all of them reliable sources of information, and as a result they

made a spectacular series of blunders

One might expect that Greenberg, whose reputation in historical lin-

guistics is signiWcant, would simply not have made errors of this magni-

tude. But he did. McMahon and McMahon (1995: 183–5) list a range of

error types in his data, ranging from the inclusion of false cognates,

through the listing of non-existent forms, to the attribution of forms to

the wrong languages (some of which are also non-existent). Ruhlen (1994:

121) suggests that etymologies should not be dismissed ‘for . . . reasons . . .

as trivial as the misidentiWcation of a language’; though, as McMahon

and McMahon (1995: 186) remark, ‘presumably we are to conclude from
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this that it would do no harm to collect data from Hungarian, mislabel it

Italian, and build, on the basis of the transitivity of genetic linguistic

relationship, to which Greenberg is Wrmly committed, a composite group

from Romance and Finno-Ugric’.

Turning to a more speciWc example, Goddard (1987: 656) reviews the

142 etymologies in Greenberg (1987) which include data from Algon-

quian, and argues that ‘Errors in the Algonquian data alone invalidate 93

of these equations.’ In 34 cases the forms cited by Greenberg are actually

unrelated; 21 involve isolated forms, often from Blackfoot, which cannot

be reconstructed for Proto-Algonquian; 10 are wrongly analysed or

segmented; in 8 the phonology is wrong; in 7 the reconstruction cannot

be supported; and 2 do not come from an Algonquian language at all

(McMahon and McMahon 1995: 185). Goddard (1987: 656) considers

that the remaining 49 etymologies are much more likely to be due to

chance than to support wider relationships including Algonquian.

Perhaps the most astonishing aspect of mass comparison, however, is

Greenberg’s attitude to errors of this kind, which, far from leaving him

covered in shame and embarrassment, do not appear to trouble him at all.

His claim is that mass comparison ‘is so powerful that it will give reliable

results even with the poorest of materials. Incorrect material should have

merely a randomizing eVect’ (Greenberg 1987: 29). The problem is that

although errors may cancel each other out in some circumstances, they

will simply compound in others, a fact captured succinctly in MatisoV’s

(1990: 110) comment ‘garbage in, garbage out’. Again, this is clearly

relevant to the question of whether the supposed matches identiWed by

the supposed method are real or Wctitious; and this again takes us back to

the question of whether the results of mass comparison are distinguish-

able in principle from chance. We return to this question, and frame a

wholly negative answer, in Chapter 3.

Here we Wnd another of those intrinsically unhelpful apparent opposi-

tions beloved of historical linguists, this time setting ‘lumpers’ against

‘splitters’. Greenberg sets up mass comparison in opposition to the split-

ting tendency he sees as dominating American linguistics over most of the

twentieth century, whereby adherents of the comparative method attempt

to fragment Native American languages into an unfeasibly large number

of small genetic groupings, with no prospect for higher-level classiWca-

tion. This he attributes (1987: 4) to classical comparativists’ caution,

deriving from their belief that making a false grouping is worse than
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missing a true one, whereas Greenberg sees the errors of omission and

commission as equally serious. Conversely, Campbell and Mithun

(1979a: 37) hold that ‘Although the past is characterized by much ‘‘lump-

ing’’ and the present by ready ‘‘splitting’’, the crucial diVerence lies in the

demands for supporting evidence.’ In other words, those practising the

comparative method are intrinsically cautious in the absence of decisive,

recurrent similarities and plausible reconstructions; and this caution may

well be warranted in view of the errors commonly found in long-range

comparisons based on second-hand lexical evidence. However, as Camp-

bell and Mithun note, failing to group languages now leaves the option

open for the future, while grouping in error may establish an unsubstanti-

able family which is then fed into further comparisons, multiplying errors

elsewhere in the projected family tree. So-called ‘splitters’ are not neces-

sarily totally opposed to higher-level classiWcation: they simply await

evidence which seems better than chance. That does not seem to us such

a bad strategy.

1. 4 Why Historical Linguists Need Quantitative Methods

The previous section might seem to suggest that all historical linguists

need is patience. However, waiting in the hope that better evidence will

simply emerge is not an option, since evidence in linguistics, as in many

other disciplines, cannot simply be lifted directly oV the shelf: it also has to

be analysed. It is with this stage of analysis that the problem currently lies,

since we havemore than one possible way to approach the classiWcation of

languages into families, and we face serious diYculties in evaluating them.

Consequently, patience is necessary but not suYcient: we must remember

the exhortation to ‘Pray to God, sailor, but row for the shore.’

The current diYculty comparativists face is our inability to test and

demonstrate family relationships, so that these can either be proved

beyond reasonable doubt, or refuted. If we cannot tell good results from

bad ones in a formal and repeatable way, we cannot hope to distinguish

goodmethods from bad ones either. The comparative method is central to

comparative linguistics; but it is based primarily on case law, and typically

taught in association with its application to a particular family. Hoenigs-

wald (1960) does give steps and principles which responsible historical

linguists will usually follow; but the relative informality of the method,
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and the lack of testability beyond the checks built into the method itself,

mean we have to rely on the experience and integrity of individual prac-

titioners to do so. This brings the comparative method uncomfortably

close to mass comparison, where accepting results means believing impli-

citly in the linguistic intuitions of the method’s inventor. Both methods

rely on an individual linguist’s knowledge of a particular language group,

but this makes both inevitably subject, at least potentially, to interference

from individual linguists’ opinions. If we cannot guarantee getting the

same results from the same data considered by diVerent linguists, we

jeopardize the essential scientiWc criterion of repeatability. Although we

feel as a scholarly community that we can rely on comparative method

more than mass comparison, justifying that preference is diYcult, partly

because the criteria for deciding what counts as ‘the same’ are not worked

through formally in either case. This is like playing Snap without deciding

in advance what counts as the same—do we want identity, as in pictorial

versions for younger children, or are we matching by number, suit, or

both? Not working this through in advance inevitably leads to chaos and

tears before bedtime. The tears before bedtime of comparative linguistics

have led to some intemperate language in the literature, and a fair amount

of press coverage, over the last decade or so.

In our view, the solution is to seek to formalize our methods, and to

add a quantitative dimension, in the interests of conWrming or ruling out

particular results (and, by extension, the methods which have produced

them). There are other areas of linguistics which have beneWted consid-

erably from the inclusion of a quantitative perspective, including notably

sociolinguistics; likewise, corpus-based approaches have produced in-

sights into language change which could not be achieved on the basis of

smaller quantities of data collected piecemeal and analysed with the

naked eye. If we are seeking an insight into trends, then computational

methods can be of considerable help. They may also assist us in answering

two other outstanding questions.

First, although we might be able to group languages into a family with

a certain measure of security, using the comparative method for instance,

subgrouping is still a matter of considerable unclarity, since the method as

it stands does not allow for the quantiWcation of degrees of relatedness.

When we see two languages at ‘the same level’ in a family tree, should

this be interpreted as meaning they have changed by approximately the

same amount since the immediately higher node, or since their common
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ancestor? At the moment, there is no way of representing branch lengths

in trees or measuring similarity in an agreed and meaningful way; and this

may require the development of new, additional methods of comparison.

Second, historical linguists may share a general sense, for the most

part, that the comparative method is proven and promising, and that

mass comparison is neither, but their arguments have been detailed and

speciWc, and their evaluation has not transmitted itself to colleagues in

other historical disciplines. Thus, archaeologists and geneticists tend

naturally to favour mass comparison, since it is presented as a method

providing measurable results, over a potentially unlimited time depth,

and is moreover straightforward to apply. The comparative method,

on the other hand, is sometimes presented as a mystery into which one

can only be initiated after years of philological training; moreover, it is

suggested that numbers are anathema to its practitioners, and that it is

intrinsically limited to a period of perhaps 8,000–10,000 years, bringing it

nowhere near the evolutionary time which interests geneticists. Cavalli-

Sforza (2000: 137–8), for instance, speaks out in support of Greenberg’s

work, and clearly sees other comparativists as simply old-fashioned,

unwilling to accept big ideas, and as ‘disallowing reliable measurements’.

Geneticists and archaeologists will inevitably continue to accept what

they see as bold hypotheses, unless we can convince them that the bold

hypotheses are unsound hypotheses, based on unsound methods. To do

this we need to speak the language of prehistorians, and that language

consists partly of numbers.

This does not mean that we are seeking to replace historical linguists,

with their deep knowledge of individual languages and groupings, by

sleek, humming computers and programs which smooth out all the

bumps (wherein reside most of the linguistically interesting aspects of

the languages we are comparing). However, we can aspire to combining

the two in a way which might allow us to argue convincingly against the

methodological lunatic fringe. We can try to come up with ways of testing

and supporting our goodmethods and results, and of testing and rejecting

bad ones.

This is the Wrst of the three aims of this book. The second involves the

development of new methods which can supplement the comparative

method in situations where it cannot realistically be applied, and which

are based on a range of levels of the grammar: if we have a number of

independent methods, they may support each other, and perhaps increase
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the time depth over which we can operate. As Nichols (1996: 65) notes,

linking our second and third objectives:

What linguistics needs now are heuristic measures that will be valid in situations

where comparativists cannot expect to have reliable intuitions, measures that will

detect relatedness at time depths at which face-value individual-identifying evi-

dence has disappeared and the standard comparative method cannot apply. And

since any such heuristic is likely to be improved if it can take into account the

evidence oVered by archeology, human biology, and other Welds, it is important

that communication be improved between historical linguists and other human

prehistorians.

As well as allowing us to work in an interdisciplinary way, we can hope

that the development of quantitative techniques will allow us to evaluate

claims of congruence between historical-linguistic data and those from

archaeology and genetics. Pursuing these proposed correlations is our

third aim.

In short, in the following seven chapters we aim to develop testability

for existing methods, and to pioneer new ones. We hope to assist histor-

ical linguists in demonstrating that their partly intuitive conclusions are

the right ones, and to develop methods to assist in cases where the

linguistic evidence is unclear, and no amount of linguistic knowledge

can provide more than a tentative hypothesis. Comparative linguists

have to get better at hypothesis testing for our own sakes, but also

because it will help us in interactions with colleagues from other discip-

lines. We also need to be able to show, particularly for such interdiscip-

linary purposes, the diVerence between a promising or even proven

method and a seriously Xawed one. Finally, in our scientiWc opinion,

blank slates do not exist; where they appear to, they tend to reXect a

wilful rejection of earlier spadework and at least partial hypotheses. We

have no intention of going it alone in this way in what follows, but will be

staying close to the linguistic ground at least initially, in testing, evaluat-

ing, and extending two well-worn comparative-linguistic methods. These

are approaches based on meaning lists in Chapter 2 and the comparative

method in Chapter 3.
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2
Lexicostatistics

2. 1 Comparing Like with Like

The essential Wrst step in the development of any quantitative method is

identifying something to measure. If we want to use a quantitative tech-

nique to establish whether languages are likely to be related, or whether

they fall into the same subgroup, or how similar two languages are

relative to a third language, we need to decide what we are going to

count; and to ensure that we are comparing like with like, the something

we are counting has to be the same across all the languages we are

comparing. Indeed, to make the method as Xexible as possible we need

that something to be the same in all the languages we might ever want to

compare. In comparative linguistics this is a tall order.

Our Wrst thought might be to turn to sociolinguistics, where quantita-

tive methods have enjoyed such success, and adopt the strategies devel-

oped there. However, sociolinguistic studies tend to operate within a

single speech community (Patrick 2002), where speakers share the same

norms of behaviour and attitude, and the same variable elements of

linguistic structure. It is possible, therefore, to isolate a set of variables

and to study the circumstances, both linguistic and non-linguistic, under

which the diVerent variants emerge. For example, we might consider a

phonological variable (t), with variants [t], used mainly by women, and

glottal stop [?], mainly used by men. We might Wnd a syntactic variable

(negation), with multiple negation (I didn’t do nothing) favoured by lower-

class speakers, and single negative markers (I didn’t do anything) the

dominant variant for middle-class speakers; or a lexical variable, where

the meaning (be sick) might be expressed by vomit for older speakers and

throw up for younger ones. These examples are simplistic, since typically a

range of interacting factors of sex, class, age, level of education, ethnicity,



and more will aVect the variant we Wnd, making the quantitative ap-

proach of counting variants and correlating them with non-linguistic

factors both complex and enlightening. However, they do show the

types of variables with which sociolinguists frequently work.

For historical linguists, however, determining variables is not so

straightforward, because we are not dealing with individual speech com-

munities or even languages, but the range of possible variation within

human language in general. If we want to develop a quantitative ap-

proach to phonetics (and we return to such a possibility in Chapter 8),

what are we to measure? There are many diVerent sounds in the world’s

languages, but some are restricted to a small number of languages, like

the click sounds, which are mainly found in Southern Africa. Others are

much more widespread, like the voiceless labial plosive [p]: but how are

we to compare this in a system like Hawaiian, where it is one of 8

consonants, with the situation in Georgian, where it is one consonant

among 80 (Ladefoged and Maddieson 1996)? Turning to morphosyntax,

are we to compare the categories of subject, object, and so on (leaving

aside as another question those languages where such categories might

not be relevant) regardless of the strategies languages use to signal them—

which might involve adding agreement markers like aYxes, or putting

them in a speciWc position in the sentence, or using a separate word along

with the noun? Or should we consider the strategies themselves, asking

whether we are dealing with a language which has inXectional morph-

ology or one lacking it, one with Wxed word order against another where

anything goes?

All these are open questions, and not unanswerable in principle,

though the answers might be many and varied (see again Ch. 8 below,

and Heggarty forthcoming). However, the earliest and best-known quan-

titative method in comparative linguistics did not seek to develop com-

parisons in either phonetics or morphosyntax, but instead focused on

vocabulary. This may seem surprising, since intuitively the lexicon might

seem the most highly and unpredictably variable part of the grammar: we

know that words acquire new meanings between generations (gay,

wicked, cool ), and that one word can be replaced by another (wireless,

radio) within a short time-span. We also know that the same area of

meaning can be covered by a single word in one language, like brown in

English, but two or more words in another, like brun and marron in

French. Some languages have a word for a particular concept, while
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others have to paraphrase or borrow, as English has borrowed Schaden-

freude from German, and a whole host of languages spoken in cultures

which did not formerly have helicopters, pacemakers, or e-mail have

borrowed the words for those newly introduced ideas from English.

Although vocabulary might seem inherently unstable, and meaning

amorphous and not amenable to universal segmentation, the method of

lexicostatistics assumes that there are certain concepts for which every

human language is highly likely to have a word, because all humans are

highly likely to have to talk about them. Moreover, these concepts are so

ubiquitous that the words will be frequent, and therefore probably

learned early. The hypothesis is also that they will therefore be relatively

resistant to linguistic change, and especially to cross-cultural replace-

ment. Words for such deeply ingrained and universally relevant human

experiences might consequently be good candidates for cross-linguistic

quantitative comparison, and we explore this lexicostatistical approach in

the next section.

2. 2 Classical Lexicostatistics

The development of classical lexicostatistics is inextricably linked with the

name of Morris Swadesh, though in fact Embleton’s historical survey

(1986, 2000) makes the point that work of this kind predates Swadesh,

with associated methods used, for example, by Sapir (1916), Kroeber and

Chrétien (1937), and Ross (1950). We deWne lexicostatistics here as the

use of standard meaning lists to assess degrees of relatedness among

languages. However, lexicostatistics in this sense has frequently been

confused with one application of the method, glottochronology, which

seeks to date the splits of sister languages from their common ancestor.

Indeed, Fox (1995: 279–80), in the only textbook devoted exclusively to

linguistic reconstruction, notes that ‘Though potentially diVerent in

scope, these two terms are used virtually synonymously by most scholars,

as they designate what is, in eVect, a single method’. Campbell (1998: 177)

seems to support the distinction in principle, though suggesting that it is

not often observed in practice:

glottochronology is deWned as a method with the goal of assigning a date to the

split-up of some language into daughter languages, whereas lexicostatistics
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is . . . the statistical manipulation of lexical material for historical inferences

(not necessarily associated with dates). Lexicostatistics in this sense is broader.

However, in actual practice, this distinction is almost never made; both names are

used interchangeably.

On the other hand, Joseph and Janda (2003: 173) are careful to diVer-

entiate lexicostatistics from glottochronology, while Embleton (2000: 160

n. 3) actively argues for diVerentiation: ‘Some authors, particularly in the

1960s, use the terms glottochronology and lexicostatistics interchangea-

bly . . . This leads to confusion—and often debate at cross-purposes—

over the goals or achievements of the particular method used in a par-

ticular piece of research.’ It is easy to see how this confusion has arisen,

since Swadesh (1952, 1955) focuses his discussion closely on dating.

However, our view is that lexicostatistics is a prerequisite to glottochro-

nology, which is an application and extension of that method. We return

to glottochronology in Chapter 7, in a speciWc discussion of dating, but

for the moment exclude the potential application to calculating time since

divergence from our evaluation of lexicostatistics. This is not to say that

no questions have been raised over the assumptions of lexicostatistics, but

rather that glottochronology makes more assumptions, and those it

makes are more problematic. Identifying lexicostatistics with glottochro-

nology, and rejecting both on the basis of problems speciWc to the latter,

runs the risk of throwing out the meaning-list baby with the time-depth

bathwater.

We use the term ‘meaning list’ rather than the more common ‘word list’

because the latter is potentially ambiguous. Lexicostatistics operates not

by comparing words in diVerent languages but by setting up an agreed

test list where each slot is a meaning and then comparing the items that

occupy the same slot cross-linguistically. So, in a lexicostatistical analysis

of English and German we might take the meaning ‘two’ as one item in

the list, and would then be comparing two with zwei. We obtain a score

across the whole list by scoring 1 for each case where the two items are

cognate, and 0 for each case where they are not. The prior application of

the comparative method tells us that two and zwei are cognate: we know

the <w> in the English spelling used to be pronounced in Old English, as

it still is in some dialects, such as Scots [twO:] or [twe:], and there is a

regular correspondence of initial [t] in English with [ts] in German, seen

also in tide versus Zeit, or ten versus zehn. The idea is that the total scores
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for meaning-list comparisons over diVerent pairs of languages can tell us

how closely related those languages are, therefore helping us with ques-

tions of subgrouping. For this reason, it is vital to include only the most

common, colloquial items, not searching for cognates at all costs: thus, a

slot for ‘dog’ must be Wlled by English dog, even though a knowledge of

German Hund might make it terribly tempting to dig around in the more

specialized vocabulary and put in hound instead. As Swadesh notes,

‘There is a certain danger of subjectivism in Wlling out the test lists for

given languages and in scoring cognates between a pair of lists’ (1955:

129), and it is this subjectivism we must guard against in applying lex-

icostatistics.

The next question is how we determine the composition of the meaning

list. To allow maximum comparability across languages, and to guard

against accidental resemblances and borrowing, such lists do not include

whatever random items the experimenter fancies: as Campbell (1998:

177–8) tells us, the most basic assumption of lexicostatistics is that

‘there exists a basic or core vocabulary which is universal and relatively

culture-free, and thus is less subject to replacement than other kinds of

vocabulary’. Trask (1996: 23) deWnes these basic meanings as:

chieXy the items of very high frequency which we would expect to Wnd in every

language: pronouns, lower numerals, kinship terms, names of body parts, simple

verbs like go, be, have, want, see, eat, and die, widespread colour terms like black,

white, and red, simple adjectives like big, small, good, bad, and old, names of

natural phenomena like sun, moon, star, Wre, rain, river, snow, day, and night,

grammatical words like when, here, and, if, and this, and a few others.

It is not clear exactly how the items for the list were selected; Swadesh

(1952: 455) tells us only that ‘It was not diYcult to form a list of about two

hundred relatively stable lexical items, consisting of body parts, numerals,

certain objects of nature, simple universal activities.’ Swadesh (ibid. 457)

does note that ‘Suitable items for a test list must be universal and non-

cultural. That is, they must refer to things found anywhere in the world

and familiar to every member of a society, not merely to specialists or

learned people.’

It is important to stress here that classical lexicostatistical comparisons

are not based on superWcial similarity; this would make it indistinguish-

able from mass comparison, though the use of a Wxed list might in fact

confer an advantage on lexicostatistics here. What is counted is not the
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number of similar items between two lists, but the number which can

safely be assumed to be cognate. It follows that prior application of the

comparative method is necessary for this method to work most reliably,

or at least that a certain amount of initial eVort has to go into looking

beyond the lists themselves to assess whether the identiWed similarities

extend into regular and recurrent correspondences. Trask (1996: 362)

argues this point particularly strongly, contending that ‘lexicostatis-

tics . . . can be applied only after the languages of interest have been

shown to be related and after cognate words have been securely iden-

tiWed’. He is strongly opposed to applications of lexicostatistics which

seek to establish relatedness, such as the work of Tovar et al. (1961), who

compare lists from Basque and a range of other languages including

Caucasian and Berber. Their Wgures include 10% ‘cognates’ for Basque

and Berber, and 7.5% for Basque and Kartvelian. However, as Trask

(1996: 362) rightly observes, this is an overextension of the method, since:

all that these pretty numbers represent is the proportion of arbitrary resem-

blances between the languages by which the authors are prepared to be im-

pressed. Such work constitutes an abuse of lexicostatistics: guesswork wrapped

up in numbers expressed to any number of decimal places is still guesswork, and

it should not be presented as anything better. . . .

As we shall see recurrently through this book, mathematical models and

methods are not a substitute for careful and reasoned linguistic investi-

gations, though that has not prevented attempts to use them in this way.

What quantitative approaches can do is to validate the results of purely

linguistic methods: moreover, if our quantitative approaches are comple-

mentary to the linguistic ones, and produce highly correlated results, we

might gain conWdence to adopt the quantitative approach alone in cases

where our tried and tested linguistic methods simply cannot work,

whether for lack of data or because of some intrinsic unclarity in the

situation. We do not start, however, from the assumption that the lin-

guistic methods can be nudged aside in every case.

Another key consideration in applying and evaluating lexicostatistics

involves the number of slots in the test list. According to Campbell (1998:

179), Swadesh started with 500 items, but then progressively reduced the

list length, so that the most commonly used lists now include 100 or 200

meanings. Swadesh himself observes that he opted for 215 items in early

lists, but recommends the omission of 15 items, including ‘brother’,
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‘sister’, several numbers larger than Wve, ‘to cook’, and ‘to dance’, which

are ‘unsatisfactory for many language groups’ (1952: 455). Subsequently,

Swadesh (1955: 124) suggests a further reduction to 100 items: ‘defects in

the old list were repeatedly made evident. The only solution appears to be

a drastic weeding out of the list, in the realization that quality is at least as

important as quantity’.

The rationale for these reductions, leading to the 100-item list, is

provided in Swadesh (1955). First, a number of items are excluded

because they are thought not to be culture neutral; these include ‘ice’,

‘snow’, ‘freeze’, ‘snake’, ‘sea’; numerals above two; and some natural

objects like ‘salt’, which is commonly traded (ibid. 125). Certain activity

meanings, like ‘cut’, ‘pull’, ‘dig’, and ‘squeeze’, are removed because they

cannot reliably be matched in all languages, and also ‘belong to a dis-

tinctly lower level of stability than the bulk of our test items’ (ibid.).

Similarly, Swadesh (ibid.) rejects ‘interlingually ambiguous and unstable

object words’ including ‘leg’, ‘back’, ‘guts’. For example, ‘The leg includes

the foot, ankle, calf, shin, knee, thigh. Many languages have a single word

for foot and leg. Others make a distinction between the lower and upper

leg. Little wonder therefore that leg turns out to be one of the least stable

items on the list’ (ibid.). Furthermore, Swadesh argues that synonymous

items like ‘wife’ and ‘woman’ must be rejected because if a language has

the same item for both meanings then either both will be cognate or

neither will be; crucially, the two slots in the list are therefore not inde-

pendent. For this reason the 100-item list excludes ‘wife’, and similarly

‘river’, ‘lake’, ‘sea’ because of ‘water’; ‘far’ because of ‘long’; ‘short’,

‘thin’, and ‘near’ because of ‘small’; ‘dust’ because of ‘earth’; ‘fog’ because

of ‘cloud’; ‘leg’ because of ‘foot’; ‘they’ and ‘he’ because of ‘that’. Swa-

desh notes that there are still some possible cases of duplication (ibid.

125–6), such as ‘water’/‘rain’, ‘skin’/‘bark’, ‘big’/‘long’, ‘how’/‘what’,

‘who’/‘what’, ‘this’/‘that’ (and here his practice seems rather inconsistent,

since he has removed ‘short’ but not ‘long’). He suggests as an alternative

that (ibid. 126):

Another approach to the problem of potential duplication would be to leave the

cases in but to mark them speciWcally, so that they may be scored only when the

compared languages do not involve duplication. This would enable us to add

some otherwise excellent test items—including lip (tending somewhat to duplicate

mouth or to be expressed as a compound mouth-skin) and arm, in addition to
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some of those already mentioned—but would complicate the scoring by virtue of

the need to check each comparison for synonyms.

In the computer age, however, this added complexity scarcely registers as

an objection, and would seem clearly to confer an advantage in terms of

improving accuracy, as discussed further in the next section.

Swadesh further proposes the removal of cases which may have shared

or identical roots, such as ‘this’/‘that’, ‘who’/‘what’/‘when’/‘where’/‘how’,

‘kill’/‘die’, ‘I’/‘we’, ‘thou’/‘ye’: ‘the revised list therefore dropswhen, where,

how, ye but it keeps the rest of the words as minor risks. When a language

has two equivalents forwe, inclusive and exclusive, the former is to be used

because it is less likely to repeat the root of the Wrst person singular’ (ibid.).

He also excludes imitative words, like ‘blow’ which tends to have labials or

sibilants and rounded vowels, and also ‘breathe’, ‘laugh’, ‘puke’, ‘scratch’,

‘laugh’, ‘cry’, along with nursery words like ‘papa’, ‘mama’. A few items

are removed because they are ‘too bound up with peculiarities of language

morphology’ (ibid.); these include ‘if ’, ‘because’, ‘and’, ‘at’, and ‘in’. The

eventual 100-item Swadesh list includes 93 meanings from the earlier 200-

item list, with an additional 7 new meanings. The 200-item list is shown in

(1) below, with the items found in the 100-meaning list marked with an

asterisk, and the extra 7meanings in bold at the end.We return in Chapter

4 to the question of the optimal length of list, and to a statistical compari-

son of the 200- and 100-meaning options.

(1) Swadesh 200-meaning list (items in 100-meaning list marked with *)

all*

and

animal

ashes*

at

back

bad

bark*

because

belly*

big*

bird*

bite*

black*

blood*

blow

bone*

breathe

burn*

child

cloud*

cold*

come*

count

cut

day

die*

dig

dirty

dog*

drink*

dry*

dull (blunt)

dust

ear*

earth*

eat*

egg*

eye*

fall

far

fat (grease)*

father

fear

feather*

few

Wght

Wre*

Wsh*

Wve

Xoat

Xow

Xower

Xy*

fog

foot*
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four

freeze

fruit

give*

good*

grass

green*

guts

hair*

hand*

he

head*

hear*

heart*

heavy

here

hit

hold (take)

how

hunt

husband

I*

ice

if

in

kill*

know*

lake

laugh

leaf*

left (side)

leg

lie*

live

liver*

long*

louse*

man*

many*

meat*

mother

mountain*

mouth*

name*

narrow

near

neck*

new*

night*

nose*

not*

old

one*

other

person*

play

pull

push

rain*

red*

right (true)

right (side)

river

road*

root*

rope

rotten

rub

salt

sand*

say*

scratch

sea

see*

seed*

sew

sharp

short

sing

sit*

skin*

sky

sleep*

small*

smell

smoke*

smooth

snake

snow

some

spit

split

squeeze

stab (pierce)

stand*

star*

stick

stone*

straight

suck

sun*

swell

swim*

tail*

that*

there

they

thick

thin

think

this*

thou*

three

throw

tie

tongue*

tooth*

tree*

turn

two*

vomit

walk*

warm*

wash

water*

we*

wet

what*

when

where

white*

who*

wide

wife

wind

wing

wipe

with

woman*

woods

worm

ye

year

yellow*

breast*

claw*

full*

horn*

knee*

moon*

round*
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2. 3 Objections to Lexicostatistics

A range of objections to lexicostatistics have been raised in the literature;

in fact, Swadesh’s own work preWgured the majority of these. First, Teeter

(1963) argues against the use of any method focusing only on the vocabu-

lary—anyone doing this ‘hasmistaken the dictionary for the language’. As

we shall see in the next chapter, there have been moves to include mor-

phological and phonological items in more recent quantitative ap-

proaches, notably in Ringe et al.’s computational-cladistics project

(2002). In any case, the best lexicostatistical work is careful to build on

the Wndings of the comparative method, and thus considers recurrent

correspondences to decide on cognacy judgements; strictly, lexicostatistics

is therefore not simply a lexical method but also a phonological one. It is

worth noting, though, that there will be some cases where the methods

comparative linguists can apply will be limited by the availability of data.

This is particularly true of endangerment situations, where speakers

may be few and elderly. Such situations are increasingly common: Nettle

and Romaine (2000: 5) cite a 1962 survey suggesting that of the estimated

300 languages spoken in the territory of the present-day USA in 1492 only

175 were still spoken; moreover, only 6 of these then hadmore than 10,000

speakers, with 51 having fewer than 10 speakers. Dorian (1978) notes that

‘semi-speakers’, who use the minority language only in speciWc situations

and may be restricted in their supply of interlocutors, are also typically

lacking in conWdence, fearing errors and omissions in their production. In

such cases we may have to rely on lists of basic, frequently occurring

vocabulary and very little else, so that it is clearly worth testing methods

based on such restricted evidence. If we assess lexicostatistical approaches

and Wnd that they are workable and reliable for languages where we have a

known history and plentiful evidence, we will then have a valuable re-

source that may be applicable to more poorly attested systems.

However, even if we are sympathetic in principle to the idea of a

lexically based means of comparison, we must question whether the

proposed list is the most appropriate one. Lexicostatistics, as we have

seen, relies absolutely on the identiWcation of universal, basic meanings;

but Hoijer (1956) argues that no list can ever be culturally neutral.

Swadesh (1952: 457) himself notes this problem, and suggests some

possible solutions:
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they must be easily identiWable broad concepts, which can be matched with

simple items in most languages. Of course, it would be impossible to devise a

list which works perfectly for all languages, and it must be expected that diYcult

questions will sometimes arise. This can, however, be very simply met by omitting

the troublesome item when necessary. The rules for Wlling in the list for each

language may be stated as follows: (a) Try to Wnd one simple equivalent for each

item by disregarding specialized and bound forms and the less common of two

equivalents. (b) Use a single word or element rather than a phrase, even though

the meaning may be broader than that of the test item. (c) Where it is impossible

to Wnd a single equivalent, omit the form.

We can break this general problem of non-universality down into several

diVerent subtypes. First, there is no set procedure for deciding which of

several translation equivalents to include: the idea is that we should

include the most basic equivalent, used in normal conversation, but this

does not always give us enough guidance. (Gudschinsky (1956) suggests

tossing a coin, but, as we saw in the discussion of mass comparison in

Chapter 1, assuming randomness as a solution, with errors cancelling

each other out, is not an ideal way to proceed either.) Examples of what

Embleton (2000: 149) calls ‘the problem of ‘‘multiple synonyms’’ ’ are

common in the literature, so the problem is not a marginal one; it can be

illustrated with English little and small, which could easily occupy the

same slot in the Swadesh list. Campbell (1998: 181) notes that Navajo has

no single word for ‘water’, but separate items for ‘stagnant water in a

pool’, ‘drinking water’, and ‘rain water’. Which of these would be more

basic? Similarly, K’ichean (Mayan) languages may have more than one

‘burn’ word, with k’at ‘burn accidentally’, coexisting with -por ‘burn on

purpose’; and likewise there are commonly three items covering the

meaning ‘eat’: -wa? ‘eat bread-like things’, -tix ‘eat meat’, and -lo? ‘eat

fruit-like things’ (ibid.). In Cuzco Quechua (Paul Heggarty, personal

communication), the adjective ‘old’ applied to a man is machu, but for a

woman it is paya. Which of these is more basic? Worse still, simply

discarding one of these items might rob us of data which help us assess

how closely related languages are; and indeed this is even more highly

relevant if we are making comparisons between dialects, where we need

as much high-resolution data as we can Wnd. For instance, in Quechua

there are two diVerent roots for the numeral ‘four’, tawa and trusku.

Some dialects have one, and some have the other; but in a third set of

dialects both co-occur, giving us a means of classiWcation. Exactly these
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apparently problematic, intermediate cases can provide us with valu-

able data if we are interested in assessing degrees of similarity; but they

can work against the requirement for a single item in each slot on

each list.

Conversely, languages may have one word covering more than one

meaning on the list; and a number of these many-to-one matches recur

cross-linguistically. Campbell (ibid. 182) notes that ‘ ‘‘man’’ and . . . ‘‘per-

son’’ are homonymous in many languages. Many languages do not

distinguish . . . ‘‘bark’’ from . . . ‘‘skin’’ or . . . ‘‘feather’’ from . . . ‘‘hair’’,

where ‘‘bark’’ is just ‘‘tree skin’’ and ‘‘feather’’ is just ‘‘bird hair’’ ’. This

gives rise to what Kessler (2001) calls ‘the shared roots problem’: if ‘bark’

is ‘tree skin’, and the ‘bark’ slot and the ‘skin’ slot therefore have the same

root, then the items in the list are not fully independent, compromising

the statistical robustness of the results. In a sense, this problem reXects a

typological bias in the original construction of the list: European lan-

guages typically use many diVerent lexical roots to express diVerences of

meaning. However, a method requiring us to collect and compare roots is

less compatible with the structures of languages elsewhere in the world,

such as those in the Andes, which often have polysynthetic structures,

relying on a much smaller number of roots but a large number of

derivational suYxes. Swadesh observes that ‘die’ and ‘kill’ may be ex-

pressed with a single root and an optional causative marker, though he

still includes both in the 100-meaning list. However, Heggarty et al.

(2003) note that in Ecuadorian Quechua, for instance, the problem of

shared roots is much more general, with the same root in ‘mouth’ and

‘tongue’, ‘skin’ and ‘bark’, ‘river’ and ‘water’, ‘big’ and ‘long’, and else-

where.

Embleton (2000: 149) notes two further diYculties in establishing

compatibility between lists. First, there may be no equivalent at all for a

particular meaning slot, and of course this becomes more likely with a

longer list, because longer lists almost inevitably include more culturally

restricted meanings. Embleton (ibid.) does not see this as a particularly

major diYculty: ‘Normally this is best dealt with just as a statistician

would with any missing data, namely as a blank’. More importantly, she

asks, ‘How should one deal with ‘‘partial cognation’’? For example, in the

Romance languages, the word for ‘‘heart’’ is sometimes cognate to cœur

and sometimes cognate to corazón . . . Proposed solutions include always

counting these as positive, always counting these as negative, or some sort
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of fractional scoring system’ (ibid.). Swadesh (1955: 122) already left the

door open to greater Xexibility in scoring and list comparison: ‘Ordinarily

only one equivalent is taken for each test item, more than one only when

there is no way of choosing among the common equivalents.’ Heggarty

(forthcoming) suggests some ways of incorporating these more complex

matching calculations and allowing both one-to-many and many-to-one

matchings between items and slots, and this is pursued in Chapter 6

below.

However, including more complex matching systems for a standard list

is not the only option: ‘A contrary suggestion has been to develop

variants of the test list for diVerent large areas of the world. This would

require great care both in the selection of the local items and in deter-

mining variations in the retention rates connected with each list’

(Swadesh 1955: 124). The second of these objections disappears immedi-

ately if we reject glottochronology, or see it at best as a secondary

application of lexicostatistics: the concentration on a single rate of change

for the most basic vocabulary, and the supposed universality of the

resulting calculations, is the main motive for retaining a rigidly structured

single list, and if we do not assume a set rate of change or intend to

calculate time depths we immediately gain more freedom in the shapes

our lists can take. The other reason for requiring an absolutely Wxed,

universal list would involve the use of lexicostatistics to propose macro-

families, or even to reconstruct Proto-World. Our view is that if adopting

multiple lists stops that kind of application we are all for multiple lists.

Of course, this does not mean that anything goes: it is vital that the list

should be at least substantially the same for groups of languages we might

reasonably wish to compare, and indeed we might wish to require substi-

tutions to fall into the same general area of meaning, with one body-part

meaning or kinship term being replaced, as far as possible, with another.

One option would be to retain a core list, with diVerent sets of optional

extra meanings depending, for example, on geographical area; or certain

items in the core list could be substituted by a more locally relevant

meaning for particular areas. For example, ‘cow’ and ‘lamb’ are not

species native to the Andes, and where words for these exist in Quechua

and other indigenous languages they are invariably borrowed from Span-

ish. Heggarty et al. (2003) suggest that these should be replaced by

‘llama’; variation in this slot reveals local aYnities between dialects and

languages which the common Spanish loans for ‘cow’ would obscure
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completely. Various modiWed lists of this kind have been proposed,

though their adoption does not always imply that the linguists concerned

are fully committed to lexicostatistics, let alone glottochronology, in

general: MatisoV (2000: 335) notes that ‘It has been repeatedly observed

that the standard Swadesh lists are culturally and grammatically inappro-

priate for many linguistic areas of the world, full of over- and under-

diVerentiations. I have attempted to mitigate these problems somewhat

by compiling a 200-word list more appropriate for Southeast Asia,

though this is comparable to applying a bandaid to a gangrenous foot.’

MatisoV ’s CALMSEA list (for ‘Culturally and LinguisticallyMeaningful

for Southeast Asia’) is closely based on the Swadesh 200-meaning list: the

meanings excluded from the Swadesh list include ‘back’, ‘knee’, ‘leg’,

while new meanings include ‘arrow’, ‘bamboo’, ‘boil’/‘cook’ ‘brain’,

‘Wnger/toe’, ‘frog’, ‘monkey’, ‘peas/beans’, ‘penis’, ‘plantain’/‘banana’,

and ‘village’. ModiWed Swadesh lists have also been proposed for use in

Australia (O’Grady 1960; Alpher and Nash 1999); some excluded Swa-

desh meanings are ‘all’, ‘bird’, ‘cold’, ‘mountain’, ‘night’, and ‘red’, while

meanings speciWc to the list include ‘armpit’, ‘down’, ‘forehead’, ‘north’,

and speciWcally for the ‘top end’ of Australia, ‘goanna’ and ‘mangrove’.

Black (n.d.) proposes a number of additional meanings for the subclas-

siWcation of Australian languages: these include ‘spearthrower’, ‘boom-

erang’, ‘possum’, ‘pelican’, ‘dream’, and ‘hole’. Again, this suggests that

longer and/or more locally speciWc lists may be useful for particular

purposes, notably subgrouping and dialect comparison.

There is a Wnal, further problem with any lexicostatistical comparison,

and this involves borrowing, which has been alluded to but not properly

confronted in the discussion above. Clearly, in a comparison of languages

1 and 2, if a slot in language 1 is Wlled with a loan, and if that loan comes

from language 2 or a relative of language 2, then we may counterfactually

interpret the similarity of the items in that slot as indicating common

ancestry. The same problem will arise if languages 1 and 2 have both

borrowed extensively from a common external source. This problem is

alleviated if the comparative method has already been applied, distin-

guishing real, recurrent correspondences from loans. However, in cases

where loans are particularly hard to spot (as is often the case for old

loans, or borrowings within a family), or where the comparative method

cannot be applied fully because of a paucity of data, interference from

loans can be very real.
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2. 4 Testing Methods

Borrowing represents such a major problem for any method of discerning

and constructing families that it will be considered in much more detail in

the next two chapters. However, even leaving borrowing aside there have

been calls to dispense with lexicostatistics altogether, on the basis of the

other problems discussed above. For example, Lunt (1964a: 251), in an

intemperate editorial comment on Dyen (1964), suggests that:

There is no point in continuing. The lexicostaticians [sic] crippled by an untenable

basic assumption, plagued by the unrealistic need to set plusses [sic] or minuses as

answers to questions that do not admit an unqualiWed yes or no, seek refuge in a

simplistic manipulation of numbers. But since the numbers do not derive from

any linguistic reality, the fancy formulas and elaborate tables are meaningless—

simplicism has become simple-mindedness. It is regrettable that so much time and

eVort has been consumed in such idle delusion.

Dixon (1997: 35–6) similarly argues against the basis of lexicostatistics:

Swadesh (1951) put forward a magical formula for establishing ‘genetic’ relation-

ships. There would no longer be any need to spend decades compiling grammars

and dictionaries, then looking for systematic correspondences and working on

reconstruction. One simply gathered a speciWed 100- (or perhaps 200-) word list

of core vocabulary in each of a number of languages and compared them,

noting—by inspection—how many items appeared to be cognate . . . Like all

short cuts, this didn’t work. It was based on illicit assumptions . . . There were

(for some people) a few mad, happy years of 100-word list comparison before

lexicostatistics was decisively discredited.

There are several assumptions we can unpick here. If we accept Dixon’s

view, then lexicostatistics is equivalent to mass comparison, but over a set

list. However, we have seen that there are strong arguments for increasing

the Xexibility of test lists, and of the comparisons we can make between

them, to allow partial matches between slots, for instance. We have also

seen that it is preferable, wherever possible, to apply lexicostatistics after

the comparative method, since our judgements of whether two items

match are crucially based on assumed cognacy, not on whether the items

simply resemble one another. In this sense, lexicostatistics does not seek to

prove genetic relatedness, but to provide an indication of degree of re-

latedness which in turn can be fed into other possible applications.
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Dixon also makes a point more clearly related to borrowing, arguing

that ‘There is no universal principle that core vocabulary . . . is less likely

to be borrowed than non-core items. This does appear to hold for the

languages of Europe . . . and of many other parts of the world. But it does

not apply everywhere, and cannot be taken as an axiom, a partial basis

for the postulation of genetic relatedness’ (ibid. 10). In particular, Dixon

argues this does not hold for Australia, where he sees aYnities between

languages as far more likely to reXect a long-standing contact relationship

than family membership. Models of the lexicostatistical kind, with their

assumptions about basic vocabulary, borrowability, and so on, are there

to be tested; and if it turns out that Dixon is correct, and there is no basis

for those assumptions among Australian languages, then we have learned

something and can reWne our method either by modifying the assump-

tions or restricting its applicability. We do not, however, think that

throwing out the method is the right reaction. Indeed, we shall brieXy

consider some Australian data in Chapter 6 below.

On the other hand, there are great advantages in adopting a mathemat-

ical approach when we assess a model in this way, and these are summar-

ized concisely and clearly by Embleton (2000: 143): ‘The usual advantages

of mathematical techniques are ‘objectivity’ (including replicability),

speed, and ability to handle large volumes of data.’ Lexicostatistics

may, in essence, be a rather simple mathematical model, but a mathemat-

ical model it is nonetheless; and Embleton (ibid. 150) notes that there

have been attempts to improve it (see Van der Merwe 1966, SankoV

1973): ‘More parameters were added to the model (e.g. to account for

‘drift’), replacement rates were allowed to vary frommeaning to meaning,

multiple synonyms for test-list items were allowed, all increasing accuracy

when tested on ‘‘known’’ cases.’ Some of these innovations echo those

argued for in Section 2.3 above, and there are moves afoot elsewhere to

test and reWne the assumptions of the model. For example, next to no

attention has been devoted in the literature to any consideration of how

the items Wlling the slots in a test list are actually collected, and it has to be

assumed (in part from the errors we Wnd) that sometimes the collection

involves a linguist and a bilingual dictionary rather than any real inform-

ants at all. Slaska (in preparation) is considering the variation which

can arise in lists when they are collected from monolingual speakers

(by elicitation techniques based on pictures, actions, and so on) as

opposed to bilingual speakers (who are asked to translate an English
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list). Slaska is also investigating the variation within these groups, and

assessing the likely motivations for such variation from a sociolinguistic

perspective.

Developments of this kind are likely to increase our understanding of

the model, and of the possible pitfalls in its application, but they may also

increase the complexity of processing its results. The more reWned amodel

becomes, the more parameters of possible variation (and possible inter-

ference, not necessarily intentional, by the experimenter) it acquires. It

follows that more complex models need computational, quantitative

treatment even more than simple ones, and that criteria of replicability

and robustness become more important as the parameters involved in-

crease. Lexicostatistics, in other words, is not only a quantitative method;

it must be tested by quantitative means, and applied in a controlled way

to diVerent situations, so that we can assess where and why it is applic-

able, and where and why it gives problematic results. Embleton (2000:

155) suggests that historical linguists may be resistant to this kind of

quantitative investigation because:

Wrst, the typical training of a historical linguist will not involve anything remotely

close to mathematics, so mathematics is something quite alien, possibly even to

be feared; and second, an erroneous but prevalent view that things scientiWc (like

mathematical methods) are supposed to be objective, infallible, mechanistic,

generate incontrovertible proofs, etc., so that once you feed the data into the

black-box, the answer comes out the other end (and concomitantly, if an answer

known to be wrong comes out the other end, you throw out the black-box). . . .

It is not hard to Wnd comments in the literature testifying to Embleton’s

view that quantitative approaches are alien to historical linguists, and

Ross (1950: 59) provides an excellent example:

In comparison to old and established techniques, numerical methods must surely

always be either ineYcient or supererogatory. That is to say, on the one hand, if

no solution to a problem of this kind can be reached with the old methods then I

would not trust a numerical solution, and on the other hand, if a solution can be

reached with the old methods, then a numerical solution is unnecessary.

Muchmore recently, as we shall see in Chapter 5, Gray and Jordan (2000)

have been drawing family trees for Austronesian languages, using a

program adopted from biology. Cysouw (2000) stresses that their work

is not free-standing:
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The authors are very keen to proclaim that their quantitative methods, which are

taken from biology . . . are important, or even better than the methods used by

linguists . . . The authors used ‘an eYcient computer algorithm’ on the unpub-

lished data from Blust’s Austronesian Comparative Dictionary to build a lan-

guage-tree of the Austronesian languages. As far as I can see, nothing new results

from their analyses. There is a rather nice congruence between their tree and the

tree as I knew it from the literature . . . The method is a nice addition to historical

linguistics, but there is nothing really new. So, it seems to be possible to publish

an article in Nature just by using the right computer program and forget that

many years of research has been performed in linguistics to be able to perform

these analyses.

On the contrary, our view is that producing familiar trees from familiar

data still constitutes a step forward: the trees are in fact diVerent, not in

shape, but in statistical robustness and assured viability. It is clear that

this role of quantiWcation is not always appreciated by other linguists; but

it is vital that we should be able to test quantitative approaches, whether

to comparing meaning lists or to drawing family trees, to show their

results over known data are suYciently sensible and familiar to make it

worthwhile extending them in the future, to cases which cannot be

resolved by the application of more traditional linguistic methods. Of

course we must not forget that prior linguistic analysis is necessarily

involved; these programs are only ever as good as the data and analysis

that underlie them, and it is a priority to ensure that those are sound and

robust. However, we agree with Kroeber and Chrétien (1937: 85), who

believe that statistical analysis may ‘validate and correct insight, or,

where insight judgments are in conXict, help to decide between them. In

short, it increases objectivity, sharpens Wndings, and sometimes forces

new problems.’

As well as new problems, we can anticipate that the application of

computational techniques to cognacy scores or family trees will also show

relationships and patterns which might be suspected but cannot be dem-

onstrated by non-quantiWcational methods. We know this is a reasonable

expectation because this is precisely the result that has emerged from the

application of quantitative techniques in sociolinguistics and in corpus

studies. Just counting and accumulating numbers in corpus work is not,

of course, the point—this would be empty quantiWcation. But observing

the patterns which we can build following that stage of counting allows us

to interpret our numbers, seen in the light of what we know of internal
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and external history, as evidence for or against particular hypotheses. As

we shall see in the next chapter, aspects of the comparative method are

amenable to computational testing; but this does not remove the need for

linguistic judgements, or rule out any diVerences of interpretation and

opinion. Stochastic or probabilistic methods are particularly suitable for

human behaviour, which is stochastic itself, and no such method can

provide absolute proof (hence the inappropriateness, as Embleton (2000:

155) observes, of any unthinking faith in a scientiWc ‘black box’). Since we

know that in many cases we will still be left weighing the options, it

follows that we will never be dealing with opposing probabilities of 0

and 1. In turn, this introduces an element of liberation in dealing with

intrinsically messy linguistic data: although it is important to make sure

the data are as clean and the judgements as objective as possible, it

blessedly doesn’t matter if we have to leave the odd gap or a peculiarity

or two creep in, because we have to evaluate the results each time, not just

swallow them whole. Having said that, there will be methods which

simply do not lend themselves to quantiWcation, and we may decide this

is a reXection on those methods. While, as we shall see, we can develop

computational approaches to meaning-list comparisons, and to aspects of

the comparative method, including the generation and testing of family

trees, it seems highly unlikely that any program could be designed to

conWrm Greenberg’s results for Amerind, (1987), precisely because his

criteria are unclear, and programming depends crucially on explicitness.

In the chapters that follow we adopt the research strategy set out by

Embleton (1986: 3) and discussed in McMahon and McMahon (2003).

Although this strategy derives from work in applied mathematics, Emble-

ton suggests that it might fruitfully be employed in developing and testing

quantitative methodologies in linguistics too. The three steps central to

this strategy are shown in (2).

(2) Embleton (1986: 3)—steps in quantitative analysis:

(i) to devise a procedure, based on theoretical grounds, on a particular

model, or on past experience . . .

(ii) to verify the procedure by applying it to some data where there

already exists a large body of linguistic opinion for comparison,

often Indo-European data . . . This may lead to revision of the pro-

cedure of stage (i), or at the extreme to its total abandonment;
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(iii) to apply the procedure to data where linguistic opinions have not yet

been produced, have not yet been Wrmly established, or perhaps are

even in conXict. In practice, this usually means application to non-Indo-

European data. . . .

In the spirit of Embleton’s three-way division, the Wrst stage of our

investigations in this book should involve the testing and automatization

of existing approaches to language comparison and classiWcation. It

follows that one important goal of the book is to explore ways of

conWrming what we feel we already know, but by diVerent, repeatable,

and statistically testable means. We have therefore chosen to focus on

new approaches to two well-worn tools of language classiWcation, namely

meaning lists and family trees; and for the most part, in keeping with the

implied chronology of (2), we shall report results from the reanalysis of

relatively clear cases; as Embleton notes, this generally means Indo-

European. In Chapters 5 and 6, however, we report on exploratory

extensions of the methods under discussion to unclear, and typically

non-Indo-European, cases. We turn Wrst, however, to an attempt to

computerize aspects of the comparative method.
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3
Tree-based Quantitative

Approaches: Computational

Cladistics

3. 1 Probability-based Approaches

3. 1. 1 Real and Apparent Patterns

Before turning to attempts to construct and evaluate linguistic family

trees, which will be the main topic of this chapter and the next, we return

brieXy to lexicostatistics, and to disturbing similarities of this method

with mass comparison. In the chapters that follow we will be using

elements of lexicostatistics, for instance in generating trees based on

cognacy scores over standard Swadesh-type lists. We have also said

that, in common with many comparative historical linguists, we regard

mass comparison as inherently problematic, and as crucially comprom-

ised by a lack of rigour in determining what can count as a phonetic or

semantic match. However, there remain areas of overlap between the two

methods, since both are predominantly lexically based, and involve the

comparison of lists. True, those lists are set in lexicostatistics, while there

is no basic vocabulary criterion in mass comparison; lexicostatistics also

tends to be applied step by step, in a series of pairwise comparisons

between languages, whereas in mass comparison the more lists, the mer-

rier. But, at least at Wrst glance, these diVerences do not decisively favour

lexicostatistics. For one thing, we made a series of suggestions in Chapter

2 for a slackening of the constraints on the composition of test lists, so

that many-to-one or one-to-many matches between items and meanings

might be allowed, and culture-speciWc meanings might be included in



locally variable lists. Worse still, Greenberg (1987: 27) clearly sees the

simultaneous comparison of multiple lists as strongly advantageous: ‘To

inspect languages pairwise, or at a half-guess, is a diVerent thing from a

multilateral comparison undertaken with a consciousness of the types of

resemblances that are likely to bespeak common origin.’ Moreover,

Greenberg argues that mass comparison is free from the restrictions of

time depth (see Ch. 7 below) which aVect lexicostatistics and the com-

parative method, since ‘there is no theoretical limit to the depth at which

classiWcation can be carried out when the number of languages examined

is large’ (ibid. 28–9). It would appear that mass comparison and lexico-

statistics emerge as approximately equal on the issue of list composition,

with mass comparison edging ahead on the number of lists to be

compared.

This would seem an excellent initial test case for the applicability of

quantitative methods. We have already seen that lexicostatistics is closely

connected with the comparative method, since it requires judgements of

whether items on diVerent lists are cognate. Mass comparison, on the

other hand, operates either prior to the comparative method or instead of

it. We can therefore have conWdence in lexicostatistical scores to the

extent that we have conWdence in the comparative method, and especially

in its ability to distinguish common ancestry, as signalled by regular,

recurrent correspondences, from chance or borrowing. Evidence was

presented in Chapter 1 for the reliability of certain results of the com-

parative method, and we turn to computer modelling of aspects of the

method in Section 3.2 below, and to the vexed question of borrowing

thereafter. It is not clear, however, that the results of mass comparison

can in principle be distinguished from chance; and if they cannot then we

can have no conWdence in the method.

However, this is not only a problem for mass comparison. As we saw in

Chapter 2, classical lexicostatistics relies on the determination of cognates

by rigorous prior linguistic analysis; this will usually involve prior appli-

cation of the comparative method. When we claim two items are cognate

within lexicostatistics, we therefore mean that they occupy the same

semantic slot in our more-or-less basic meaning lists; that they are

phonetically similar, within the parameters of known or reconstructed

sound change; and that we have demonstrated their likely descent from a

single, common ancestral form. An obvious problem then arises in ap-

plying lexicostatistics where the histories of the languages compared
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are poorly known; or indeed in possible applications of the method in

determining whether those languages are related at all. For instance,

Trask (1996: 347–8) relates two proposed etymologies for the Basque

word gorotz ‘animal dung’: one school of thought sees an apparent

phonetic match with reconstructed North Caucasian *k’urč’V ‘dung’

and Burushaski �urAš ‘dung’, feeding this into a long-range, macro-

family comparison. The opposing suggestion involves borrowing of Old

Spanish croça [krotsa] ‘yellow’, with a perhaps slightly contrived but

plausible series of subsequent semantic shifts, and the additional obser-

vation that earlier Basque lacked initial /k/, which it is known to substi-

tute with /g/ in other loans. In fact, the apparent resemblance might also

be due to sheer chance. The problem is that as we move further back in

time the evidence available to decide between competing hypotheses of

this kind becomes more tenuous, so that we must fall back on statistical

approaches.

In any scientiWc approach there is a clear need to demonstrate that the

results one Wnds, and holds up as meaningful and important, can in fact

be distinguished from apparent patterns resulting from chance. This is

generally achieved by applying probability theory, and establishing the

likelihood of Wnding these same results by chance: the more unlikely that

possibility is, the more conWdence we have in our results. There have been

various attempts to develop probability-based models to assess the val-

idity of claimed cross-linguistic matches. What is required is a method

sensitive enough to detect relationships that we know from the compara-

tive method to be correct though distant, and robust enough to reject

connections that we believe to be the result of chance resemblance. Only

when we have developed and tested such a method can we then begin to

use it to establish unknown relationships, and to assess more controver-

sial methods like mass comparison. Nonetheless, we must accept that

those statistical methods are precisely that: statistical. They can tell us

about the balance of probabilities, and help us assess the overall likeli-

hood of proposals; but they will not provide conclusive proof when

applied to individual examples. In using statistical, probability-based

methods we will inevitably get it wrong a proportion of the time, either

by misclassifying true cognates as unrelated because of unusually convo-

luted or bizarre sound changes, or by classifying chance lookalikes as true

cognates. These are tests of the big picture, not of whether individual

items are really cognate or not.
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3. 1. 2 Probability for Beginners

Before proceeding we must consider exactly what a statistical test in-

volves, with apologies to those readers who imbibed probability theory

with their mothers’ milk. We can start by looking at a simple example of

coin tossing. If you were asked to say what would be the outcome of

tossing a coin 10 times you might suggest 5 heads and 5 tails. If we then

tossed a coin 10 times and it landed ‘head up’ in 9 out of the 10 tosses,

would you accuse us of weighting the coin in favour of landing on one

side? The language-comparison analogue is a situation where you count a

number of apparent matches between languages (our version of ‘heads’,

the outcomes) and again you are asked whether this number could result

from chance alone or from the inXuence of some other factor. In both

cases there are two possible approaches. Where the distribution of under-

lying probability is known, a theoretically expected number of outcomes

can be determined and the observed test result compared to the theoret-

ical values to give a probability (p) of obtaining that test result. In

practice, the standard cut-oVs used are p ¼ 0.05 and p ¼ 0.01; that is, if

the test result or an even higher number could be predicted in fewer than

5% or 1% of trials by chance alone then the null hypothesis of chance

resemblance is ‘rejected’ at the 5% or 1% level respectively. This does not

of course prove the alternate hypothesis, nor does it absolutely rule out

chance as an explanation, since at the 5% level around 1 in 20 random sets

of trials will by deWnition give a result which looks like our test result.

To return to the coin-tossing experiment, our null hypothesis is that we

have tossed 9/10 heads simply by chance. Making the assumptions that

each toss of the coin is independent of the others, and that the coin is

balanced, the predicted outcome of a head on the Wrst toss is 0.5. The

possibility of a head on the second toss is also 0.5, because the events are

independent. So the probability of exactly 9 heads in a row followed by

1 tail is (0.5)9 � 0.5 ¼ 0.00097.

However, there are 10 diVerent ways in which we can achieve 9 heads—

for example, we could have the 1 tail Wrst, followed by 9 heads. When

looking at a particular outcome it is important not to calculate the

absolute chance probability of that outcome alone after the event—in a

coin-toss experiment of 1,000 tosses the chance of exactly 500 heads is

small (and the chance of getting 500 heads in a row is vanishingly small),

but the chances of approximately the same number of heads and tails is
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large. There is a general mathematical formula for such problems where

there are two possible outcomes on each trial (heads OR tails for the coin

toss, matched OR not matched in the meaning list), called the binomial

equation, shown in (1) below.

(1) probability (p) of a series of events ¼ (N!/r!(N�r)!)pr (1�p)N�r

In the case of our coin-toss experiment this is a trivial calculation, but the

equation can be used to calculate the probability of any sequence of

events in N independent trials in which two possible outcomes can be

expected in each trial with probabilities p and (1�p) respectively. Setting

the number of trials (N) ¼ 10 and the number of observed positive

outcomes (r)¼ 9 (heads), with each head having an individual probability

of occurrence p ¼ 0.5, the binomial equation predicts a probability of

0.00977 for 9 heads in any sequence from 10 trials. This is part of the

story; but we are really interested not in this value alone, but rather in the

possibility of obtaining at least 9 heads in any order from the 10 tosses

(that is, the probability of 9 heads and the probability of more than 9

heads). So we have to recalculate the binomial for 10 heads and then add

the two results, for 9 and 10 heads, together, giving a composite prob-

ability of 0.00977 þ 0.00098 ¼ 0.01074. Thus, the probability of getting 9

or more heads out of 10 tosses of an unbiased coin is p ¼ 0.01074, and we

can expect this in slightly more than one trial in a hundred, by sheer

chance. This is an unlikely event, but not impossible. If in our calculations

we insist on the 1% level of probability, we would always have to say that

getting 9 heads from 10 coin tosses could have been the result of chance. If

we allow for the 5% level, we will interpret the same result as being

signiWcant, and will exclude chance as the most likely determining factor.

Alternatively, we can approach the problem using simulation. In the

case of coin tossing one could simply start with an unbiased coin and

repeat the series of 10 tosses 100 or 1,000 or 10,000 times, recording the

number of heads on each iteration. Simple inspection would then reveal

the proportion of times that 9 or 10 heads turned up by chance. These two

approaches would be expected to give very similar outcomes because the

underlying distribution of probability on each coin toss is known: a

uniform random variable of probability 0.5 for a head and 0.5 for a

tail. However, this is also a useful method in cases where the distribution

of underlying probabilities is not known; in the case of simulation, it is

possible to change the underlying assumptions, such as the probability of
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0.5 for a head or a tail, to see just what happens when these are reset and

the simulation rerun.

3. 1. 3 Probability and Language Comparison

3. 1. 3. 1 Setting the Scene

If we are to extend these probability calculations to language comparison,

we Wrst need to work out how we establish the statistical likelihood of any

given number of matches between words in compared lists. In order to do

so, we must crucially have some linguistic content for the notion of match-

ing. That is to say, we cannot simply test the probability of two forms being

cognate in toto: we need to put some item-speciWc content on that notion, by

assessing, in the ideal case, how likely it is that a form consisting of a labial

nasal followed by a low back vowel followed by a voiceless alveolar stop

could be cognate with a form consisting of a voiced velar stop followed by a

high front rounded vowel followed by a voiceless alveolar fricative followed

bya voiceless alveolar stop. In fact, this is exceptionally complicated, since it

requires us, strictly speaking, toput deWnite numbers on similarities between

sounds of diVerent kinds, and to quantify the likelihood of one changing

into another. We also need to know the average number of timing slots per

word in each language, the variances of these estimates, the number of

phonemes in each system, and the frequency distribution of each phoneme

across timing slots.Andweneed toknow these things for all thewords in the

language, not just the ones in the list under direct comparison, to do the job

properly. We return to this peculiarly horrible and recalcitrant set of prob-

lems in Chapter 8, but for the moment will focus on various partial prob-

ability-based models which represent diVerent simpliWcations of the real-

world situation.

Before describing and evaluating these models, however, we should

note that the probability-based approaches contribute to our evaluation

of methods for language comparison without even being used. Just

formulating the question of how we are to measure and assess the prob-

ability of chance similarity takes us one step forward, because it rules out

mass comparison altogether. Above all, when we subject our results to

probabilistic testing we must ensure that the establishment of ‘similarity’

is based on clear and unambiguous criteria. If we do not specify criteria,

then we cannot calculate probabilities, because we do not know what the

search space is from which we choose our matches. A total of 5 matches
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from 10 comparisons might look impressive; but if it turned out that we

had found 5 matches from 10 million comparisons we might not be so

pleased; and leaving the criteria for matching open, leaves the door open

to this kind of undisciplined picking and choosing too. It is true that there

are no explicit criteria for the comparative method either, in the sense that

we cannot write rules that say ‘a labial nasal will never in any circum-

stances match a high front vowel’. However, there are checks and bal-

ances in terms of the reconstructions carried out as part of the method;

and we do know a good deal about the likely types and directions of

sound change, which are fed into an assessment of the plausibility of

cognacy judgements. In a sense, this makes the comparative method an

excellent candidate for probability-based testing, since it is based on

(admittedly rather intuitive) probability distributions itself.

In lexicostatistics it is easier to see where to begin to apply statistical

testing, although the nature of linguistic data does not make this straight-

forward. The Wrst problem lies in the comparability of meaning; to

mitigate the diYculties inherent in such comparisons we assume a Wxed

set of slots (as in a standard Swadesh list) and a set and invariable

meaning for each slot. Although this is a gross simpliWcation, glossing

over problems of semantic ambiguity, and one-to-many and many-to-one

matches, it is helpful in the development of an initial model. If we accept

that semantic matches follow automatically from the structure of our

lists, then comparison within each meaning represents a single trial of

phonetic matching between a pair of languages, with two outcomes: a

match or not a match. (See Chapter 8 for discussion of more sophisticated

phonetic matching techniques.) Assuming that each trial is independent

of all the others (that is, the word present in a particular slot in a language

is not aVected by the word in any other meaning slot in the list), then the

probability of obtaining a particular set of matches across the list is the

product of the chances of a match at each individual slot in the list, as in

the coin-tossing illustration in 3.1.2 above. The problem then becomes

merely one of determining how likely it is that similar forms of words

appear in each of the meaning slots by chance alone. Unfortunately, as

usual, this is easier said than done, for the reasons given earlier, since a

complete picture of relevant probabilities would require a complete

knowledge of all phonological constraints on human languages, both

universal and language-speciWc. In the absence of omniscience, we must

again assess simpliWed, partial models.
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3. 1. 3. 2 Initial Consonant Comparison and x2 (Chi-Square) Calculations

One simpliWcation, introduced by Ross (1950) and pursued in Ringe

(1992, 1996), involves matching only the Wrst segment in each slot of a

meaning list. If we consider only English, and only a standard Swadesh

200-item list, we Wnd that the two most frequent initial consonants are /s/

and /f/, which turn up in 33 and 18 words respectively (data from Kessler

2001). So, the English-speciWc frequency of these two initial sounds for

this list is estimated as 33/200 ¼ 0.165 for /s/ and 18/200 ¼ 0.09 for /f/. In

German, initial /S/ and /f/ appear in 25 (0.125) and 22 (0.115) of the 200

items respectively. If we compare the two lists meaning by meaning it is

noticeable that several words in English that begin with an /s/ have an

initial /S/ in German; but how many such matches can we expect by

chance alone?

Ross (1950) began from the classical Saussurean assumption of arbi-

trariness, suggesting that since there is little non-conventional relation-

ship between form andmeaning the expected occurrence of an initial /S/ in

a German word and an /s/ in a corresponding English word with the same

meaning would be merely the product of the occurrence of initial /S/ in

German and initial /s/ in English. The language-speciWc frequencies of

these two initial sounds are 0.165 (English /s/) and 0.125 (German /S/), so

the expected frequency of that pairing is the product of these two fre-

quencies, or 0.0206 for English and German. In a 200-word list, chance

would therefore predict an average of 0.0206� 200 or 4.12 words with an

/s/–/S/ pairing. In fact, as shown in Table 3.1, a total of 12 meanings have

this particular sound correspondence in the Swadesh 200-item lists, many

more than the 4.12 of our chance calculation. The numbers in the body of

Table 3.1 represent the observed phoneme matches between German and

English compared meaning by meaning: for instance, 8 words start with

Table 3.1 Observed initial-segment matches in the Swadesh 200-meaning list

German

English /S/ /f/ Other phonemes Row totals

/s/ 12 0 21 33

/f/ 0 14 4 18

Other phonemes 13 8 128 149

Column totals 25 22 153 200
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/f/ in German and some segment other than /s/ or /f/ in English, while 14

start with /f/ in both English and German (data after Kessler 2001).

For some linguists this would be enough, and the excess of observed

over expected numbers would be taken as proof of relationship between

the languages. Indeed, the comparative method involves the gradual

accumulation of many such matches until chance becomes a very unlikely

explanation, though without quantifying the degree of certainty at any

point. But how can we be sure that our observed number of 12 matches

for English /s/ andGerman /S/ is really big enough, relative to the predicted

4.12matches, to justify our conclusion of relatedness?What kind of excess

of observation over prediction is enough? What makes matters worse is

the fact that our predicted 4.12 matches is not an absolute value: the

number of chance matches in any actual comparison could be more or

fewer, since any prediction carries with it a range of acceptable outcomes

around the stated mean. In other words, we might Wnd an actual value of

2, or of 6, corresponding perfectly properly to our predicted 4.12 matches;

but how are we to know what that acceptable range of values is?

We urgently need a statistical test to indicate the degree of conWdence

any proposed connection should inspire. Ross’s approach (1950) extends

the comparison illustrated above for English /s/ and German /S/ to a full

comparison of all initial segments in any two languages over any set list.

The outcome is an extended version of Table 3.1 above, containing data

on all observed correspondences. Ross noted that this type of table can be

tested for signiWcance using a x
2 (Chi-square) statistic. The exact math-

ematical justiWcation of x
2 is not relevant here, but a more detailed

treatment of the theoretical aspects of statistical testing of meaning lists

can be found in Kessler (2001: chs. 1–3).

The application of x2 involves two stages. First, we need a calculation

of the expected number of word-initial-segment matches for each pairing

in our two languages, as shown in Table 3.2. The expected number of

chance matches for any pair of initial segments can be determined by

multiplying their frequencies in the two languages together, and, in turn,

these frequencies are found in the row and column totals of Table 3.1. For

example, the pairing of /f/–/f/ has a probability of 18/200 � 22/200 ¼

0.0099, so we would expect 1.98 matches. Each cell in Table 3.2 therefore

has an expected value E ¼ (row total � column total )/200.

The second stage in x2 testing calculates a x2 value for each cell of Table

3.2: essentially, we take the diVerence between the values in Tables 3.1 and
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3.2, or between the observed and expected value, square that number to

allow big diVerences to weigh more heavily than small ones, and scale each

resulting value by the number expected in that cell. Our worked example is

shown in Table 3.3: each cell contains two values, the x2 calculation on the

left, and the (observed-expected) value in brackets on the right. The overall

x
2 value for this table is then calculated by adding up all the cells to give a

single number, which can be compared to statistical lists showing the

probability of obtaining a particular x
2 for tables of a particular size.

Conventionally, the particular list of x2 values to be consulted is determined

by a calculation of ‘degrees of freedom’, which is the number of rows minus

1, multiplied by the number of columns minus 1. Since Table 3.3 has 3 rows

and 3 columns, the appropriate x2 values are those published for 4 degrees

of freedom (since 3 rows minus 1 is 2, and 3 columnsminus 1 is 2, and 2� 2

is 4): these values are approximately x2¼ 9 for the 5% probability level and

x
2
¼ 13 for the 1% probability level.

Adding up all the individual x2 values in Table 3.3 gives a total x2 of

112.6. It does not take a mathematical genius to see that this value

considerably exceeds both 9 and 13, the prescribed values for a table

with 4 degrees of freedom at the 5% and 1% levels respectively. If the null

hypothesis is that repeated sound recurrences between initial consonants

in English and German words in the 200-item Swadesh list result from

Table 3.2 Expected number of word-initial-segment matches

German

English /S/ /f/ Other phonemes Row totals

/s/ 4.125 3.63 25.245 33

/f/ 2.25 1.98 13.77 18

Other phonemes 18.625 16.39 113.985 149

Column totals 25 22 153 200

Table 3.3 x
2 values for the results shown in Table 3.1

German

English /S/ /f/ Other phonemes

/s/ 15.03 (þ7.9) 3.63 (�3.6) 0.71 (�4.24)

/f/ 2.25 (�2.25) 72.97 (þ12.02) 6.93 (�9.77)

Other phonemes 1.73 (�5.625) 4.30 (�8.39) 5.06 (þ14.02)
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chance alone, then we can demonstrably reject that hypothesis at the 1%

level. It seems justiWable, given the magnitude of these numbers, to

conclude that there is some reason beyond chance for those recurrent

English–German matches.

However, although x2 is a very robust test for such contingency tables, it

does have one particular statistical problem for use with language data. As

we have seen, in calculating x2 the observed deviations from the expected

numbers in each cell are scaled by the number expected in that cell. This

creates a major problem when the expected number in a cell is 0, because

dividing by zero is a mathematical impossibility; and in fact the statistic

should not be used where the expected number is less than 1. Unfortu-

nately, for all but the most frequent segment comparisons the expected

number of chance matches over short, Swadesh-type meaning lists will lie

between 0 and 1. To see why, just consider German and English. Com-

paring the 200-meaning Swadesh list, we Wnd 18 initial segments in Ger-

man and 21 in English (grouping all vowel phonemes into a single class),

giving a table of 378 possible matches. However, since we are comparing

only 200 slots, there can only conceivably be 200 matches to populate the

table. One way round this diYculty would be to increase the number of

items compared: Ross (1950) in fact used over 1,000, but still found far too

many zeroes for comfort; and Kessler (2001: 47) suggests that ‘with about

10,000 pairs of words, the table would Wll out nicely’. Although this is a

possible solution in principle, there is an obvious and problematic balance

to be struck between statistical probity and practical possibility. Another

approach would involve collapsing segments into groups according to

shared phonetic features, but this would inevitably lead to a loss of

signiWcant information and might mask true relatedness (Kessler 2001:

47–9). Our Tables 3.1–3 in fact operated on just this kind of clustering

basis, with individual pairs of segments compared to ‘all others’, and the

consequent x2 was 112.6 for Table 3.3. Comparing this to Kessler’s (ibid.

49) value of 895 for the same languages, where the higher x2 indicates a

much more signiWcant deviation from chance, shows just how much

information is lost by lumping segments together.

3. 1. 3. 3 The Binomial Approach to Meaning-List Comparisons

Starting from similar contingency tables, and again working with initial

sounds, Ringe (1992) developed a slightly diVerent approach to testing

the signiWcance of the observed correspondences. Recall that using the x2
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statistic is problematic when the expected values are between 0 and 1.

However, it is really only those cells, like /s/ : /S/ in English and German,

where values exceed 1 that can be taken as indicating a real relationship

between the languages over and above chance correspondence. Ringe

consequently developed a statistical strategy to test each of these frequent

matches separately, eVectively ignoring the cells with 0 or 1 ‘hits’. He

assumed that the number of matches in any given cell can be treated as a

binomial problem, like the 10-coin-tosses example above, such that we

can calculate the probability of that number of matches (or more) arising

from a series of 100 ‘tosses’ if we set the probability of each toss being

successful (p) to the product of the language-speciWc frequencies of the

two initial sounds. So, for example, in a comparison of English and

German the probability of success for /s/ : /S/ would be p ¼ 0.165 �

0.125 ¼ 0.0206 and the probability of not matching would be (1�p) ¼

0.9794. The number of successful outcomes to be tested against the

binomial expectation would therefore be r ¼ 12, a result that is well

outside the 99th percentile of the binomial distribution.

Of course, the next problem is Wnding appropriate lists to test this

method on. If we pick unrelated languages (which was the approach

adopted by Bender (1969), a forerunner of Ringe’s work here), then we

are begging the question: How do we know they are unrelated? Ringe’s

solution was not to use real-language data at all, but rather a series of

randomly generated numerical ‘vocabularies’; and his conclusion was

that this approach did not generate a worryingly large number of false

positive results. On the contrary, it appeared to detect no more than the

predicted level of approximately 1 out of 20 phoneme pairs lying outside

the calculated 95th-percentile range (that is, the 5% conWdence limit).

When Ringe then moved back to real-language data, comparing

American English and High German, he found 16 correspondences

above the 99th percentile, and 7 above the 99th percentile for Latin and

English. On the other hand, he encountered 2 above the 99th percentile in

a comparison of Turkish and English, which is close to the expected value

for chance resemblance alone.

3. 1. 3. 4 The Binomial Approach and Mass Comparison

After trialling his methodology with simulated and real languages in

binary comparisons Ringe (1992) next asked what eVect altering param-

eters in the list comparison had on the probability of chance matches; and
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these results have particular relevance for mass comparison. First, Ringe

argues that doubling the number of meanings per list has eVectively no

impact on his approach: although it increases the number of resemblances

necessary for signiWcance, it also increases the number of actual matches,

so, assuming both lists are unbiased, the results will be the same. This may

not be strictly true, since with a longer list some of the true correspond-

ences between rarer morphemes have a higher probability of being ob-

served at a better-than-chance level, whereas they may be only of

borderline signiWcance in a smaller list. Even so, the eVect is likely to be

marginal, except at greater time depths, where such rare matches may be

the only residual indication of true relationship. Next, Ringe asked what

would happen if near synonyms were allowed to count as a match—in

other words, if he relaxed the requirement for absolute semantic match-

ing. In fact, this greatly increases the number of potential chance matches:

for the 100-meaning list Ringe was able to identify a further 50 seman-

tically close pairings such as ‘I’ with ‘we’. He notes that this will not aVect

the number of true cognates in the list, but does increase by over 50% the

number of potential random matches between two unrelated lists that

need to be accounted for in a rigorous testing of statistical signiWcance.

Finally, Ringe returned to randomly generated vocabulary lists to see

just how many chance phonetic matches occur across semantically

aligned words in multiple list comparisons. Table 3.4 shows his calcula-

tions for a particular phoneme pair and demonstrates that the number of

matches between at least two ‘words’ of the same ‘meaning’ (recall that

these were in fact lists of random numbers, rather than real language

data) rises rapidly with the number of languages included in the compari-

son. In this example, the sound ‘t’ is assumed to have a word-initial

frequency of 0.2 in each list. Obviously, in real-life situations there will

be variation in the frequencies of particular phonemes and the phonotac-

tic generalizations governing their distribution, but the general observa-

tion that the number of chance resemblances between pairs of lists rises

rapidly with the number of lists compared will still hold.

Ringe therefore predicted over 400 chance matches of ‘t’ : ‘t’ among 15

compared synthetic ‘languages’, and actually observed 431 matches in his

comparisons of 100-item synthetic lists, very close to the value predicted

by his model. If we repeated this for all the frequent sound comparisons

between a group of 15 real languages, it is not too diYcult to imagine that

a few random associations might begin to look like a constellation of
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similarities between diVerent subgroups of the 15 in a large multilateral

comparison. Remember also that in mass comparison the phonetic and

semantic criteria for a match are very much relaxed compared even to

Ringe’s least stringent assumptions; that some of the languages may

indeed be truly related, forming real groupings; and that only a limited

number of matches between any of the representative languages in any

two groups are required to justify higher-order lumping. The strong

implication is that relaxing the criteria for matching in either domain

will increase the possible space for chance resemblances. Greenberg

(1987) sets great store by the sheer number of resemblances he identiWes,

and in eVect argues that the method cannot be wrong, because the volume

of evidence is so great. However, Ringe’s tests make it clear that simply

increasing the number of languages being compared cannot possibly help

us guard against chance resemblances, unless we also insist that the

resemblances are found in more of those languages. If we do not make

this additional requirement, then including more languages in the com-

parison simply increases the likelihood that we will Wnd (and be fooled by)

chance resemblances. These problems are discussed at greater length in

McMahon and McMahon (1995); but already it must be clear that mass

Table 3.4 Number of expected chance matches in a simulated mass-comparison

experiment: calculation of the number of chance matches between simulated

vocabulary lists with 100 items for an initial consonant ‘t’ with probability of 0.2 in

each list

Number of languages Pairwise comparisons Chance frequency of ‘t’ : ‘t’

2 1 4

3 3 12

4 6 24

5 10 40

6 15 60

7 21 84

8 28 112

9 36 144

10 45 180

11 55 220

12 66 264

13 78 312

14 91 364

15 105 420
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comparison can at best act as a starting point for further linguistic

investigation.

3. 1. 3. 5 Problems with the Binomial Approach

(a) Constant Probability of Matches Ringe’s use of the binomial to

calculate the expected signiWcance of recorded matches has been

criticized (Greenberg 1993; Baxter and Manaster Ramer 1996, 2000;

Ringe 1999), most cogently on the grounds that it requires the

assumption of a constant probability of matching. This assumption is in

fact incorrect, since in a Wnite list each matching of a pair of phonemes

removes those phonemes from the list available for subsequent matches.

Thus, the probability of two phonemes matching is diVerent for each

meaning in a list, depending on the pairings that have gone before. There

is a statistical distribution, the hypergeometric, that allows for this sort of

variation in probability, but it is complex to calculate even with modern

computers, and statisticians often use the binomial as a good

approximation to it. However, with small lists the diVerence can, under

certain circumstances, be extreme. Baxter and Manaster Ramer (1996)

have illustrated just how poor the approximation of the binomial to the

hypergeometric can be by taking the extreme situation of two lists in

which each word starts with a diVerent consonant. In this unlikely

situation the resultant 100 � 100 table would consist of 100 cells with

exactly 1 observed matching of one sound in one language with that in the

comparable meaning in the other language, and 9,900 cells with 0s. In this

case the relative frequency of matches in the table could never provide

evidence of a relationship, and yet Ringe’s approach, purely because it

assumes a constant probability of matching phonemes, would calculate

that these results indicated 100 phoneme pairings above the 99th

percentile—highly signiWcant proof of an entirely unreliable relationship.

Nonetheless, this is a very extreme situation, and in more ordinary

conditions the diVerence between the hypergeometric and the binomial

will be much less severe. In any case, no critique of Ringe’s exact numbers

can aVect the central observation that large numbers of chance matches

must be expected with multiple-list comparisons.

(b) The Test Is Too Rigorous The other criticism of Ringe’s approach is

that his method is too rigorous to conWrm close relationships within Indo-

European, let alone to test alleged relationships that are less secure:

Greenberg contends that Ringe’s method ‘makes easy cases diYcult and
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diYcult cases impossible’ (Greenberg 1993: 89). In one respect this

criticism is justiWed, since Ringe has biased his test towards considering

only the most extreme results, eVectively ignoring any cells in the

comparison that are not signiWcant at the 1% level, regardless of

whether they might indicate some sort of relationship if combined

together. The x
2 statistic could in principle include such information;

but, as we saw above, Ringe’s approach was in eVect a direct response

to the impossibility of applying this test to a table with very low expected

numbers in the cells. However, computers open up another way of dealing

with this problem using permutation testing.

3. 1. 3. 6 More Sensitive Statistical Tests—Permutation Testing

All the possibilities discussed above are complex, and either rely on

potentially problematic background assumptions or have been con-

structed on artiWcial data. A simple method based on material from real

languages might seem too much to hope for; but in fact there is an

excellent (and unjustly ignored) candidate in the form of the shift test,

as proposed by Oswalt (1970). This operates with two standard meaning

lists from real languages. The items in the list are compared to one

another—but not only in the usual way. In a normal list comparison we

would compare item 1 in language A with item 1 in language B, and go

through comparing the items in the same slot until we reach item 100. The

shift test, or permutation test, adds to that initial comparison a set of

further permutations of the list, beginning by comparing item 1 in lan-

guage A with item 2 in language B, item 2 in A with item 3 in B, and so on

until the end (which will be item 100 in A, with item 1 in B). Any similarity

metric can be applied here: let us assume that we are checking whether

initial consonant matches are in fact recurrent correspondences in the two

languages. In the shift test the data are real, and any quirks arising from

individual language probabilities will be retained, because the lists are

absolutely standard. Ideally, every position in list A would be compared

with every position in list B, moving on to a comparison of item 1 with

item 3, item 2 with item 4, round to item 100 with item 2, and continuing

sequentially, shifting one place on every time. The combination of all

these displaced list comparisons gives a background score for the degree

of chance similarity across the two lists; this can then be compared with

the score obtained from our initial, ‘normal’ comparison of item 1 in

language A with item 1 in language B, through to item 100 with item 100.
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In languages which are not really related, we would expect the score for

the ‘real’ comparison to be much the same as in the shifted comparisons;

if they are related, we will expect to see a signiWcant diVerence.

The type of permutation testing pioneered for linguistics by Oswalt

(1970) has been developed more recently by Lohr (1999), Baxter and

Manaster Ramer (2000), and Kessler (2001). One problem with such

tests is that although ideally we should perform all possible realignments

of the lists, this would be impossible in practice—as Kessler (ibid. 49)

observes, ‘100 words would require 100! (almost 10158) arrangements’

(100! is mathematical shorthand for 100 � 99 � 98 . . .� 2 � 1). The

shift test does provide a sample of 100 possible results, with the interesting

characteristic that each word in each list is paired once with every other

word in the other list. However, this procedure might introduce a degree

of bias if adjacent meanings in the list are semantically related, and

therefore not truly independent. It is likely that this bias will increase

the randomized x
2 values, giving a relatively conservative estimate of

signiWcance, although this could be argued to be a good thing anyway.

Any bias in the data could be minimized by resorting to Monte-Carlo

sampling to generate the list pairings. In this approach the second list is

treated rather as if it were a bag of words from which 100 are chosen in a

random order to be matched against the Wrst list, with perhaps 1,000 or

10,000 test lists being prepared andused to construct the chance distribution

of x2s for comparison. Using this approach, Baxter and Manaster Ramer

(2000) have shown that with just the initial consonants of a 33-word test list

it is possible to demonstrate a signiWcantly greater than chance relationship

between English and Hindi. Kessler (2001) goes even further, demonstrat-

ing that this approach using initial consonants alone discriminates power-

fully between known relationships and chance. However, he points out that

the signiWcant relationship thus detected might not always be due to a

shared common ancestor, but could also include other types of shared

common history such as borrowing. SigniWcance in such similarity metrics

will therefore indicate common history, but further inspection will still be

required to exclude contact, either before or after testing.

The use of permutation analysis opens up the possibility of other types of

linguistic comparisons, as yet not fully developed. Kessler (ibid.), for ex-

ample, proposes R2, one possible recurrence metric which tries to establish

the signiWcance of recurrent sound correspondences of the sort central to the

comparative method. In his approach each cell of the contingency table is
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given a value ‘R’ equal to the number ofmatches in the cellminus one: so for

German : English /f/ : /f/ the value ofRwould be 14� 1¼ 13. These values

are then squared and summed together to give a metric for the degree of

‘recurrence’ in the table. This R2 metric ignores all cells with single sound

matches, getting round the problem small numbers cause for x
2, and

increases in value in a non-linear fashion with the number of recurrent

matches in a cell, capturing the intuitive aspect of the comparative method

which suggests that the more matches there are, the more signiWcant the

particular cell should be. Monte-Carlo permutation of the two lists then

allows calculation of a distribution for random arrangements of the words

and associated R2s, which can then be used to determine the signiWcance of

the R2 calculated for the lists aligned by meaning. Such resampling strat-

egies can be used to test the signiWcance of anymetric, andwe shall return to

their use in determining the signiWcance of phylogenetic approaches and

phonetic comparisons in more detail in later chapters.

These innovative techniques, then, are useful, and oVer the potential of

separating more and less reliable methods of comparison. However, they

again illustrate the point, raised in Chapter 2 for lexicostatistics, that

results for comparisons over particular meaning slots do not only involve

meaning: what we are in fact evaluating is primarily phonetic matchings,

and the likelihood of diVerent phonetic comparisons reXecting regular

sound change and common ancestry. In other words, no method of

comparison is uniquely concerned with a single area of the grammar,

just as was the case for the comparative method, which crucially identiWes

and evaluates recurrent resemblances in sound and meaning. As we have

seen, the comparative method is also closely connected with hierarchical,

family-tree representations; yet the methods explored in this section do

not produce hierarchized classiWcations. In the next section we turn to a

further computational project which includes sound, meaning, and mor-

phosyntax, and which also generates and attempts to test family trees.

3. 2 Computerizing the Comparative Method

3. 2. 1 Introducing Computational Cladistics

At the end of the last chapter we cited with approval the view of Kroeber

and Chrétien (1937: 85), who believe that statistical analysis can ‘validate

and correct insight, or, where insight judgments are in conXict, help to
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decide between them. In short, it increases objectivity, sharpens Wndings,

and sometimes forces new problems’. This is particularly relevant to the

comparative method, since here we have a generally adopted technique,

which appears to be validated by external evidence (like the decipherment

of Linear B, which followed the reconstruction of the main aspects of the

Proto-Indo-European sound system). However, the independent and

objective testing of the method and its results does not currently seem

feasible. It is not viable simply to repeat the comparative method for the

same data, to see if we achieve the same results—partly because it is a

gradual, cumulative process. Worse still, Embleton (1986: 22) notes that

‘Intentionally or unintentionally, IE historians may discuss only features

which tend to reinforce their prior conclusions’. Colleagues applying the

method may have worked in good faith, but it is hard to guarantee that

individual preferences could not have crept into their analyses. It is

therefore impossible to ensure that the results are objective and repeat-

able, and extendable to other language groups, without some kind of

truly independent testing. In the same way, we are unable to demonstrate

that the family tree produced for a particular putative group is signiWcant

among the mass of possible trees we have not considered. Asking another

linguist to repeat the procedure is not an option either, since if one

linguist can bring preconceptions and preferences to the task, and have

her judgement coloured for the unavoidable reason that she knows more

about one branch of a family than another, for example, then so can

another.

In the computational-cladistics project, based at the University of

Pennsylvania (<http://www.cis.upenn.edu/�histling>, accessed March

2005), Ringe and his collaborators (Warnow, Ringe, and Taylor 1996;

Ringe, Warnow, and Taylor 2002) are essentially attempting to com-

puterize aspects of the comparative method. Their methodology is

character-based: that is, it involves a Wxed set of pre-selected features.

A character can be seen as a historical equivalent of the familiar socio-

linguistic variable. For example, the modern English variable (r) has

a variant [

r

] in star for speakers of rhotic accents, who pronounce [

r

]

whenever there is an <r> in the spelling; but there is an alternative

variant, zero, for non-rhotic speakers who will pronounce [

r

] in ripe,

pry, but not star, part. In the same way, each of Ringe et al.’s characters

represents a category, with diVerent values across the range of languages

being compared: ‘every character is a linguistic property which languages
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can instantiate in a variety of ways, and languages which instantiate the

character in the same way are assigned the same state of that character’

(Ringe, Warnow, and Taylor 2002: 71). Languages can be grouped

according to whether they share a state for a particular character or

not; and the more characters we have, the more data we can use in

establishing these groups and subgroups. Example (2) below shows 3 of

the 22 phonological characters from Ringe, Warnow, and Taylor (ibid.),

along with the diVerent states, or variants, observed in the daughter

languages.

(2) Phonological characters and states (Ringe, Warnow and Taylor

2002: 113)

P1 *p . . . kw > *kw . . . kw

1, absent [ancestral]; 2, present; 3, obscured by merger; 4 etc., no

evidence

P3 ‘ruki’-retraction of *s

1, absent [ancestral]; 2, present; 3, 4, obscured by merger or or-

thography

P7 word-initial *ye- > e-

1, absent [ancestral]; 2, present

In each language under comparison the state for each character will be

determined, and entered into a matrix of the kind in (3). Ringe, Warnow,

and Taylor work with 24 Indo-European languages, though only 6 are

included here.

(3) Matrix for 3 characters in 6 languages (Ringe,Warnow, and Taylor

2002: 115)

P1 P3 P7

Hittite 4 1 2

Vedic Sanskrit 1 2 1

Old English 1 1 1

Old Irish 2 1 1

Old Persian 1 2 1

Latvian 1 4 1

Ringe et al. provide amuchmore comprehensivematrix and list of states in

an appendix to their paper: examples (2) and (3) are very selective, but can

still illustrate the workings of the method. What (2) and (3) tell us is that,

for instance, some languages in the sample have a particular sound change
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assimilating /p/ to a following labiovelar: this is phonological character P1.

This change has not happened inVedic Sanskrit, Old English, Old Persian,

or Latvian, which have a 1 in the matrix to show that they retain the

ancestral state. The change has taken place in Old Irish. In Hittite there is

no relevant evidence to tell us whether the change has happened or not, so

we Wnd a special code, 4. Turning to character P3 we Wnd a division

between languages coded 1 (like Hittite, Old English, and Old Irish),

which have not undergone a change backing Proto-Indo-European *s in

the context of a number of sounds including /r u k i/, and another set coded

2 (like Vedic and Old Persian), where the so-called ‘ruki rule’ has taken

place. In Latvian, the 4 indicates that we cannot tell, for reasons to dowith

the spelling system, whether the change has happened or not. From these

matrices, over a large number of characters, we can retrieve information

about the likely subgroups intowhich the languages fall. This example also

shows that not all the data are always clear-cut: sometimes we will Wnd

unclarity, sometimes alternative possibilities, and sometimes a formwhich

makes no sense at all. The important thing is that we use a special code to

show that the form is exceptional, for whatever reason. The more kinds of

exceptionality there are for a character, the more codes we need. If we had

only the possibility of using two codes, 1 where the change has not

happened and 2 where it has, we would risk setting up spurious connec-

tions, andmissing real ones. If we have the option of any number of codes,

to indicate any number of language-speciWc uncertainties or peculiarities,

then we can ensure that languages behaving oddly are set aside for the

calculation of that parameter.We have to hope that there are enoughother

parameters where that language does show aYnities with others for it to be

placed in its own subgroup accurately.

Of course, all this will work only if we have identiWed suitable charac-

ters in the Wrst place. Ringe, Warnow, and Taylor (ibid.) are mainly

concerned with the Wrst-order splitting of Indo-European, and therefore

choose characters which identify particular subfamilies, either individu-

ally, such as Tocharian, or as groups, like Italo-Celtic. Since Indo-

European and its component subgroups have already been very thor-

oughly investigated, these characters are ones that have emerged from

prior philological work. This is why the approach can be seen as a means

of computerizing the comparative method; and again Ringe, Warnow,

and Taylor (ibid. 66) stress that their subgrouping method ‘is not intended

to replace already existing methods, but to supplement them’.
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As (4) shows, these characters are not all phonological; there are also

morphological and lexical examples.

(4) Distribution of characters in Ringe, Warnow, and Taylor (2002)

22 phonological characters

15 morphological characters

333 lexical characters

Morphological and lexical characters work in much the same way as

the phonological cases above. Morphological characters sometimes have

states involving diVerent forms (such as M8, which has 13 possible states

depending on whether the most archaic superlative suYx in a language is

*-isto-, *ism
�
o-, something else, or nothing at all) or may be more general

and systemic (like M1, which has 8 states reXecting the overall organiza-

tion of the verb system as having one stem per lexeme, as opposed to a

present/preterite contrast, or a contrast of present/subjunctive/preterite,

for instance). Turning to lexis, ‘Every meaning on a basic wordlist is a

character, . . . [and] languages are assigned the same state if and only if

they exhibit true cognates in that meaning’ (ibid. 71). As one might

expect, there is greater diversity in the number of states per lexical

character, and unique states are quite commonly assigned because there

is no evidence in the language at issue, or no cognate with the same

meaning in the database—or, less commonly, because the item found is

a loan. As (4) shows, there are many more lexical characters, simply

because they are much easier to Wnd. Phonological and morphological

characters are both problematic for diVerent reasons: the former because

natural sound changes will tend to be repeated independently in diVerent

languages at diVerent times, so that the mere presence of a change need

not signal common ancestry, and the latter because it is hard to tell which

inXectional states are ancestral and which have been innovated. Of

course, lexical characters bring problems of their own, particularly in

terms of ruling out loans, as we shall see below.

Once the characters have been selected and scored, the computational

part of the process begins. Ringe, Warnow, and Taylor make the assump-

tion that what they call ‘backmutation’ (the absolute reversal of a change)

‘is either impossible or vanishingly rare’ (ibid. 70); they also assume that

loans and independent, parallel changes can be discovered and dis-

counted. If backmutation, borrowings, and parallel innovations are ex-

cluded, ‘the true tree deWned by the remainder of the data becomes a
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mathematically interesting object with properties that we can exploit in

order to recover it from linguistic information present in its leaves’ (ibid.

70). Of course, this method is generating and evaluating trees; and the

limitations of the family-tree model are well known: BloomWeld (1933:

317) notes the ‘insoluble problem’ created for the tree model by conXict-

ing evidence and diVerential overlap, which led to the development of

Schmidt’s (1872) wave model. Nonetheless, the family tree is well estab-

lished as a tool for modelling and visualizing common descent with

diVerentiation in historical linguistics, with the further advantage of

being tightly deWnable in mathematical terms, making it particularly

suitable for quantitative methods requiring testability. Many of the deW-

ciencies in the family-tree model are in any case connected with contact

and borrowing, and if we accept for the moment that Ringe et al. can

identify loans and eVectively remove them from the analysis (by assigning

the borrowing a unique code for that meaning), there is no reason why a

tree model should not be acceptable and accurate.

The next step involves the use of ‘perfect-phylogeny’ software, which

searches for the best tree. The perfect phylogeny itself will be compatible

with all the characters considered. BrieXy, for a character to be compat-

ible with a particular tree, all the languages sharing a particular state for

that character must form a single group or a continuous subgraph. If a

single state is shared by languages which must (because of other charac-

ters) lie in diVerent, discontinuous regions of the tree, the relevant char-

acter is not compatible with that tree. Failing an absolutely perfect

phylogeny, the best tree will be the one consistent with most data. There

is also some limited prioritization among the characters: although lexical

characters are more numerous, Ringe et al. contend that non-lexical

characters provide far better evidence of relatedness, and their program

is constructed to ‘Wx’ the phonological and some of the morphological

characters, automatically rejecting any tree which is incompatible with

these (Don Ringe, personal communication). Trees can therefore be

ranked for consistency, potentially allowing further support for existing,

accepted hypotheses, as well as an additional means of evaluating more

controversial ones. As it turns out, Wnding a perfect phylogeny, a tree

compatible with all Ringe et al.’s 370 characters and 24 languages, is too

much to ask: but one of the best trees is shown in Figure 3.1.

In many respects Figure 3.1 looks like a fairly orthodox hand-drawn

Indo-European tree. True, the number of languages included is limited,
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but they seem to fall into the subgroups we would expect: Latin, Oscan,

and Umbrian are grouped together, but Oscan and Umbrian form a

separate subgroup within this Italic subgroup; likewise, Avestan and

Old Persian are grouped together, but Vedic is included at the next high-

est level. This is all as it should be from the perspective of the comparative

method, and it must be stressed that Wnding computational results which

match existing hypotheses is precisely what we hope for at an initial stage

of testing any quantitative method. If linguists feel conWdent about the

general outline of Indo-European, then we would hope that a quantita-

tive approach which aims to model aspects of the comparative method

will provide the same general outline; and this is the case here. This does

not, however, render the quantitative method pointless or supernumer-

ary: if we can show that the two methods provide matching results in

the clear cases, we support both, and leave open the possibility of

also applying the quantitative method to provide some adjudication on

unclear cases.

Despite more than a century’s intensive work on the structure of Indo-

European, there remain some subgroupings which are hotly debated. One

of these is the so-called Italo-Celtic hypothesis: Is there a split in the tree

which includes both Italic and Celtic, which then branch oV separately, or

should each branch oV as a separate daughter group in the Wrst place? The

Ringe et al. (2002) tree in Figure 3.1 seems to support Italo-Celtic; and in

Hittite
LuvianLycian

Tocharian A Tocharian B

Old Irish
Welsh

Umbrian
Oscan

Latin
Albanian

LatvianLithuanian
Old Prussian

Old Church
Slavonic

GreekArmenian

Avestan

Vedic

Old Persian

Fig. 3.1 A close-to-perfect phylogeny, redrawn fromRinge,Warnow, and Taylor

(2002: Wg. 8)
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the same way it suggests that Greek and Armenian form a valid genetic

grouping (see also Clackson 1994), and that the Wrst, immediate branching

under Proto-Indo-European opposes Hittite (and its relatives Lycian and

Luwian) to the rest of the group—this is the Indo-Hittite hypothesis.

Having said that, aspects of the computational-cladistics project might

possibly bias the trees in these directions. First, the perfect-phylogeny

software is set up to require binary branching at each level: if three-way

splits were allowed, would Italo-Celtic emerge as a unity, or would the two

branches simply emerge separately? In other words, is Italo-Celtic (and

perhaps Greek-Armenian) ‘real’, or is it an artefact of computational

restrictions on the tree? Second, the tree is generated on the basis of pre-

selected characters, and if we choose characters where Italic and Celtic

share states, it is not altogether surprising that the resulting tree generates

an Italo-Celtic branch. Theremay be no alternative: theremay be no other

generally valid, useful characters for which Italic and Celtic emphatically

do not share states, in which case the linguistic data are telling us the only

possible story. But we must remember Embleton’s note of caution (1986:

22) about the comparative method, which applies also to methods based

on that method: ‘Intentionally or unintentionally, IE historians may

discuss only features which tend to reinforce their prior conclusions’.

All of this relates to the problem of how we know the tree in Figure 3.1

really is the best possible tree. Ringe et al. (2002: 91) note that exhaustive

searching of all the options is impossible, given the staggeringly large

number of possible trees: ‘The number of sets of 318 characters that can

be chosen from 322 is 445, 197, 684’, and clearly a search of more than 445

million sets is not feasible. Recall that situations where characters are not

compatible with a generally acceptable tree are likely to reXect either

undiagnosed parallel developments, or loanwords which have been mis-

coded as cognates: in both cases, these will work against the real subgroup-

ings, pushing us to set up subgroups which are supported by parallel

changes or loans, but which do not really reXect immediate common

ancestry. If we are to discover where the problem lies, the Wrst step naturally

involves identifying the incompatible characters, and assessing whether

these are consistently of a particular type, or concentrated in particular

languages. In the case of Figure 3.1, the tree is only incompatible with four

characters, and all of these are lexical: recall that Ringe et al. argue for

phonological and morphological characters as more reliable indicators of

relatedness. All four lexical characters ‘beard’, ‘one’, ‘tears’, and ‘nine’ may
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involve contact; and nobetter tree can be obtained by adjusting the tree so it

becomes compatible with any of them. In fact, trying this makes things

discernibly worse, since any tree compatible with one of these lexical char-

acters automatically becomes incompatible withmore than four others, and

at least one of those characters is always non-lexical.

There is, however, another problem with the next-to-best tree in Figure

3.1: it does not include all Ringe et al.’s 24 languages. The omission is not

accidental. A tree incompatible with as few as four characters can only be

obtained if Germanic, in the shape of Old English, Old High German,

Gothic, and Old Norse, is excluded. When Germanic is included, as

shown in Figure 3.2, the resulting phylogenies become very much less

than perfect.

The Germanic languages share states with a wide variety of other

groups (including Italic, Celtic, and Baltic). Indeed, of 18 problematic

characters, shared by discontinuous sets of languages, Germanic is in-

volved in 16! In early pilot work Ringe et al. (ibid. 88–9) report that

Germanic was therefore very unstable, and that ‘its position in the tree

shifted from run to run of the software; it was variously grouped together

with Balto-Slavic and Indo-Iranian, or with Greek andArmenian, or with

Italic and Celtic’. In later trees, generated from a modiWed data set,

Hittite
LuvianLycian

Tocharian A
Tocharian B

Old Irish
Welsh Umbrian Oscan

Latin

Old High
German

Old English
Old Norse

Gothic

Albanian

LatvianLithuanian

Old Prussian

Old Church

Slavonic

Greek

Armenian

Avestan Old Persian

Vedic

Fig. 3.2 Best tree for all 24 languages, redrawn from Ringe, Warnow and Taylor

(2002: Wg. 7)
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Germanic is more stable, appearing fairly consistently as it does in Figure

3.2; but although consistency may be preferable to inconsistency, the

price of consistency here is a bizarre grouping of Germanic and Albanian.

The odd distribution of shared states with various subgroups also re-

mains; and there is a price to pay computationally too, since ‘Apparently

because so many characters are incompatible, running the software on

this dataset on a dedicated state-of-the-art machine takes about eight

days’ (ibid. 86 n. 16). When Germanic is excluded the running time drops

to less than 24 hours (ibid. 89 n. 19). As Ringe,Warnow, and Taylor (ibid.

88) argue, ‘The obvious inference is that there is not necessarily anything

‘‘wrong’’ with these characters, but there might be something very pecu-

liar about Germanic.’ Just as we can celebrate the fact that methods of

this kind sometimes echo and therefore support the results of the com-

parative method, so it is vitally important that we should investigate and

explain, rather than simply write oV, cases where there is less coherence

between the two. Consequently, the next obvious question is what this

‘something very peculiar’ might be.

3. 2. 2 Computational Cladistics and Contact

As we have already seen, the perfect-phylogeny approach is, by its very

name, reliant on the family-tree model; and the tree model, in turn, is only

applicable where contact-induced change can be ruled out. Ringe, War-

now, and Taylor (ibid. 65) argue that ‘the tree model of linguistic speci-

ation is normally appropriate, if the loss of contact between diverging

dialects has been relatively abrupt and no discontinuities of transmission

can be demonstrated for any of the languages in question’. It follows that

prioritizing a method which is (at least currently) heavily reliant on trees

necessarily means downplaying the eVects of contact.

The past thirty years in historical linguistics have seen the development

of a keen interest in contact-induced change, and in attempts to classify

and categorize its eVects (for a survey see Thomason 2001). Although any

mention of language contact will certainly bring loanwords to mind, it is

now abundantly clear that lexical borrowing is not the most extreme

manifestation of contact-induced change. This is not to suggest that

lexical borrowing is insigniWcant: it is certainly the most widespread

type of change found in contact situations, and is often implicated in

more radical types. However, as Thomason (ibid. 11) observes, ‘It is not
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just words that get borrowed: all aspects of language structure are subject

to transfer from one language to another, given the right mix of social and

linguistic circumstances.’

Thomason (ibid. 10) proposes that ‘The various linguistic results of

language contact . . . can be viewed as a hierarchical set of typologies,

starting with a three-way division at the top level into contact-induced

language change, extreme language mixture (resulting in pidgins, creoles,

and bilingual mixed languages), and language death.’ We shall exclude

any serious consideration of language death from what follows. Borrow-

ing does take place from the dominant into the endangered language in

many cases of language shift, but the types of borrowing in such situ-

ations do not seem to be radically diVerent from other cases in languages

which are not dying, so we assume the diYculties they will raise for

classiWcation are broadly the same. Attrition of the endangered lan-

guage’s structure may also remove some evidence for that language’s

genetic aYnities; but, again, such changes also happen in languages

which are not dying, and must be confronted in any attempt at classiWca-

tion. At least the social context of language death is relatively clear, so

that we might hope to recognize such situations and anticipate the kinds

of disparities we might encounter between a dying language and its

relatives, though undoubtedly more research is needed on such questions.

Returning to Thomason’s remaining typological categories, there is

general agreement that in relatively casual contact situations borrowing

is likely to be restricted to non-basic vocabulary; but as contact becomes

more intense there may be borrowing of basic vocabulary, and also

structural borrowing of phonology, morphology, and syntax. Although

she stresses that this is intended only as an outline statement of prob-

abilities, Thomason (ibid. 70–1) proposes an approximate division

of borrowing situations into four types, some examples of which are

given in (5).

(5) Thomason’s borrowing scale (after Thomason 2001: 70–4)

Type 1: casual contact

Bilingualism not essential. Borrowing of non-basic vocabulary

only; typically nouns. No structural consequences.

Southwestern Pomo (N. California): borrowed words for ‘sack’,

‘wheat’, ‘milk’, ‘coVee’, ‘tea’, ‘apple’, ‘socks’, etc. from Russian

during Russian occupation of local territory 1811–40.
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Type 2: slightly more intense contact

Bilinguals more common but still a minority. Borrowing of non-

basic vocabulary, function words, plus slight structural borrowing.

Formal Turkish loans from Classical Arabic: Arabic loanwords,

conjunction wa ‘and’, several Arabic phonemes used in loan-

words only.

Type 3: more intense contact

More bilinguals; language attitudes favour borrowing. Borrowing

of basic vocabulary; verbs as well as nouns and adjectives; closed

class items like pronouns, numerals; derivational aYxes. More

serious structural consequences, including new phonemes outside

loanwords; prosodic phenomena; word order; possibly inXectional

aYxes.

Ossetic (Iranian) from Georgian (Caucasian): heavy lexical bor-

rowing; extension of glottalic sounds to native vocabulary; new

cases; agglutinative expression of case and number; word order

shift towards subject-object-verb, with associated structural fea-

tures including postpositions.

Type 4: intense contact

Extensive bilingualism; social factors strongly in favour of borrow-

ing. Heavy lexical and structural borrowing, which may lead to

major typological shifts in the borrowing language.

Asia Minor Greek from Turkish: heavy lexical borrowing,

roughly equal numbers of verbs and nouns; borrowing of con-

junctions, postpositions; some Greek phonemes replaced by

Turkish ones; borrowing of phonological rules (including

vowel harmony); shift from inXectional to agglutinative morph-

ology in some dialects; general shift towards Turkish syntax.

All these four types fall into Thomason’s category of contact-induced

language change, though the divisions between the types are Xuid: de-

scriptors like ‘slightly more intense contact’, ‘more intense contact’ and

‘intense contact’ do not lend themselves to strict or absolute interpret-

ation. This is as it should be, since, as Thomason stresses, we are dealing

in contact situations with both linguistic markers of contact and social

attitudes; and in both cases we are faced with continua. Furthermore,

there is some potential leakage between Type 4, intense contact, and
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Thomason’s second major category of extreme language mixture, to

which we turn shortly.

Note, however, that (5) above applies only to situations of contact

between two languages, where it is clear which is the source and which the

recipient. There are also situations of bilateral or multilateral contact,

where more than two languages are involved, and the source may be one

language for some features and another for others: indeed, it may not

always be clear where a feature has come from. Such situations are known

as linguistic areas, and the changes which take place in them fall under the

heading of convergence, and typically involve the diVusion of more

grammatical than lexical features. Although most issues in contact lin-

guistics are controversial, convergence is particularly so: Thomason (ibid.

99) notes that ‘what we understand about linguistic areas is depressingly

meager, compared to what we don’t understand about them’, while

Campbell (forthcoming: 2) argues in favour of ‘abandoning the search

for an adequate deWnition of ‘‘linguistic area’’ and concentrating instead

on individual instances of borrowing’. The nature and status of conver-

gence, in other words, is both fascinating and uncertain (see also Matras,

McMahon, and Vincent forthcoming); but it is not directly relevant to

our main concerns here. We assume that bidirectional borrowing will

cause the same sorts of problems for attempts to recognize and deal with

loans as unidirectional borrowing, though the changes may be harder to

disentangle if the source of some features is unclear; we therefore set the

speciWc circumstances of convergence aside in what follows.

In some contact situations borrowing is so intense that it creates

something entirely new: Thomason (2001: 158) suggests that in these

cases we Wnd contact languages. Such systems are not aVected but eVected

by contact-induced change:

a contact language is any new language that arises in a contact situation. Lin-

guistically, a contact language is identiWable by the fact that its lexicon and

grammatical structures cannot all be traced back primarily to the same source

language; they are therefore mixed languages in the technical historical linguistic

sense: they did not arise primarily through descent with modiWcation from a

single earlier language.

Thomason argues that contact languages fall into two main sets, the

former comprising pidgins and creoles, and the latter what she calls

bilingual mixed languages. Pidgins and creoles are discussed extensively
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in Holm (1988, 1989), McMahon (1994, ch. 10), Arends et al. (1995),

Sebba (1997), and Singh (2000), and the summary here is necessarily brief

and glosses over a number of central issues and controversies. A pidgin

develops in a contact situation involving more than two groups, where

there is no common language but communication is essential for some

reason, perhaps trade or master–slave interaction. The result is a struc-

turally simple system, which is nobody’s Wrst language, and is typically

also functionally restricted. If such a language becomes the native lan-

guage of some part of the speech community, it will necessarily extend its

range of domains of use, and concomitantly become more complex

lexically and grammatically: such a functionally and structurally

expanded language, with a pidgin ancestor, is a creole.

Thomason (2001: ch. 8) argues that bilingual mixed languages form a

separate category from pidgins and creoles. Mixed languages typically

develop in situations of contact between just two languages, with wide-

spread bilingualism; so a new language is not a necessity for communi-

cation between communities to take place. Mixed languages are neither

structurally nor functionally restricted, and in Thomason’s view they do

not arise through imperfect learning. On the other hand, imperfect learn-

ing is commonly implicated in the development of pidgins, since often the

speakers of the less prestigious substrate languages will lack suYcient

access to the more prestigious superstrate language to allow full, normal

learning: this may be encouraged by the superstrate speakers, who his-

torically often had a vested interest in keeping the pidgin speakers lin-

guistically and socially separate, and may also have believed that the

substrate speakers were intrinsically incapable of learning the more

‘sophisticated’ superstrate, often a European colonial language.

Bilingual mixed languages have not yet been studied extensively: as

Thomason (ibid. 198) suggests, the Wrst studies only appeared in the

1960s, though much more information can now be found in Thomason

and Kaufman (1988), Bakker and Mous (1994), Arends et al. (1995),

Bakker (1997, 2000), Muysken (1997), Thomason (1997), and Matras

(2000). There is no single characterization of a mixed language. For

example, Michif, a language spoken in North Dakota, Manitoba, and

Saskatchewan by the Metis people and studied mainly by Bakker, is a

mixture of French (which supplies the noun phrases) and Cree (the source

of verb phrases and most aspects of higher-level syntax). Media Lengua,

spoken in central Ecuador, has mainly Spanish vocabulary and Quechua
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grammar; while Kormakiti Arabic, investigated in Maronite Christian

communities in Cyprus in the 1960s, had both Greek and Arabic elements

of grammar and vocabulary. Thomason suggests that what is common to

these systems is not so much their linguistic shape, which always involves

elements from two languages but otherwise can be very diVerent from

case to case, but the motivation for their development, which she sees as

reXecting deliberate choices on the part of the speakers. Thomason div-

ides the resulting mixed languages into two groups: one type has devel-

oped due to ‘the gradual loss of a group’s language under relentless

pressure, over a period of hundreds of years, to assimilate to a surround-

ing dominant community’ (2001: 205); this usage in a persistent ethnic

group would characterize Anglo-Romani and Kormakiti Arabic, for

example. These, then, are cases of long-term and gradual but extreme

borrowing. On the other hand, bilingual mixed languages may develop

more abruptly, to act as a linguistic marker of a newly developing ethnic

group or community. This would be true of Michif and Media Lengua;

but these cases are not, in timescale or result, like ‘normal’ borrowing.

Clearly, the Wrst of these subtypes shows strong aYnities to Thoma-

son’s Type 4 borrowing (see (5) above): in both cases there is extensive

lexical and structural inXuence of one language on another. Thomason

(ibid. 209) notes this overlap herself:

all the individual types of features of these mixed languages that originated in the

dominant groups’ languages can be found as interference features in cases of

ordinary borrowing. . . . So the only diVerence between the interference features in

ordinary borrowing and the (suggested) interference features in these bilingual

mixed languages would be in the quantity: moderate to extensive in ordinary

borrowing, extreme in the mixed languages . . . Here, as with so many other things

in the Weld of language contact, the determining factors must be social, not

linguistic.

Although the determining factors may be social, the consequences are

linguistic, since Thomason does not include this category of bilingual

mixed languages as a Type 5 of borrowing (presumably, extreme contact);

instead, she groups them with the other, abruptly developing mixed lan-

guages and with pidgins and creoles as languages lacking any language

family and therefore excluded from family trees. Overlaps and unclarities of

this kind are to be expected of contact linguistics, and perhaps especially of

mixed languages, which have been studied for such a short time. However,
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this particular instance of overlap has implications for computational

cladistics and, indeed, for any quantitative method, as we shall see below.

Contact languages, then, would not exist without the contact situations

that have given rise to them. They have more than one ancestor, and

therefore ‘are not members of any language family and thus belong in no

family tree’ (ibid. 158). Other languages may have been in contact, but

they still retain at least elements of continuity with a single ancestral

system: English has borrowed from French, but it remains a Germanic

language, and Asia Minor Greek is still (a variety of ) Greek, though it

has a fair amount of Turkish in it. Consequently, languages of this second

kind do have families, and can be placed in family trees, though the

nature and extent of the contact-induced changes they have undergone

might make it diYcult to locate them accurately and appropriately in the

tree where they belong. For most languages our job as comparative

historical linguists is to disentangle the inXuences reXecting common

ancestry from those showing contact, and to remove the latter; but for

contact languages this is impossible in principle, since in the absence of

contact no such language would have developed in the Wrst place.

How, then, is this typology of contact linguistics relevant to Ringe,

Warnow, and Taylor’s computational-cladistics approach (2002)? Ringe

et al. also divide the consequences of contact into two types (as Thoma-

son does, at least if we exclude language death, as we have argued we

should, for present purposes). On the one hand, they assume that lexical

borrowing will happen, but that ‘most words borrowed from foreign

languages can be identiWed as such in a language’s basic vocabulary’

(ibid. 78). The few that are not will cause peculiarities in the tree, and

will tend to stop a perfect phylogeny being generated; but if the number of

characters aVected is small, the eVect should be minor. Secondly, Ringe

et al. (ibid.) assume that other consequences of contact-induced change

are relatively marginal in historical linguistics, and can be recognized and

excluded straightforwardly.

However, the similarities between this two-way division and Thoma-

son’s typology are more apparent than real. The closest aYnity between

the two systems is the opposition of ‘normal’ borrowing to language

mixing. But Thomason (2001) divides her category of ‘normal’ borrowing

into four subtypes to cover a range of social situations and linguistic

eVects ranging from minor borrowing of non-basic vocabulary to intense

lexical and structural borrowing which can alter the typological nature of
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the recipient language, while Ringe et al. mention only lexical borrowing

in this category—it is not clear how they would handle structural

borrowing. Indeed, at one point they seem to deny its existence, arguing

that ‘natively acquired sound systems and inXections are resistant to

change later in life; attempts to acquire a non-native phonemic contrast,

phonological rule or inXectional category are at best only partially suc-

cessful’ (2002: 61). Ringe, Warnow, and Taylor take languages with

‘mixed grammars’ to result from discontinuities in transmission; these

are either creoles or are ‘descended from an imperfectly learned second

language which became the community norm’ (ibid. 64). The crux of this

argument seems to be their assertion that ‘mixed grammars are not

known to result from native-language acquisition’ (ibid. 63), so that

discontinuous transmission alone can result in mixing. Furthermore, ‘to

judge from the aggregate of languages whose histories are actually docu-

mented for at least a few centuries, such discontinuities appear to be

infrequent’ (ibid. 63). In other words, any situation where it would be

possible to argue that a language has more than one ancestor, as signalled

for instance by the presence of apparent structural borrowings, would

automatically be incompatible with a family-tree model, and therefore

with any computational approach based on trees.

As might be expected from the discussion of language contact above,

things cannot be that simple. Thomason (2001) seems to see structural

borrowing of even quite extreme kinds as compatible with a family-tree

model; only when there is genuinely a new language can we justify

excluding that system from any language family. Ringe, Warnow, and

Taylor seem to suggest that inXectional morphology and phonology are

virtually unborrowable, and clearly this is reXected in their prioritization

of non-lexical characters in subgrouping; but how are we to reconcile this

with Thomason’s view (ibid. 63)?

What can be adopted by one language from another? The short answer is,

anything. Various claims can be found in the literature to the eVect that this or

that kind of feature is unborrowable, but counterexamples can be found (and

have been found) to all of the claims that have been made to date.

Even if we accept the dichotomy between mixed languages (which are

excluded from the family-tree model) and ‘normal’ borrowing (which is

compatible with such a model, though problematic), there are clear

problems in deciding where the line between them falls. Ringe, Warnow,
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and Taylor (2002) seem to suggest that any non-lexical borrowing might

qualify as mixing, and mixing is intrinsically non-tree-like, while Thoma-

son (2001) includes a range of structural borrowing types in the ‘normal’

category; she might even be interpreted as allowing one type of bilingual

mixed language, the sort used in persistent ethnic groups and reXecting an

extended history of borrowing from a dominant language, in this class.

There is a particular issue here with imperfect learning, which Thomason

(ibid.) invokes in the development of pidgins and creoles but excludes

from the histories of bilingual mixed languages, since she assumes wide-

spread bilingualism in the relevant communities. On the other hand,

Ringe, Warnow, and Taylor (2002: 64) see imperfect learning as central

to ‘A surprising number of examples of the supposed borrowing of

foreign morphosyntax by native speakers’, which they ascribe instead to

languages ‘descended from an imperfectly learned second language which

became the community norm’.

In one respect this seems like splitting hairs: whether the mixing is a

result of inXuence from an L2 on an L1, or from imperfect learning of an

L2 with inXuence from the L1 and hence in the opposite direction, surely

does not aVect the overall outcome, in the sense of a language with more

than one historical contributor. Subsequent generations of speakers will

indeed have to learn that mixed system; they may not be doing the mixing

online, as it were, and they may not see the system they are learning as

anything out of the ordinary, but from the perspective of a historical

linguist that system is still undeniably a mixed one, and therefore prob-

lematic for the family tree. Whether we suggest that such cases must

automatically be excluded from trees and from families will depend in

part on our conWdence in identifying such cases. Ideally, of course, we

would have a series of diagnostic features which would tell us without

question when we are dealing with a language with a history of contact-

induced changes, or with creole ancestry, or with discontinuities in trans-

mission. We do not currently have such a set of features, as evidenced in

part by the lack of a clear division between Thomason’s ‘normal’ bor-

rowing category and one type of bilingual mixed language. Turning

to mixed languages, Ringe, Warnow, and Taylor (ibid. 65) note that

‘there remains a tiny handful of languages that exhibit unarguably

mixed grammars but do not seem to be typical creoles’, for which

they cannot account. Given the relatively small amount of research to

date on mixed languages, it seems unsafe to assume that the category is
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necessarily insigniWcant. Thomason (2001: 218), for instance, argues that

‘the study of bilingual mixed languages is still in its infancy’, and that

‘the wide range of variation already evident in the languages currently

available for study is likely to be the proverbial tip of an iceberg . . .

anyone who believes that sweeping generalizations or strong predictions

about these languages are possible in our current state of knowledge is at

best overoptimistic’. At present, then, excluding any such cases a priori

would seem premature.

In fact, Ringe et al. themselves invoke contact to deal with the peculi-

arities caused byGermanic, which, as we have seen, is implicated in 16 out

of 18 problematic characters and represents a considerable obstacle to

generating anything approaching a perfect phylogeny. This invocation of

contact might initially seem surprising; but just because Ringe et al.

(2002) see contact as the exception rather than the rule in linguistic

history does not disqualify them from using it as an explanation for the

odd behaviour of Germanic. Indeed, the procedure followed by Ringe

et al. has the advantage of demonstrating, rather than simply asserting,

that Germanic cannot have developed as the straightforward result of

tree-like descent. The argument here is that Germanic shares a number

of inXectional morphological character states with Balto-Slavic, Indo-

Iranian, and Greek: ‘since those are the characters that are the most

reliable indicators of genetic descent, it appears that Germanic should

be placed in what we are calling the core of the family—the residue after

the departure of Anatolian, Tocharian and Italo-Celtic’ (ibid. 110). Of the

relevant lexical characters, Germanic shares states with either this core

group or with Celtic or Italic, suggesting that (ibid. 111):

Germanic was originally a near sister of Balto-Slavic and Indo-Iranian . . . that at

a very early date it lost contact with its more easterly sisters and came into close

contact with the languages to the west; and that that contact episode led to

extensive vocabulary borrowing at a period before the occurrence in any of the

languages of any distinctive sound changes that would have rendered the bor-

rowings detectable . . . In sum, it is clear that the development of Germanic

exhibits some characteristics which cannot realistically be modelled with a

‘clean’ evolutionary tree, but it is not clear what historical developments have

given rise to those anomalies.

As we have seen, the exclusion of Germanic allows a close-to-perfect

phylogeny which is only inconsistent with four characters, all lexical.
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This is certainly a good result, though it is achieved only on the assump-

tion that non-lexical characters are indeed better indicators of common

ancestry than lexical ones; and, as we have seen, Thomason (2001) allows

quite extensive structural borrowing without ruling languages out of

family trees. Although accepting Ringe et al.’s arguments that structural

borrowing is likely to reXect imperfect learning and hence discontinuous

transmission might exclude such cases from family trees in principle, it

does not remove the risk that these will be problematic for tree construc-

tion in practice. If we are unaware that contact of this kind has happened,

we might inappropriately try to include languages with this sort of history

in trees and generate false representations anyway.

Of course, other questions must be raised in any full evaluation of the

computational-cladistics project. For instance, although the use of non-

lexical characters is an extremely promising development, the number of

phonological and morphological characters which are actually useful and

informative turns out to be very low, and the evidence for Wrst-order

branching is sparse and mainly lexical: as Ringe, Warnow, and Taylor

(2002: 98) argue, ‘the higher-order subgrouping of the IE family has

remained an unsolved problem for so many generations partly because

the evidence is genuinely meagre’. Ringe et al.’s Wndings are also abso-

lutely reliant on prior philological work, because the characters must be

identiWed and coded before involving the software; this means that while

the method could be generalized to other language families, there can

never be direct comparability, because the diagnostic characters will

inevitably be diVerent from family to family. Ironically, the only charac-

ters we can rely on extending to other groups are again the lexical ones, in

the shape of basic vocabulary lists, for instance.

We believe that there are three lessons to be learned from this extremely

promising computational work. First, it seems unwise to discontinue

work on lexically based methods like lexicostatistics; we might be willing

to consider and even to prioritize non-lexical data, but we cannot guar-

antee that in the actual analysis we will not be reliant on lexical material

and calculations, so it pays to make these as watertight as we can. In

addition, Ringe et al.’s results are highly dependent on their presumed

ability to discount contact-induced changes, either philosophically, by

assuming that structural ‘mixing’ is marginal and rare, or analytically, in

the case of lexical borrowing. If we are to accept that borrowing does not

present a signiWcant problem, we must be able to show that loans, either
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in the lexicon or in other areas of the grammar, can indeed be excluded

reliably; and even Ringe, Warnow, and Taylor (ibid. 78) have their

doubts here:

though most words borrowed from foreign languages can be identiWed as such in

a language’s basic vocabulary, there is always the possibility that a few will fail to

exhibit the usual diagnostics of loanwords by sheer chance, especially if they were

borrowed from closely related languages. That has been known for some time,

though there has never been an eVective way of dealing with the problem.

Finally, we understand the motivation for excluding many contact-in-

duced changes from trees; but, stepping outside genetic classiWcation for a

moment, we might not wish to lose the data they provide. It is a matter of

considerable interest to prehistorians, for example, to be able to assess

which populations might have been in contact with one another in the

past; and linguistic borrowings might give us a way of establishing this. In

addition, setting aside evidence which is not compatible with a family tree

only answers half the question: Can methods be developed to prove that

contact is the source of these problematic innovations, and perhaps to

trace the source reliably in cases where we have too little written history to

be sure? Finding that the histories of some languages, or some aspects of

the histories of others, are not compatible with a family-tree model does

not mean that those languages or developments are intrinsically uninter-

esting. If we wish to understand and use those non-tree-like histories then

we need alternative models; and here Ringe, Warnow, and Taylor (ibid.

110) again indicate one way forward in suggesting that ‘the diversiWcation

of the IE family must be modelled at least in part as a network rather than

a tree’. We return to the development of network models in Chapter 6;

but Wrst we must pursue the question of whether even lexical loans can be

diagnosed accurately. If so, we shall ask whether excluding these loans is

our best option; or whether retaining and using them in our analyses can

tell us more about linguistic and human history and prehistory.
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4
Tree-based Quantitative

Approaches: Sublists

4. 1 Excluding Lexical Borrowing

In the last chapter we considered Thomason’s typology of contact lin-

guistics (2001). There is a paradox inherent in typologies of this kind,

since the most extreme types of contact are not necessarily the most

problematic for language classiWcation. Although it might initially appear

that contact-induced changes which aVect all areas of the grammar,

sometimes radically, might have most impact on our attempts to group

languages into families, in fact many contact situations of this kind are

particularly obvious, and therefore less likely to mislead us into propos-

ing a relationship where there is none, or a closer relationship than was

historically the case. On the other hand, contact involving only lexical

borrowing, especially when that borrowing has been gradual but contin-

ual over a lengthy period of time, can be particularly diYcult to trace, and

to distinguish from the eVects of equally gradual, diVerentiating change

on a common ancestral system.

Take, for example, English street and German Strasse, which show the

same regular sound correspondences as many pairs of cognates, like foot/

Fuss, eat/essen, and so on, all with English Wnal /t/ corresponding to

German /s/. The meanings of these forms are the same, and there is

nothing irregular about the apparent correspondences between them.

Yet what we see here is the result of borrowing from Latin into Germanic,

with subsequent diVerentiation into the daughters, though the item bor-

rowed is the second rather than the Wrst element of via strata ‘a paved

road’, again making the loan particularly hard to spot. Likewise, all

Romance languages have a word for ‘coVee’, and for the most part



these also seem related by the expected sound correspondences; but this is

a relatively late loan which has spread through the family, not a common

ancestral form inherited from Latin. It follows that low-level lexical

borrowing within a family or subfamily can be the greatest challenge

for language classiWcation, especially where there has been enough time

for subsequent sound changes to obscure the nature of the loans, and

even more particularly when the classiWcation is based predominantly or

uniquely on lexical lists.

Historical linguists have tended to react to these diYculties by assum-

ing that lexical loans can be identiWed and excluded. In nineteenth-

century historical linguistics two completely separate systems of

representation were developed, the family tree for common ancestry

(Schleicher 1863), and the wave model for contact-induced changes and

feature spread (Schmidt 1872). Although neither can tell the whole story

for most languages, and although contact can be diYcult to trace, this

diVerentiation has led to a policy of exclusion. In language classiWcation

today it is still very commonly assumed that language contact can be

excluded philosophically, since it is so marginal and insigniWcant that it

can comfortably be ignored; or excluded analytically, by selecting the

data appropriately, or ‘cleaning up’ the data retrospectively. As we have

already seen, it cannot be assumed that even the most basic of meaning

lists will be immune to borrowing; in this chapter we shall show that we

cannot guarantee removing loans from lexical lists after the fact either.

In any case, it does not seem to us that exclusion is the right policy.

Borrowing is a fact of linguistic life; languagesmay Wt intomore or less tree-

like patterns, but their histories are just as interesting and legitimate either

way. It also seems unfortunate that historical linguists working on language

change from past to present should currently be so strongly focused on

contact, while historical linguists trying to reverse change up the tree and

classify languages are eVectively trying to pretend contact does not happen,

or at best attempting to discard its eVects. We shall argue that there are

positive beneWts in recognizing and using loans, though accessing those

beneWts requires new quantitative, computational techniques.

First, however, we should demonstrate that it is not possible to remove

borrowings. We take it for granted that a 100- or 200-item Swadesh list

will contain meanings which are more universal and less susceptible to

borrowing than a randomly selected list of the same length; but, equally,

there are going to be exceptions. It is well known that basic vocabulary
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can be borrowed, as English they, them, their, sky, skin were from Norse,

for instance. Thomason’s work (2001) reported in the last chapter also

indicates that contact situations are common, so that marginalizing and

ignoring contact-induced change is not a possibility either. Instead,

Embleton (1986) accepted that borrowing will inevitably take place, but

proposed an algorithmic correction for its eVects.

Embleton points out, quite rightly, that the typical reaction on identi-

fying borrowing aVecting a meaning in a basic vocabulary list is to

exclude that meaning; the problem is that if you keep excluding all the

meanings where borrowing ever happens, the list will get smaller and

smaller, and the results will be less and less robust. Instead, Embleton

tries to build borrowing parameters into list calculations, by making an

adjustment of b/kx for the borrowing b into language X from each of its

kx neighbours. Although ‘ideally of course b is supposed to be zero for the

Swadesh-lists’ (ibid. 79), we know there are cases of loans in the basic

vocabulary; the question is how Embleton calculates b.

The answer is straightforward, but sadly ungeneralizable. Embleton

begins with Germanic, and initially lists all the identiWable borrowings.

Those are added up to give a value of b for each language pair, and then

that value is fed back into the calculations, eVectively correcting for those

identiWed loans. The problem is that Embleton’s calculations are speciWc

to each pair of languages; worse, when she turns to Romance she Wnds

that the borrowing rates she calculates do not give the right dates, so she

has to build in what she accepts is a fudge factor, ‘with the borrowing

rates all arbitrarily increased by half ’ (ibid. 141). Finally, because this

method relies absolutely on Wnding the loans Wrst, it cannot help in cases

where we are unsure whether borrowing has taken place or not; and yet

these are the very cases where we most urgently need methodological help

in identifying loans. Embleton (ibid.) herself Wnds a whole range of inter-

borrowings within Indo-European, for the Swadesh 200-meaning list,

including 12 loans from French into English, 16 from North Germanic

into English, 11 from Danish into Norwegian, 15 from Dutch into

Frisian, 19 from Danish into Faroese, and, moving outside Indo-Euro-

pean, 6 from Hebrew into Yiddish, and 5 from Tolai into Tok Pisin.

However, we must ask whether we can realistically expect to have caught

all the loans that exist using conventional techniques—or could there also

be undiagnosed loans lurking in our lists? And if there are, what eVect

could that be having on our analyses?
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The opposite approach is illustrated by Kessler (2001), who uses the

term ‘historical connection’, deWning as historically connected any two

languages which are similar to one another, whether those similarities

come from common ancestry or from borrowing. His aim is to distinguish

historically connected languages from unconnected ones, not to distin-

guish common ancestry from borrowing—and he quite often uses the

term ‘cognate’ to mean ‘similarity reXecting historical connectedness’, so

his Wgures may include measures of traditional cognates and loans

summed to give a composite similarity score: this issue is discussed at

length in Kessler’s chapter 8. However, we believe that Kessler is com-

bining two diVerent contributions to history which we might want to keep

separate: it should be possible to agree that borrowing and common

ancestry are both important, without having to go to the extreme lengths

of collapsing the distinction.

4. 2 Identifying and Using Lexical Borrowings

Our view is that we can learn to identify and use lexical borrowings by

applying quantitative and computational methods, and that we can de-

rive these methods, at least in part, from work already done in biology.

We return in the next chapter to correlations between the results of

genetic and linguistic investigations; here, we simply note that it is not

necessary for historical linguists to reinvent the wheel, when methods are

already available, tried and tested, in the closely related discipline of

population genetics.

Adapting methods from population genetics is particularly appropriate

because, as Cann (2000: 1008) notes:

There is a close connection between comparative linguistics and evolutionary

biology. Both seek to account for the overall resemblance between entities that

are now distinct; in both there are confounding cases of horizontal transfer of

information; and both are bedevilled by spurious similarities that arise from

convergence, parallelism or reversals in character states.

In other words, both population genetics and historical linguistics are

working with systems which persist and change over time, and which are

susceptible to inXuence from outside, by admixture from other popula-

tions, or other languages. There are even family trees in both disciplines.
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However, the diVerence between the methods used to reach conclusions

about relatedness could not be more marked. Geneticists incline towards

sophisticated computer technology, objective quantitative methodolo-

gies, and statistical testing; comparative linguists, on the other hand,

have tended to prioritize depth of knowledge of one particular language

group on the part of the individual scholar, rather than generalizable

techniques which allow the processing of large quantities of data, regard-

less of region or family. In our own project, ‘Quantitative Methods for

Language ClassiWcation’, we have therefore been investigating the bor-

rowing of biological computer programs into linguistics. In this respect

our work parallels that of Ringe’s group, who also base their research on

algorithms developed elsewhere, this time in computational mathematics.

One point of agreement with Ringe et al. involves the absolute require-

ment for historical linguists to showwhy a particular proposed family-tree

conWguration is the right one, or at least the best available. As we saw in

Chapter 3, Ringe et al. assess their trees according to Wt with a pre-selected

set of characters; our approach is not character-based, but distance-based

(though we return to character-based methods in Chapter 6). All distance-

basedmethods start by calculating degrees of similarity (or of diVerence, if

you prefer); the resultingmatrix of distances between systems is then input

to computer programs.On the positive side, distance-basedmethods allow

generalization across groups, because there is no need to pre-select salient

features or work with known shibboleths; on the other hand, not all

aspects of language are suitable for measuring distances and deriving

matrices. The method we outline here uses standard Swadesh-type mean-

ing lists; we hope to show that additional information can be derived from

already available data by using quantitative approaches. Nonetheless, we

accept that methods based only on a single area of the grammar are

inevitably limited, and will turn in Chapter 8 to the possible development

of additional quantitative approaches to phonetics and phonology.

There are undoubtedly diYculties with the use of meaning lists: as we

saw in Chapter 3, lexical data are generally regarded as inferior to

phonological or morphological data in demonstrating relatedness, and

are arguably most susceptible to contact-induced change. On the other

hand, as Ringe et al.’s work also demonstrates, lexical data may be the

only evidence supporting particular subgroupings, even in well-attested

families. Despite problems of translatability across languages, and of

potential subjectivity in choosing the ‘unmarked’ translation, meaning
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lists do have the very considerable advantage of being collectable even

when available data is sparse; we should therefore at least consider testing

the approach.

4. 3 An Initial Test: Optimal List Length

Thus far we have talked generally about Swadesh-type basic meaning

lists, without committing ourselves to exactly which list we might wish to

use: as we saw in Chapter 2, there are many variants, but perhaps the

most important decision in quantitative terms is the choice between 100

and 200 meanings. This therefore seems a useful Wrst test of our quanti-

tative approaches.

There is a very common assumption that the 100-meaning Swadesh list

is more universal, more basic, and more resistant to borrowing than the

200-meaning list: certainly, as Kessler (2001: 67) observes, ‘the Swadesh

100 (a subset of Swadesh 200) is meant to be even more universal than the

fuller list’, while Hymes (1960: 7) notes that, for English at least, there is a

higher proportion of more frequent words in the 100-item list. However,

although there is a clear implication that list length, universality, or

frequency should correlate with propensity to borrowing, this does not

appear to have been validated directly. We have therefore tested the two

standard lists to see whether they contain the same proportions of loans.

This test is extremely simple, and involves extensive use of data from

Kessler (2001), who marks loans very carefully in his data, supported by

an extensive etymological appendix. We selected 5 of Kessler’s languages,

all with fairly high levels of borrowing—these are Albanian, English,

French, German, and Turkish. For each language we calculated the

proportions of loans for both the 100- and 200-meaning lists. The overall

borrowing rate across these 5 languages is 12.3% (which in itself is quite

high for lists which, remember, are meant to be maximally resistant to

borrowing); but these borrowings are not evenly distributed. In short,

there is a lower proportion of borrowings in the 100-meaning list, with

8.6%, as compared with the meanings present in the 200-item list but

removed to form the shorter list, where the rate is 15.7%. This diVerence is

highly signiWcant (x2 ¼ 10.7, p < 0.001).

This test has obvious implications for the optimal length of list, and

perhaps the most obvious reaction would be to assume the 100-meaning
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list is inherently preferable, and prioritize this list in the rest of the book.

However, as with all test results, we must be careful to consider all the

implications. It is certainly true that if we were interested above all in

‘purifying’ the data we would be well advised to use the 100-meaning list.

But even the shorter list still contains a fair proportion of loans; we do not

face a straightforward choice between many borrowings on the one hand

and virtually none on the other. In addition, there is a further and oppos-

ing argument that more data points are better: as Kessler (ibid. 67) puts it,

‘sample size does matter. All things being equal, it pays to have more

words in the sample.’ Swadesh himself notes that his preference would

have been to extend rather than to reduce the list from 200 items: ‘An

obvious way to improve the testlist, if possible is to make it longer’ (1952:

457). However, Swadesh reports that he was not able to Wnd enough

suitable items: ‘The Wrst list, in its earlier and modiWed form, contained

about 200 items, and the author hoped at one time to enlarge it in order to

gain increased statistical accuracy, however only a handful of really sound

new items were found’ (1955: 124). Embleton (1986: 92–3) carried out a

range of simulations on lists of various lengths, and concluded that

‘comparison of results for N ¼ 200 with those for N ¼ 100 shows that

accuracy . . . is considerably decreased by using a 100-word list. Hence the

conscientious researcher must prefer a 200-word list over a 100-word list’;

though she also notes that simply continuing to increase list length does

not pay the same kind of dividend, since the beneWts of a 500-word list are

not suYcient to outweigh the practical problems of list collection.

In what follows, then, we shall use a standard Swadesh 200-meaning

list, even with its greater propensity to loans, for two reasons. First, sheer

weight of numbers: as MatisoV (2000: 336) observes, ‘Surely the more

words we have to go on the better.’ However, we also opt for the extended

list because it can be subdivided in helpful ways, reXecting the fact that

‘it is not to be imagined . . . that its component items are of uniform

stability’ (Swadesh 1955: 128). In other words, within the 200-item list

we will predict Wnding a greater range of retention rates. Clearly, if we had

to assume a constant retention rate, most probably because of an appli-

cation to dating the splits in family trees (a practice central to glottochro-

nology, and one against which we will argue in Chapter 7), this would

constitute an insuperable problem. However, Lohr (1999: 210) notes that,

if we leave aside issues of dating, a variety of retention rates can actually

be a major advantage:
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If we wish to use the method to examine very ancient relationships, we need

meanings which are as stable over time as possible; if, however, our concern is

with more recent splits, we would prefer meanings with lower retentiveness to

provide a more detailed sub-classiWcation (e.g. if numerals up to ten were used as

our test-list, we could say virtually nothing about the sub-classiWcation of the

Indo-European languages, since cognate roots are used in almost every case).

As we shall show below, we can use this spread of retention rates to our

advantage: subdividing the longer Swadesh list allows us to diagnose even

unsuspected loans.

4. 4 Subdividing Meaning Lists

4. 4. 1 The Dyen, Kruskal, and Black (1992) Database

Having decided to use 200-meaning lists in our tests, we now need to Wnd

as many examples of such lists as possible. There are, as we saw in

Chapter 2, inevitable problems with list collection, whether they involve

choosing the right translation equivalent, or dealing with cases where

there is no single candidate form; and yet the quality of the data included

in these lists will be absolutely vital for the quantitative methods we

apply. It might be argued, then, that we should have gone out into the

Weld in every case and collected all the relevant data ourselves, Wrst-hand,

noting each problem as it arose; and, indeed, this was the process we

followed when dealing with the Andean data, collected by Paul Heggarty,

discussed in Chapter 6. However, we chose for the Wrst stage of our

analysis to use an oV-the-peg database for Indo-European instead.

There are several reasons for this decision. First, a great deal of relevant

groundwork in this area has already been carried out by Dyen, Kruskal,

and Black (1992), whose database we selected. If respected historical

linguists, using a range of carefully vetted sources for languages with a

long history of intensive and detailed study, have already constructed a

database going well beyond our own level of expertise in many of the

languages and varieties included, it goes against our guiding principle of

not reinventing wheels unless absolutely necessary to rush out and do it all

again. In addition, however, one might expect that any large and complex

database, gathered over a lengthy period of time and using a wide range of

sources, might well include some errors and miscodings; and in fact we
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were rather hopeful that thismight be the case. This is not amisplaced case

of academic Schadenfreude: we are delighted to put on record here our

debt to Dyen, Kruskal, and Black, and it is worth saying in advance that

the errors we detected in the end were very few, given the size of the initial

undertaking. However, it does allow us a possible further test of our tree-

drawing and tree-selectionmethods, in assessing whether theymight allow

us to identify errors in the data which had not been identiWed by prior

linguistic analysis. If it turned out that such miscodings could be tracked

down by our computational methods, this would both provide further

validation of the methods for Indo-European and give us greater conW-

dence in applying them to other language families. We therefore used the

Dyen, Kruskal, and Black database completely without prior investiga-

tion or checking.

What, then, is the Dyen, Kruskal, and Black (henceforth DKB) data-

base? In short, it is based on Swadesh 200-meaning lists for 95 Indo-

European languages and dialects; and the database itself falls into three

parts. First are the list items themselves for each language. Second, and

forming the database proper, are judgements of whether any two items

are cognate for each language pair; although this is considerably sim-

pliWed for present purposes (and a fuller discussion appears in Chapter 6

below), there is a score of 0 for non-cognate items, 1 for cognates, and a

further, unique code is assigned in cases where there has been borrowing.

This unique code eVectively removes the item in question from further

computation, Xagging up the fact that there is something peculiar going

on. Finally, from each pairwise language comparison of these codes a

single index of the degree of similarity is derived, and this in turn is used

to construct a distance matrix. What this means is that the DKB database

relies absolutely on prior, comparative-method work, which enables us to

assess where we have cognates. It is important, especially for non-lin-

guists, to appreciate this fact, since in many disciplines the data in

comparisons are considerably more direct, with numbers derived directly

frommeasured similarities between the items. In historical linguistics, and

therefore in the DKB database, the data are actually judgements made on

the basis of those similarities in the light of historical knowledge and

investigation: but they are crucially judgements, rather than algorithmic-

ally derived measures of similarity. QuantiWcation is therefore strictly two

steps away from the original linguistic material, being a numerical trans-

formation of linguistic cognacy scores.
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This may raise questions over the reliability of the database itself,

which is clearly potentially open to ‘contamination’ from subjectivity;

there are three points to be made in response. First, a case has already

been made, in Chapter 1, for the comparative method as vitally important

in historical-linguistic research, and our quantitative methods do not seek

to set this approach aside but to provide support and validation for it,

and to allow us to extend our practice into language groups where we

cannot apply the comparative method, for whatever reason. Second, it

follows that quantitative and computational approaches are not intended

to replace linguists and their accumulated knowledge: it is not a question

of elbowing aside highly trained and experienced professionals, but of

providing them with new tools. Finally, however, we share the discomfort

of any scientist faced with an assertion that the data are potentially

compromised, and we are actively seeking other, independent and more

direct measures of linguistic similarity to supplement lexical list-based

approaches; we turn to phonetic methods in Chapter 8.

4. 4. 2 Tree-drawing and Tree-selection Programs: Verifying What

We Know . . .

Although Dyen, Kruskal, and Black produced a set of box diagrams from

their distance matrix, they did not convert their data into language family

trees. Recall that one advantage of quantitative approaches is the possi-

bility they oVer for testing familiar modes of representation like tree

diagrams, to assess whether a particular tree is consistent with the data,

and indeed is the most strongly supported by the data. We used three

diVerent programs from Felsenstein’s PHYLIP package (2001), a suite of

programs developed to draw and select biological trees. These programs,

of course, are simply working with numerical data, and neither know nor

care whether these data are derived from allele frequencies in biology or

percentage cognacy scores in linguistics, so we simply treated our data as

if they were analogous to genetic information. The great advantage of this

approach is that the PHYLIP programs are not simply drawing trees: they

are not the computational equivalent of one linguist and a pencil. These

programs generate all or many of the possible trees, and then select from

this set the tree most consistent with the distances in the data matrix. The

selection criteria are objective; the entire process is automatized; and the

result can be evaluated statistically.
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Of course, no method of this kind can absolutely guarantee to Wnd

THE best tree, given the volume of candidates to be considered. Ringe,

Warnow, and Taylor (2002: 86) are quite right in noting that the best tree

cannot plausibly be identiWed by exhaustive searching, since the number

of possible trees for their 370 characters, or our 200 meanings, will run

into many millions. For example, on excluding Germanic from their

analyses, Ringe et al. are searching for the best tree consistent with 318

of 322 characters, and calculate the relevant number of sets as 445, 197,

684. Similarly, the number of possible trees for our 95 languages and 200

meanings is approximately 6 � 10161 (which, if you are not used to very

big numbers, is 6 followed by 161 zeros; for comparison, Page and

Holmes (1998: 18) discuss the number of possible trees for a slightly

larger data set of 135 human genetic sequences, as opposed to our 95

languages, and calculate that this number, 2.113 � 10267, comfortably

exceeds the number of particles in the known universe). However, biolo-

gists are quite satisWed with the heuristics included in programs of the

PHYLIP type, which exclude at the outset large areas of the tree popu-

lation which simply cannot be strong contenders; and, in any case, one

can do further statistical-evaluation work in assessing how well a particu-

lar tree Wts the data, as we shall see below.

Although we used three PHYLIP programs (namely Neighbour, Fitch,

and Kitch), we shall focus here only on the Wrst of these, since its

neighbour-joining approach most accurately reXects the route which

would be taken by a linguist drawing a single tree. Each step involves

clustering the closest two languages (in terms of percentage similarity),

then adding the next closest, and so on. This is a fairly crude but compu-

tationally simple procedure which takes less than 10 minutes to run for

the DKB data on a 700 MHz PC (for comparison, recall that the Ringe

et al. program took approximately 8 days with Germanic, and 24 hours

after Germanic was excluded). On the other hand, the maximum-

likelihood approach of the Fitch and Kitch programs attempts to min-

imize the diVerences between the branch lengths in the tree and the

distances in the matrix; it also allows the entire tree to be globally

rearranged after each addition, rather than regarding the previously

drawn branchings as sacrosanct, as neighbour joining does. This means

the population of possible trees considered is substantially larger under

the maximum-likelihood approach, so the results may theoretically be

better (because in considering a larger population of trees it is less likely
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to miss the true tree), but the cost is greater complexity in computing,

with a run taking between 3 and 6 hours. For completeness, note that

within the maximum-likelihood approach Kitch diVers from Fitch in

assuming a constant rate of change throughout the tree, while Fitch

allows for diVerent rates down each individual branch, meaning that

the relative lengths of branches in Fitch trees show cases where languages

have changed more or less since the common ancestor. At present any

beneWts from using the maximum-likelihood rather than the neighbour-

joining approach seem marginal, since all programs generate several

hundred thousand trees, and thus far produce strikingly similar results:

for comparison, neighbour-joining and Fitch trees for the DKB data are

presented in McMahon and McMahon (2003), and the outputs are

virtually indistinguishable.

A neighbour-joining tree, drawn using the Neighbour program (Fel-

senstein 2001) is shown in Figure 4.1. Neither neighbour-joining nor

maximum-likelihood trees resemble conventional language family trees,

because they are unrooted: instead, the diagrams look like stars, with the

members of each subgroup branching oV together from the centre. Labels

have been added to the arcs in Figure 4.1 to make this clearer.

It is, however, possible to convert these star diagrams straightforwardly

into representationswhich do resemble classical linguistic trees, by rooting

the tree artiWcially. Imagine the tree in Figure 4.1 as a mobile lying spread

out on the Xoor—the kind found in children’s rooms, for instance, with

moons and stars or dinosaurs round the edge. Any part of that mobile can

be picked up and hung from the ceiling, and all the rest will hang down, in

a tree conWguration. In exactly the same way we can select any of the

languages or groups in Figure 4.1 as the root, and ‘suspend’ the other

subgroups from that. Figure 4.2 shows the result when Figure 4.1 is rooted

using Albanian, and redrawn using the program TreeView (Page 1996),

which assists display on a personal computer. By choosing Albanian we

make no assumption that it is older, or more archaic, or privileged in any

way whatsoever. We chose Albanian solely for convenience, since it is not

typically included in any larger subgroup, and there will consequently be

no disruption of other languages in the tree. But any language could, quite

arbitrarily, have served equally well as the root.

It is quite clear that these trees ‘Wnd’ the usual suspects, in the shape of

the generally recognized Indo-European subfamilies. Recall, though, that

this could be a lucky Xuke: the program is choosing from a population of
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several hundred thousand trees at the very least, and it might have stum-

bled over a decent-looking tree by accident; or there might be an even

better tree in the input set, which the program has unreasonably rejected.

It follows that we must also check how good these trees actually are, by

testing statistically how much conWdence we can have in any particular

branching, and therefore cumulatively in the tree as a whole. The main

statistical method here is bootstrapping, which essentially means resam-

pling the data sequentially to test the robustness of any given part of the

tree. Of the data, 5%are excluded at random (for our 200-meaning list, this

means removing tenmeanings), then those empty spaces are reWlled, again

by randomly choosing tenmeanings from the same data set; and the whole

procedure is run again. For the most part, ten meanings will therefore be

removed and another ten will be doubled up on each run. In theory, it is

possible that the ten substitute meanings will all in fact be the same (it is

highly unlikely that, say, meaning 77will be selected randomly ten times in

a row, but it is not strictly speaking impossible), or that the same ten

meanings that were randomly excluded on a particular bootstrap iteration

will, by a fantastic accumulation of chances, be randomly selected straight

back in again; it follows that the more bootstrap runs we can perform, the

better. This is, however, a time-consuming process, since the exclusions

and resamplings have to be done by hand—it is a type of permutation

testing of the kind discussed in Chapter 3 (Sect. 3. 1. 3. 6) above. Figure 4.3

is a bootstrap tree, showing the percentage support for each branch, for

neighbour-joining iterations only. The results show that the subfamily

branches are extremely robust, recurring in all runs. Again, the use of

bootstrapping helps address the criticism that the whole space of possible

trees cannot be searched exhaustively to identify the best tree.

4. 4. 3 . . . and Finding Something New

This use of biological tree-selection programs, along with bootstrapping,

demonstrates the robustness of the Indo-European subfamilies (Ro-

mance, Germanic, Celtic, Slavic and so on). This is a good result, since

it allows us to verify something historical linguists feel they have already

established, providing us with an independent check on results arrived at

partly by intuitive means. However, the devil’s-advocate argument at this

point would suggest that Indo-Iranian, Celtic, Germanic, and so on were

always bound to emerge from these analyses, since they are built on a
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distance matrix derived from cognacy scores: and if we have told the

programs that there are more cognates within Germanic than between

Germanic and Celtic, say, it is scarcely surprising that those same pro-

grams then obediently generate Germanic and Celtic as separate groups,

rather than opting for Celto-Germanic. Reinforcing agreed results in the

Weld, then, is an important aspect of this kind of work. But to become

really convincing, and to justify extension of the methods to new areas

and new questions, we have to demonstrate that we can also Wnd out

things we did not already know.

Let us turn, then, to two underlying assumptions about meaning lists. It

is commonly assumed that borrowing should not be amajor issue for basic

vocabulary: we have, following Embleton (1986) and Kessler (2001), mod-

iWed this assumption slightly, noting that such lists can contain loans, but

that they should nonetheless be at a lower frequency than in other, non-

basic areas of the vocabulary. In the DKB database in particular the use of

unique codings tomark loans shouldmean borrowings have been identiWed

andWlteredout, so that the cognacy scores submitted for computation really

should approximate the ideal of loan-free basic vocabulary. There is a

further but generally unstated assumption that individual items in meaning

lists should be contributing equally to the analysis by changing at the same

rate. Evidence from our initial bootstrap tests argues against both assump-

tions. It is true that subfamily groups do emerge routinely, but the numbers

in Figure 4.3 show that some lower-level branchings are less well supported.

This is because certain languages shift within their subgroups: not all reruns

are giving exactly the same result, and yet the variation is not entirely

random either, because the same languages seem consistently to be involved

in the shifting. The question is howwe can identify themeanings responsible

for these shifts, and what is causing them.

There have already been suggestions that not all basic vocabulary

changes at the same rate, and that some ‘basic’ items are more likely to

be culture-speciWcally altered. Swadesh himself (1955: 122) observed that

diVerential rates of change opened up new possibilities for lexicostatistics:

Since lexicostatistical work thus far has been keyed to the estimation of time-

depths and has purposely sought to use those lexical elements which are least

subject to cultural inXuences, it follows that only a fraction of the total phenom-

ena have been studied. Eventually it will be desirable to study rates of change in

the various types and levels of less stable vocabulary and to develop a complete

theory of the factors aVecting the rate of vocabulary change.
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We argue that the best place to start on this enterprise is by maximizing

the information provided by variation within the list itself. The issue of

diVerent rates of substitution has already been illustrated in a preliminary

way by, for instance, Kruskal, Dyen, and Black (1971) and Pagel (2000);

but what has not been demonstrated so far, though it has surely been

suspected (see e.g. Clackson 1994: 26 V.), is that these diVerential rates of

change might have an impact on the shape of the resulting trees, perhaps

explaining the kinds of shifts we observed in our diVerent PHYLIP runs.

So, if all basic vocabulary is universal, but some meanings are

more universal than others, how are we to identify the most and least

conservative types? Both Lohr (1999) and Starostin (2000; and see Baxter

and Manaster Ramer 2000) have been concerned with deWning the ‘best’

meaning lists in an objective way, attempting to isolate shorter lists which

are maximally stable and maximally resistant to borrowing.

Lohr (1999) approached this question by developing two scales, of

relative reconstructability and retentiveness, on which meanings can

vary. She considered reconstructions of four proto-languages for diVerent

families: Proto-Indo-European (Buck 1949), Proto-Afroasiatic (Ehret

1995), Proto-Austronesian (Zorc 1995), and Proto-Sino-Tibetan (Luce

1981). She then collected lists of meanings which could be reconstructed

for 2 or more of these proto-languages; the argument is that ‘such

meanings are likely to be relatively basic, universal, and stable, since

they reXect cultures of several millennia ago, cross at least two cultures,

and were able to be reconstructed from descendant languages’ (Lohr

1999: 54). Lohr found 61 meanings which were reconstructible for all 4

proto-languages, 196 meanings shared by 3 proto-languages, and 281

meanings shared by 2 proto-languages.

Lohr then went on to estimate the retentiveness, or the likely relative

rate of change, of a set of these meanings, for Indo-European only. She

traced the histories of a range of meanings in Buck’s dictionary, with the

addition of some particles, numerals, and pronouns, for the language

groupings in (1): in each case the Wgure in brackets is the time period in

millennia from the Wrst-mentioned language state to the second.

(1) Lohr (1999): time periods for calculating rates of replacement

Proto-Indo-European to Classical Greek, Sanskrit, and Latin

(approximately 2.5 millennia in each case);

Proto-Indo-European to Proto-Germanic (2.7);
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Proto-Indo-European to Old Church Slavonic (3.7);

Classical Greek to Modern Greek (2.5);

Proto-Germanic to Proto-West-Germanic (0.7);

Vulgar Latin to French, Italian, and Romanian (1.8 in each case);

Proto-Germanic to Danish (2.3);

Proto-West-Germanic to English and German (1.6 in each case);

Old Church Slavonic to Serbo-Croat andRussian (1.3 in each case).

Lohr calculated how often a diVerent form is documented with each

meaning (or, put slightly diVerently, the number of replacements for

that meaning) in this range of periods and languages within Indo-Euro-

pean. The number of replacement events per meaning was calculated for

each time period in (1), and then summed for the combined time period of

31 millennia. Consequently, the replacement rate, as shown in (2), is

expressed as the average number of millennia one might expect to wait

for a replacement event for that meaning.

(2) Lohr (1999): average Indo-European replacement rates per meaning

Visible replacements Replacement rate Number of

over time period in millennia meanings

0 InWnite retentiveness 17

1 31.3 40

2 15.7 20

3 10.4 25

4 7.8 37

5 6.3 44

6 5.2 53

7 4.5 56

8 or more 3.9 or lower 138

In many ways Lohr’s work is preliminary. Her database is relatively small

(though still larger than anything else available), with only 4 proto-lan-

guages considered for the calculation of relative universality, and only a

single source for each of these. In terms of the retentiveness calculation,

some of the time periods are known and secure, since we can date texts for

Latin or Old Church Slavonic, for example; but others are much less clear,

since we do not knowwith any certainty (see also Ch. 7) when Proto-Indo-

European was spoken. One might therefore argue over the time periods

Lohr allocates to the PIE–Latin, Greek, and Sanskrit intervals.
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Nonetheless, Lohr’s calculations seem a convincing starting point. For

one thing, shortening or extending the speciWc periods between PIE and its

immediate daughters would not greatly aVect the relative results. Since

PIE is unattested, and we therefore have no records of diachronic vari-

ation until the Wrst daughter-language texts, we cannot in any case project

many replacements for these periods; and consequently, although chan-

ging the projected date for PIEwould alter the overall number ofmillennia

in the calculations, it would not aVect the number of replacements or the

relative ranking of rates for diVerent meanings.

It is also possible to provide some external, independent evidence for

Lohr’s set of maximally retentive, maximally reconstructible meanings,

on the basis of Starostin’s 35-word list of highly persistent meanings from

the Swadesh 100- and 200-word lists, collected independently and from a

diVerent set of languages. We constructed a list of 30 meanings from the

DKB database which scored as highly as possible on Lohr’s indices of

reconstructability and retentiveness, all being reconstructable for at least

3 proto-languages, and with no more than 3 replacements. This list and

Starostin’s 35-item list (presented in Baxter and Manaster Ramer 2000)

are shown in Table 4.1.

These two lists overlap in 13 meanings. If we were to randomly select 30

items from DKB, the probability of picking 10 or more items overlapping

with the Starostin list is less than 0.1%. Given the signiWcance of this

result, it appears much more likely that both Lohr and Starostin have

independently identiWed some of the factors which do indeed mark out

these sublists as highly universal and resistant to borrowing.

Both Lohr and Starostin established their clines of reconstructability

and retentiveness in order to identify the maximally conservative items,

which they then prioritize in their further analyses. The same is true of

earlier work by Dolgopolsky and Dryer, who again attempted to isolate

Table 4.1 Comparison of 30-item list from Lohr/DKB with 35-item Starostin list

Starostin Overlap Lohr/DKB

blood, bone, die, dog,

egg, eye, Wre, Wsh, hand,

know, louse, nose, stone,

tail, this, water, what,

who, year

ear, give, I, name, new,

one, salt, sun, thou,

tongue, tooth, two,

wind

come, day, eat, Wve, foot,

four, long, mother, night,

not, other, sleep, spit, stand,

star, thin, three

*full, *horn, *moon, *Not in DKB
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the most retentive meanings, proposing lists of 15 and 20 items respect-

ively: both are arguing for a limitation on the volume of data we require

‘by in eVect using only the items that carry the most information (in the

technical sense) about genetic relationship’ (Embleton 2000: 152–3). In all

these cases the strategy is to identify the most extremely retentive mean-

ings, and reject the rest.

Our approach is diVerent: rather than dispensing with all the less

conservative items, we drew up a contrasting sublist which scored con-

spicuously low on Lohr’s indices of retentiveness and reconstructability.

This sublist consists of 23 DKB meanings which were reconstructable for

only two proto-languages, and which had 8 or more visible replacements

in the 31.3-millennium total sample: we opted for meanings reconstruct-

able for two proto-languages rather than only one because a collection of

complete cultural one-oVs, which really would be at the extreme low

end of the reconstructability spectrum, would oVer far less potential for

cross-cultural generalizability of our results. We call the two contrasting

sublists, which are given in Table 4.2, the ‘hihi’ list (for high in recon-

structability, or universality, and high in retentiveness, or resistance to

change), and the ‘lolo’ list (low in reconstructability and low in retentive-

ness; in other words, less universal, and more changeable). The numbers

in the two classes do not match because 6 meanings in the more stable,

hihi class were cognate across the whole of Indo-European, and thus

totally uninformative. In a few cases one of these six meanings is absent

from an individual language in the DKB material because of some

Table 4.2 Hihi and lolo sublists; criteria for list assignment after Lohr (1999)

Sublist

Hihi Lolo

30 meanings, from DKB 23 meanings, from DKB

Reconstructable for

at least 3 proto-languages;

no more than 3 replacements

Reconstructable for

only 2 proto-languages;

at least 8 replacements

four, name, three, two, foot,

give, long, salt, sun, other,

sleep, to come, day, to eat, not,

thin, Wve, mother, ear, I, new, night,

one, to spit, star, to stand, thou,

tongue, tooth, wind

grass, mouth, stone, heavy, year,

bird, near, smooth, wing, man, neck,

tail, to walk, back, to Xow, left (hand),

to pull, to push, river, rope, straight,

to think, to throw
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language-speciWc change; but none of these changes is shared by a whole

subfamily, and there is therefore no salient information for tree-drawing

purposes, since a unique innovation (or loss, for that matter) aVecting

only a single language is consistent with any possible tree.

Rerunning diVerent bootstrap iterations on the full 200-meaning list

led to certain inconsistencies in the positions of particular languages. Our

hypothesis was that isolating the top and bottom ends of the full list, in

terms of most and least conservative meanings, might bring diVerences

between resulting trees into sharper focus, and perhaps isolate the mean-

ings responsible for the shifts we observed. Let us consider just two

diVerences involving the hihi and lolo sublists, both within Germanic.

When only the lolo meanings are used (Fig. 4.4) Frisian appears as a

sister of a group containing Afrikaans, Flemish, and Dutch, as is also the

case with the full 200-meaning list.

However, with the hihi sublist (Fig. 4.5) Frisian is related to these

languages only at a deeper level, and the tree indicates an earlier split of

Frisian as against the rest of the West Germanic group.

In the second case, English, which in the full 200-word-list tree and the

tree for lolo meanings (Fig. 4.4) appears (along with the creole Sranan) as

a relatively deep, distant sister of the whole Germanic group, ‘migrates’

into the West Germanic group in Figure 4.5, based on the hihi meanings.

McMahon and McMahon (2003) also give trees for Romance, which

show a similar eVect for Romanian: although we do not repeat these

trees here, in the lolo tree Romanian is marginal to Romance, while in the

hihi tree it is much more integrated, forming a subgroup with Ladin and

Sardinian.

Our hypothesis is that these shifts of individual languages arise from

borrowing; a similar suggestion is made by Ogura and Wang (1998),

Faroese

Swedish VL
Swedish Up
Riksmal
Danish
FRISIAN

Flemish
Dutch
Afrikaans 

German List
Sranan
ENGLISH

Swedish

Icelandic

Penn. German

Fig. 4.4 Lolo meanings, Germanic
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which was sent to us after we had completed our own investigations.

Ogura and Wang (ibid.) also used the DKB database and PHYLIP, but

only for Germanic; they found that the most unstable languages are

typically those noted by Embleton (1986) as having most borrowing,

but do not pursue this correlation further. However, the hypothesis of

borrowing seems to be supported by the languages that are moving, and

the direction in which they move. Within Romance, Romanian has

borrowed extensively from Slavic. In the case of Frisian there is heavy

borrowing from Dutch, towards which Frisian gravitates in the lolo tree.

For English there is considerable early borrowing from North Germanic.

(Embleton (ibid. 100–1) Wnds 15 Dutch to Frisian loans in the Swadesh

200-word list, and 16 from North Germanic to English.) English does not

move into the North Germanic group altogether; but this is quite possibly

because of additional, extensive borrowing from Romance, which is

eVectively pulling English towards the margins of the Germanic subfam-

ily. (Again, Embleton (ibid. 100) reports 12 borrowings from French into

English in the 200-word list.)

4. 4. 4 Testing the Hypothesis of Borrowing

4. 4. 4. 1 Computer Simulations

So far all the signs are positive for our hypothesis that the diVerences

between the positions of certain languages in the PHYLIP trees drawn

from the hihi and lolo sublists reXect the eVects of borrowing in the latter.

Faroese
Icelandic

Riksmal

Danish

FRISIAN
Sranan

Penn. German
German

ENGLISH

Afrikaans
Flemish
Dutch

Swedish Up
   Swedish LT
   Swedish VL

Fig. 4.5 Hihi sublist, Germanic
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Lohr’s criteria (1999) have allowed us to deWne contrasting sublists, and

items in the lolo list ought by those criteria to be more susceptible to

borrowing; it is also true that the languages which shift around from run

to run are those we know independently to have a substantial amount of

borrowing in their histories; and, Wnally, the direction in which those

languages move in the lolo trees is uniformly towards other languages we

know to be sources of at least some of those loans. Nonetheless, all this

evidence, though cumulative, remains circumstantial. How can we demon-

strate conclusively that borrowing is the cause of these shifts in our trees?

The problem is, in fact, amore general one. In the case of Indo-European

we are already in possession of a considerable amount of evidence about

which items have been borrowed, and the direction in which they have

travelled. It is therefore possible, as we shall see below, to reverse-engineer

our trees, focusing on individual meanings to assess whether these are

responsible for a particular shift. However, this is not directly generalizable

to cases where the history is poorly understood and it might be unclear

whether borrowing has in fact happened or which languages are particu-

larly aVected. We have therefore carried out some computer simulations. If

borrowing of particular types and intensities creates a typical signal for our

tree-drawing and -selection programs, we can look for just that signal, or

variants of it, in trees we generate subsequently from real data.

Our simulation technique is based on an Excel spreadsheet, generated

from a single ancestral ‘language’ consisting of a 200-item list. This

provides the best match with the Swadesh 200-meaning list in the DKB

database, though the simulated items are only lists of numbers, not

linguistic material. In each generation there is a Wxed probability of any

item in the list changing. We modelled the emergence of 12 daughter

languages, labelled A to L, over 220 generations, with each bifurcation

taking place at a speciWc, set time point. Each time the program is run

there is the same history of bifurcations, but which of the 200 items

mutates, and when, is stochastic. That gives a ‘real’ history for the family,

which is represented in Figure 4.6: each number is the date of the relevant

split, expressed in generations.

The next step was to carry out diVerent runs, with the equivalent of a

very conservative, simulated hihi list, set to the equivalent of one muta-

tion per item per run, and a more changeable lolo list, set at double that

mutation rate. At the end of each run we calculated the cognate frequen-

cies, created a distance matrix, and put the data through the PHYLIP
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tree-drawing programs. The resulting tree for the hihi list, in Figure 4.7, is

very close indeed to the real history, except that the branch length at the

root is shorter: this can be seen by comparing lines x and y in Figures 4.6

and 4.7. This reXects the fact that certain early changes will have been

obscured by later changes to the same items, hence becoming unrecover-

able; this gives the impression, in Figure 4.7, of slightly less change having

happened than was really the case.

The recovered history from the lolo list, shown in Figure 4.8, is almost

identical again, with the same shortening of the root.

It may initially seem surprising that the simulated hihi and lolo lists

give such similar results; but this simply reXects the fact that for these

initial simulations we set the history so no borrowing is allowed at all.

This enables us to model the case where only the rate of change is diVerent

between sublists (where, as Figs 4.7 and 4.8 show, the simulated lists

produce strongly similar trees) against the case where both the mutation

rate and the possibility of borrowing are higher. The next stage therefore

permitted recent borrowing, within the last 20 generations; and in the

relevant trees we have included a completely unrelated language M,

which indicates the position of the root. We have also allowed borrowing

at diVerent rates from the list for language B into the list for language A.

language B

language K

120

language C

language L

75

105

language D

language H

60

language E

language J 85
50

language F

language G

language I

language A

75

50

Point of first bifurcation

Ratio x : y = 0.88

x y

scale 10 =

Fig. 4.6 Actual history of simulated language family in generations
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First, borrowing is permitted at a minimal 1% rate, and the result is

essentially identical to the earlier trees, as shown in Figure 4.9, except for

the trace of a reduction in the lengths of the branches containing A and B,

suggesting a reduction in the distance between them.

With 5% borrowing, the branch containing A, and its sister language I,

is noticeably shifting away from its sister group containing F and G, and

towards the root, as shown in Figure 4.10, though we only observed this

eVect in approximately 15% of runs.

The trend is the same, but much clearer at the 10% borrowing level

modelled in Figure 4.11, where the dotted line shows the group of A and I

splitting from the root earlier than the group with F and G: in the real

history, shown in Figure 4.6, this was not the case, but reXects the contact

between B and A. We saw this pattern in more than 80% of our runs.

Finally, we modelled 20% borrowing, shown in the two rooted trees in

Figure 4.12. On the right, the real history with no borrowing from B into

A, these two languages appear in totally diVerent lineages, and are only

quite distantly related. On the left, with 20% borrowing from B to A, A

language C

language L

10

language K

language B

17

10

language D

10

language J

language E

13

7

language G

language F

language A
language I

14

7

x

y

Ratio x : y = 0.59

language H

1

Fig. 4.7 First ‘recovered’ history from low-mutation-rate simulation (hihi list)
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(along with its subgroup of I, F, and G) shifts into a cluster with B—

which, as we know from a comparison with the known, real history, never

existed at all.

The eVect shown in Figure 4.12 is close to the pattern we found with

some Indo-European languages, which changed position within trees in

the lolo runs. This does not, however, mean we must assume the borrow-

ing in the real data took place over a relatively short time period: although

our simulations above allowed borrowing over only the previous 20

generations, we found that 5% borrowing over 20 generations is identical

in its simulated structural consequences to 1% borrowing over a much

longer period of 100 generations. This is potentially important because

more gradual borrowing over a longer periodmight be harder for linguists

to identify, as older loans will have had longer to come into conformity

with the phonotactic requirements of the borrowing language; but the

program will give the same picture in both cases. This may therefore help

us identify just those problem cases of early and long-standing borrowing

where the linguistic evidence on its own is insuYcient.

language L

language C

9

language Blanguage K

20

12

language J

language E

11language H

language D
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7

language F language A

language I
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Fig. 4.8 First ‘recovered’ history from high-mutation-rate simulation (lolo list)
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4. 4. 4. 2 Erroneous Codings in the Database

The use of these computer simulations contributes a further piece of

evidence that the patterns we have observed in our hihi versus lolo

Indo-European trees reXect the greater propensity of our lolo data to

borrowing. However, this is still not decisive. First, the evidence remains

circumstantial, though powerful: it is possible, though unlikely, that other

factors could have aVected the real data, creating patterns coincidentally

resembling those arising from borrowing in our simulated data. And

there is a more serious problem: since DKB provide unique codings for

loans, and do not mark them as cognates, surely there really ought not to

be any eVect of borrowing in our lolo data, as any loans should already

have been factored out?

We tested this possibility by checking whether any of our hihi or lolo

items appeared on the lists of borrowings within Germanic produced by

Embleton (1986). At least 6 borrowed items (‘wing’, ‘left (hand)’, ‘to pull’,

‘to push’, ‘river’, and ‘to throw’) are in our lolo list, but none at all is in the

hihi list, supporting the argument that the lolo items have a greater

propensity to borrowing. We then selected a sample of lolo items, and

returned to the original DKB codings, to check whether these had all been

entered correctly. In fact, there are some miscodings in just these cases—a

small number, given the volume of data involved, but tellingly aVecting

the overall distance matrix and consequent trees, by allowing loans in

certain cases to count as cognates. For instance, four loans from Frisian

into Dutch are miscoded as cognates by DKB, and these include both ‘left

(hand)’ and ‘river’ from the lolo list; and nine loans fromNorth Germanic

into English are erroneously coded as cognates, including ‘wing’ from the

lolo list.

This is, then, conclusive proof that the diVerent conWgurations we have

found for trees generated from more conservative and less conservative

sublists in fact reXect, at least in some cases, the eVects of loans. In

Chapter 6 we shall see that using other programs, such as Network and

NeighbourNet, allows further testing: Network, for instance, is much

more sensitive to the eVect of even a single miscoded item. We shall also

extend this approach to detecting loans to languages outside the Indo-

European family. Network programs, like the PHYLIP programs, were

originally developed for use with biological data; and before introducing

network-based analyses for language we turn to the possibility of much

closer and more direct connections between biology and linguistics.
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5
Correlations Between Genetic

and Linguistic Data

5. 1 The ‘New Synthesis’

An approach which can diagnose and use even unknown loans turns out

to be of considerable relevance when we turn to another area of contro-

versy, this time moving beyond linguistics per se to a set of observed

though contentious interdisciplinary correlations. It is easy to see lan-

guage families as abstractions, and perhaps our conventional representa-

tion of each language, reconstructed or attested, as a single node

encourages that kind of thinking. But reconstructed languages in the

past, like languages today, must have had speakers; so it follows that

human histories, rather than simply linguistic histories, are necessarily

involved.

However, it is impossible to Wnd out about those human histories

through linguistic work alone: we have to take an interdisciplinary ap-

proach. One possibility, which is much in the scientiWc news at the mo-

ment, is the ‘new synthesis’; and its proponents argue that we can bring

together evidence from linguistics, genetics, and archaeology, assess

whether meaningful correlations exist between these disciplines, then use

this cumulative evidence to provide clues to the histories of human popu-

lations.Moreover, work of this kindmight help us understand the features

of populations today, by revealing prehistoric aYliations and contacts.

The idea of constructing trees for linguistic and genetic groupings and

measuring the degree of similarity between them is, of course, not a new

one: we might trace the start of work onmappings between linguistics and

genetics to the publication of the well-known Cavalli-Sforza et al. (1988)

parallel linguistic—genetic tree, which is shown in Figure 5.1.



As is well known, there has been a good deal of criticism of this tree

(Bateman et al. 1990; McMahon and McMahon 1995; Sims-Williams

1998), both because of lack of independence of the populations sampled

(some genetic populations, like Na-Dene, are deWned on the basis of the

language spoken in the community, which rather begs the question) and

because it includes very long-range comparisons—many historical lin-

guists would consider constructs like Amerind, Nostratic, and Eurasiatic

essentially unfounded (Campbell 1988; McMahon and McMahon 1995).

However, it would naturally be unreasonable to reject any prospect of

meaningful matches because of problems in a single early application. We

can, however, learn two lessons from the Cavalli-Sforza tree and its

critics. First, any reasonable attempt to establish correlations must be
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Fig. 5.1 Cavalli-Sforza et al. (1988) tree, redrawn
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based on good genetics, and good linguistics: if the methodology or

results on either side are suspect, the best we can hope for is MatisoV’s

vision (1990) of two drunks supporting each other. Good science cannot

come to good conclusions on the basis of bad data. It follows that our

discussion below will rule out from the start any correlations based on

Greenberg’s mass comparison (see Ch. 1 above), or involving long-range

language megafamilies—which we see as currently unsupported. Second,

we cannot expect any successful and enlightening attempt to identify

correlations between genetics and linguistics to involve straightforward,

one-to-one matches: both genetic and linguistic histories are too complex

for that. Indeed, it is precisely the common, but independent, character-

istics of the two systems, since both involve gradual divergence along with

contact phenomena, that make parallels between the two, methodologic-

ally and in terms of results, so attractive. But dealing with that complexity

will involve the interpretation of equally complex patterns, not writing

equations of the x ¼ y type.

Even accepting these concerns, hopes for the so-called ‘new synthesis’

of disciplines are high: Cavalli-Sforza (2000: vii), for instance, introduces

his recent book as follows:

This book surveys the research on human evolution from the many diVerent

Welds of study that contribute to our knowledge. It is a history of the last hundred

thousand years, relying on archaeology, genetics, and linguistics. Happily, these

three disciplines are now generating many new data and insights. All of them can

be expected to converge toward a common story, and behind them must lie a

single history. Singly, each approach has many lacunae, but hopefully their

synthesis can help to Wll the gaps.

However, the promise of the new synthesis has not yet been achieved, and

Renfrew (1999: 1–2) is rather more cautious in his assessment, noting

that ‘We may be on the brink of seeing some convergence in our under-

standing of issues of genetic diversity, cultural diversity, and linguistic

diversity. It may be possible, then, to work toward a uniWed reconstruc-

tion of the history of human populations. It is much needed, because

certainly we do not have such a uniWed history at the moment.’ Sims-

Williams (1998) also provides a careful, critical overview of the whole

area and its prospects. Before proceeding to consider some suggested

correlations, then, it is important to review some possible misunder-

standings and problems.
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5. 2 Correlations Between Genetics and Linguistics:
Cautions and Caveats

We should begin by deWning, at least in a very general way, just what we

mean by correlations between genetics and linguistics. Most importantly,

of course, there is no claim of determinism between genetics and linguistics

(which at itsmost problematic and simplistic wouldmean that the genes an

individual carries determine the language she speaks). This is a notoriously

diYcult area, since we do not wish to reject the hypothesis that there is a

genetic component underlying language either: it is entirely possible for the

human species to be predisposed to language learning and use without any

of that genetic hard-wiring corresponding to characteristics of English, as

opposed to Estonian or Quechua. Exploring these issues further is beyond

the scope of this book; but it is worth simply reiterating that establishing

population-level correlations between linguistic and genetic features does

not imply any causal connection between the two systems.

It is also worth stressing the necessity of working at the population

level when exploring these correlations. Calculations will ideally be based

on many individuals, involving averages and probabilities across groups,

not absolute values for individuals. Although molecular genetics has had

a higher public proWle recently, because of the advances in the Human

Genome Project, for instance, it is not the best genetic correlate

for linguistic variation. One of the immediate concerns about cross-

disciplinary comparisons of the kind we are proposing involves the ap-

parently discrete and absolute nature of genetic haplotypes at the DNA

level, where we either have a sequence of GTA, or ATG, and not some-

thing in between; quite reasonably, linguists see this as contrasting abso-

lutely with the naturally variable and choice-ridden data of language.

However, the right comparison, we believe, is with population genetics, or

evolutionary biology, rather than molecular genetics. When we scale up

the molecular material for a whole population we do see variation and

‘choice’, so that at the same locus we might Wnd 10% of one population

with GTA and 90% with ATG, and the opposite ratio in a second

population, while yet a third has 10% GTA and 90% ATA. This looks

much more like the shifting, variable patterns linguists know and love.

It is also worth reminding ourselves that populations are abstractions,

like speech communities. It would clearly be unrealistic to expect, in a
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sociolinguistic survey, that each member of a speech community would

use a particular variant 33% of the time, or that all middle-class women

would use that same variant in precisely 95% of their formal speech (even

assuming that we are conWdent we can deWne relativistic constructs like

‘middle-class’ or ‘formal’ in such a deWnite and non-overlapping way). As

linguists, however, we can transcend the individual level, and interpret

data of this kind in terms of its reality for the speech community. Indi-

vidual speakers are not robbed of their identity or their uniqueness by

being grouped together into broader categories; and for diVerent pur-

poses we can study the individual or the group.

Exactly the same is true of genetic studies of populations. Individuals are

important; but there are some studies for which we need to take a broader

view, and categorize people into groups according to the average of their

genetic characteristics. It may seem unlikely, looking at cosmopolitan,

modern, urban European populations, for instance, that we can ever

reach any meaningful conclusion on their genetic characteristics, since

each individual will have his or her own highly speciWc history. But aver-

aging over a suYciently large number of individuals can indeed reveal

particular frequent, key attributes for the group, alongside the individual

markers which signal a history outside that population as unusual and

marginal. Put in linguistic terms, we might doubt, listening to several

speakers from the same area, that we can subsume their distinct and

individual accents under a single system; but grouping together a whole

range of such speakersmaywell reveal shared characteristics.We both have

noticeably Scots accents; closer inspection reveals that one author has

acquired a marginal contrast of /æ/ versus /A/ over 15 years of living in

England, though typically Scots lack this distinction and have a single,

undiVerentiated low mid /a/ vowel (the other author is holding out and

has no such contrast). This does not remove the general impression of

Scottishness when either of us speaks; and it does not contradict the

observation that most Scots lack the Sam–psalm opposition. Both observa-

tions are valid, and relevant for diVerent purposes. It is also important to

note that contemporary urban populations, with their history of input from

widely divergent genetic (and linguistic) sources, are by no means the norm

either diachronically or diatopically: smaller, closer-knit communities with

greater continuity represent a more usual basis for human histories.

This has three implications for work of the sort discussed below. First,

it is important that we should collect both linguistic and genetic data from
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‘older’, more isolated populations before admixture levels out many of

the signals in which we are interested. Second, those of us who are urban

speakers and rejoice in our mixed and exotic heritage have to accept that

we are relatively unusual in global terms, and therefore that our own

experiences and expectations do not amount to a necessary rejection of

these methods and results. Equally, however, we cannot simply ignore all

those mixed populations that do exist, and of course admixture at some

level occurs even in the smallest and most traditional of groups (see

McMahon 2004): hence, we must as a matter of urgency investigate

means of recognizing and, where necessary, factoring out admixture.

This will be a recurring theme in the discussion below, and, as we shall

see, diVerences in practice here between geneticists and historical linguists

represent a signiWcant threat to progress in the ‘new synthesis’.

These preliminaries are important in breaking down possible misper-

ceptions of the meaning of genetic/linguistic correlations. Turning to a

broad deWnition of those correlations, we mean simply that, all else being

equal, when the languages spoken by two populations are closely related

we might expect genes present in the two populations to be similar; and,

conversely, when the languages are only distantly related (or unrelated)

the genetic proWles of the two populations should also show considerable

diVerentiation.We can then hope to use these aYnities between linguistics

and genetics to help us cast light on the histories of particular popula-

tions. Since populations, after all, consist of people who both carry genes

and use languages, it might be more surprising if there were no correl-

ations between genetic and linguistic conWgurations. The general obser-

vation goes back to Darwin (1996 [1859]: 342), who suggested that ‘If we

possessed a perfect pedigree of mankind, a genealogical arrangement of

the races of man would aVord the best classiWcation of the various

languages now spoken throughout the world.’ This might now seem

somewhat overstated: clearly, ‘The correlation between genes and lan-

guages cannot be perfect’, because both languages and genes can be

replaced independently; but the relationship ‘Nevertheless . . . remains

positive and statistically signiWcant’ (Cavalli-Sforza 2000: 167).

This correlation is supported by a range of recent studies, and we explore

several of these in detail in the following section. To take just one example,

Barbujani (1997: 1011) reports that ‘In Europe, for example, . . . several

inheritable diseases diVer, in their incidence, between geographically

close but linguistically distant populations’. In this case and others we
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Wnd a general and telling statistical correlation between genetic and

linguistic features, which reXects interesting and investigable parallelism

rather than determinism. Where we observe genetic and linguistic paral-

lels today, we therefore hypothesize earlier ancestral identity: as Barbu-

jani (ibid. 1014) observes:

Population admixture and linguistic assimilation should have weakened the

correspondence between patterns of genetic and linguistic diversity. The fact

that such patterns are, on the contrary, well correlated at the allele-frequency

level . . . suggests that parallel linguistic and allele-frequency change were not the

exception, but the rule.

The ‘new synthesis’ may look promising, but at present it is limited, since

most recent work has involved correlations between archaeology and

genetics: Renfrew and Boyle (2000) coin the term ‘archaeogenetics’ for

exactly this bilateral disciplinary match. There remain some doubts over

the feasibility of including linguistic evidence, in large part because of the

generally non-quantitative approaches favoured by historical and com-

parative linguists, and the consequent diYculties of establishing repeat-

able, demonstrably correct results, let alone parallels with other

disciplines. Archaeology and, to an even greater extent, genetics are

quantitative in their approaches and methods, and in their evaluations

of results; and if their practitioners are to understand and use historical-

linguistic data, linguists must therefore deal in probabilities and degrees

of relatedness. Here we have a further motivation for the development of

quantitative methods in historical linguistics: if we are genuinely inter-

ested in interdisciplinary research, and do not supply numbers of our

choosing, we cannot be surprised if archaeologists and geneticists attempt

to provide their own. To give just one example, Poloni et al. (1997: 1017–

18) adopt the following methodology:

Linguistic distances between pairs of populations were deWned as simple dissimi-

larity indexes . . . two populations within the same language family are set to a

distance of 3 if they belong to diVerent subfamilies; their distance is decreased by

1 for each shared level of classiWcation—up to three shared levels, where their

distance is set to 0 . . . a dissimilarity index of 8 was arbitrarily assigned to any pair

of populations belonging to diVerent language families.

What this means is that Poloni and her colleagues, urgently requiring

some numbers to feed into their computations, have almost arbitrarily

assigned grades of relatedness of 0, 1, 2, and 3 to pairs of languages, with
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a score of 8 for pairs generally thought tobe unrelated. Ifwe as linguists feel

that these are crude overgeneralizations, then the onus is very much on us

to provide better-reasoned alternatives. Not all colleagues may agree that

linguists should feel under any obligation to change the way we do linguis-

tics, just because other disciplines are interested in our results; Smith (1989:

185) takes themore insular view that ‘linguistic theory is not aVected by the

fact that its subjectmatter canalsobeof interest toothers: thehydrologist’s

theories are not aVected by spitting’. As the last four chapters suggest,

we take a very diVerent view, and see the development of quantitative

and computational methods as crucial to progress within historical and

comparative linguistics, for discipline-internal as well as interdisciplinary

reasons. Clearly, we are not alone, either: after a gap following Embleton

(1986), there is now something of a resurgence in interest in quantitative

methods among historical linguists and colleagues in other disciplines

(Kessler 2001; Ringe, Warnow and Taylor 2002; McMahon and

McMahon 2003, 2004; Heggarty et al. forthcoming; Forster, Toth, and

Bandelt 1998; Forster and Toth 2003; Gray and Atkinson 2003; Renfrew,

McMahon, and Trask 2000). As quantitative methods develop further,

one of the main barriers to integrating linguistics into the ‘new synthesis’

seems set to disappear. It is therefore timely to consider some general issues

relating to correlations speciWcally between linguistics and genetics.

5. 3 Evidence for Correlations

5. 3. 1 Genetic Evidence and Sampling

A range of recent studies in the genetics literature discuss evidence for

correlations between genetics and linguistics at the population level.

Looking ahead, we shall see that there are interesting parallelisms, but

that correlations seem less signiWcant in some cases than others. As we

shall show, a very inXuential factor here, which has not so far been taken

into account, is the diVerent attitudes of linguists and geneticists to

admixture between systems.

Considerations of space mean it is possible to discuss only four studies;

Sokal (1988), Poloni et al. (1997), Gray and Jordan (2000), and Rosser

et al. (2000). An overview of current literature on genetics—linguistics

correlations at the population level is provided byMcMahon (2004), who
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also focuses on two general issues, namely the type of genetic evidence

used and the techniques and rationale involved in sampling.

First, no single type of genetic feature is consistently included in these

comparisons: we cannot simply say that all relevant studies compare

‘genes’. Three main types of genetic evidence have been included in

studies of correlations with language, and these are the so-called ‘classical

set’ of genetic polymorphisms, such as the ABO blood groups (see

Cavalli-Sforza et al. 1994); mitochondrial DNA; and Y-chromosome

material. There are other genetic systems which promise to be even

more informative, notably involving microsatellite DNA and repeat se-

quences which are unique events and therefore provide excellent markers

for group membership, but these have not yet been applied in interdis-

ciplinary research. Not all these genetic markers seem to correlate equally

well with linguistics: Poloni et al. (1997) argue that the clearest results

typically come from comparisons with Y-chromosome DNA, which

contains the gene determining maleness and is therefore passed on only

from fathers to sons; and McMahon (2004) surveys a range of studies of

Europe which indicate that prioritizing classical set, Y-chromosome, or

mitochondrial DNA evidence (the last being passed on only through the

female line) can give diVerent results. This might seem to constitute an

open and shut case for rejecting such correlations altogether; but it is

much more likely to indicate that men and women in populations may

sometimes have diVerent histories, providing both a more complex and a

more interesting picture. In turn, this may reXect the higher variability in

male reproductive success, as well as indicating cases of partial migration

or organized intermarriage systems between groups.

Even more important and potentially problematic is the issue of popu-

lation sampling (Cavalli-Sforza et al. 1994; Moore 1994). Most genetic

variants predate the geographical break-up of the human species and

therefore diVer between human groups only in relative frequency; it

follows that investigators cannot validly deWne populations after the

fact on the basis of the variants they do or do not have, but must crucially

deWne the boundaries of the population in advance in order to be ex-

planatory. Random sampling on a physical-grid approach might be ideal,

but is both socio-politically and scientiWcally challenging; and so far

sampling has often been on the basis of named, culturally signiWcant

groups, such as villages or ethnic groupings. These are commonly

deWned by language aYliation, with unfortunate consequences for the
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independence of linguistic and genetic data. In addition, the result of such

non-random sampling is that small, disappearing tribal groups character-

ized on the basis of their language are often treated as equivalent to

similar-sized samples drawn from large, modern nation states. As

MacEachern (2000: 361) points out ‘the Hadza of Tanzania, with a total

population of about 1,000, occupy the same analytical status in Cavalli-

Sforza et al.’s regional genetic reconstructions [1994] as do the South

Chinese (approximate population 500,000,000) and the French (approxi-

mate population 60,000,000), yet these three ethnonyms deWne entirely

diVerent types of human population unit’. McMahon (2004: 4) notes that

This approach has provided perfectly acceptable samples for addressing large-

scale questions of human origins, such as the Out of Africa vs Multi-Regional

Hypotheses . . . where only a few representative populations are required from

each continent. However, when we are asking questions about the relationships

between human groups and their languages, to base the sampling criteria in one

domain on data from the other automatically weakens the importance of any

relationships detected.

It could be argued that sampling strategies based on language groupings

might be appropriate for groupings with pre-agricultural social organiza-

tion; but powerful evidence against this simplistic assumption is provided

by the extended studies of the Yanomani tribal groups living in the

Amazon basin of South America summarized in Merriweather et al.

(2000). Fission and fusion, intermarriage and warfare amongst the

roughly 150 villages that make up this linguistic group have led to a

situation where several villages are genetically closer to geographically

close but linguistically and culturally distinct groups than they are to

other Yanomani villages. These hunter-gatherer villages have at least as

much evidence of complex interactions as anywhere else, so that a choice

of members from a single village to represent the Yanomani could be as

misleading as choosing a group of Londoners to represent Western

Europeans. We shall touch on issues of evidence and sampling in con-

nection with the four studies to be discussed below.

5. 3. 2 Four SpeciWc Studies

Our Wrst case study is Gray and Jordan (2000), which reports on the use of

unpublished data from Blust’s Comparative Austronesian Dictionary to

construct a phylogenyof theAustronesian languages. Themain idea behind
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this paper was to test two competing hypotheses on the origin and spread

of Austronesian languages and speakers: these are the ‘express-train-to-

Polynesia’ and ‘tangled-bank’ models. Gray and Jordan’s phylogeny was

strongly congruent with the ‘express-train’ model, which is well supported

by archaeology and all three types of molecular genetic evidence, and

assumes a rapid population expansion from an original source population

in Taiwan, with a unidirectional series of population movements covering

the 10,000 km to Polynesia in approximately two millennia. Any possible

contribution of contact is also minimized, since the archaeological culture

of these earlyAustronesians exploited island coastlines,meaning that where

they did arrive on already populated islands they were unlikely to interact

much with the inland-dwelling prior inhabitants; many other islands would

have been unpopulated. We might anticipate that this sort of history,

involving continual change with clear punctuations as populations split

and move on, and rather little contact, might produce patterns in keeping

with relatively simple models of divergence, like the family tree. Gray and

Jordan’s paper is a paradigm case of the approach advocated in earlier

chapters, where quantitative work can validate existing proposals; here they

provide evidence for a particular tree of the Austronesian languages which

was originally put forward by comparative linguists, but can be shown to be

supported by data from other disciplines.

Our second case study, Poloni et al. (1997), used genetic data mainly

from a single region of the Y-chromosome, in 45 published populations,

and 13 collected by their own group. The total sample included 3,767

individuals, with a worldwide distribution, but some bias in favour

of African and European populations. Poloni et al. demonstrate a

strong correlation between linguistic and genetic distance among their 58

populations; in particular, they identify four essentially non-overlapping

clusters on the basis of members’ genetic characteristics and whether

they spoke an Indo-European, Khoisan, Niger-Congo, or Afro-Asiatic

language.

Our third case, Sokal (1988), again seems to support the existence and

exploitability of correlations between linguistics and genetics; this time

the genetic data studied were ‘classical-set’ autosomal genetic polymorph-

isms. Sokal demonstrates signiWcant correlations between languages and

genes across Eurasia using a simple model of linguistic distance, with

languages within a subfamily (such as Romance) being set at 0 distance,

while languages in diVerent subfamilies within a family (such as a
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Romance and a Germanic language within Indo-European) were set to 1,

and those from diVerent families (such as Turkish, from the putative

Altaic family, and Hungarian from Finno-Ugric) were set at 2. Sokal

carried out Mantel correlation analyses of the genetic-distance matrices,

using several diVerent estimators for genetic distance, against the result-

ing linguistic-distance matrix; these were signiWcant for over half of the

genetic loci studied.

Although these initial investigations of correlations between linguistic

and genetic evidence look positive, clouds start to gather on the horizon

when we look at a fourth recent paper. Rosser et al. (2000) used by far the

most extensive molecular data set to date, but, perhaps paradoxically,

genetics–linguistics correlations here become rather more elusive. Rosser

et al. studied 11 separate Y-chromosome polymorphisms on 3,616

chromosomes drawn from 47 European populations, and their main

suggestion is that the primary determinant of both the linguistic and the

genetic variation seems to be geography. In other words, variation in

both linguistic and genetic terms relies on the degree of physical dis-

tance between populations. Where the populations compared are on

diVerent continents, so that there is considerable physical distance

between them, we would expect, and indeed Wnd, a good deal of linguis-

tic and genetic distance too. Exceptional cases of large linguistic and

genetic diVerences between geographically close populations are often

associated with clearly identiWable local barriers, such as mountain ranges

or stretches of water: for instance, as Rosser et al. (ibid.) note, the Geor-

gian and Ossetic populations are geographically close, but are genetically

and linguistically distinct, and separated by the Caucasus mountains.

There are consequently two alternative accounts for our linguistics–

genetics correlations. We may have found the real explanatory factor, in

the shape of geography; the apparent correlation between languages and

genes is then revealed as secondary. On the other hand, it might be that

the indubitable eVect of geography is not the main, or the only, factor but

is masking a true correlation between genetics and linguistics which

reXects shared population history. One way to reduce the confounding

eVect of a third common variable is to use a statistical technique known as

autocorrelation analysis to ‘remove’ the eVect of the third variable,

leaving a partial correlation of the other two variables of interest. For a

partial correlation of genes and language with geography held constant,

this amounts to asking what the correlation for language and genes would
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be for all those populations with the same geographic distance from each

other. This then isolates the relevant component of total variation, re-

vealing the extent to which a knowledge of the genetic relationships

between populations can be used to infer the relationship between their

languages and vice versa.

From this point of view the main diVerence between the studies we have

discussed is that Poloni et al. (1997) did not test for the contribution of

geography: they did refer to distance, but of course distance is only one

aspect of geography, since, as we have seen already, populations separ-

ated by the same distance may be more or less close in languages and

genes depending on whether that distance includes a major barrier like a

mountain or sea. On the other hand, Poloni et al. (ibid.) were working

across continents, and most of their largest-distance Wgures in language

and genes correspond to populations on either side of these geographical

barriers. Sokal (1988) removed the eVect of geographic distance and

found a reduced but still signiWcant correlation between language and

genes. Gray and Jordan (2000) are not dealing with populations on

diVerent continents in a political sense, but certainly these populations

are divided by isolating stretches of water. Similarly, in the Cavalli-Sforza

et al. (1988) tree those correlations that seem most convincing and robust

are again those that operate across continents. Rosser et al. (2000) were

most careful in their treatment of geography, since they considered both

local barriers and distance; their conclusion was that, within continents,

geography is by far the greatest explanatory force for genetic distances,

eclipsing the contribution of language as an independent barrier to gene

Xow. However, even in their work signiWcant correlations between lin-

guistic and genetic characteristics of populations were found where sam-

ples include populations on diVerent continents or otherwise separated by

major physical barriers: although Rosser et al. included only European

populations in their main analysis, they did also consider two African

populations, and in comparisons involving these groups the linguistic–

genetic correlations did become signiWcant.

5. 3. 3 The Contribution of Contact

It is self-evident that the likelihood of contact and interbreeding is much

lower for populations on diVerent land masses or separated by a major

physical boundary than for adjacent or physically close populations.
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Indeed, before the development of relatively recent technological

innovations, simple distance evenwithin continents would have correlated

very strongly indeed with the likelihood of contact between members

of diVerent populations. Sewell Wright, whose work in the 1930s led

him to be acknowledged as the father of modern population genetics,

is said to have held that the single most important factor in reducing

the level of inbreeding in human populations was the invention of the

bicycle, since before this the norm was for marriage within Wve miles of

one’s birthplace, whereas afterwards population admixture quickly be-

came the rule. Genes in populations do naturally change and diverge; this

is the basis of the fundamental speciation model of isolation by distance.

However, the further apart two populations are geographically, the

greater the divergence is likely to be, because in geographically close

populations interbreeding and consequent admixture will cause genetic

convergence, running counter to the eVects of normal divergence. In the

most distant cases we would not Wnd even the very limited amount of

admixture required (in the order of 1 or 2 individuals per generation

(Nei 1987)) to prevent those populations from diverging. It follows that

we should expect to Wnd considerably less genetic distance between

geographically close populations which are not separated by any sig-

niWcant physical barrier—and if there is anything in the claims of correl-

ation between genetics and linguistics, we should expect that relatively

small genetic distance to be paralleled by less linguistic distance. Of course,

these distinctions are all more diYcult to observe in studies sampling

only modern, mobile groups, since technological innovation has led

to a greater likelihood of interbreeding between even the most distant

populations.

These expectations are supported by our knowledge that contact be-

tween two populations does not only have the genetic eVect caused by

interbreeding. Contact is also possible at a linguistic level, and has its own

consequences there (see Thomason 2001; Ch. 3 above). Depending on the

intensity of contact, and on other imponderables like language attitudes,

prestige, and so on, these eVects may range from the occasional, nativized

lexical item to wholesale structural borrowing, convergence, pidginization

and creolization, language mixing, and the like. And just as interbreeding

was less likely, at least until relatively recently, for geographically distant

populations, so language contact might be expected to be less intense the

further apart two speech communities are.
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If neither genetic nor linguistic mixing takes place to any great extent

between populations on diVerent continents, or with a major physical

boundary separating them, then one can well understand why the correl-

ation between the two types of evidence seems relatively strong for popu-

lations under these circumstances: greatest genetic distance equals greatest

linguistic distance. However, where populations are geographically close,

with no intervening physical barrier, one would equally expect increased

similarity at the genetic level to be mirrored in increased linguistic similar-

ity; and here we have a paradox, because within a continental mass Rosser

et al. (2000) suggest that the correlations are less signiWcant. In other

words, where populations are geographically adjacent one would expect

recent history, and its consequences in terms of admixture, to blur to an

equivalent degree anymore distant historical relationships in both genetics

and linguistics. What seems to happen, however, is that some of these

geographically close populations remain more distant linguistically than

would be anticipated given the probability of recent contact: here, the

expected correlation with genetics is disturbed. For example, in northern

populations of Europe a particular Y-chromosomal haplotype has been

associated with the expansion of the Ugric-speaking peoples along an

eastern to western axis (Zerjal et al. 1997). Rosser et al. (2000) identify

this particular haplotype (HG16) in all the Finno-Ugric speaking popula-

tions, but also in the adjacent Indo-European-speaking Lithuanian and

Latvian populations. However, although the historical spread and current

distribution of this haplotype is an excellent example of genetic contact

and diVusion, it is happening across the most signiWcant language-family

boundary in the region, between Indo-European and Finno-Ugric.

There are two approaches to interpreting this apparent paradox. Either

contact between populations does not have any linguistic consequences—

or only very minor ones. Or contact-induced change is going on all right in

both linguistics and genetics, but linguists and geneticists handle admixture

in very diVerent ways. It does not even seem worth testing the hypothesis

that language contact does not happen—putting it at its most cartoonishly

simple, there are simply many more opportunities for conversation than

for interbreeding, especially where the latter must end up in the production

of viable oVspring if the genetic proWle of a population is to be aVected by

admixture. But there has certainly been a long-standing tendency in com-

parative linguistics to marginalize or exclude contact-induced changes, as

we have seen in earlier chapters. Contact-induced changes are problematic:
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they can lead to erroneous hypotheses in terms of family-tree construction,

and to false steps in reconstruction. And if our priority is the construction

of linguistic family trees, it is only natural that we should attempt to remove

the eVects of changes which are out of keeping with the tree model, whether

by pre-selecting basic vocabulary lists, which should be relatively resistant

to contact, or by excluding languages with non-tree-like histories, which

Thomason and Kaufman (1988) describe as ‘non-genetic’. In fact, the kind

of discrepancy that arises can be illustrated quite straightforwardly by

considering the case of French. In all our PHYLIP trees discussed in

Chapter 4, French falls squarely and consistently inside Romance.

However, we can also construct a genetic tree for the French popula-

tion—admittedly a highly idealized concept, taking into account the con-

cerns about sampling expressed in 3.1 above. Our tree, which covers a range

of European populations, is based on average genetic distance for 88

‘classical-set’ genetic polymorphisms from Cavalli-Sforza et al. (1994),

and appears as Figure 5.2. It also shows that French falls clearly inside

Germanic, producing a complete lack of parity, in this case, between

linguistic and genetic trees.

This disparity arises, then, because if historical linguists can exclude

borrowings they will—and they will certainly prioritize data which seem

less amenable to external inXuence. This, however, is exactly what gen-

eticists do not do. The tendency in population genetics has been to

recognize and accept migration, and its genetic consequences, and there

is a signiWcant history of attempts to provide measures of interpopulation

exchange, and indeed models of how this might happen, and the extent of

its eVects, under particular circumstances. This is all part of quantitative

work in genetics which aims to calculate equilibrium gene frequencies and

levels of variability, and to assess the contribution of the diVerent forces

aVecting populations, namely mutation, migration, drift, and selection.

Given this discrepancy in practice between linguistics and genetics, our

hypothesis is that the actions of linguists in denying, downplaying, or

attempting to screen out the eVects of borrowing may have created the

appearance of non-signiWcance in the correlation between linguistic and

genetic variation for certain populations within continental land masses.

The exclusion of borrowings will automatically prioritize and emphasize

data indicating common ancestry and earlier history for the linguistic

systems concerned, while the genetic systems for the same populations

will also include any more recent innovations due to contact and admix-
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ture. This would create an obvious mismatch between those systems,

which would then appear less comparable in geographically adjacent

populations, disrupting the overall correlation between linguistics and

genetics. But this discrepancy has not arisen because the histories are

diVerent—it has arisen because the histories are the same, but half the

linguistic history is being analysed out! That is, our linguistic methodol-

ogies attempt to exclude contact-induced changes, and this conspires

against the recognition of parallels between linguistics and genetics.

Matters get even worse, though, when we consider that last sentence in

more detail—our linguistic methodologies attempt to exclude contact-

induced changes, yes; but we know that they do not always succeed. Basic

meaning lists, as we showed in Chapter 4, have on average 12.3% loans (at

least for the Wve languageswe sampled); and even where we are dealingwith

well-attested and intensively studied languages, as in the DKB database for
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Fig. 5.2 Genetic tree of European populations from genetic distances (¼ Fst)

between populations, based on 88 genetic polymorphisms from data in

Cavalli-Sforza et al. (1994)
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Indo-European, and agreed mechanisms for marking and Wltering out

loans, we have seen that errors can inevitably be identiWed at some level.

This presents evenmore of a problem, because it means we cannot even rely

on the disparity between linguistic and genetic trees being a consistent one:

the degree of mismatch we Wnd will depend on how many loans linguists

have missed (for instance, because of gaps in their knowledge of certain

systems), and that is hardly a factor amenable to statistical modelling.

What our methods oVer is a way of avoiding the problems arising from

these inconsistencies of practice. We can retain all the data, loans and all,

for ‘new-synthesis’ type work where we are undertaking cross-disciplinary

comparison and thinking about population histories; but we can then

identify the borrowings and exclude them later for purely linguistic

work. In Kessler’s terms, we can retain a database reXecting ‘historical

connectedness’ for comparison with genetics or archaeology, but priori-

tize true cognates when we are drawing our family trees. If our methods

can reliably exclude loans, we may not even in principle be restricted to

Swadesh-type lists in future, since we will be able to assess the diVerent

contributions of diVerent meanings by rerunning our programs and isol-

atingwhichmeanings are contributing to shifts of languages between runs.

5. 4 Looking Forward

We ended the last section with a bright prospect; but there are two

outstanding issues to be considered before we leave the topic of linguis-

tic–genetic correlations. First, identifying some apparent disparities

between linguistic and genetic trees does not remove the possibility that

there may also be real ones: we noted at the outset that comparing these

two independent systems would always be a complex undertaking, not a

simple one-to-one match, and population movements might have highly

signiWcant, but variable, eVects on correlations between genes and lan-

guage. Large-scale directed migration might result in the total replace-

ment of the resident population and their language; or the ‘newcomers’

may join with the local population, forming a composite group speaking

the new language. If the number of incomers is small, they may be

amalgamated into the resident population and learn to speak the original

language of the area, leaving only a genetic signal in the resulting popu-

lation. Alternatively, an invading elite may generate an eVective cultural
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change, including resultant replacement of the local language, without

signiWcant genetic inXuence.

In other words, there is no intrinsic reason why genes and culture

should show identical lines of descent. Indeed, in areas of Australia native

languages appear to be attached more to a particular geographic locality

than to any particular resident group of humans: individual Aboriginal

tribes in the area are multilingual and speak the language appropriate to

their physical position in the landscape (David Nash, personal commu-

nication). Thus, as McMahon (2004: 4) notes, ‘one extreme possibility for

language replacement would be for a language to no longer be spoken as

a Wrst language by any single group, but rather be used by two genetically

distinct tribes whose ranges overlap where that language was originally

spoken by a now extinct third tribe which shared little genetically with

either group of current speakers’. Our methods oVer the prospect of

unearthing real correlations between linguistic and genetic features in

cases where earlier diVerences in disciplinary practice have obscured

them: but they can do nothing to resolve those cases where the correl-

ations really do break down, and we must accept that these exist too.

Finally, there is a further question of representation. Our work in

Chapter 4 and the investigations reported here have been based on

family-tree models; and yet those are by no means universally accepted

for language. Dixon (1997) argues that there are areas of the world,

notably Australia, and perhaps periods of equilibrium for other language

groups, where convergence will be more important than divergence, and

the tree oVers an inappropriate model. Thomason and Kaufman (1988)

see pidgins, creoles, and mixed languages as non-genetic, and therefore as

intrinsically incompatible with the family tree. If we are serious about

rehabilitating contact-induced change, and want to be able to account for

both aspects of Kessler’s ‘historical connectedness’ (2001), then our con-

centration on trees is problematic.

On the one hand, there will be situations and language groups for

which the tree is a wholly appropriate model: it certainly has the advan-

tage of familiarity, clarity of representation, and a built-in diachronic

aspect through its vertical dimension. If we have methods which can

isolate features arising from contact and exclude those, then arguably

for many languages we have a better case than ever for using trees. On the

other hand, how are we to represent relationships between languages at

the stage before we exclude contact; or in cases where we speciWcally want
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to focus on the contribution of contact; or in situations where we are

carrying out analyses to assess what the contribution of contact might be?

There is something inherently unsettling about using tree-drawing and

tree-selection programs speciWcally to isolate features and changes incom-

patible with trees, as with the shifts of English, Frisian, and Romanian in

the hihi versus lolo trees in Chapter 4. However, if we have learned one

thing so far, it is that biology, and speciWcally population genetics, has

many of the same potential problems as comparative linguistics; and,

moreover, that many of these problems have already been successfully

confronted. It is therefore unsurprising to Wnd alternative programs,

beginning with Network (Bandelt et al. 1995; Bandelt, Forster, and

Röhl 1999), which allow the representation of features arising through

both common ancestry and contact; and in the next chapter we turn to an

investigation of network representations for language.
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6
Climbing Down from the

Trees: Network Models

6. 1 Network Representations in Biology

6. 1. 1 Problems with Trees

The fundamental problems with family trees are the degree of idealization

they necessitate and their essential incompatibility with the forces of

contact-induced change which, as we have been arguing throughout this

book, are as important for at least some languages as descent with

diVerentiation from a common ancestor. Some languages will have an

essentially tree-like history, while others are primarily contact languages.

Historical linguists, with their propensity for designing opposing

methods, might suggest the tree model for one extreme and the wave

model for the other: but this does not get around the problem that most

languages will occupy some position on the cline between these two end

points. We can foresee long and unproductive struggles over deciding

when each model is to be used, missing crucial bits of data for each system

in the process, whereas in a perfect world what we need is a single model

which could sort out for us how much of a language is tree-like and how

much non-tree-like, and display the two driving forces, and resulting

language features, diVerently.

Fortunately, we do not need to wait for a perfect world to Wnd such a

model: it is already under development in biology. As Pagel (2000: 190–1)

notes:

linguists should bear in mind that the glaring, even embarrassing, exceptions

are not conWned to linguistic evolution. Thus, biological evolution witnesses

horizontal transmission of genetic information just as words are borrowed



horizontally between languages . . . Evolutionary biology’s response to these phe-

nomena has been to develop, among many other methods, more sophisticated

techniques for detecting gene transfer, identifying convergence, and measuring

rates of evolution.

We shall return to the vexed question of rates of change in the next

chapter, but detecting and displaying gene transfer and convergence are

directly relevant to the analysis of contact-induced change in linguistics,

and both are tackled in computer programs based on networks.

Network models, at Wrst glance, seem just too good to be true. Bryant,

Filimon, and Gray (in preparation: 2) suggest that what we need in

dealing with population histories is:

an analytic approach that enables us to assess where on the continuum between a

pure tree and a totally tangled network any particular case may lie. More

speciWcally, this approach should be able both to identify the particular popula-

tions where admixture has occurred and detail the exact characters that were

borrowed.

Network representations can indeed achieve these goals; but to under-

stand how, we must return to their origin, in dealing with molecular

genetic data at the level of the individual.

6. 1. 2 Networks in Genetics

The original Network program (Bandelt et al. 1995; Bandelt, Forster, and

Röhl 1999; Forster et al. 2001; <http://www.Xuxus-engineering.com>,

accessed March 2005) was initially developed to deal with cases where a

particular genetic sequence has more than one possible history. If there is

more than one possible history, then there is more than one possible tree.

Network both analyses and represents this ambiguity by collapsing the

alternative possible trees into a single network graph. For parts of the

sequence where there is only one possible history the diagram will look

tree-like; but where there are multiple possible histories the program

draws a reticulation, or a box shape, to indicate that the data are com-

patible with more than one tree structure. An example is given in

Figure 6.1, and discussed immediately below.

Figure 6.1 has two parts. The Wrst is a sequence of 12 bases (each base

being an A, C, G, or T) of mitochondrial DNA for six molecules A–F.

A represents the common ancestral state, and the diVerences between this
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and the other Wve molecules are shown in bold: these are state changes, or

mutations. Network is essentially a cladistic analysis (Ridley 1986; Page

and Holmes 1998; Skelton and Smith 2002; McMahon and McMahon

forthcoming b), which means that only the mutations are relevant in

constructing the tree: unchanging characters are ignored, as they are

uninformative.

The graph derived from this set of sequences is the other half of

Figure 6.1. It shows the six molecules A–F, and is predominantly tree-

like, with the exception of the reticulation joining molecules D, E, and F.

This reticulation reXects the fact that F shares a mutation at base 5 with
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Numbers refer to mutated sites in the
table above−−e.g. this represents the G
to C change at position 4 found in
molecule B.
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9

Fig. 6.1 Example network for 6 mitochondrial DNA molecules A–F, with asso-

ciated sequence of DNA at 12 positions in each molecule. Nucleotides

in bold represent informative state changes used in constructing the

network.
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D, and a mutation at base 9 with E. But because these molecules are

mitochondrial DNA, which can be inherited only through the female line

and therefore from an individual’s mother, F cannot be the direct des-

cendent of both D and E. The problem, in other words, is that these facts

are compatible with two possible trees: either the mutation at base 5

happened in D and was inherited into F, giving the tree in Figure 6.2a,

or base 9 changed in E and was inherited into F, giving the tree in

Figure 6.2b.

In either case one mutation happened once and is then inherited; and

the other base has been aVected by two independent mutations (the

second in each case marked with an asterisk). If Figure 6.2(a) is right,

both E and F have independently experienced mutations in base 9, and if

Figure 6.2(b) is right, then both D and F have independent mutations in

base 5. It is not possible in principle to sort out the actual order of

branching from the data we have, so Network simply records the ambi-

guity in the reticulation it draws. The method respects the assumption,

common also in linguistic family trees, that there can be only one direct

ancestor in each case, but also signals the fact that we can interpret the

available data as pointing to two possible-candidate common ancestors,

and invoke an alternative process, here independent mutation, for the

remainder of the data.

In the case of these molecular data we are always dealing with a choice

for each state change between ancestral mutation and inheritance, or

independent, spontaneous mutation. A reticulation means we can’t de-

cide which happened: either is possible. What cannot be going on at this

individual level is any kind of borrowing from an unrelated individual:

remember that the mitochondrial DNA can only be inherited from the

B B

A A

C

D5

9

FE E

D

C

F

9* 9 5

5*

(a) Tree with mutation at base 5 first (b) Tree with mutation at base 9 first

Fig. 6.2 Alternative trees contained in the network shown in Figure 6.1
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mother, or mutate in situ. However, when we are dealing with autosomal

DNA (not mitochondrial or Y-chromosome material, but the majority of

genes, which are inherited in two copies, one from each parent) common

states can again arise from common ancestry or from independent,

multiple mutation, but also from recombination. In this case, we need

to envisage the three-generation series of events shown in Figure 6.3.

In the Wrst generation the mother and father each have two copies of a

particular gene sequence, which they have in turn inherited from their

parents. At generation 2 they each bequeath one copy of their own gene

sequence to their child, who receives two ‘pure’ versions of that chromo-

some, one from each parent. However, in this second-generation indi-

vidual a process of recombination occurs, such that the ‘pure’ genetic

Generation 1

Generation 2
Recombination occurs
at position marked by
cross

Generation 3
'Recombinant' chromosome
containing sequences from
grandmother and
grandfather inherited by the
child in this generation

Fig. 6.3 Three-generation ‘borrowing’ inheritance
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sequences inherited from his/her father and mother are reshuZed to-

gether, giving two mixed molecules. One of these mixed chromosomes is

then, at generation 3, passed on to our individual’s child, who will

therefore carry as one of his/her copies of that chromosome a mixed

sequence, containing bases from the grandmother, mixed with other

bases ‘borrowed’ from the grandfather.

In this case too Network would draw a reticulation. This time the

reticulation does not mean the chromosome in question has two possible

histories, one involving inheritance and the other independent mutation,

and that we cannot choose between them. Instead, this reticulation shows

that the inherited ‘mixed’ chromosome has two actual histories at the

same time: parts of it come from two diVerent ancestors. In both these

examples note that we do not spend time fretting about whether we should

employ a tree-drawing or a network-drawing program: although Net-

work, naturally enough, draws networks where they are appropriate,

cases where there has been neither ‘borrowing’ (recombination) nor par-

allel development (the same mutation independently twice or more, also

known as homoplasy) will automatically be represented with the most

likely tree. That is, the program involved draws a tree when the relation-

ships are clear and tree-like, and a more complex network when the

connections are more complex or ambiguous and show more interaction.

6. 1. 3 Split Decomposition

The option of a program which generates trees or networks depending on

the data, or, more accurately, which generates trees interrupted where

appropriate by reticulations, is clearly of interest for linguistic data too;

but before we turn to these applications we should Wrst say a little more

about exactly how the data are analysed by Network. The central process

here is split decomposition (Bandelt and Dress 1992), a technique for

dividing data into natural groups.

Split decomposition for this kind of Network analysis, based on diVer-

ent states, involves three steps (adapted from the excellent account in

Bryant, Filimon, and Gray, in preparation).

First, we need to identify something to count, and then count it. In the

case of our sequences in Figure 6.1 we are counting the number of

molecules with each state: so, we count 6 with the value, or state, A at

position 1; 5 with state G at position 2 and 1 with state C at position 2; 1
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with state A and 5 with state T at position 3; 1 with state C and 5 with

state G at position 4; 4 with state A and 2 with state C at position 5; and

so on.

Second, we then work out the splits generated by this collection of

values. This is achieved by Wguring out the minimum number of changes

of state between each pair of sequences. So, again for the data in

Figure 6.1, position 1 tells us nothing at all: there are no changes of

state, since all 6 molecules share the same state, and we cannot therefore

use this site to split the data. Our Wrst split emerges at position 2, where

sequence A is the only one with state C, splitting it eVectively from the

other sequences, which all share state G. At position 3 we have a further

split of C from all the other sequences; and at position 5, D and F are

separated from all the rest.

The third and Wnal stage involves plotting the resulting splits; this is the

role of the Network program. Network will draw branch lengths depend-

ing on the number of state changes separating particular nodes, and will,

as we have seen, incorporate reticulations where there is more than one

possible source for a derived state, giving the diagram in Figure 6.1. So,

for instance, at position 5 Network will make a split between D and F on

the one hand, and all the other sequences on the other; but at position 9 it

encounters data which seem to force a split of E and F as against the rest.

Clearly, these two splits are incompatible: they cannot be displayed on the

same tree, unless we avail ourselves of the possibility of using reticulations

to collapse the two possible trees into the same superordinate graph.

6. 2 Applying Network to Linguistic Data

6. 2. 1 Comparing Linguistic and Biological Data

In extending Network to language data it is Wrst important to show how

those data can be seen as comparable to the biological sequence data we

have been considering so far. A meaning list (our 200-item Swadesh list;

or our reduced more conservative, (hihi) or more changeable, (lolo) sub-

lists) can be regarded as essentially equivalent to a chromosomal sequence

of bases. As noted in Chapter 4, the real data we are interested in for

quantitative lexical-list comparisons are not the individual lexical items

themselves, with their individual and highly language-speciWc shapes.

What we need is to convert those items into states, comparable with our
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A, C, G, and T base labels. The Dyen, Kruskal, and Black (1992)

database we have been using incorporates this step, since for each mean-

ing a list of states is provided, with each numerical code signalling lexical

items that are cognate, or borrowed, or missing, or unique (see Table 6.1).

In Table 6.1, 0 is used to indicate missing data, and codes between 030

and 050 mark unique states and borrowed items. Other numbers group

lexical items deemed to have arisen from the same item in the common

ancestor: 003, or 401, or 200, in other words, mark cognate sets. Finally,

in the case of borrowed items, the bracketed code following indicates the

class the item would belong to if it were mistakenly classed as a cognate

rather than as a loan. This additional bracketed code therefore also

indicates the likely source of the borrowed item.

As Table 6.1 shows, the equivalent of each sequence in our genetic data

is the coded list for a particular language or variety. If for a particular

position (or, in linguistic terms, meaning slot) we have a consistent value

through all the languages of say 200, then we have an uninformative site,

where every list retains a cognate, as in Meaning 109 in Table 6.1. If we

have more than one cognate class, then Network will insert a split at the

appropriate point, as between 003 and 004 for meaning 001. If there is a

borrowing, as with 031 for meaning 003, then this is the equivalent of one

of our recombined elements from Figure 6.3, where the common ances-

tral signal for the language list as a whole includes elements introduced

from elsewhere by ‘mixing’. In such cases, employing a special code from

the range 030–050 instructs the program to ignore the item in question.

On the other hand, if we mistakenly coded animal in English as 401,

Table 6.1 Examples of cognacy coding for 3 selected meanings in 7 Indo-European

languages adapted from the DKB database

Meaning 001 Meaning 003 Meaning 109

Language Word Code Word Code Word Code

Sardinian N tottu 003 animale 401 unu 200

Vlach tuti 003 — 0 une 200

French tout 003 animal 401 un 200

Spanish todu 003 animal 401 un 200

Ossetic iuyl 030 caeraegoj 030 iu 200

English all 004 animal 031 (401) one 200

Danish al 004 dyr 005 en 200
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cognate with the forms in the Romance languages, we would expect a

split between English and Danish, and therefore a reticulation, since this

character will be incompatible with the tree predicted by the overall

pattern of cognacy for these lists.

6. 2. 2 Network and Borrowing: Simulated Data

Borrowing, of course, must be the prime candidate for the type of eVect

we would hope to detect using programs like Network, so it seems

appropriate to begin with an application to a situation of this kind. In

Chapter 4 we considered simulated data for the ‘real’ history of a family,

with higher and lower degrees of mutation (corresponding to our lolo and

hihi data for Indo-European), and with diVerent degrees of borrowing.

At each stage of the simulation trees were plotted using PHYLIP

(Felsenstein 2001). Let us see what happens when we apply Network to

these simulated data instead.

The idea of using simulated data, as for the tree analyses in Chapter 4,

is that if borrowing of particular types and intensities creates a typical

signal in Network, we can look for just that signal, or variants of it, when

we apply Network in real cases. Figure 6.4 shows a network for our

simulated hihi list. We selected the characters to include here by starting

from a full 200-item simulated list with a variable mutation rate, then

F

A

I

K

B

C
L

E

J
H

D

G

Fig. 6.4 Network for simulated hihi (most conservative) data; no borrowing

from B to A
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choosing the 25 items which were changing most slowly. These least

changeable, most conservative characters are clearly the closest analogue

to our real hihi sublist. For the full list we set borrowing from language B

to language A at 10%, but the fact that we derive such a straightforward

tree in Figure 6.4 suggests that in this sublist there has probably been no

borrowing at all from B to A.

For comparison, Figure 6.5 shows our simulated version of the lolo list,

which is set to change twice as fast. Here, it is evident that Network has had

insuperable problems in constructing a single tree, since there are reticula-

tions towards the root of the tree, and these are clearly linking languages A

and B, which fall on opposite sides of the group of reticulations.

These diVerently shaped graphs may look convincing: we certainly get

a diVerent signal for cases where the rate of borrowing is likely to be

higher as opposed to cases where we would expect less borrowing, since

the mutation rate underlying Figure 6.4 is lower than that for Figure 6.5.

However, so far this is essentially circumstantial: we have a plausible

I

H
D

G

F

E

J

L

CK

B

A

Fig. 6.5 Network for simulated lolo (most changeable) data; borrowing from B

to A evident in reticulations
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account of the diVerences, but no real evidence that it is the right one.

After all, we have seen that for biological data the same patterns of

reticulation can reXect independent mutation as well as recombination.

We could opt to rerun Network multiple times, bootstrapping the graphs

by assessing how often we get the same picture from the same data, or the

same data minus individual items on each run; this is a good way of

testing which items are actually causing any discrepancies between the

two Wgures. However, bootstrapping is a particularly time-consuming

process, and a further useful property of Network provides us with a

convenient short cut. Not only does Network variably construct trees or

more complex graphs depending on the complexity of the relationships in

the data, it also accompanies each graph with a list of the data points

which are most diYcult to reconcile with the tree—in other words, those

which are behaving in the most non-tree-like way.

When we unpack the Network program and access these lists of non-

tree-like characters we Wnd that there are a few inconsistent items for

Figure 6.4. However, none of these is a borrowing from language B to A.

On the other hand, of the 25 items in the simulated lolo list, where we

would anticipate that borrowing should be more common, we Wnd four

cases of loans from B into A. Four loans out of 25 items does represent

more than 10% borrowing; but our 10% setting was for the list as a whole,

and if these 25 items are the ones changing most rapidly we would expect

(as for the real lolo data) that borrowing would be particularly concen-

trated in this sublist. Three of these borrowings are included in the reticu-

lations towards the root of the tree, and the complex pattern of

reticulations here indicates that some of these items are also shared by

the sisters of A or B, leading to multiplex links between languages. The

fourth itemhas a shared state, by sheer accident, with one language outside

the branches forA andB, and therefore does not give a signal leading to an

A–B reticulation, though it does appear in the list of problematic items.

6. 2. 3 Network and Borrowing: Real Data

Turning to an equivalent case for real rather than simulated data,

Figure 6.6 shows the output of Network for the hihi, most conservative

sublist for Romance and Germanic. Since the mutation rate is known to

be relatively low for these items, and we have already established that

within Germanic at least none of the known borrowings appears in this
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sublist (Embleton 1986; Ch. 4 above), it is perhaps unsurprising but

helpfully aYrming that Figure 6.6 is highly tree-like. There is a single

reticulation within Romance, reXecting the amount of interborrowing we

know has taken place historically across the Romance group, and some

reticulations towards the root, but these reXect uncertainties in the bigger

Indo-European picture, not relationships speciWcally between Romance

and Germanic.

Figure 6.7 shows the graph for Romance and Germanic with the least

conservative, lolo sublist, and has considerably more reticulations, espe-

cially at the root of the tree and within Romance.

However, we might also expect Figure 6.7 to incorporate reticulations

for Germanic, since we know for a fact that there are interborrowings
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Fig. 6.6 Network for Germanic and Romance, hihi (most conservative) sublist.

Larger nodes contain 2 or 3 languages with identical patterns of cognate

scores (e.g. English and German within the GER node)
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within Germanic in this lolo sublist: recall from Chapter 4 that Embleton

(ibid.) lists ‘wing’, ‘left (hand)’, ‘to pull’, ‘to push’, ‘river’, and ‘to throw’

as falling into this category, and all are included in our least conservative

meanings. Yet there are no reticulations in either Figure 6.6 or Figure 6.7

for Germanic.

There are two responses we can make to this. First, the extent to which

Network will display reticulations depends crucially on the setting of an

internal parameter, e (Bandelt, Forster, and Röhl 1999). The value for

this epsilon parameter determines the sensitivity of Network to conXict-

ing signals in the data, and therefore sets the number of reticulations

which will be visualized. Where epsilon is low, Network will tend not to

display groupings with low support (in other words, links that involve a

small number of characters) as reticulations, but will show newmutations

on the relevant branches of the tree instead. Where epsilon is high,

Network will attempt to show any connection as a reticulation, though

this can lead to particularly complex, multidimensional graphs, in which

the signal is arguably impossible to disentangle from the noise. We can see

this eVect by comparing Figure 6.7, where epsilon is set low, with

Figure 6.8, where it is considerably higher (< 1 versus 2 respectively).
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Fig. 6.7 Network for Germanic and Romance, lolo (most changeable) sublist
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Figure 6.8(a) shows reticulations for Germanic in abundance. But the

problem is that there are so many of them, both between and within

groups, that the Network is almost impossible to interpret. We have a

choice, then, between two types of output from Network. In Figure 6.7

we do not see the reticulations that signal contact in every case, but can

check that Network has in fact experienced diYculty in reconciling data
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Fig. 6.8 Networks for Germanic (a) and Romance (b) lolo lists; epsilon ¼ 2
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with the displayed tree, and that these data are in fact known borrowings,

by accessing the list of problem characters which Network generates

automatically. For Figure 6.7 the problem items do include all those

items which are (i) borrowed from one Germanic language to another,

and (ii) miscoded in the Dyen, Kruskal, and Black database as cognates

(see Ch. 4 above). Alternatively, we can visualize an increased number of

reticulations as in Figure 6.8, but will still have to sift through the list of

problem cases to access the linguistic reasons for each link in the graph.

However, it is also worth noting that Network, even with epsilon set

low, shows a particularly clear and sensitive reaction to our undiagnosed

loans within Germanic. SpeciWcally, in the most conservative graph in

Figure 6.6 English is contained in a cluster with German, and is squarely

within West Germanic, while in the least conservative graph in Figure 6.7

English has shifted altogether into North Germanic. Likewise, Frisian, in

the same least conservative tree, is clustered with Dutch/Flemish/Afri-

kaans. Although we are not seeing reticulations in these cases, we do Wnd

that subgroups shift within the trees depending on the presence of loans in

the data. By way of illustration, Figure 6.9 shows the output of Network

with two diVerent codings for the single item ‘wing’, which is erroneously

coded in the Dyen, Kruskal, and Black database as cognate between

North Germanic and English, although we know in fact that this is a

loan into English.

In Figure 6.9(a), English appears quite clearly as a North Germanic

language. In Figure 6.9(b), however, the recoding of that single item as a
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Fig. 6.9 (a) ¼ ‘wing’ coded as cognate; (b) ¼ ‘wing’ coded as loan
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loan means English appears outside the North Germanic branch. Indeed,

in Figure 6.9(b) English falls outside Germanic altogether, due to the

inXuence of borrowings from Romance. These have been entirely appro-

priately coded as borrowings, or unique items, in the database, but the

cumulative eVect of all these unique states is to distance English from

the other Germanic languages which do not share them. It is notable that

the coding of even a single item can have such a powerful eVect on the

structure of the graph.

Clearly, further consideration has to be given to the interpretation of

diVerent network patterns, and to the most appropriate settings for epsi-

lon. In any case, we cannot see these programs (just as we argued for the

tree generation and selection metrics in Chapter 4) as standing alone: the

programs can help us visualize the issues in the data, and focus on the

problematic data points, but we still need linguists with detailed know-

ledge of the languages in question to sort out the real signiWcance of each

point. This will also help with a Wnal problematic aspect ofNetworkwhich

we have already encountered for biological data. In biology the presence

of a reticulation need not always mean recombination, the closest ana-

logue for individual DNA data of linguistic borrowing. Reticulations can

also signal convergent evolution (homoplasy), where the same pattern has

arisen more than once by chance; or shared retentions from the common

ancestral form which are maintained in certain cases but lost in others. Of

course, parallel changes and shared retentions are not unknown in histor-

ical linguistics either, so that expert linguistic knowledge is invaluable in

sorting out which of the problem cases can be ascribed to either of these

less common causes, and which are more likely to reXect contact. In our

simulation work we have undertaken a rather partial, indirect test of the

eVect of shared retentions. As noted in Chapter 4, we found that trees

drawn on the basis of simulated data began to be disrupted only at a rate of

5% borrowing, and then only on 15% of runs; more commonly, disruption

of tree structure was observed at 10% borrowing. It seems unlikely that we

should Wnd as many as 5% shared retentions, let alone 10%; this will

depend on the histories of the languages concerned, but in our simulations

we found a maximum of 2% shared retentions, with an average of around

0.9%. Nonetheless, this is a further indication that linguists will still have

to consider the problem data points generated by Network carefully to

ensure that we are not over-interpreting the existence of borrowing where

other factors may be responsible.
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6. 3 Distance-based Network Methods

6. 3. 1 Distance-based Versus Character-based Approaches

Network clearly oVers an interesting range of possibilities for represent-

ing and interpreting conXicting signals, which may for linguistic data

indicate borrowing, in data sets. We have shown that tests of the method

on Indo-European data provide support for Network, which generates

meaningfully diVerent graphs for sublists including more and fewer sig-

nals of contact, and eVectively isolates the items responsible in the form of

reticulations, lists of problem characters, or both. It would seem appro-

priate to assess whether we can now apply Network to cases where we are

not so sure about the linguistic history, to see whether we can reach some

clarity on the basis of patterns we have observed for known histories.

However, before going on to this next step we should report some recent

advances in network methodology.

All the illustrations we have provided so far have involved the applica-

tion of Network, and of the underlying technique of split decomposition,

to character data. But this brings inevitable limitations. In biological

applications, character-based approaches are applicable only at the level

of the individual, in comparing particular molecules, although there exists

a much clearer analogue for contact-induced change in linguistics at the

level of biological populations. If we were to apply Network to the

relationship and histories of populations, we would Wrst have to determine

the network for each molecule in the sample, then as a second-order

problem assess the distribution of those molecular patterns in populations

by plotting each molecule on a map, for instance, to show where its

carriers are most typically located. What we cannot do if we are dealing

only with character data is to achieve an easily read composite network

graph for all the molecules we wish to consider and their relative frequen-

cies in diVerent populations. However, we could do this if we were dealing

with composite distances between populations based on a summation of

all those individual molecules. Recent network-based approaches have

therefore shifted from a character-based to a distance-basedmethod, as in

Splitstree (Huson 1998) and NeighbourNet (Bryant and Moulton 2004),

though these are still very much models under development.

The development of distance-based metrics also brings considerable

advantages for linguistic applications, though these are really still in
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their infancy (Bryant 2004; Holden and Gray 2004; Bryant, Filimon, and

Gray in preparation). In particular, as we saw in Chapter 3 above, there is

an inherent diYculty in using character-based approaches for language

data: the characters chosen for one language group (say, Ringe, Warnow,

and Taylor’s phonological and morphological characters for Indo-Euro-

pean (2002)) will be highly unlikely to generalize to other language

groups, since they have been selected particularly as speciWc innovations

which are salient in subgrouping for that family. It is true that this is not

such a major problem for lexical data, since with our Swadesh lists we are

by convention dealing with a set list containing set slots. However, there

are still diYculties here. How are we to compare, for instance, a conven-

tional Swadesh list with the adjusted variety developed for Australian

languages by Alpher and Nash (1999)? Alternatively, even where we

might keep a particular slot there can be serious diYculties in determining

which item should Wll it for a given language or group: for instance, in

Quechua there are two words for ‘brother’, depending on whether we are

discussing a man’s brother or a woman’s brother, and up to Wve words for

‘wash’, depending on whether we are washing hands or clothes, for

instance.

This Quechua problem is the direct motivation for Heggarty’s proposal

(forthcoming) to extend lexicostatistical comparison to provide a more

nuanced means of comparing lexical semantics. As we have seen, mod-

iWed Swadesh lists already exist in the literature, and on the model of

MatisoV ’s CALMSEA list, (1978, 2000), containing meanings Culturally

and Linguistically Meaningful for South-east Asia, Heggarty proposes a

parallel 150-meaning CALMA list, incorporating meanings Culturally

and Linguistically Meaningful for the Andes (for a full list see Heggarty

forthcoming and McMahon, Heggarty, McMahon, and Slaska forth-

coming). The CALMA list is altered in several ways, discussed in detail

in Section 6.3.4 below; but for the moment the most relevant modiWca-

tion is that a single list-meaning may be split into several discrete sub-

senses where the data warrant such treatment. For instance, the Andean

languages commonly distinguish two senses for the Swadesh meaning

‘sun’, namely ‘celestial object’ on the one hand and ‘sunlight/heat’ on the

other. Some Andean varieties will have one form for each of these two

senses, as for instance Atalla Quechua has inti for the ‘celestial object’

sense, and rupa-y for ‘sunlight/heat’. Laraos Quechua has both forms too,

but it uses inti for both these subsenses, and rupa-y only in the verb root
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‘be hot (sunny), burn’. Puki Aymara, however, has only inti, and rupa-y is

entirely unknown. Comparing these varieties reveals a complex set of

patterns of overlap, which can be expressed as weighted calculations of

degree of similarity; but this immediately means we will require more

sophisticated calculations than the usual 0 or 1. Weighted values of this

kind, as we shall see, are quite typically incorporated in distance-based

calculations, though they disrupt the assumptions of character-based

approaches.

6. 3. 2 Split Decomposition and Distance Data

How, then, does the split-decomposition approach work for distance

data? Rather than dealing with the approach in biology Wrst and extending

this to language data, we shall turn immediately to linguistic applications.

In outline, this approach overlaps signiWcantly with the earlier description

of character-based split decomposition, though there are some additional

steps (see again Bryant, Filimon, and Gray in preparation).

For Splitstree (Huson 1998) the Wrst stage is to derive a distance matrix

from the data we are using. In many cases this will involve simply adding

up the 1 and 0 values for whether items are cognate or not across the

whole list, though as noted above innovations whereby a wider range of

intermediate values is included can in principle be accommodated (Heg-

garty forthcoming). The second step is to generate splits on the basis of

the data. For character-based approaches this is a straightforward pro-

cess, since it involves essentially spotting diVerences and generating splits

accordingly; but for distance-based approaches there is added complex-

ity. For a maximum of four languages or groups, split decomposition

calculates the maximum distance between each pair, along with the dis-

tance separating the two languages within each pair. If the distance

between pairs is greater than the distance within a pair, then Splitstree

generates a split with a branch length equal to that positive value. Cu-

mulatively, these calculations of distance generate a tree, and where we

Wnd conXict between the splits, then reticulations will be introduced.

The problem with Splitstree is that it experiences diYculty in dealing

with large numbers of languages or particularly complex and messy

signals. As Bryant, Filimon, and Gray (in preparation) note, introducing

more languages and splits leads inevitably to a reduction in the values for

branch lengths, so that it is harder to generate cases of conXict. This
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means that graphs based on bigger and more complex data sets tend to

become more tree-like by default, because the amount of data predisposes

to small or negative values for diVerences between groups, and reticula-

tions therefore rarely arise. Clearly, this makes Splitstree problematic for

large data sets, as we shall see below. This problem is being addressed in

the development of NeighbourNet, which uses an algorithm similar to the

neighbour-joining approach for trees (Saitou and Nei 1987). The details

are too complex for full discussion here (though see Bryant and Moulton

2004; Bryant, Filimon and Gray in preparation), but the consequence is

that NeighbourNet can deal with much larger data sets and will be able to

generate splits and reticulations in even relatively messy cases. The po-

tential drawback, on the other hand, is that NeighbourNet may be such a

robust heuristic that it will generate splits and identify conXicts even

where the data do not really support them. Furthermore, NeighbourNet

is essentially a phenetic method: that is, it works on the basis of observed

similarities and distances between languages at a particular time, and

does not explicitly seek to reconstruct a history for the group. Outputs

from NeighbourNet are strictly phenograms, which give an indication of

relative distance, rather than phylograms, which attempt to reconstruct

the historical pattern and order of branching.

It follows that an urgent priority for linguists is to assess the operation

of these diVerent clustering programs on known data, to allow us to

identify the patterns we observe as characteristic of particular types of

history. If we do not Wnd consistent representations for consistent types of

input, we have a problem with the programs. If we do, then we can start

to generalize these approaches to less securely understood cases. We

therefore make no apology for returning to our simulations and Indo-

European data again.

6. 3. 3 Distance-based Methods and Linguistic Data

It is straightforward to show that NeighbourNet is indeed more sensitive

to the presence of contact in the linguistic data than Splitstree. Figure 6.10

shows the output of NeighbourNet on the left and Splitstree on the right

for our simulated least conservative data, with 10% borrowing, calculated

and printed using the Splitstree 4 beta test version (1 June 2004 release;

<http://www-ab.informatik.uni-tuebingen.de/software/jsplits.welcome_

en.html>, accessed March 2005). Clearly, both programs construct
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reticulations, though they are markedly more extensive for Neighbour-

Net. Note that borrowing here is from language A into the unrelated

language M (rather than between two of the related languages, such as A

and B, as was the case in previous simulations). M has no similarity, prior

to borrowing, to any of the other simulated languages; we have selected

this option here to minimize any potential interference from shared

retentions (see below).

Although we have not shown them here, parallel graphs for our simu-

lated most conservative data set show a more striking diVerence, since

Splitstree here gives a completely tree-like representation, while Neigh-

bourNet includes a small number of minor reticulations. As we have

noted above, these most conservative data do not include any borrow-

ings, so contact cannot be the explanation for these reticulations. In fact,

NeighbourNet is here picking up the extremely small percentage of

shared retentions, where states from the common ancestor are by chance

retained in languages from diVerent branches of the tree, though their

immediate sisters have lost those characters. What is more diYcult is

checking the cause of such reticulations for Splitstree and NeighbourNet:

because these programs are operating on distance data, they are applied

to a matrix of numbers rather than to the lexical material itself, and they
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do not therefore generate the convenient list of problem items we found

so helpful when assessing Network. It is therefore necessary to dig back

into the unprocessed data in order to explain the patterns seen in the

NeighbourNet and Splitstree graphs.

Next, let us consider some real data from Indo-European. The pattern

in Figure 6.11, comparing Splitstree and NeighbourNet again, is mark-

edly similar.

Figure 6.11, based on the least conservative, lolo lexical data for

Germanic and Romance, shows a substantially greater number of reticu-

lations using NeighbourNet. These reticulations, if we unpack them,

signal known aYnities which indicate the utility of the method. For

instance, there are clear reticulations linking Sranan, a creole which

generally clusters with English, with Dutch, from which it has also

adopted a number of lexical items. There is also a great deal of connect-

ivity between the three Swedish varieties, showing the possibility of

employing these computational methods also at the level of dialect con-

tact (see Ch. 8 below). Finally, Vlach, although closely connected with

Romanian, is here being isolated from Romance by a split which particu-

larly involves Greek, though Greek does not appear on this part of the

full Indo-European graph.

The Splitstree diagram, drawn from precisely the same data, fails to

illustrate the complexity in the data because it is unable to deal with the

large number of incompatible splits. As discussed above, Splitstree there-

fore has a problematic tendency to generate progressively more tree-like

graphs, like the one in Figure 6.11, when confronted with large and

complex data sets. If our only goal were to maximize the signals of tree-

ness for a particular data set, then Splitstree might seem more appropri-

ate: on the other hand, as we shall see in the next section, the presence of a

large number of incompatibilities in the data set arising from borrowing,

for instance, can completely mask these phylogenetic signals. In such

cases Splitstree neither diagnoses the underlying tree nor illustrates the

more complex interrelationships following from contact.

6. 3. 4 Applying NeighbourNet Beyond Indo-European

All these methods require further comparison and testing, and all remain

under active development (see Forster, Polzin, and Röhl 2005 for Net-

work), but for the moment it seems particularly worth continuing with
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NeighbourNet, since the algorithm here is apparently set to a good

level for detecting relevant signals in linguistic data, without being

overburdened by too much noise. It has the further advantage of operat-

ing extremely quickly, with runs for our entire Dyen, Kruskal, and Black

database taking 40–50 seconds on a 700 MHz PC.

In Chapter 2 we discussed Embleton’s stepwise approach to the devel-

opment of new methods, which is repeated for convenience in (1) below:

(1) Embleton (1986: 3)—steps in quantitative analysis

(i) to devise a procedure, based on theoretical grounds, on a

particular model, or on past experience . . .

(ii) to verify the procedure by applying it to some data where there

already exists a large body of linguistic opinion for compari-

son, often Indo-European data . . . this may lead to revision of

the procedure of stage (i), or at the extreme to its total aban-

donment;

(iii) to apply the procedure to data where linguistic opinions have

not yet been produced, have not yet been Wrmly established, or

perhaps are even in conXict. In practice, this usually means

application to non-Indo-European data. . . .

For NeighbourNet and analogous methods we have now passed Stages 1

and 2, and must devise some appropriate Stage 3 tests. Though there are

in principle many situations to which we could apply such methods, and

indeed many where linguists would be particularly keen to have a diag-

nostic for working out the most likely history, we shall content ourselves

for the moment with two small demonstrations of the method. Both are

designed to assess how NeighbourNet performs when faced with particu-

larly strong and pervasive evidence of contact; the second applies the

method to a single situation in South America where the evidence is

equivocal as between a hypothesis of common ancestry or a long period

of contact and convergence.

First, if we are to pursue our goal of not ignoring or excluding bor-

rowing but learning how to diagnose and use it, we must consider cases of

contact-induced change more radical than the few undiagnosed loans our

tree- and network-drawing methods have unearthed in a single Indo-

European database, extensive though this is. If there is one geographical

area where linguists agree that the eVects of contact have been particu-

larly widespread, it is Australia. True, the Australian linguistic situation
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is anything but settled: some linguists argue for at least one substantial,

old language family, Pama-Nyungan, with other groupings and isolates

(Koch 1997; Bowern and Koch 2004; Evans 2004), while others contend

that Pama-Nyungan is not demonstrable, and that the Australian lan-

guages are connected primarily by long-standing contact relationships

(Dixon 1980, 2001, 2002). This, then, seems an area ripe for methodo-

logical innovation.

Our own test here is a very small-scale one, using a severely limited

corpus of data from 26 languages of south-eastern Western Australia

analysed and published by David Nash (2002). The interrelationships of

these languages are poorly understood, and the available data frequently

consist of an incomplete meaning list (based on the Alpher and Nash

(1999) modiWed Swadesh list), collected in most cases from a single

speaker. These data possibly represent a worst-case test for phylogenetic

methods: we cannot select our data, since the sources are intrinsically

limited, and we have no comparative-method work to fall back on, so

that judgements of likely cognacy are necessarily based simply on recur-

rent similarity.

For comparison, a NeighbourNet graph for the whole Dyen, Kruskal,

and Black database (hence, 200 items for 95 languages and varieties) is

shown in Figure 6.12. This clearly produces a tree, though there are

obvious reticulations too, particularly in the Balto-Slavic group (note

that Splitstree provides essentially the same outline topology, but with

considerably fewer reticulations, as we would expect from the compar-

isons made earlier).

However, Figure 6.13, drawn again using both Splitstree and Neigh-

bourNet for comparison shows that the phylogenetic signal is very con-

siderably weaker in the Australian data. In Figure 6.13(a), the Splitstree

graph collapses 20 of the 26 languages as a single node: any phylogenetic

structure there may be has been concealed completely by the eVects of

contact. As discussed above, Splitstree therefore has the dual disadvan-

tage, at least in current versions, of maximizing tree-like structure

and failing to illustrate signals of contact, but equally failing to discern

tree-ness when the data set is very complex. The NeighbourNet graph in

Figure 6.13(b) constitutes a step forward, with some vestiges of a tree-like

signal emerging, though the volume of reticulations is still considerable.

Note that in both these graphs the alphabetical language codes are those

used by Nash (2002).
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The next step would be to ask linguists with a particular interest in

these languages to assess whether the groups which are emerging in the

NeighbourNet graph are likely to be linked primarily by the apparently

underlying phylogenetic structure rather than by reticulations; this is not

something we can pursue further here. Finally, however, note that putting

even this highly convergent data through a tree-drawing program like

PHYLIP (Felsenstein 2001) Neighbour, which operates on a neighbour-

joining algorithm, will inevitably produce a tree. Figure 6.14 shows a tree

of this kind, drawn for Nash’s Australian data using the neighbour-

joining algorithm also available in Splitstree. Programs which cannot

analyse out conXicts in the data cannot diagnose the eVects of contact;

and the fact that they draw trees cannot be taken as evidence that we have

languages with a fundamentally tree-like history, since trees, by deWni-
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tion, are all they can conceivably draw. Bootstrapping would, it is true, be

highly likely to show very poor support for any particular tree conWgura-

tion with data of this type; but the fact remains that such doubts could

only emerge from further processing and testing of the tree, whereas

network-based approaches oVer us the possibility of establishing how

tree-like our data are from the outset.

These Australian data, however, are unlikely to be accepted as any-

thing approaching a cast-iron test of anymethod or model, partly because

the Australian situation is recognized as such a recalcitrant one, and

partly because the data analysed here are so fragmentary. In addition,
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though we turn in detail to issues of dating and time depth in the next

chapter, Australia is generally agreed to have a long settlement history,

dating back to at least 40,000 years bp (before the present): this leaves a

great deal of time available for linguistic splits and diVerentiation to

accumulate, and for contact relationships to develop and change,

meaning that the chances of successfully recovering a single, accurate

history for these languages are inevitably small using any method. If the

social and historical forces obtaining since settlement have predisposed to

contact and convergence, these eVects will be correspondingly greater.

Our second test, therefore, involves a range of Andean languages. Here,

the issues are at least clearer, and we have access to a considerable

database of material collected Wrst-hand by Paul Heggarty, mainly be-

tween 2001 and 2004.

The material we have used here from Heggarty’s database (see also

Heggarty forthcoming) involves 150 lexical items from each of 14 var-

ieties of Quechua; 3 varieties of Aymara; and Kawki and Jaqaru, which

are typically classiWed as independent Aymaran languages. The central

question here is whether Quechua and Aymaran are related, or whether

the undoubted aYnities between them rather reXect extensive contact—

the Quechumaran question. Terminology in this area is rather Xuid, with

various proposals for the name of the cluster containing Aymara, Jaqaru,
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and Kawki: this has variously been called Aru, Jaqi, and Aymaran. Here,

we shall use Aymara when referring to the single language, three varieties

of which are included in Heggarty’s database, andAymaran for the family

containing Aymara plus the subgroup composed of Jaqaru and Kawki.

As discussed brieXy in Section 6.3.1 above, Heggarty’s 150-item

CALMA meaning list overlaps signiWcantly with the Swadesh list used

elsewhere in this book. However, the CALMA list is modiWed in four

ways. First, not all 200 meanings from the Swadesh list were collected,

either because they refer to concepts not native to or otherwise unknown

in the Andes, or more commonly because two Swadesh meanings share

the same root in Andean languages: this is the case for ‘one’ and ‘other’,

for example, or ‘woman’ and ‘wife’. The shared roots mean these pairs of

items are not independent, so they have been collapsed into a single slot in

the CALMA list. Second, a few pan-Andean items which provide good

indicators of local relatedness through particular correspondences were

included: these are similar to, though not identical with, items in the

Swadesh list. For instance, CALMA includes ‘fox’, ‘be ill’, and ‘Wnger-

nail’ in place of ‘wolf’, ‘sick’, and ‘claw’ respectively. Third, where all the

languages and varieties Heggarty is comparing diVerentiate between

meanings in a similar way (as, for example, with the case of ‘man’s

brother’ versus ‘woman’s brother’, a distinction consistently expressed

by two discrete forms in Quechua) Heggarty splits this single meaning

from the Swadesh list into two separate list meanings. This means that

‘brother’, and similarly ‘sister’, ‘old’, and ‘young’ each occupy two slots in

the CALMA list. Finally, cases where Andean languages may have

diVerent forms for two or more subsenses, as in the case of ‘sun’, with

the subsenses ‘celestial object’ and ‘sunlight/heat’, are assigned a single

slot in the CALMA list. However, the score when two languages or

varieties are compared will be intermediate between 1 and 0, depending

on the overlap of subsenses between the varieties.

This brings us to a further innovation inherent in Heggarty’s revised

lexicostatistical model. Not only does comparison between languages and

varieties involve weighting and intermediate values (and recall that this

will require analysis using a distance-based rather than a character-based

Network approach), but we also have to revise our initial stage of data

processing. Up to now we have worked with the Dyen, Kruskal, and

Black database, which incorporates judgements of whether items are

cognate or not; these are reXected in the codings (recall Table 6.1
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above) of 401 for all the Romance ‘animal’ forms, but the unique state

031 assigned to English animal, to mark it as a likely borrowing. How-

ever, assigning values based on cognacy judgements in the Andean situ-

ation simply begs the Quechumaran question. How can we reach an

objective evaluation of whether the undoubted similarities we Wnd here

are due to common ancestry or contact if we use terminology and codings

which presuppose that items are cognate?

The answer here involves a revision of our terminology which is not

purely cosmetic, but underlines a diVerence in approach. Where we have

considerable knowledge of the histories of languages, and of their likely

relationships (and this is likely to involve prior application of the com-

parative method), we can use traditional lexicostatistics, mark up our lists

according to plausible cognacy, and talk about cognates as we have done

for Indo-European and for our simulated data (where we know the

history because we created it) in the examples above. However, when

we turn to less securely charted linguistic waters we need to be more

circumspect about what we are and are not claiming, and must make our

comparisons on a more neutral basis. Heggarty (forthcoming) therefore

suggests that in such cases we refer not to cognates but to correlates

between languages.

What this means is that in situations where we indubitably Wnd sig-

niWcant numbers of matches between languages but it would appear that

any signal in the data lies beyond the reach of the comparative method,

we should deliberately not beg the question of whether such matches are

cognates or loanwords, but should use a term neutral between the two

possible interpretations. Correlates, then, are striking form-to-meaning

correspondences which are highly unlikely to be due to chance, but might

well reXect either common ancestry or contact. Heggarty (forthcoming)

suggests that potential correlates should be rated on a 0–7 scale express-

ing levels of ‘plausibility’. These diVerent scores express how far the

degree of phonetic similarity observed between correlate sets appears to

constitute a correlation signiWcantly greater than chance. To give some

outline examples, a case for the ‘sun’ slot where two varieties both have

inti, and therefore identical forms, would score 7; inti–rupa-y would score

0, at the other extreme, since there is really no basis for assuming cor-

relateness in this case; p’iqi–piqa is rated at 5, but *qulu – *urqu (¼ 3) and

*huma – *qam (¼ 2) are seen as less convincing and more speculative.

These assessments are based on a number of principles, discussed in
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Heggarty (forthcoming), and are predicated on known sound changes

typical within the Andean languages. They also draw on Cerrón-

Palomino’s (2000: 311) categories of obvious loanwords, very probable

cognates, probable cognates, and obviously unrelated forms. Beyond

that, there is some subjectivity in these characterizations; but the nature

of the scales involved will mean the impact of such subjectivity on the

Wgures is kept to a minimum, causing generally at worst a shift of the

order of 0.1 to 0.2. A misidentiWcation in traditional lexicostatistics, of

course, would mean a shift of 0 to 1 or vice versa.

Heggarty’s approach is also gradient in another way, since he allows

intermediate values between 1 and0 in comparisons, basedon thedegree of

intelligibility between languages (or indeed varieties,making this approach

helpfully applicable to dialect as well as language relationships). Often, of

course, we will still be dealing with values of 1 or 0. For instance, where

there is full, total intelligibility between two varieties, a coding of 1 will be

entered: this is the case for Laraos Quechua and Puki Aymara, both of

which use the single, identical form inti for the list-meaning ‘sun’, making

no particular distinction of separate subsenses. At the other extreme,

Chetilla Quechua uses only rupa-y, while Puki Aymara uses only inti, and

the two words clearly do not resemble one another formally; the obvious

similarity coding is 0. There are, however, a range of intermediate values,

whichare shown in (2);we cannot go intodetails hereon theprecisemethod

of calculation used, but see Heggarty (forthcoming) andMcMahon, Heg-

garty, McMahon and Slaska (forthcoming) for further information.

(2) Correlate scoring on a descending scale of mutual intelligibility

(i) Laraos – Puki Full correlates inti in all senses of ‘sun’.

Score 1

(ii) Laraos – Atalla Full correlates inti for the ‘celestial-object’

subsense.

For ‘sunlight’, Laraos speaker uses rupa-y

only for ‘burn’, otherwise inti; Atalla

speaker uses rupa-y for ‘heat of the sun’,

otherwise inti. Score 0.83

(iii) Puki – Atalla Full correlates inti for the ‘celestial-object’

subsense.

For ‘sunlight’, Atalla speaker uses rupa-y

for ‘heat of the sun’, otherwise inti; Puki

speaker has only inti. Score 0.78
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(iv) Chetilla – Atalla For the main ‘celestial-object’ subsense,

Chetilla speaker has only rupa-y; Atalla

speaker has inti, but will understand

rupa-y as ‘heat of the sun’.

For ‘sunlight’, full correlates rupa-y.

Score 0.56

(v) Chetilla – Laraos Chetilla speaker uses only rupa-y; Laraos

speaker uses inti, and will understand

rupa-y only as ‘be hot (sunny), burn’.

Score 0.17

(vi) Chetilla – Puki No correlates in either sense; Chetilla

speaker uses only rupa-y for both senses,

Puki speaker uses only inti. Lexemes are

not correlate. Score 0

These measures of intelligibility and overlap between subsenses provide

a graded rating of similarity, but that is all—any network plotted from

these results would be purely a phenogram, giving information on dis-

tance, and not a phylogram,which tells us about the history of the diVerent

groups. And yet, especially if we include Aymaran as well as Quechua

data, it is precisely insight into the more likely history that we need. How,

then, are we to reconcile our intentionally neutral, correlate-based ap-

proach with our search for a resolution to the Quechumaran problem?

The answer, again, lies in our use of sublists, which allow us to place a

historical interpretation on our phenetic results. In keeping with our

methodology for Indo-European, we have excerpted from Heggarty’s

database two groups of 30 items corresponding to our earlier hihi and

lolo sublists—those which are most retentive on the one hand, and those

most prone to change and borrowing on the other. These sublists are

shown in (3), and though membership is not identical with the hihi and

lolo lists for Indo-European, the overlap has been maximized as much as

possible given the diVerent compositions of the Swadesh and CALMA

lists (overlapping items are shown in bold). As (3) shows, 25 items from

the Andean hihi list are also included in the Indo-European one; the

overlap for the lolo list looks poorer, at 18, but recall that our Indo-

European lolo list included only 23 items: we increased the hihi list to 30

to compensate for the presence of 6 totally uninformative meanings,

which were cognate across the entire group.
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(3a) Andean hihi list, 30 items

one two three four Wve

I thou (you sing.) not ear tongue

tooth foot Wngernail (claw) heart name

day night sun star shadow

wind salt green new come

eat sleep live (be alive) give sew

(3b) Andean lolo list, 30 items

year left (-hand side) face mouth lip

neck (upper) back, skin (human) breast bird

shoulder

tail wing man river stone

(male adult)

bread branch grass rope red

straight sick (be ill) empty heavy far

(away)

hot walk swim think push

Although these sublists are not identical to those considered earlier for

Indo-European, they can be shown to be diVerentially aVected by bor-

rowing in the same way. Spanish borrowings can be identiWed relatively

readily in all the Andean languages and varieties, and we Wnd an average

of 2.7% Spanish loans in the hihi sublist, but 6.7% in the lolo sublist,

nearly three times as high. This diVerence is signiWcant at the p < 0.001

level (paired t-test; t ¼ �4:1, df ¼ 18).

This operational diVerence between the more and less conservative

sublists is encouraging, but it remains to be seen whether these can also

be used as a basis for deciding between the alternative histories of Que-

chua and Aymaran. Recall that our use of graded similarity scores in

some comparisons, following Heggarty’s introduction of subsenses,

means distance-based rather than character-based programs are clearly

more appropriate. The graphs in Figure 6.15 were therefore generated

using NeighbourNet.

For the networks in Figure 6.15, Spanish loans have been excluded by

marking them, as usual, as unique states. It is very clear in both these

graphs that the 14 Quechua dialects cluster together; so do the three

Aymara varieties, plus Jaqaru and Kawki, which however constitute a

separate branch within Aymaran. The most interesting aspect of these
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graphs, however, is the calculation of distance between the root nodes for

those twoQuechua andAymaran groups, which in the lolo network is just

over 20%, while for the hihi one it is 54.4%, nearly three times as high.

Lexical distance here is simply another way of expressing percentage non-

correlateness, with 10% approximating to a distance of 3 lexical items.

What this means, then, is that the lolo sublist, which is typically more

changeable, shows considerably less distance between Quechua and

Aymaran than the hihi items,which are generallymore resistant to change.

This, on the face of it, is odd—at least if these two groups are related.

Two comparisons may serve to show that it is certainly not the norm for

related groups. In the same graphs in Figure 6.15 above we see that within

the Aymaran cluster the lexical distance from Kawki and Jaqaru to the

Aymara root is 14.9% for the lolo graph on the left but 9%, rather lower,

for the hihi graph on the right. We Wnd similar results in the case of Greek
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Fig. 6.15 Comparison of the Andean languages for the 30 low-retentive (left)

and 30 high-retentive (right) meanings; values are ‘lexical-distance’

measures (percentage correlate similarities), 10% approximates to 3

lexical items’ distance. Calculated using NeighbourNet with power set

at 0 (i.e. using crude distances)
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and a sample of Romance languages from the Dyen, Kruskal, and Black

database, which represent two Indo-European groups of comparable

sizes and overall lexical distance from each other. Here, the comparable

distances are 52% for the lolo sublist and 32% for the hihi group. The

Wgures are diVerent, clearly, but the pattern is the same: for the two

Aymaran groups, and the two Indo-European ones, we Wnd greater

distance for the lolo sublist, and greater similarity for the hihi meanings.

This is precisely the opposite of the pattern shown in Figure 6.15 for

Quechua compared with Aymaran.

What the Aymaran-internal and Indo-European calculations have in

common, of course, is that they involve languages which are known to

belong to a single group, whether at the subfamily or family level. In the

case of Quechua compared to Aymaran, this is not necessarily the case:

and indeed our Wgures would seem to argue against common ancestry, and

for a relationship of contact. Common ancestry would appear to corres-

pond regularly to calculations of greater distance for the lolo subgroup

than for the hihi one, simply because the lolo items, by deWnition, aremore

likely to change. The opposite trend, as in the striking Wgures for Quechua

as compared with Aymaran, where three times as much distance is appar-

ent in the hihi as in the lolo items, favours an argument of contact rather

than common ancestry. If two groups show greater aYnities in the sublist

which is more prone to contact, then contact seems, to put it bluntly, the

most appropriate explanation. The fact that this is precisely the opposite

balance to those cases where we can be much more conWdent that we do

have common ancestry strengthens this conclusion; at this stage it may be

accidental that the threefold additional distance between Quechua and

Aymaran hihi sublists matches the threefold additional Spanish loans we

found on average in the Andean lolo sublists, but the parallel is at least

indicative and worthy of further investigation. None of this proves that

Quechua and Aymaran never shared a common ancestor; but it does

suggest a very signiWcant inXuence of contact as the main determinant of

the lexical similarities between the two groups.

6. 4 The Uses of Computational andQuantitativeMethods

The computational and quantitative techniques we have illustrated here

are intended to identify, represent, and elucidate problems in linguistic
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classiWcation. We have shown that it is possible to test diVerent programs

and applications against cases of known language histories, whether these

involve common ancestry or contact or both. We have argued that

network approaches in general are more Xexible and insightful than

those based only on trees, and that these allow us access to a means of

representing the whole history of languages, not only those aspects which

derive by descent with modiWcation from a single ancestral state. None-

theless, each of the models we have illustrated has its advantages and

disadvantages: for example, Network generates an extremely helpful list

of those items incompatible with a tree structure, which can then be

checked individually by linguists who know the languages involved well;

on the other hand, it is suitable only for character-based data. Neigh-

bourNet, which works on distance data and seems optimal for discerning

the eVects of contact in lexical lists, cannot by its nature list the problem

characters, since it is based on Wgures derived from a composite character

list. The data we have, and the way we wish to analyse them, will therefore

determine which program we decide to use.

It is worth reiterating that the Wrst and essential stage of working with

these programs and representations involves helping linguists to demon-

strate that the insights already achieved through purely linguistic

methods are sound, and to test and perhaps refute less likely hypotheses.

At the same time, increased awareness of the beneWts of such computa-

tional techniques in known cases may convince more historical linguists

that they can also be generalized into the unknown. Most of this chapter

has been devoted to demonstrating that new quantiWcational and com-

putational methods can aYrm what linguists feel they already know, and

for this we make no apology. It is only when such methods are accepted in

these standard cases, tested and aYrmed by simulations based on what

linguistic methods have already established, that linguists are likely to

trust them in resolving other and more complex cases where linguistic

opinion persistently diVers, and the data do not allow a purely linguistic

resolution. Our own illustrations of the merits of these methods for such

unclear cases are tentative and preliminary, but we hope they indicate the

possible beneWts of quantitative and computational approaches in future

research.

However, one potential problem remains with the methods we have

used so far: all are based on second-order data coding, whether this

involves assessments of likely cognacy, or degree of intelligibility for
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correlates. Ideally, we might wish to introduce alternative methods for

Wrst-order comparison of linguistic data (which will require sophisticated

measures of similarity), and also to explore the possibilities for quantita-

tive work outside the lexicon; we return to these issues in Chapter 8. First,

however, we turn to another pressing question. Our trees and networks

contain nodes and reticulations: can we use linguistic data to suggest

dates for these, and if so, are those dates likely to be accurate?
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7
Dating

7. 1 Lexicostatistics and Glottochronology

7. 1. 1 Troublesome Terms

Embleton (2000: 143) provides an admirably concise summary of the

goals of mathematical approaches to classiWcation, and it is certainly

worth quoting the relevant paragraph in full here:

Since at least the 1930s, linguists have been seriously and practically interested in

the development of mathematical techniques for assessing the closeness of the

relationship between a pair of languages, using only information from the con-

temporary languages themselves. Applied pairwise, this leads to the reconstruc-

tion of a family tree for a group of genetically related languages, without the use

of any actual historical information about the languages or language family. If

one can either determine a rate of linguistic change, or calibrate one of the branch

lengths of the putative tree against some external information, one can then

assign dates to the splits in the family tree.

The Wrst two of these three sentences have to do with the usual historical-

linguistic practices of classiWcation. The description, admittedly, does not

cover the comparative method itself, since this is not inherently math-

ematical; but with one further more speciWc restriction to lexical data it

would certainly be applicable to lexicostatistics. The third sentence, how-

ever, moves beyond both lexicostatistics and classiWcation to the further

and secondary issue of dating. And the ‘If ’ beginning that sentence is, in

our opinion, one of the biggest ‘ifs’ anywhere in historical linguistics.

From the previous chapters, which involved various applications, tests,

updatings, and computerizations of lexicostatistics, it should be clearly

apparent that we are enthusiastic adherents of that type of quantitative

classiWcatory method. This does not mean there are no remaining



questions: we would quibble with Embleton’s apparent restriction, above,

to pairwise applications, and have reported on areas of unclarity, where

future work is needed, and on research in progress which promises a more

sensitive and complex instantiation of lexicostatistics (Heggarty forth-

coming). We have also proposed that the family tree should give way to

network representations, which have the advantage of distinguishing

common origin and divergence from contact, while recognizing and

depicting both. Equally, as we shall see in the next chapter, we are not

arguing that lexicostatistics alone is suYcient: it is essential that we

continue to attempt to develop related mathematical classiWcatory

methods using data from other levels of the grammar.

However, while we are happy to embrace and promote lexicostatistical

methods as part of a set of complementary approaches to language

classiWcation, we have quite the opposite attitude to glottochronology.

We believe that glottochronology has been tested and found not only

wanting but entirely invalid. By extension, as we shall show below, there

are reasons to be extremely sceptical at best of other supposed solutions

to the dating problem in linguistics.

Before continuing to consider these other approaches to dating, how-

ever, we must Wrst turn our attention to a terminological confusion. Since

we are promoting lexicostatistics, at least as worthy of further testing and

development, but suggesting that glottochronology is a blot on the his-

torical-linguistic landscape, it might not be surprising that we do not

welcome the frequent conXation of the labels for these two methods.

Such conXation and confusion, however, is distressingly common. Camp-

bell (1998: 177), for instance, heads his relevant section ‘Glottochronology

(Lexicostatistics)’. He notes that there may in principle be a diVerence

between lexicostatistics as ‘the statistical manipulation of lexical material

for historical inferences (not necessarily associated with dates)’, and glot-

tochronology as ‘amethodwith a goal of assigning a date to the split-up of

some language into daughter languages’; however, Campbell suggests that

‘in actual practice, this distinction is almost never made; both names are

used interchangeably’ (ibid.). Likewise, Fox (1995: 279–80) notes that

‘Though potentially diVerent in scope, these two terms are used virtually

synonymously by most scholars, as they designate what is, in eVect, a

single method.’ However, as noted initially in Chapter 1 above, we follow

instead the lead of Trask (1996: 362), who points out the tendency to

conXate the two terms but considers this ‘not good practice’, and of
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Embleton (2000: 145) who proposes that lexicostatistics should be applied

only to quantitative analyses of vocabulary without the further step of

dating, for which the term glottochronology should be retained: ‘This . . . is

the usage . . . which I would strongly advise, to prevent further confusion.’

7. 1. 2 Glottochronology: Practice and Problems

If we are to understand why lexicostatistics and glottochronology should

be seen as diVerent, we must Wrst be able to deWne glottochronology. We

propose to diVerentiate the two terminologically because glottochronol-

ogy is a further step, an application of lexicostatistics. It is true that both

methods rely on the notion of basic vocabulary; but glottochronology

takes the calculations of lexicostatistics and uses these for a separate

purpose, namely dating. It is possible to use lexicostatistics without ever

proceeding to do glottochronology; but it is not possible to do glotto-

chronology without Wrst doing lexicostatistics.

Glottochronologywas proposed by Swadesh (1955, 1971), and themain

equation used in dating is derived in Swadesh (1950) and discussed further

by Lees (1953). In the 1950s linguists were becoming aware of and in-

trigued by the possibilities oVered in archaeology by the development of

carbon-14 dating—an early equivalent of the current ‘new synthesis’ be-

tween historical disciplines. Carbon-14 is radioactive, and is present in the

atmosphere in a constant ratio relative to ordinary carbon. When plants

take in air and nutrients they trap carbon, and therefore obtain both

carbon and carbon-14. In turn, when animals eat plants, they will also

come to contain both carbon and carbon-14 in that same, constant ratio.

When these animals and plants die carbon-14 in the remaining organic

material then decays at a constant rate over time, so that a certain Wxed

proportion will disappear for every unit of time. In consequence, organic

material can be dated byWnding the present ratio of carbon to carbon-14 in

the specimen, then calculating the diVerence between this and the atmos-

pheric ratio, and Wnally calibrating and converting this diVerence into

units of time.

The attraction of these ideas for historical linguists is immediately

obvious. Although we can tell a good deal from family trees (and more,

as we have argued, from networks), there are certain things we cannot

read oV these diagrams, the most obvious being the dates assigned to

nodes and splits. Even in some of our computational approaches where
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branch lengthsmay bemeaningful, they can only be relative: if one branch is

longer than another, this may mean more change, or a longer period of

development, or both, but we cannot make direct translations into units of

time. Nor can we extrapolate to say that two branches with the same length

in diVerent trees must mean the same time since the respective common

ancestors. There is also,more generally, a perennial human fascinationwith

where we come from, and this extends to when we as a group or a species

were living in certain areas, and how long we spent there.

As Swadesh (1952: 452) put it, ‘prehistory represents a great obscure

depth which science seeks to penetrate’. But to answer these questions or

contribute to these debates linguistically, by developing an equivalent of

carbon-14 dating for language, it would Wrst be necessary to identify some

element of language that changed at a constant rate, a linguistic analogue

for carbon-14 decay.

The obvious candidate, given the activities of historical and compara-

tive linguists at the time, was of course basic vocabulary. Swadesh and

Lees argued that given lexicostatistical scores for pairs of languages, only

one further step was necessary for dating, and this involved the applica-

tion of the formula in (1); for further details and a full derivation, see

Embleton (1986)—though beware that Embleton’s version of the formula

is for the rate of loss, R, rather than the rate of retention, r, as here.

(1) The glottochronological formula

t ¼ time depth in millennia

t ¼
log c

2 log r
c ¼ percentage of cognates

r ¼ ‘glottochronological constant’

This formula tells us that we can calculate the time depth since separation

(which is t), by taking the logarithm of the percentage of cognates shared

between the two languages we are comparing (which is c), and dividing that

by twice the log of r, r being the glottochronological constant. The whole

point of using basic vocabulary, remember, is that it is hypothesized to

change at a constant rate; and if that is the case then we need to Wnd the rate

at which it does change, to allow us to apply the formula.

Lees (1953) approached this problem by identifying 13 pairs of control

languages: the members of each pair are related, either as earlier and later

stages of the same language, or as mother and daughter. The 13 pairs Lees

selected are listed in (2).
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(2) Value for the rate constant: Lees (1953); 13 pairs of control languages

1. Old English (ad 900–1000) and Modern English

2. Plautine Latin (200 bc) and Early Modern Spanish (ad 1600)

3. Plautine Latin and French of ad 1650

4. Old High German (ad 800–900) and Modern German

5. Middle Egyptian (2100–1700 bc) and Coptic (ad 300)

6. Koine Greek (250 bc) and Modern Athenian Greek

7. Koine Greek and Modern Cypriot

8. Ancient Classical Chinese (ad 950) and Modern Mandarin

9. Old Norse (ad 800–1050) and Modern Swedish

10. Classical Latin (200 bc) and Modern Tuscan Italian

11. Classical Latin and Modern Portuguese

12. Classical Latin and Modern Romanian

13. Classical Latin and Modern Catalan

In each case the qualiWcation for inclusion was that recorded evidence of

both earlier and later members of each pair was available, allowing a

lexicostatistical calculation of percentage cognates to be made in the

usual way. The similarity measures calculated by Lees are given in (3),

where c is the percentage of cognates shared by the two members of the

particular pair for the 215-item Swadesh list he used; the ‘time’ (t) column

lists the known period between the earlier and later languages in the pair,

expressed in millennia; and r is the percentage of cognates retained per

millennium, based on the previous two columns.

(3) c (%) t r (%)

1. English 76.6 1.0 76.6

2. Spanish 65.5 1.8 79.1

3. French 62.5 1.85 77.6

4. German 84.1 1.1 85.4

5. Egyptian 53 2.2 74.9

6. Greek 69 2.07 83.6

7. Cypriot 67.8 2.07 82.9

8. Chinese 79.5 1.0 79.5

9. Swedish 85 1.02 85.3

10. Italian 68.6 2.15 83.9

11. Portuguese 62.9 2.15 80.6

12. Romanian 56 2.15 76.4

13. Catalan 60.6 2.15 79.2
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When these values for r were averaged across the 13 language pairs,

Lees derived a value of 81%, which we can then take as the glottochro-

nological constant, allowing us to solve the equation in (1) for any

language pair. In fact, Swadesh later modiWed this value to 86%, based

on the 100-item list; this in itself might raise initial doubts over the

method, since we are meant to be dealing with a constant, which turns

out to be a variable. Mathematically speaking, we might argue that the

range of variation is still not extensive, and that we should be working

with calculated errors and conWdence intervals in any case, meaning that

minor deviations from the core value of the constant will be lost in the

noise. Given the topics of previous chapters in this book, an explanation

of this variation is not hard to Wnd either: we have already demonstrated

that diVerent items in basic vocabulary lists do change at diVerent rates,

and the 200-meaning list contains overall a slightly higher proportion of

less conservative items than the shorter list. Accepting this, however,

already challenges one of the assumptions of glottochronology, since it

demonstrates that basic vocabulary certainly does not change at an

absolutely constant rate. Nonetheless, taking Swadesh’s revised value as

more accurate, we would calculate that two related languages should on

average retain 86% of common vocabulary over 1,000 years, 70% after

1,180 years, 50% after 2,290 years, and 20% after 5,560 years. According

to Kroeber (1955), the method hits its outer limit at 11,720 years, at which

point we would predict 8% shared vocabulary, a Wgure he claims would be

indistinguishable from the level of chance resemblance.

There is a vast literature on glottochronology, expressing views for and

against (for some examples see Kroeber 1955; Gudschinsky 1956; Hoijer

1956; Rea 1958, 1973, 1990; Arndt 1959; Gleason 1959; Hymes 1960;

Bergsland and Vogt 1962; Teeter 1963; Dyen 1964, 1973; SankoV 1970);

there are also textbook accounts in, for instance, Fox (1995), Trask

(1996), and Campbell (1998). What follows here can only summarize

this extensive discussion and exempliWcation of the method. However,

the main point is clear enough. The methodology of glottochronology

seems both straightforward and transparent; the problems lie with the

results, and with the underlying assumptions. The dates achieved by

following the steps set out above and applying the formula simply do

not equate to known historical events. Thus, we can calculate split dates

of ad 1586 for Italian and French; ad 874 for Romanian and Spanish (the

Wrst split within Romance); ad 860 for English and Dutch; and ad 1575
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for German and Dutch. In all these cases the dates are vastly too late: by

the 1500s the Romance languages had demonstrably been separate and

diverging for upwards of a thousand years, with even some recorded

literature for evidence. On the other hand, we also Wnd the opposite

diYculty, with considerable overestimates of the time depth between

Tok Pisin and English, for instance: the formula generates a split date

upwards of 2,000 years ago, although Tok Pisin is only at most 200 years

old. Some dates derived from the formula, then, are too late, and others

are too early.

Part of the blame for these anomalous results has tended to be placed

on the whole notion of basic vocabulary and Swadesh-type meaning lists.

We do not propose to pursue this line of argument here, however. It has

already been established, certainly, that there are diYculties in complet-

ing basic meaning lists and in calculating percentages of cognates. As we

saw in the last chapter, modiWed lists have been suggested for diVerent

language groups (as in Alpher and Nash’s list (1999) for Australia,

MatisoV ’s CALMSEA (1978, 2000) and Heggarty’s CALMA (forthcom-

ing) lists): this would scarcely be necessary if we were really dealing with

completely universal senses. We have already noted that there is no very

clear protocol for collecting lists (see Slaska forthcoming, in prepar-

ation), or for deciding between apparently equivalent possible entries:

Gudschinsky (1956), rather alarmingly, suggests tossing a coin in such

cases, and while this is a perfectly valid approach statistically, it is clearly

unacceptable linguistically. However, all these are issues for lexicostatis-

tics, which is concerned with deciding and completing the lists, and

calculating similarity scores; they are not in any direct way the concern

of glottochronology, which is a possible, optional way of using those

similarity scores once we have them.Much of our discussion over the past

few chapters has involved the ways we might reWne or change our lex-

icostatistical methodology to make it more sensitive, more appropriate

for diVerent languages and situations, and more suited to quantitative

and computational testing. However, even if we resolved all these issues,

this would still not begin to tackle the problems speciWc to glottochronol-

ogy. Nothing we can do to assist lexicostatistics will directly aVect the

applicability of dating algorithms to language splits.

The real challenges to glottochronology do not involve the lists them-

selves, or the cognacy scores we derive from them. They involve the

assumption that we can apply a glottochronological constant (which in
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itself asserts that change happens at a constant rate in some domain at

least) to these Wgures to convert them into time depths. The rate constant

is already an average across a range of language pairs, but as (2) shows, 11

out of the 13 pairs that Lees (1953) used are Indo-European, and 6 of

these are Romance. Perhaps, then, the range of languages on which the

calculations of the constant were based should be broadened, as far as

possible, to include other families. However, this might not help much,

since it is particularly worrying that the dates the formula produces for

Indo-European, and speciWcally for Romance languages, are among

those that vary signiWcantly from the likely actual dates of separation.

The real diYculty is the assumption of anything like a constant rate of

change. As we have seen, basic meanings are relatively resistant to bor-

rowing; but that does not mean they are immune to its eVects. Similarly,

they may change, all other things being equal, at a slower rate than the

lexical semantics of a language taken as a whole. But all other things are

often not equal; and if the whole language and the community speaking it

are aVected by a particular set of social circumstances that make change

faster or slower, these factors cannot be expected to bypass the basic

vocabulary and aVect everything else. Indeed, we can demonstrate that

they do not. Bergsland and Vogt (1962), in a damning indictment of

glottochronology, have shown that Old Norse and Modern Icelandic

share 96% cognates, which would produce a glottochronological time

depth of 258 years; likewise, Old Armenian and Modern Armenian

share 97%, giving a split date of 211 years. Both, of course, are massive

underestimates, suggesting that conservative societies inhibit vocabulary

loss. On the other hand, languages like East Greenlandic Eskimo have

productive and far-reaching systems of taboo, which accelerate vocabu-

lary loss and will depress similarity scores and inXate time depths. The

samewill apply to languages which have had histories particularly aVected

by contact: as Trask (1996: 364) observes, ‘there was until recently aGypsy

variety of Armenian which, in spite of preserving the Armenian grammat-

ical system almost intact, had virtually no Armenian words left in it’.

Factoring out the eVects of contact may help in some of these cases, but

not all: social factors including the degree of isolation, the extent of

literacy, and population density may all aVect rates of change in ways

we do not fully understand, and certainly cannot algorithmically correct.

There have been attempts (see SankoV 1970, 1973; Embleton 1986) to

work more parametrically within glottochronology, allowing replace-
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ment rates to vary, and attempting to Wlter out loans; and the accuracy of

such revised models does improve when tested on cases where the real

dates and histories are well known. However, the mathematics of these

revised models is much more complex, and, as we have already seen for

Embleton’s approach to loans (in Ch. 3 above), they do not generalize

readily to unclear and controversial situations. Any attempt to calculate

likely errors for cases where we do not have any obvious way of corrob-

orating the dates achieved is likely to produce extremely high conWdence

intervals. If we can only say that dates are likely to be right, assuming no

unusual social situations, within several millennia, then we might wonder

whether this kind of calculation is a productive use of linguists’ time at all.

7. 2 Dating and Time Depth in Linguistics and Biology

In the rest of this book we have turned frequently to biology as a source of

methodological insights and cousinly comparisons with a cognate discip-

line. There have often been helpful parallels, especially with population

genetics, since here we Wnd the same core concerns with systems descend-

ing and diVerentiating from single common ancestors, alongside possible

interference from other populations. It may then be worth examining the

issues of time depth and dating in biology, to see whether we can again

learn anything from practice and assumptions there. This section is

derived from the much more extensive discussion in McMahon and

McMahon (2000), to which readers are referred for further details and

references.

Our initial expectation might be that the parallels are less helpful here

than in other areas, since biologists typically do include split dates on

branching points in family trees, and are known to calibrate their dates

according to a ‘molecular clock’. On closer inspection, however, it is

obvious that many similar problems arise in both disciplines. On the

one hand, certain groups of cyanobacteria have survived apparently

unchanged for 2,000 million years (Schopf 1994); on the other, Weiner

(1994) reports evolutionary changes in Darwin’s Wnches which were

observed taking place by a single researcher. The idea of a constant rate

of change seems equally mythical in biology; Simpson (1949, cited in

Ridley 1997: 239) suggested that ‘the question ‘‘How fast has evolution

occurred?’’ is meaningless unless we add, ‘‘The evolution of what group of
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organisms, of which of their structures, and at what time in their his-

tory?’’. ’ It is possible to invoke factors like natural selection, which will

operate at diVerent intensities in diVerent situations, to explain such

variation in rate: cyanobacteria seem to be occupying much the same

niche as their distant ancestors, whereas Boag and Grant (1981) attribute

rapid changes in Darwin’s Wnches to extreme weather conditions which

dramatically altered the island vegetation. However, like the social fac-

tors which shape the course and speed of language change, selection

pressures and the factors underlying them are unpredictable, and not

always generalizable. If we were to Wnd traces of similarly fast evolution-

ary developments in the fossil record to those we Wnd for Darwin’s

Wnches, we might be inclined to invoke climatological factors; but we

could not conWrm this hypothesis directly.

Likewise, biologists do have estimates of rates of change, but they also

recognize that these are rates, plural. Haldane (1949) proposed that the

variable rate of change could be expressed in units called darwins; tech-

nically, if a measurement changes from x1 to x2 in n million years (note

the rather larger time periods characteristic of work in evolution), then we

measure the rate of evolution as (ln x2 � ln x1)/n darwins. Crucially,

however, the rate in darwins can be derived only from a known amount

of change in a known period of time; we cannot reverse the relationship

and work from darwins to dates.

These factors do not, however, argue against the molecular clock, since

issues of variability and selection arise at the phenotypic level (on the

physical surface, where genetic instructions are put into action), whereas

the molecular clock is a feature of evolution in the genes themselves. But

even here the complexity is that there are many diVerent molecular clocks,

since every protein changes at its own distinctive rate. For example,

Wbrinopeptides change at a rate of 8.3 � 10�9 per amino-acid site per

year, while at the other extreme histone H4 changes at only 0.01 � 10�9.

Essentially, this reXects the fact that changes in the Wbrinopeptides do not

have any radical structural consequences for the phenotype, so they can

accumulate mutations neutrally; changes in the histones, on the other

hand, will tend to be lethal, so a higher proportion of the mutations will

be removed by selection. However, the rate of change within each protein

will tend to be constant, since the consequences of change in that protein

will tend to be the same, and this has been tested using rate tests across

species. This largely follows from the fact that most protein and DNA
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variation occurs in an environment sheltered from the natural selection

which applies to phenotypes (Kimura 1983), meaning that the variability

per protein should be substantially reduced. It would appear, then, that

each molecular clock ticks at a diVerent rate, but they all keep pretty

good time.

Calculations of rates of change in biology are frequently used to

establish dates of species split. In time-honoured scientiWc fashion, they

will Wrst be assessed against known split dates, which are themselves

arrived at using corroborative fossil evidence; they can then be general-

ized from the known into the unknown, to propose dates where no fossil

evidence is available. ConWdence intervals for relatively low time depths

(and remember that a low time depth for biology will seem stratospheri-

cally high for linguistic evidence) will be fairly large, though they can be

reduced to some extent if we include a large number of characters: thus,

Nei (1985: 42) calculates the time of separation for human ‘Caucasoid’

and ‘Negroid’ populations as 113,000 years, though even using 85 diVer-

ent genetic measures this still carries a conWdence interval of plus or

minus 34,000 years. When we work over shorter time depths it is also

possible to use systems like mitochondrial DNA, which mutates approxi-

mately 20 times faster than normal, autosomal DNA (Cann et al. 1987);

however, the greater resolution this oVers must be balanced against the

greater likelihood that the faster mutation rate will produce parallel

developments in diVerent populations.

From these speciWc examples in biology, and others, we abstracted (in

McMahon and McMahon 2000: 68, from which we paraphrase loosely

below) Wve general requirements for successful dating. First, the system

must change, and that change must be inherited or otherwise passed on

reliably from generation to generation. Second, we must understand the

mechanisms by which these changes occur and are transmitted. Third, the

rate of change must be relatively constant, or at least normally distributed

around a constant; or if there is bias, we must understand the reasons for

the bias and its direction. Fourth, changes should be random, or if they

are directional we must be able to predict or recover the factors deter-

mining that directionality. Finally, the rate of change must be relatively

low over the timescale in which we are interested. If the rate is too high,

there will be too much noise from variation, and we will not be able to

discern the signal that indicates common ancestry; and if it is too low, we

will only be able to work over extremely long time depths. If we take these
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Wve factors into account, it is obvious why phenotypic dating, based on

superWcial characters, has not been successful: ‘we do not understand

exactly how a face comes to look like a face, or a tooth like a tooth’

(ibid.). These surface systems are too complex, aVected by too many

diVerent interacting inXuences, to be modelled and dated as wholes,

although we can use them for classiWcation and grouping. However,

molecular dating has been reasonably successful, since the elements mu-

tating are small, self-contained, and measurable, and are moreover insu-

lated to a great extent from the selection pressures that rage around

phenotypic features.

How, then, does linguistic evidence perform on our Wve criteria for

successful dating? It is certainly true that mutation and inheritance are

involved: the inheritance of surface patterns is not direct, of course, but

once changes are established in a population, they shape the acquisition

and usage of the next generation. The problem, however, is that although

mutation might be spontaneous and stochastic, as it is in biology, the

transmission of changes, and their success or failure, seems to be under

quite active selection pressure: we may not be conscious of activating or

inhibiting particular changes, but our subconscious desire to identify with

some groups rather than others may have the same eVect. This causes a

problem, equally, for the second criterion, since we may understand the

mechanisms underlying change to some extent, but we certainly cannot

predict them. This clearly places linguistic change closer to phenotypic

than to molecular change, with obvious consequences for dating; and this

conclusion is reinforced when we turn to the third and fourth criteria,

since we have already seen that the rate of linguistic change does not

appear to be constant, even in the carefully selected basic vocabulary, and

that change can be directional, with the factors determining that direc-

tionality not yet clearly understood. Finally, since the rate of change is so

plainly variable, and since this variability depends so much on unpredict-

able and contingent social issues, notably involving contact, we cannot

guarantee that the rate of change will always be kept within the required

bounds, or that we can tell when social factors reach the necessary pitch

to take it outside them.

These issues contribute to three central problems, which together ser-

iously compromise the prospects for successful dating in the case of

language. On the one hand, change is not random; but on the other,
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although we may understand some of the factors responsible for selection

pressure (such as prestige), we cannot quantify or predict them. Further-

more, individual mutations in biology are typically independent, while in

linguistics this is not the case: one change can create the conditions for

another, again causing diYculties for quantiWcation. Finally, in biology a

change will either apply neutrally or under selection; it will not change

category halfway (unless, unusually, the environment changes Wrst). But

in language we seem to be dealing with two distinct phases during the life

cycle of a change, since the stage of initiation may be analogous to

random mutation, but later the variants generated by that initial devel-

opment may gain social signiWcance and hence come under selection

pressure. Just as change gets interesting from the linguist’s point of

view, then, the analogies with molecular genetic change break down.

The theoretical parallels and methodological solutions from biology

which have been so productive elsewhere in this book desert us in terms

of dating at the point where essentially random mutation becomes direc-

ted, selected change.

7. 3 Dating Brought Up to Date

The lively debates over glottochronology in the 1960s and 1970s seemed

to end in an approximate consensus that the method had been exhaust-

ively tested and found not to be successful. Of course, some linguists

continued to work towards reWnements (SankoV 1970, 1973; Embleton

1986; Starostin 2000); but in general glottochronology has been rejected.

The papers collected in Renfrew,McMahon, and Trask (2000) do in some

few cases discuss prospects for dating, but for the most part they serve to

suggest that by the late 1990s historical-linguistic concern in this area had

shifted very substantially towards the question of whether the compara-

tive method is time-limited as to the period over which it can successfully

be applied. Clearly, if the method were applicable only up to, say, 8,000 or

10,000 years, simply because the available data would be expected to

deteriorate over such a period until the small remaining number of

cognates would be indistinguishable from chance, this would aVect the

possibility of correlating linguistic and archaeological or genetic results in

a meaningful way over the kinds of time depths of interest for those other
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disciplines. Although this is an important issue, it is not one we can

discuss in any detail here. Our own view, as readers might expect given

our emphasis on variation and variability, is that talk of a Wxed ceiling in

millennia on the operation of the comparative method is incoherent. This

position follows naturally from our rejection of any single, constant or

near-constant, rate of change: the issue here is the amount of change

which has to happen before relationships become unreconstructable, and

that will take longer for some languages, at some periods, and in some

areas of the grammar, than for others.

However, dating language splits and proto-languages has recently

again hit the headlines—quite literally, since two recent papers on the

topic, Forster and Toth (2003) and Gray and Atkinson (2003), have

appeared in high-proWle general-science journals, followed by consider-

able media attention and debate. Forster and Toth (2003) is an applica-

tion of Network to the history of the Insular and Continental Celtic

languages, with a particular emphasis on the calculation of branching

order and split dates. Gray and Atkinson (2003) also focuses on Indo-

European, attempting to calculate a most likely date for Proto-Indo-

European, and thereby to choose between two competing hypotheses

on the origins of this language family. As we shall see, both approaches

are essentially glottochronological, and, perhaps inevitably, both are

problematic, to diVerent degrees.

Forster and Toth (2003) are primarily concerned with the history of

Insular as opposed to Continental Celtic, and the long-standing question

of whether Insular Celtic arrived in Britain in a single wave, subsequently

diVerentiating into Brythonic and Goidelic branches, or whether these

branches were transmitted independently to Britain and Ireland respect-

ively. These diVerent options, however, have clear temporal implications,

so that Forster and Toth equally aim to date the introduction of Insular

Celtic (as well as, less directly, the initial split within Indo-European). In

doing so, it is particularly important for them to include data from

Continental as well as Insular Celtic: any attempt to ascertain the most

likely relationship between the branches of Celtic must necessarily include

comparison of both. However, the surviving evidence of Continental

Celtic is both meagre and often unclear, meaning that a method is

required which will work tolerably well on a small number of data points,

and on data which are inherently messy. For these reasons, Forster and

Toth (ibid.) elected to use Network.
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Forster and Toth (ibid.) base their analysis on 35 items in 13 Indo-

European languages (with Basque as an outlier): the list of languages and

characters is given in (4).

(4) Languages and characters from Forster and Toth (2003)

(a) Languages:

Continental Celtic: Gaulish

Insular Celtic: Old Irish, Modern Irish, Modern

Scots Gaelic, Modern Welsh, Mod-

ern Breton

Other Indo-European: Latin, Classical Greek; Modern Eng-

lish, French, Occitan, Italian, Spanish

Non-Indo-European: Basque

(b) Characters:

Grammatical: SV or VS syntax; nominative singu-

lar masculine suYx; genitive singular

masculine suYx; dative singular

masculine suYx; nominative singu-

lar feminine suYx; genitive singular

feminine suYx; [ps] > [ks]

Lexical: ‘to gods’, ‘and to men’, ‘has oVered’,

‘son of’ (patronymic suYx), ‘bull’,

‘three’, ‘crane’, ‘oven’, ‘loaded’,

‘grand total’, ‘thing’, ‘and’ (used in

lists, e.g. ‘person and person and per-

son’ in a list of names), ‘has made’,

‘Wrst’, ‘second’, ‘third’, ‘fourth’,

‘Wfth’, ‘sixth’, ‘seventh’, ‘eighth’,

‘ninth’, ‘tenth’, ‘month’, ‘day’,

‘mother’, ‘daughter’

The selection of characters used, and the mixture of grammatical, lexical,

basic, and not-so-basic items, reXects inherent restrictions following from

the inclusion of Gaulish, which is attested only in a range of inscriptions.

Forster and Toth (ibid.) in fact proceeded to discount 7 of these

characters (‘has oVered’, ‘oven’, ‘grand total’, ‘thing’, ‘person’, ‘and’,

and ‘has made’), since these have more than Wve states, and therefore

‘contribute disproportionately to network complexity’ (ibid. 2); this re-

duces the list to 28 items. They proceed to process Wrst binary and then
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multi-state characters, producing an eventual network with the expected

branches (English; Greek; Romance, with Latin closer to the root; Goi-

delic Celtic; Brythonic Celtic; and Gaulish), along with a list of characters

along each branch showing which have contributed to the speciWc split.

As one might anticipate, the network is predominantly tree-like, suggest-

ing relatively low levels of contact and replacement for these characters.

Forster and Toth (ibid.) make the point, apparently contra Ringe, War-

now, and Taylor (2002), that the lexical characters appear more robust

than the grammatical ones in establishing these branchings: ‘it is interest-

ing that the Wrst Wve ordinal numbers . . . are suYcient to subdivide the

languages into known relationships . . . whereas the grammatical suYxes

are less informative because they are frequently lost along independent

branches of the tree’ (2003: 3). Much depends, of course, on the speciWc

lexical and grammatical characters selected.

Their next step is to date the branching points in the tree, and here

Forster and Toth (ibid) argue robustly that ‘uniformity in the retention

rates of items is not required when average mutation rates are used . . . nor

need all branches mutate at the same speed . . . as long as there are enough

branches at an ancestral node to provide a reliable average’. Their time

estimates are based only on their lexical data (reducing the data points

used further from 28 to 21), and their calculations rely on calibrating

from known split dates. Thus, Latin and Romance are split by 2 lexical

characters, and have been separated for 2,000 years; Old and Modern

Irish are divided by 1 lexical character and 1,000 years; and Old Irish and

Scots Gaelic are separated by 2 lexical items and 1,500 years, for instance.

On this basis, Forster and Toth arrive at an average of 1 lexical mutation

per 1,350 years, allowing dating of the various split points in the tree

according to the number of lexical states that diVer between each splitting

pair. From these assumptions and calculations follows, Wrst, support for a

single Common Celtic branch, which then diverges into Continental and

Insular branches: in other words, Forster and Toth (ibid.) argue for the

introduction of a single branch of Celtic into Britain, with a subsequent

split in situ into Goidelic and Brythonic. Forster and Toth (ibid.) then

arrive at a date of 3200 bc for the split of Continental and Insular Celtic,

and 8100 bc for the initial divergence of Indo-European. These dates are

clearly extremely early, suggesting both that Celtic arrived in Britain and

that Indo-European began diversifying into its daughter subgroups con-

siderably sooner than has generally been supposed. This has a particular
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signiWcance for the Indo-European date, since there are two main current

hypotheses on the homeland and divergence pattern of this group. Marija

Gimbutas (1973) argued for an identiWcation of the Indo-Europeans with

the Kurgan people, and hence a homeland in the Russian steppes, requir-

ing a date for the proto-language of around 4000 bc. However, Renfrew

(1987) has proposed an association between the spread of Indo-European

and the spread of agriculture through Europe, from a putative homeland

in Anatolia (around the area of modern Turkey); since agriculture was

introduced to Europe from around 6000 bc, it follows that Forster and

Toth’s proposed date is more in keeping with Renfrew’s hypothesis than

with Gimbutas’s. For further discussion of these alternatives see Bell-

wood and Renfrew (2002).

There are, however, various diYculties with Forster and Toth’s

methods and proposals, which have been roundly criticized by, for ex-

ample, Larry Trask (2003). First, while it is encouraging that Network

can achieve sensible branchings in the tree on the basis of such a small

number of data points, we must recall just how small that data set is,

especially for the dating applications: results based on such lightly popu-

lated databases cannot be more than extremely tentative. To an extent,

this is unavoidable for Celtic if we are to include languages like Gaulish,

with their inevitable problems of attestation; but dating Indo-European

using methods of this kind could and should involve a much larger

number of characters and languages. To an extent, the tentative nature

of these results is, of course, reXected in Forster and Toth’s calculation of

ranges of error for their dates: the Indo-European date of 8100 is

accompanied by an error of + 1,900 years, while the Insular and Con-

tinental Celtic divergence date of 3200 is stated as + 1,500. In other

words, while the break-up of the two branches of Celtic, and the arrival of

Celtic in Britain, could have happened around 3200 bc, it could equally

have happened around 4700 bc on the one hand, or 1700 bc on the other.

These dates, of course, depend completely on the mutation rate, or range

of rates, assumed (and Forster and Toth do not appear to include any

error in the estimated calibrated mutation rate, which could be at least as

big again). As we have seen, Forster and Toth (2003: 5) argue for 1 change

per 1,350 years. However, our own calculation, based on our hihi list (the

most conservative meanings) from the Dyen, Kruskal, and Black (1992)

database, suggests 1 lexical substitution per 470 years + 50 years. For-

ster and Toth’s rate is so surprisingly low because of their exclusion of the
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7 (from the original 35) characters with most states. This exclusion

prioritizes those characters which have changed relatively little, though

not by any objective or generalizable prior criteria. However, prioritizing

those characters with very low mutation rates will also increase the

negative eVect of individual coding errors, with each such error poten-

tially contributing 1,000 years to the dating estimates. As we have seen in

earlier chapters, we cannot be sure, even for the best understood, most

carefully collected, and most thoroughly analysed linguistic data, that no

such errors have crept in; and Forster and Toth are dealing with relatively

recent splits. Post-selection prioritization of the apparently most conser-

vative (and hence binary rather than multi-state) data in this way may

seem to be an obvious way to improve the tree-ness of a network.

However, this will not necessarily provide a better depiction of the real

relationships at issue, since the multi-state characters might reXect recent

events more accurately. Evidence from work on Polynesian languages

(Grace 1967) indicates that the most conservative lexical data may give

very poor results in terms of recent splits, presumably because the pro-

cesses of change aVecting these are not the same as for rapidly mutating,

contact-prone items. This hypothesis requires further testing, but highly

mutable items (especially where the contact situation involves closely

related languages or dialects) might turn out to provide better results

for recently separated languages, up to 2–3,000 years, while more conser-

vative and less borrowable data might be more eVective for the diagnosis

of older genetic relationships.

These points might seem to suggest a need for further reWnement and

consideration of more data, while holding out some hope for the calcu-

lation of dates in this way. However, there is a much more serious

diYculty to be considered, relating to the method of calculation itself.

In fact, reading Forster and Toth (2003), including the supplementary

material available online, gives very little information about an absolutely

crucial factor, namely the method by which states are determined for

characters. How did Forster and Toth reach their judgement that the

character ‘mother’ is binary, ‘Wrst’ is ternary, and ‘daughter’ multi-state?

We are told that the calculations for the paper were done by hand, but

there is remarkably little on how; and this is also true of Forster, Toth,

and Bandelt (1998), where these methods are Wrst set out and tested on

Alpine Romance languages, using a more extensive data set based on the
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Swadesh 100-meaning list. No computational tools have been employed,

and there is no indication at all of more than a surface inspection method

in dividing characters into states, and assigning actual data to those

states.

In quantitative work of this kind the quality of the linguistic data used

is vitally important: errors or undiagnosed admixture may completely

mask the phylogenetic signal, especially in small families or with small

data sets. Forster and Toth’s attempt at dating (2003), particularly in

Celtic, may well fall into this problematic category. The central problem

here is the lack of cognacy judgements or objective measurements of

similarity. An accumulation of minor errors due to borrowing, misclas-

siWcation, or poor selection of meanings could together make their esti-

mated dates wholly unreliable and unrealistic. This is particularly

problematic in Forster and Toth’s work (ibid.), because there is clear

evidence that Celtic has experienced signiWcant interborrowing, as shown

in Figure 7.1. Here, our Splitstree analysis of the Dyen, Kruskal, and

Black (1992) database shows that the phylogenetic signal is strong, but

that clear reticulations are generated within Celtic. This pattern strongly

suggests interborrowing; and its eVects may be disproportionately high

because of Forster and Toth’s focus on a single subfamily.

The picture is made even more complex by the likely interfering eVects

of external history. The paucity of the Gaulish data gives us very little

information on the development of Continental Celtic. However, Con-

tinental Celtic may well have had more contacts with other languages

than its Insular sister group, leading to diVerent types of historical

development. Not all of the languages and varieties with which Contin-

ental Celtic would have been in contact have survived; those that have are

in some cases attested only as lightly as Gaulish. It follows that some

historical contacts may be unknown, and perhaps unknowable; and this

will have a considerable impact on the time depth of the family, artiWcially

extending it, and potentially contributing to an unrealistically early date

for the initial split of Celtic.

There are, then, serious problems with Forster and Toth’s attempts

(2003) to date the initial divergence of Celtic and Indo-European. Their

methodology, in the crucial sense of assigning states, is completely

unclear, and at best seems to be based on face-value similarity, raising

the same doubts as for multilateral comparison and the like. Their
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prioritization of less multi-state characters is prima facie reasonable, but

might lead to rejection of precisely those data most likely to provide

reliable information on more recent splits. The impact of borrowing,

especially within groups, does not seem to be taken into consideration

at all, though we have shown (see Ch. 4 above) that even one miscoding of

a loan as a cognate can lead to dramatically diVerent tree structures from

sensitive, network-based programs. Perhaps most worryingly, Forster
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Fig. 7.1 Indo-European data (from Dyen, Kruskal, and Black 1992), analysed

using Splitstree (Huson 1998); inset shows reticulations, and hence

suspected borrowings, within Celtic
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and Toth do not seem to understand the nature of their data suYciently

clearly, taking the parallels with genetics too seriously and literally. In

particular, geneticists can usually assume independence in the mutational

direction of diVerent genetic loci; but this assumption is frequently vio-

lated with linguistic data. Neither the rate nor the direction of borrowing

between languages will necessarily be independent over time, as can be

seen from the multiple borrowings from Latin into French, or from

French into English since the eleventh century. In addition, Trask

(2003) has reported a range of serious errors in Forster and Toth’s

linguistic data, which make their Wndings less reliable. These factors

together raise serious doubts over Forster and Toth’s attempts at dating.

Whereas Forster and Toth (2003) base their arguments principally

on Celtic, with their dating of Indo-European a secondary issue, Gray

and Atkinson (2003) focus very clearly on attempting to determine the

most likely split date for Indo-European. There are also considerable

diVerences, however, between their approach and that of Forster and

Toth (2003). Gray and Atkinson (2003) rely on the Dyen, Kruskal, and

Black (1992) database, and are therefore clearly working with data

based on linguists’ best-informed judgements of cognacy; they are not

applying their own, presumably similarity-based assessment of states.

Furthermore, their use of a wide range of Indo-European languages

should minimize the eVects of contact on the dating of the whole tree,

since individual contact events are likely to be localized to relatively

few branches, and will therefore be smoothed out in the computational

analysis, resulting only in a minor increase in the variance around

the estimated maximum-likelihood dates. This is especially relevant since

Gray and Atkinson have used a Bayesian Markov chain Monte-Carlo

simulation method, which allows the estimation of uncertainty in the trees

obtained by sampling across a range of trees with diVerent probabilities.

They dated 14 nodes in their trees using external information, then applied

rate-smoothing algorithms, which accommodate the existence of variabil-

ity in rates of change, while penalizing such rate changes across branches.

The eVect is to smoothe out variation in rates across the tree while simul-

taneously allowing a measure of rate variability.

Gray and Atkinson’s consensus tree (2003) shows a branching struc-

ture completely compatible with more conventionally generated linguistic

trees, with most major branches strongly supported in terms of probabil-

ity. Those branches which are more weakly supported, moreover, are
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those which would equally be considered doubtful from a linguistic

perspective, such as the composite branch composed of Albanian and

Indo-Iranian, which has a probability of only 0.36. This composite tree,

furthermore, clearly favours a time for Indo-European expansion which

is compatible with Renfrew’s farming-spread hypothesis and a homeland

in Anatolia, rather than with Gimbutas’s Kurgan hypothesis. Their date

for the initial split of Hittite from the Indo-European lineage is around

8,700 years bp. On the other hand, ‘The consensus tree also shows

evidence of a period of rapid divergence giving rise to the Italic, Celtic,

Balto-Slavic and perhaps Indo-Iranian families that is intriguingly close

to the time suggested for a possible Kurgan expansion’ (ibid. 438),

perhaps holding out some hope of a rapprochement between these two

homeland hypotheses. It should be noted, however, that although Gray

and Atkinson provide a date for the overall family tree for Indo-

European, their analysis in fact generates a wide range of possible

dates, which include the Wgure of 8,700 years bp, but by no means only

that date. True, their range on the face of it excludes the dates usually

associated with the Kurgan hypothesis; but they cannot accurately date

splits within the IE tree.

Gray and Atkinson, then, have used a substantial and essentially

reliable database for a well-studied family, and have exercised extreme

care in their use of these data. They have assessed potential problems for

their phylogenetic approaches, and have wherever possible sought to

check for their eVects. For example, recognizing that errors in cognacy

judgements (which are, after all, judgements even where based on ex-

tremely carefully collected and analysed data) may contribute to errors in

dating, they have rerun their analysis excluding all cognate sets marked

by Dyen, Kruskal, and Black (1992) as ‘dubious’. If phylogenetic ap-

proaches to dating are to be adopted, they should follow this kind of

pattern, working with linguists’ existing analyses and seeking to incorp-

orate methodological checks, and introducing computational approaches

to sharpen our view and improve the reach of our methods. Surely this is

better than overriding existing linguistic approaches and substituting

methods which are quite likely to be poorer and more error-prone than

those they seek to replace. However, although some approaches to dating

may be better than others, we are not recommending acceptance or use of

any of them, certainly not at this point; the reasons for this reticence are

spelled out in the next section.
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7. 4 General Problems for Dating

The key problem with approaches to dating linguistic ‘events’ is that even

careful and judicious analyses of the sort seen in Gray and Atkinson

(2003) are prone to essential and underlying diYculties, such that the

results obtained there for Indo-European, for instance, cannot appropri-

ately or conWdently be generalized to other families. Crucially, we cannot

assume independence in the rate and direction of change from language

to language or from period to period; and yet we must make those

assumptions to allow generalizable dating procedures to be developed.

In contact languages, like pidgins, creoles, mixed languages, perhaps

dying languages, and languages in convergence areas, these assumptions

are arguably invalid all the way along the line.

To test the signiWcance of these eVects we return to the data from

south-east Western Australian languages analysed and published by

David Nash (2002), and considered as an illustration of network-based

methods in the last chapter. Recall that the interrelationships of these

languages are poorly understood, although the eVects of contact and

convergence in Australia are well known. Furthermore, available data

are extremely restricted, consisting typically of an incomplete, modiWed

Swadesh list, collected in most cases from a single speaker. Limited,

unanalysed data of this kind arguably represent a worst-case test for

phylogenetic methods, though they are certainly not atypical, and might

in fact represent the norm—in terms of available data and prior, com-

parative-method analysis of cognacy—to a greater extent than does the

exceptionally well-analysed Indo-European.

The resulting Splitstree diagram for these Australian data, shown in

Figure 7.2, can be compared with the much more strongly tree-like

picture for our Indo-European data shown in Figure 7.1 above.

If all the Australian data are included, contact-induced similarities

dominate any discernible tree-like pattern, so that in Figure 7.2, 20 of

the 26 languages are collapsed as a single node. Since Splitstree is a

network-based phylogenetic method, it can at least in principle accom-

modate contact phenomena as well as indicators of common ancestry. If

the order of splitting cannot be determined using a relatively sensitive

phylogenetic method of this kind, there is clearly no prospect at all of

generating reasonable dates, or indeed any dates at all, for the divergence

of these sister systems.
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There are two possible ways of generating a marginally more tree-like

diagram. If we include only a subset of languages, rejecting any list with

fewer than 70 items, and including only one list from each region to

minimize the eVects of contact between adjacent languages and groups,

some phylogenetic signals do emerge. However, as we have already seen,

the eVects of borrowing between closely related languages and dialects

can contribute to more accurate dating for relatively recent splits; and

since we do not know how recent these splits were, we might be excluding

the most useful data. Alternatively (or additionally), we can change the

method we use, favouring a more sensitive network-based approach like

NeighbourNet (Bryant and Moulton 2004). As we argued in the previous

chapter, NeighbourNet seems to operate at a resolution well suited to

complex linguistic data sets, while Splitstree is more prone to becoming

confused in these circumstances, leading to prioritization of any signal of

tree-ness at the expense of other connections, or indeed to the total

collapse of structure observed in Figure 7.2. NeighbourNet provides a

marginally more tree-like structure, shown in Figure 7.3, but with very

considerable reticulations, reXecting the existence of many diVerent and

incompatible signals of similarity, and in turn again suggesting that

contact has been a very major factor in producing these linguistic links.
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Fig. 7.2 Australian data from Nash (2002) analysed using Splitstree (Huson

1998) (for key see Nash 2002, table 1)
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On this basis we might simply decide that excluding particularly con-

tact-prone languages is the right way forward. However, even if we could

exclude such languages from consideration (and diagnosis of contact, as

we have seen, is not always straightforward), we would Wnd that most if

not all languages go through periods in their histories where they are

under particular inXuence from a particular source. This equally invali-

dates any assumption of constancy in rate, albeit locally, for those lan-

guages, rather than globally. And rate-smoothing and penalization of

variation on the Gray and Atkinson (2003) pattern relies on a knowledge

of external history for calibration which is not always available—not to

mention a quantitative grasp of the extent of variation, from period to

period and family to family, which we currently do not have and may

never achieve. Even if we succeeded in calculating the total, global,

possible range of variation in rate, integrating a factor of this magnitude

into our calculations without any clear understanding of how it might

apply to a given group or time period would undoubtedly vastly increase

our errors, making calculated dates laughably imprecise.
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Fig. 7.3 Australian data from Nash (2002) analysed using NeighbourNet

(Bryant and Moulton 2004) (for key see Nash 2002, table 1)
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On the contrary, it seems that the success of any phylogenetic model in

determining historical relatedness between languages and the timing of

cultural events will depend critically on the balance between convergence

and divergence; and even limited lexical borrowing can have a discernible

and problematic inXuence, at least on the dating part of the equation.

This makes the phylogenetics of language change, based for example on

word-list data, comparable with phenotypic rather than molecular gen-

etic evolution, because just as with phenotypic change there is selection

pressure at work. Moreover, this selection pressure (and of course this

need not mean conscious, deliberate decisions), which drives the Wxation

of initially random variation in lexical usage, will vary across speaker

groups and across time, and depends partly on extralinguistic factors such

as population contact and prestige. Again, we Wnd here a challenge to

assumptions of independence in the data, since at diVerent periods there

will, for example, be particular concentrations of loans in given semantic

domains: thus, we Wnd numerous religious borrowings from Greek and

Latin into Old English. We might be able to estimate the time depth

involved post hoc in such well-characterized cases, but this cannot be

assumed in situations where the contact relationships are not fully under-

stood. As we have shown in the simulation work reported in Chapters 4

and 6, even low levels of linguistic interchange can seriously disrupt trees,

and therefore also any dates derived from these.

In short, then, dating in cases like the Australian one cannot conceiv-

ably succeed. Where contact-induced change has been suYciently exten-

sive, it will outweigh any signal of common ancestry, so that branching

will be minimal or non-existent. Where there are no branching points to

date, we cannot date them. Although NeighbourNet did provide a min-

imally tree-like signal for the Australian data, it must be remembered that

it produces, by its distance-based nature, phenograms rather than phylo-

grams. In other words, the graph gives an indication of relative similarity

between systems, but assigning a historical interpretation in terms of

contact or common ancestry is a separate stage of the enterprise. Yet

even in cases where contact is known to have been less disruptive, dating

divergence between languages will be inherently problematic. Culture,

prestige, social inXuence, and chance will aVect the direction but also the

speed of change. There is also much more we can learn from phylogenetic

methods and computer simulations before we begin the contentious

secondary enterprise of dating. If we insist on attempting to estimate
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dates now, we can do so only for the few suYciently well-researched cases

where borrowing can be analysed out, and even here, as shown in the

Indo-European cases, we will Wnd error and unclarity. Incidentally, we

will also require a restriction to a very speciWc set of data, including the

most conservative and least borrowable meanings, though we have ar-

gued already that using a more extensive and variable data set can be

more illuminating in establishing both families and contact patterns:

choosing the optimal data set for dating therefore means restricting our

chances of reaching interesting conclusions in other domains.

This does not, of course, mean relative chronologies can never be

established: we do not need dates to say (indeed, to know) that in English,

Breaking preceded the Great Vowel Shift, or that Old Irish existed earlier

than Modern Irish. The order of events is not the same as their timing,

and we can establish one without being able to say anything convincing

about the other. As McMahon andMcMahon (forthcoming a) point out,

there is a relevant analogy here in informal human family trees, where

we might be able to establish the relationships between individuals, but

not necessarily to date earlier lives in the tree, without parish records or

notes in family Bibles. We can reach approximate dates for previous

generations because we know a good deal about human generation

intervals, which also change in diVerent geographical areas and periods,

though this can only be approximate, and might for individual cases be

quite wrong. For language, however, we know neither the average ‘gen-

eration interval’, if there is one, nor the range of variation we might

expect to Wnd; we cannot therefore generalize across families or across

tree topographies.

Nor, at least in our opinion, does our view that dating is inadvisable

and unproductive at this stage make us simply Luddites. One possible

reaction to our call for attempts at dating to stop, at the very least

temporarily, is that this is not a scientiWc approach to a problem. We

are often directed to consider the history of carbon-14 dating in archae-

ology, which many archaeologists liken, in its early phases, to glottochro-

nology now. The method did not always go right at Wrst, and its

practitioners did not always know why, but the most important thing

was to continue trying until those problem parameters were worked out,

and the method could be reWned. The argument from this is that we

should take the same approach for dating in linguistics, and keep trying

until we have achieved an equally generalizable and robust model.
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There are several crucial diVerences which make this hopeful outcome,

in our view, utopian.Whereas for carbon-14 dating the initially erroneous

results were derived from assumptions which were known to be measur-

ably true, the assumptions underlying glottochronological dating are

known to be false. In the case of carbon-14 dating, the factors disrupting

the early attempts were not necessarily known, but could be identiWed and

corrected through reanalysis and checking. In the case of glottochronol-

ogy, we know the problematic factors responsible for the errors only too

well: the diYculty is that they are contingent and situation-speciWc, so

that we cannot correct for them in any generalizable way. Good science

does result from the reWnement of initially problematic results, but not

from the persistent use of a method which is fundamentally Xawed.

Until we have more and better data, more extensive and structured

cross-linguistic databases available for quantitative study, more sophisti-

cated models and simulations, and hence a clearer idea of the signals we

can expect under particular social and linguistic circumstances, we believe

that we cannot hope to provide accurate and generalizable dates. Persist-

ing with attempts at dating under present circumstances threatens, in our

view, to repeat the catastrophic history which equated lexicostatistics

with glottochronology, leading to more than thirty years spent trying to

disentangle the confusion between the two and rehabilitate and improve

lexicostatistics. The last thing the emerging discipline of quantitative

historical linguistics needs is to alienate our colleagues in more traditional

historical linguistics by cheerfully repeating the errors of glottochronol-

ogy, allowing legitimate methods to be tarred with the same brush as

illegitimate ones, and encouraging the rejection of both. Instead, we can

call a halt to attempts at dating now, until we have established what we

can and cannot validly do with our phylogenetic methods, under assump-

tions which are reasonable for language rather than for any other, osten-

sibly similar, system. We can concentrate on getting the quality of the

data as right as we can, and on formulating methods which help us

discern and interpret diVerent patterns. Jumping ahead to temporal

interpretation of patterns we only half perceive is at best premature,

and at worst threatens the whole enterprise.
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8
Quantitative Methods Beyond

the Lexicon

8. 1 Today the Lexicon, Tomorrow. . .

Our focus in this book so far has stayed rather Wrmly Wxed on the lexicon,

and on methods of comparison which apply to vocabulary or, more

accurately, to cognacy judgements calculated over basic meaning lists.

There are two reasons for this. First, lists of this kind are already well

known in comparative linguistics, and we have been keen to demonstrate

that it is possible to apply quantitative methods to familiar data: this is

simply another case of starting from the known and moving subsequently

into the unknown. Linked with this is the fact that methods for compar-

ing meanings already exist, and are therefore available for testing and

computerizing; but this is not the case, certainly not to the same extent,

for other areas of the grammar. Working in areas other than the lexicon

therefore means both developing methods for comparison and demon-

strating that these can be quantiWed to good eVect, and it did not seem to

us a useful start to ask our readers to accept both simultaneously.

However, we have now shown that meaning-based comparison and

quantiWcation, allied with novel tree and network representations for

visualizing their results, can work together to provide conWrmation of

known results. They can also allow us to reach testable hypotheses in

cases where the picture is considerably hazier, as we saw for the Andean

languages, although here there was also an element of novelty in the

methods of comparison we employed. It now seems Wtting, as the Wnal

step in our investigation, to assess the prospects for comparison beyond

the lexicon. This is not just a question of completeness—languages, after

all, are not the same as dictionaries—but also follows from questions



raised earlier in the book about the inherent suitability of lexical or

meaning-based data for comparative purposes. As we saw in Chapter 3,

Ringe, Warnow, and Taylor (2002) have argued that phonological and

morphosyntactic characters provide better coherence with accepted lin-

eages than lexical ones; and if there is a chance that non-lexical data might

provide a higher resolution, or more reliable results, then it would be

completely improper not to investigate them. This time the tree and

network diagrams and programs we use will be familiar from the previous

chapters; but we face questions over the data to be collected, the tech-

niques to be employed in quantiWcation and comparison, and the inter-

pretation of the results we Wnd.

In this chapter we shall be concentrating in particular on comparison in

the phonetics, and will have virtually nothing to say about morphosyn-

tactic comparison. This is not intended as a prejudging of the issues, or an

assumption that phonetic rather than morphosyntactic data will in the

end prove optimal for comparison. It is partly an accident of expertise,

and partly follows from our particular interest, as discussed in Section 8.5

below, in dialect comparison. While dialects may often have diverged too

little in either lexicon or grammar to allow Wnely graded comparisons to

be achieved, phonetic diVerences are frequently clear and salient, so that

from this perspective phonetic comparison is an obvious and potentially

highly productive route to follow.

Meanwhile, activity is certainly starting in the area of morphosyntactic

comparison. Heggarty (forthcoming) presents an outline database and

methodology for comparison of typologically diVerent languages; this

involves weighting and quantiWcation of similarities and diVerences in

marking a core sub-part of morphosyntax, notably including basic gram-

matical roles and relations, number, biological gender and lexical classes,

animacy, humanness, and deWniteness. Perhaps the best-known initial

exploration of morphosyntactic comparison is Nichols (1992), which

develops a typologically based proposal that certain grammatical features

are particularly resistant to change and therefore signal family aYliation

more eVectively than other possible lexical or structural features. Nichols

argues that this set of conservative features includes head marking versus

dependent marking; dominant alignment; position on the cline from

polysynthetic to isolating; and possession of an inclusive/exclusive dis-

tinction. These features tend to be deeply integrated into the grammar,

and are the basis of language typologies; and Nichols argues that they can
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also be seen as markers of deep and otherwise potentially unrecoverable

genetic relationships.

However, we Wnd here a diYculty we have already encountered with

Swadesh lists, in that even features or meanings or grammatical charac-

teristics that change slowly and reluctantly, and that are relatively resist-

ant to borrowing, will inevitably change and be borrowed sometimes.

And, sure enough, Mithun (2004) has recently argued that features like

those picked out by Johanna Nichols may help deWne linguistic areas;

clearly, it is hard to reconcile this with their alleged genetic stability. One

factor which might initially seem to weigh in favour of Nichols’s proposed

conservative features is that they are clearly rather abstract, and can be

realized in diVerent languages in radically diVerent ways; this distin-

guishes them from the rather more concrete and necessarily more

restricted characters included in Ringe, Warnow, and Taylor (2002). In

other words, two languages may have an inclusive/exclusive distinction,

but maymark it with etymologically totally independent aYxes, or indeed

one may not use aYxes at all. In the cases reported by Mithun, direct

material borrowing therefore cannot be invoked, because although we

Wnd parallel structures, we do not Wnd borrowing of the substance that

carries the structure. Nonetheless, Mithun (2004) has argued that in the

Central Northwest Coast of the USA we Wnd sharing, among genetically

unrelated languages and groups, of features including core argument

categories; morphological complexity; and head or dependent marking.

She suggests that these shared features show the scope bilinguals may

have for borrowing large, complex structures, including stylistic options,

from one of their languages into another. Idioms, expressive stylistic

devices, and rhetorical choices may be adopted, become more frequent,

and then set the scene for subsequent structural changes in the borrowing

language; something similar seems to lie behind Ross’s concept of meta-

typy (2001) whereby speakers may borrow semantic structure and ways of

expressing ideas before syntax.

To assess these claims and counterclaims fully, of course, we crucially

need as much data as possible from a very wide range of languages,

ideally covering many diVerent families, geographical areas, and types.

Nomatter how suitable certain characteristics might be for comparison in

theoretical terms, they cannot be tested fully in the absence of appropriate

data; and there is a crying need, if work in this area is to progress, for

appropriately structured, wide-ranging databases to be constructed.
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Clearly, this brings its own questions, most pressingly on the choice of

features and languages to be included; and these are not wholly inde-

pendent either, since it may not be obvious that a particular feature

should be included unless we know in advance about the particular set

of languages which manifest it. The good news is that these questions are

being confronted, for example in the World Atlas of Linguistic Structure

under development at the Max Planck Institute for Evolutionary Anthro-

pology in Leipzig. The not-so-good news, perhaps inevitably, is that

constructing a database of this kind is a Herculean task, so that the

preliminary structure that exists so far is still very lightly populated

with data, especially from some regions of the world. The work is begin-

ning, then, and is both promising and much needed, but is still at too early

a stage of development for us to comment on it more fully here.

8. 2 Key Questions for Phonetic Comparison

The discussion so far might suggest that measuring similarity in sounds is

obviously much more straightforward than measuring similarity in mor-

phosyntax; but, in fact, exactly the same questions of what we measure

and how we measure it have to be addressed here, though the answers

may have to be somewhat diVerent. It is true that we are quite used, in

phonetics and phonology, to discussing the notion of phonetic similarity;

but phonologists and phoneticians discuss phonetic similarity so much

precisely because it is so problematic. Take, for instance, one of the best-

known conundrums in elementary English phonology, and a mainstay of

beginners’ classes in phoneme theory—namely the fact that, based on

distribution alone, [h] and [N] could be allophones of the same phoneme,

since [h] is restricted to onsets, while [N] is found only in codas. Of course,

this purely technical argument bears no relation at all to speakers’ intu-

itions, and we can justify maintaining /h/ and /N/ as separate phonemes on

the basis that they are so phonetically dissimilar: one is oral and the other

nasal, one a fricative and the other a stop, one voiceless and the other

voiced, and so on. True, both are pulmonic egressive consonants; but that

is a pretty big natural class.

However, this apparently neat and conclusive argument brings us to

the core of the diYculty with phonetic similarity. If these two sounds are

not similar enough to count as allophones of a single phoneme, how
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similar do allophones have to be, and how do we measure degrees of

similarity anyway? If we are allowed two or three features’ diVerence, but

Wnd this rules out cases where there are other grounds for arguing that

two sounds really do belong to the same phoneme, we might suggest that

there is something wrong with the feature system; or that certain features

have a close relationship elsewhere in the phonology and therefore some-

how count as one. Lass (1984: 19), in a characteristically forthright

assessment, notes that ‘This is a tricky criterion; but we can accept it as

intuitively plausible, and in practice workable, even if not formally deWn-

able.’ We have met this kind of reliance on intuition before in work on

language comparison and classiWcation; but we have also argued else-

where in this book that we urgently need to be able to formalize those

intuitions; and this is true for phonetics just as for meaning lists and

vocabulary.

In order to measure similarity in phonetics we have to address two key

problems, which Heggarty, McMahon, and McMahon (forthcoming)

refer to as the compatibility problem and the quantiWcation problem

respectively. First, we have to sort out parameters which are cross-lin-

guistically viable, so that we can analyse and accommodate the diVer-

ences between individual languages within a single, uniWed model, and

allow them to be compared against each other in a way that ensures we

are comparing like with like. Second, we have to be able to measure these

diVerences and Wt them into a numerical system which we can then test

against known relationships and potentially also against speakers’ intu-

itions on degrees of relatedness. It is certainly well worth attempting to

establish appropriate, compatible and quantiWable features in phonetics,

since a successful method of phonetic comparison would provide much

Wner-grained comparisons than an ostensibly similar volume of lexical

data. We can see this simply by comparing the amount of data a conven-

tional, 200-meaning Swadesh list would provide for a lexical-as opposed

to a phonetic-comparison method. For each meaning slot in a binary

comparison of language A with language B we can reach only an assess-

ment that the words carrying this meaning are cognate between A and B,

giving a score of 1 (or 100%), or that they are not, giving 0. There are no

intermediate scores. True, there is an element of caricature here, since the

all-or-nothingness of traditional lexicostatistics is somewhat diluted by

the use of a list containing multiple items, providing an overall score

which is between 100% and 0%. True, also, we saw in the previous chapter
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that Heggarty (forthcoming) has proposed certain developments of lex-

ical comparison which permit a more nuanced approach, with potential

cognates graded for plausibility. Nonetheless, when we consider the

possibility of phonetic comparison of whole words as well as individual

segments it immediately becomes apparent that however sophisticated

our lexical comparisons might be, comparing phonetics should allow us

to exploit many more data points for each entry in a meaning list.

Solving the compatibility and quantiWcation problems appropriately

will determine how good these comparisons are. In the next two sections

we will outline two possible ways of solving these problems, and therefore

of measuring phonetic similarity. The two methods have been developed

independently and in parallel, the Wrst within work on dialect comparison

and the second primarily in historical and comparative linguistics, though,

as we shall see, it also allows development into dialect comparison. For

further information on other existing and possible approaches to phonetic

comparison, and for general discussion, see Kessler (forthcoming).

8. 3 Nerbonne and Heeringa’s Approach to Phonetic
Similarity

Dialectometry, or the development of methods for measuring similarity

among dialects, was pioneered by Goebl (1982, 1984), though his work

has primarily involved lexical comparison. An extension of these quanti-

tative, computational approaches to the phonetics was Wrst proposed by

Kessler (1995), working on dialects of Irish, and has subsequently been

taken up and developed most intensively by John Nerbonne, Wilbert

Heeringa, and their co-workers (see Nerbonne and Heeringa 1997,

2001; Nerbonne, Heeringa, and Kleiwig 1999; Heeringa, Nerbonne, and

Kleiwig 2002; Nerbonne and Kretzschmar in press), primarily for dialects

of Dutch.

It is easier to introduce Nerbonne et al.’s methods by beginning with

the quantiWcation problem. Nerbonne, Heeringa, et al. here calculate

‘Levenshtein distances’ (Levenshtein 1965; SankoV and Kruskal 1983;

Navarro and RaYnot 2002), also known as edit distances. These involve a

range of algorithms, developed outside linguistics, which measure the

distance between the elements in strings. One string will be converted

into another by insertions, deletions, and substitutions, and the fewest
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operations necessary are counted to provide the edit distance between two

strings. Edit distance, then, is the minimum number of operations re-

quired to get from one string to the other. Strings can, of course, be found

in many domains, and early applications of Levenshtein distances were

outside phonetics, for example in calculating diVerences between DNA

sequences; aligning texts; and measuring and correcting errors in key-

board input.

Algorithms of this kind have the virtue of computational simplicity,

but can produce results strikingly at odds with historical-linguistic devel-

opments and intuitive notions of linguistic similarity. In their earlier work

Nerbonne et al. calculated edit distance in the simplest possible way,

meaning that ‘the pair [a,t] count as diVerent to the same degree as

[a, O]’ (Nerbonne and Heeringa 1997: 1). While on one level it is true

that a single operation of substitution is involved here, and therefore that

the edit distances for both strings are the same, it is not at all true that a

linguistic substitution of [t] for [a] (put diVerently, a change of [a] to [t]) is

as likely or natural as a substitution of [O ] for [a]. Sound changes far more

commonly involve diVerences in phonetic quality than complete inser-

tions or deletions of segments, or changes of linear order like metathesis.

A framework of phonetic comparison based on edit distances is therefore

based on change types which are relatively rare, and lumps together many

quite diVerent and diVerently motivated changes of quality: a minor

degree of vowel raising would count as the same as an assimilation

changing [m] to [n] or [b]. Arguably even worse, Nerbonne et al. count

a substitution, or a segmental replacement (of either [t] or [O] for [a]), as a

sequence of one deletion and one insertion, and therefore assign changes

like assimilations a cost of two, double the cost of the more unusual

complete segment insertion or deletion.

In more recent work Nerbonne et al. do move towards a more nuanced

quantitative technique: Nerbonne and Kretschmar (2003: 4) recognize

explicitly that ‘linguistic variation is gradual’, while Nerbonne, Heeringa,

and Kleiwig (1999: ix) accept that ‘Replacement costs . . . vary depending

on the basic sounds involved’ (though unfortunately they do not illustrate

these diVerent replacement costs, opting to use distances which are ‘sim-

pliWed . . . for clarity’ (ibid.)). It would appear that measures of feature

overlap are being used in these more detailed calculations, but since the

features referred to are diVerent in diVerent papers, some being binary

and others scalar, it is diYcult to replicate these calculations. We are told
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(ibid.) that the diVerences between the segments [i] versus [e], and [i]

versus [u] are no longer rated as equal but as 1 and 5 respectively, but it

is not clear how these Wgures are derived. There is an accompanying table

showing that [i] and [e] are rated as 2 for advancement, and [u] as 6; while

[i] and [u] are rated as 4 for high, with [e] as 3. Why, though, should the

diVerence between a front and a back vowel be 4, while the diVerence

between a high and high–mid vowel is 1? If these Wgures are intended to be

universally applicable, they suggest that the average, or perhaps maximal,

number of height contrasts should be 4, which seems about right, but

that the average, or perhaps maximal, number of contrasts in frontness/

backness should be 6, which is staggeringly high. The incorporation of

features and gradience into the edit-distance measurements is therefore to

be welcomed as potentially adding phonetic detail and contributing to a

more nuanced quantiWcation; but to understand and assess this fully the

features used need to be spelled out fully and justiWed as part of a

universally applicable model, where the numerical codes assigned are

principled and recurrent.

How, then, do Nerbonne et al. deal with the compatibility problem?

This question has already been answered in part, albeit implicitly, since

calculation of edit distances necessarily involves segment-by-segment

matching through the strings under comparison. This might not be such

a signiWcant problem for comparisons between dialects, but would almost

certainly compromise the method if it were extended to comparisons

between languages or across considerable spans of time, since it would

then be more likely that changes in the order of segments would have

taken place. The most obvious of these would be metathesis, where two

segments change places, as in Middle English bridde, friste, which become

Modern English bird, Wrst. However, elisions of vowels, changes of con-

sonants to glides and subsequently to the second elements of diphthongs,

lengthenings and shortenings of segments, and introductions of new

segments will all create diYculties for straightforward, linear segment-

matching algorithms. Initially, it might seem that the eVect of such

changes on Nerbonne et al’s model would be relatively minor, since

comparing the ‘wrong’ pair of segments etymologically can only give a

score of 1 or 2, and even a minor change of quality, as we have seen,

would in their earlier work be scored as a diVerence of 2 in any case.

However, this will be much more problematic for any more sensitive,

feature-based instantiation of their approach. Paradoxically, the more
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complex and gradient version of edit-distance calculations is likely to be

compromised much more seriously by segment mismatches than the

coarser-grained one.

The compatibility problem also includes one further issue: we have

considered how the segments within two strings might be matched up, but

how do Nerbonne et al. select the strings to compare in the Wrst place?

This does not seem to be discussed at any length in their work to date,

perhaps suggesting that Nerbonne et al. see it as a non-issue, since they

are working mainly with dialect data and, in the normal case, lexical

divergence between dialects will take place mainly by partial shifts in

sounds or meanings, rather than complete replacement with a non-

cognate lexical item. Nonetheless, diVerences of historical source, contact

patterns, or sociolinguistic preferences may indeed lead to dialect vari-

ation (think of Scots beagie as against English turnip, for example). It is

not entirely clear what Nerbonne et al. do in cases where their strings are

not true cognates.

Finally, any new method requires testing and validation, and Ner-

bonne et al. propose to calibrate their results by comparing the tree

diagram produced from their distance matrices with a dialect map reXect-

ing the opinions of ‘expert dialectologists’ (Nerbonne and Heeringa 1997:

15). These dialect maps were also, however, based in part on speakers’

own judgements of the distance between varieties, introducing elements

of perceptual dialectology. This is an intriguing application of perceptual

Wndings, but since work in this area is also at a relatively early stage and is

still to a great extent uncorroborated, using it to test a second developing

method cannot be conclusive.

Nerbonne et al., then, are approaching phonetic dialect comparison

from the perspective of segment matching within pairs of cognates. Their

methodology relies on the calculation of edit distances, and this has the

virtue of extreme computational simplicity, though at the expense of

resolution and linguistic detail. The features used by Nerbonne and his

colleagues are more phonological than phonetic, and the particular values

used do not always seem to be derived in a principled way; moreover,

their adoption of whole-word averaging of segmental diVerences means

the same phonetic diVerence may end up counting for more or less in one

comparison than in another. In terms of compatibility, linear matching of

segments will be problematic in cases where segmental order has changed

historically, and the process of validation against dialect maps derived in
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part from speaker intuitions can be only a starting point. This may be a

helpful beginning, though whether it will generalize usefully from its

original domain of dialect comparison to the language level remains to

be tested.

8. 4 Heggarty (forthcoming); Heggarty, McMahon,
and McMahon (forthcoming)

We turn now to a rather diVerent approach to phonetic similarity. Both

these methods are under development and investigation; neither is

proven, and both require further testing and assessment. But the second

method contrasts usefully with the Wrst. Whereas the edit-distance ap-

proach is extremely simple, Heggarty’s method requires rather complex

assessment of phonetic features, which moreover are weighted. Whereas

Nerbonne et al. are seeking to produce a classiWcation of Dutch dialects,

and therefore assess their results in terms of their match with consensus

dialect maps, our approach has been to seek to quantify phonetic diVer-

ence in as much detail as possible, and to consider both dialect and

language diVerences. As we shall see, the results may not look like

conventional, historical trees at all; but then a quantiWcation of phonetic

similarity may be interesting precisely because it does not map exactly on

to a historical classiWcation. Validation in our case, then, seeks to com-

pare our results for phonetics with those for lexical meaning, and to assess

whether the disparities we Wnd correspond to real, explicable diVerences

in patterning between phonetic and lexical change.

To understand Heggarty’s method we must again turn to the central

problems of quantiWcation and compatibility. Here the approach to both

is linked, and involves incorporating information we already know to be

linguistically appropriate and meaningful. In the case of quantiWcation,

as we shall see, the method is built on our existing knowledge of articu-

latory features; and to ensure compatibility, segments in diVerent lan-

guages or dialects are compared via a template corresponding to the

common ancestral form for the lexical item in question.

In the case of quantiWcation Heggarty proposes a system of essentially

articulatory phonetic features, of the type familiar from IPA descriptions:

a sound may be a voiceless alveolar fricative, or a high front unrounded

short vowel, or a bilabial nasal stop, and we can use this information to
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compare and classify sounds—after all, that is what such descriptors are

for in the Wrst place. If we are comparing two consonants, we might

isolate three initial parameters on which they might diVer, namely loca-

tion of stricture, degree of stricture, and voicing. If we take [t] and [d] as

our sounds to be compared, we Wnd that of course these do not diVer for

place or manner, since they are both alveolar stops, but that they have

opposite values for voicing. If we then accepted that all these features

were equally important, we would score the diVerence between [t] and [d]

as one-third, or 33%.

However, Heggarty argues strongly that in quantifying phonetic diVer-

ence, or similarity, we not only need to Wnd something to measure, and

then measure it; we also have to understand and incorporate in our

calculations the fact that not all features or aspects of language structure

are equal. In other words, Heggarty’s approach crucially involves a

weighted system of features. Nerbonne et al. do not consistently use

weighting in their analyses, suggesting in one discussion that ‘Weighting

of features mostly improves the results’ (Nerbonne and Heeringa 2001:

11) but elsewhere that ‘Unweighted representations outperform represen-

tations to which weightings were added’ (Nerbonne and Heeringa 1997:

13). Their notion of weighting is, however, speciWc to the dialect set under

consideration, being based on information gain; Heggarty, on the con-

trary, proposes a universal system whereby features should be weighted

on a universal basis.

Such weighting relies on a range of criteria. The Wrst, and arguably the

most straightforward, involves principles which follow from the organ-

ization of phonological systems. Taking our example of [t] versus [d], and

the three features of location and degree of stricture and voicing which

potentially distinguish them, we can see that cross-linguistically we com-

monly Wnd only a two-way distinction for voicing, but at least three

values for the two stricture features (these Wgures are supported by the

UPSID database; see Maddieson 1984). That is, languages will usually

have stops, fricatives, and approximants, and labials, alveolars, and

velars (at least); but they will usually have only voiced and voiceless

consonants. Clearly, this is a guiding principle, and we might Wnd a

language with six places of articulation, or an additional contrast involv-

ing creaky or breathy voice; but these are certainly in the minority, and,

after all, guiding principles are what we are after if our system is to be

universally applicable. Translated into numbers, all this means that
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Heggarty grades a diVerence in either place or manner as more salient

than a diVerence in voicing, assigning up to 2 nominal points for the most

signiWcant diVerences in location and degree of stricture and only 1 to

voicing, so that [t] and [d] will be identical for 4 out of 5 possible points,

and therefore count as 80% similar. Likewise, [d] and [g] will be the same

for manner of articulation and for voicing, scoring 3, but will diVer for

place by 1 point, meaning they are also 80% similar; [b] and [g] are further

apart for place, and therefore lose both place points, but are the same for

manner and voicing, making them 60% similar; [b] and [s] are 1 apart for

manner, 1 apart for place, and 1 apart for voice, and therefore only 40%

similar; and likewise [b] and [�] are 40% similar, though this time because

they share voicing and lose 1 point for the diVerence in manner and both

for place. Exactly the same process is followed in scoring vowel diVer-

ences, and here again there are three core dimensions, namely height,

back-ness, and lip-rounding. Cross-linguistically, there are generally

more distinctions on the height dimension than on the other two, so we

assume that there are 4–5 points of similarity for vowels. Simplifying

somewhat, we can say that 3 come from the height dimension (scoring

from high to high–mid to low–mid to low), and 1 from lip-rounding

(rounded or not). For the backness dimension things are rather more

complex, because (as is evident from the shape of the vowel quadrilateral,

and phonemic uptake cross-linguistically of backness distinctions) there

is more scope for phonetic diVerence in backness between high vowels

than between low ones. Calculations are adjusted to reXect this phonetic

reality, though in broad terms we can say that one point of diVerence on

our vowel parameters also corresponds to losing 20% of similarity for a

vowel comparison.

Of course, this is not the whole story (something much closer to it is set

out in Heggarty forthcoming). There are more features, like nasality,

diVerences in airstream mechanism, and lateral versus central, for in-

stance, and all these have to be weighted internally and relative to the

core parameters. Even within the core, there should ideally be a certain

amount of weighting, to recognize the fact that, for example, the denti-

alveolar region tends to support more potential distinctions than other

areas of the vocal tract, at least for fricatives. In addition, there is an

inherent limitation in the fact that the model is currently almost exclu-

sively articulatory, while it is well known that auditory diVerences are also

vitally important in segment distinctiveness. For vowel comparison in
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particular, but also to capture acoustic aYnities of consonants like the

well-known case of [f] and [x], for instance, the means of comparison

clearly has to be developed further to incorporate non-articulatory infor-

mation. Currently, comparisons between consonants do employ a certain

number of ad hoc adjustments to recognize and take account in the

calculations of known cases like [f] and [x], where acoustics and articula-

tion mismatch sharply. Moreover, the vowel comparison is based around

the cardinal vowel points, which in their initial formulation did already

aspire to represent both articulatory and acoustically equal steps. In any

case, this weighting does allow Wner discrimination of sounds than any

unweighted system, and this detail is achieved on the basis of universal,

objective decisions on grading.

However, not all Heggarty’s principles of weighting are derived from

cross-linguistic patterning in sound systems: some are essentially logical,

and are introduced where the relative signiWcance of linguistic diVerences

is clear but we might require some guidance on how to calculate the

appropriate mathematical value. Thus, for instance, a stop like [ckpkp]

combines two articulations, and there are no linguistic arguments for

seeing one element as more salient, or important, or higher-valued than

the other. Heggarty would therefore assign the two elements within this

doubly articulated sound a ratio of 1 : 1. On the other hand, in a stop

with a secondary articulation like [pj] there are equally good reasons for

prioritizing the primary articulation over the secondary palatalization.

Where one element is more important than another, but there are no

grounds for arguing for a more complex division, Heggarty’s simplest-

ratio principle would assign a ratio of 2 : 1. Although there is no space to

develop the argument in detail here, Heggarty also applies the simplest-

ratio principle to the problems of length and gemination, and to the

appropriate quantiWcation of the contribution each element makes to a

diphthong or aVricate.

It is all very well to be able to assign satisfactorily precise mathematical

values to the diVerences between segments, but such comparisons are

potentially jeopardized if we cannot be sure we are comparing the right

segments in the Wrst place. This brings us to the equally important

compatibility problem. As we have already seen, changes like metathesis,

coalescence, epenthesis, and segment loss, as well as the compensa-

tory eVects of some of these processes, can seriously disrupt a simple,

segment-by-segment linear comparison. However, these problems are
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already familiar from the comparative method: there, they are resolved

by comparing daughter languages with the hypothesized common

ancestral form, to assess what segmental reorderings, insertions, and

deletions might have taken place. It is possible to apply this kind

of knowledge here, too. Just as Heggarty proposed to resolve the quantiW-

cation problem by building on our existing knowledge of phonetic features,

so he ensures compatibility by comparing daughter language or dialect

forms through a template consisting of the appropriate proto-form.

That little preposition ‘through’, however, carries quite a lot of weight

in the last sentence. It is absolutely vital that the forms under comparison

are not compared to the common ancestral form; they are compared to

one another, but through that common ancestor, which is included purely

to ensure accurate segment matching. So, if we were comparing two

daughter-language forms, both of which had lost a Wnal consonant

which we hypothesize on other grounds for the common ancestor, the

daughter forms would be scored as identical in this respect, since both

lack the Wnal consonant; they would not be penalized in any sense for

losing an element which is there in the node form. To take a slightly more

complex case, if we were comparing two varieties of English, one of which

had [hamst@] for hamster while the other had [hampst@] with an epen-

thetic [p], a linear analysis would be Wne up to the fourth segment, but

would then compare [s] with [p], [t] with [s], schwa with [t], and nothing

with schwa, concluding that there is strikingly little resemblance between

these words in their second halves, regardless of the identity we Wnd at

the beginning. We can avoid this by matching through the ancestral

form, which here will correspond to the form without the epenthetic [p].

In this case, that will allow [m] to be compared with [m], [s] with [s], and

the additional [p] with both [m] and [s], capturing the fact that it shares

features with both. It is clear from this illustration that matching is also

not fully segmental, but rather featural or gestural, with parts of segments

in one language potentially corresponding to whole segments in another.

We would Wnd a similar pattern if one daughter had factored out a nasal

vowel from the ancestral form, for example, into a sequence of oral vowel

plus nasal consonant. Note that, because the common ancestral form

provides only a node, or pivot, to allow accurate slot matching, the

phonetic details of the ancestral segments are neither necessary nor

particularly important: we do not have to have a perfect reconstruction,

if such a thing were possible, for this kind of comparison to take
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place, but only an idea of vowel and consonant order, and major gestures

like nasals. Arguments about the phonetic accuracy versus phonological

abstractness of reconstructed forms therefore represent no obstacle to

work of this kind; though, as Heggarty notes, in cases where we do have a

reasonable grasp of the likely characteristics of the ancestor, as with

Latin or Old English, for example, we can also enter those forms in the

database in their own right, as an additional language for comparison

which happens to have forms identical with those in the node represen-

tations. Finally, comparison through these node forms also allows

Heggarty to compare whole words rather than just pairs of segments;

the latter would obviously be at odds in any case with a method which

is intended to move beyond the segment in comparing gestures and

features.

Since there is space here for only an outline of the method, we do

not propose to develop the details further, but turn to the question

of validation, as we did for Nerbonne and Heeringa’s method earlier.

Some results from a very small corpus, namely the numerals ‘one’ to

‘ten’ for a selection of Romance varieties and languages, are given in

Table 8.1.

One possible application of this kind of comparison technique, again

not developed in detail here, is shown in Table 8.2 for a larger set of

100 Romance cognates: Heggarty’s phonetic similarity program, which

automatically carries out the steps outlined above over transcriptions

entered into an Access database, can also generate phonological statistics

relating to the overall structural characteristics of the languages being

compared.

From Table 8.2 we can see, for instance, that French on average has the

shortest words from this sample of Romance languages, while Italian has

fewest consonants for each vowel; meanwhile, Italian has the most com-

plex onsets but no codas, while French and Catalan have the most

complex codas, and are also rather high in onset complexity. In a sense,

this is not telling us anything we did not already know, or could not

calculate by hand; but it is putting Wgures on our intuitions, and provid-

ing a quantitative conWrmation of the fact that certain languages and

varieties simply sound more similar. These comparative statistics are also

a by-product of more complex comparative work, and could not be

calculated so readily without the program and the design which lies

behind it.
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However, these computational calculations also produce same initial

surprises when we use them to produce a tree with PHYLIP (Felsenstein

2001). The tree in Figure 8.1 is the output of Fitch, based on the Romance

data for the numerals ‘one’ to ‘ten’, and rooted using Latin.

On the face of it, the tree in Figure 8.1 has two immediately obvious

problems. First, the two Iberian languages fail to appear together, and

Portuguese instead clusters with French. Second, not all New World

varieties of Spanish or of Portuguese cluster together either: the Spanish

of Bogotá and the Portuguese of the interior of São Paolo State are

closer to their European counterparts. This would, indeed, be a serious

Table 8.1 Phonetic similarity of cognates of the numerals ‘one’ to ‘ten’ in a selection

of Romance varieties (100 ¼ identity)
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Lat. 59 54 54 52 49 48 50 52 40 40 54 Classical Latin

It. 68 69 66 57 61 60 60 43 43 61 Italian

SpM. 98 94 66 69 70 69 47 47 54 Spanish: Madrid

SpB. 94 66 69 70 69 47 47 54 Spanish: Bogotá

SpV. 62 67 66 66 45 45 54 Spanish: Venezuela

Pt.L 89 88 94 56 56 53 Portuguese: Lisbon

Pt.R 93 91 54 54 53 Portuguese: Rio

Pt.S. 91 54 54 54 Portuguese:

Salvador

Pt.SP. 54 54 55 Portuguese:

São Paulo

FrP. 93 45 French: Paris

FrS. 45 French: Southern

Rom. Romanian

Note: In Table 8.1 Latin is entered as a variety in its own right, and Wgures involving

comparisons with Latin are given in italics. Figures in bold indicate comparisons

between dialects of the same language, which are typically over 80; scores for varieties

of diVerent languages range from 70 (Salvador Portuguese compared with Madrid

Spanish or Bogotá) down to 40 for French and Latin, or, among present-day lan-

guages, the 43 for French and Italian.
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challenge—if we expected phonetic comparisons necessarily to produce a

historical, cladistic tree recapitulating the historical order of branching of

these languages and varieties. We do naturally expect such a result when

we are working with Swadesh lists—but remember that this is only

because we know such lists are based on judgements of whether two

items are likely to be descended from the same common ancestor or

not; and this is obviously historically based information. In the case of

phonetics we cannot have any such expectation, since sound changes of

the same kind, aVecting the same classes of segments, in similar contexts

and indeed for the same reasons, are quite likely to happen in diVerent

languages and dialects by sheer chance. Homoplasy, or convergent

development, is just more common in phonetics.

What this means is that diVerent trees can tell diVerent stories. Lexical

data, at least when we are working with cognates, should produce a

phylogram which incorporates cladistic, historical information. But it

seems that phonetic comparison is much more likely to produce a pheno-

gram, representing the degree of similarity between varieties in terms of

Table 8.2 Sample phonological statistics from 100 Romance cognate sets (meanings

used are listed in Heggarty, McMahon, and McMahon forthcoming)

Language

Variety

Average

word length

(long segments

weighted more)

Average

number of

syllables

per word

Consonant

to vowel

ratio

Average

onset

complexity

(in segments)

Average

coda

complexity

(in segments)

Latin 5.89 2.26 1.31 0.97 0.88

Italian 5.08 2.17 1.06 0.96 0.00

Spanish

Madrid

4.60 1.96 1.20 0.86 0.22

Spanish

Venezuela

4.49 1.96 1.12 0.85 0.22

Portuguese

Lisbon

4.03 1.92 1.28 0.89 0.15

Portuguese

Brazil

(Esperitu Santo)

4.27 1.92 1.08 0.91 0.08

Galician 4.51 1.95 1.16 0.90 0.21

Catalan 3.83 1.47 1.43 0.92 0.61

French 3.07 1.15 1.38 0.91 0.68

Romanian 4.30 1.68 1.41 1.00 0.55
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phonetics, rather than showing the order of historical branching. Phon-

etic comparison gives phenetic trees. If this is so, we should anticipate that

sometimes the two types of tree will not match. When that happens, we

need to consider what the reasons might be, and if we cannot Wnd any in

the history or the synchronic structures of the languages concerned, then

we have a problem indeed. In this case, Bogotá and Caracas Spanish, for

instance, do share certain features that are taken as a common trait of

Latin American Spanish, such as conXating as /s/ what in Madrid are still

two distinct phonemes, /�/ and /s/. But since the Latin American varieties

split from their European sisters Colombian highland Spanish (Bogotá)

has been highly conservative, remaining very similar to Madrid Spanish,

while other Latin American varieties have undergone extensive phonetic

Classical Latin

Spanish Caracas

Spanish Madrid

Spanish Bogotá

Italian

French Paris

French Southern

Portuguese Rio

Portuguese Salvador

Portuguese Lisbon

Portuguese São Paulo State interior

Fig. 8.1 Rooted Fitch tree for Romance varieties using the results for phonetic

similarity for the numerals ‘one’ to ‘ten’ as shown in Table 8.1
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change. Similarly, at the language level, the Fitch branch lengths in

Figure 8.1 tell us that French is the language which has changed most

extensively; but some of the changes it has experienced, like nasalization

and devoicing or loss of certain Wnal vowels, have also aVected Portu-

guese, outweighing the ‘Iberian’ features common to Portuguese and

Spanish. In turn, Spanish has undergone certain innovations, such as

diphthongizations, which have not aVected French or Portuguese.

If we can Wnd good reasons for the discrepancies between phylograms

based on lexical data and phenograms based on phonetic similarity, then

we should not write oV either. Instead, we should see them as informing

us about distinct aspects of the structures and histories of languages,

helping us to understand why languages or varieties which historical

linguists assure us have much in common may today sound rather diVer-

ent. Prioritizing features which we know tell us about the histories of these

systems might lead us to ignore other features which pull languages and

varieties together today; conversely, highlighting those similarities may

put the history in a diVerent context. Some trees tell us about history, and

others tell us about similarity. The truth may be neither pure nor simple;

it seems not to be singular either.

Finally, Figure 8.2 shows a subset of the results for 100 Romance

cognates displayed as a scatter plot using the statistics package SPSS,

and comparing the change between Latin and Caracas Spanish on the one

hand and Latin and Madrid Spanish on the other.

Forms in the top right-hand corner are identical to one another and to

their Latin ancestor, while those in the bottom left-hand corner show

most diVerence from Latin. If all words in the two Spanish varieties were

now identical to one another, regardless of their distance from Latin, they

would fall on a straight line; and deviations from this straight line in either

direction show that the phonetic shape of the word in one variety is more

diVerent from Latin. Points below the line indicate a more conservative

form in Madrid Spanish, or at least a form closer to the Latin one; con-

versely, points above the line show cases where Caracas Spanish is closer to

Latin than Madrid Spanish is. If the rate of change in both varieties had

been identical, thenwewould expect a roughly equal scatter of points above

and below the line; in fact, there are more points below the line, indicating

that Caracas Spanish has changed more than Madrid Spanish.

We can, then, derive some interesting results and patterns from our

phonetic-similarity measures, again using a range of computer techniques
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to analyse and visualize the data. In addition, we can compare the trees we

obtain from phonetic comparison with those from lexical data: recognizing

that diVerent data sets may give diVerent results for perfectly respectable

reasons does not mean they cannot validly be compared, and indeed from

that comparison we may Wnd explanations for the discrepancies. Again,

then, hunting for correlations can be productive, though we must bear in

mind that we will not always Wnd them, and should not always expect to—

this was true for correlations between languages and genetics in popula-

tions, and it is true for lexical and phonetic change.

8. 5 Phonetic Similarity and Dialect Comparison
for English

As we have seen already, Heggarty’s method of phonetic comparison

produces some interesting initial results for Romance. It is, however,

intrinsically limited at present by the fact that the languages under

Spanish Madrid/Classical Latin
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Fig. 8.2 Scatter plot of phonetic similarity between Latin and Caracas Spanish

plotted against the similarity between Latin andMadrid Spanish for the

100-cognate sample used in Table 8.2
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comparison must be demonstrably related, since the method absolutely

requires the postulation of a node form composed of the common ances-

tral form, to resolve the compatibility problem and allow appropriate

segment and gesture matching. In future work this requires the investi-

gation of possible additional programming solutions, to assess whether

the common ancestral node form can be replaced by a ‘best-match’

template intermediate between the transcriptions being compared. For

the moment, however, there is one area of comparison where the limita-

tion imposed by the requirement of relatedness is supremely irrelevant:

this is the case of dialect comparison, since dialects of the same language

are, of course, known to be related anyway.

If our phonetic method seems promising for dialect comparison and

classiWcation, this is exactly where lexical methods are least helpful. As

Starostin (2000: 226–7) notes, ‘Every comparativist who has worked with

glottochronology knows that closely related dialects usually have a cog-

nacy rate of 90% or more on Swadesh’s 100-word list’. The window for

lexical comparison is therefore not suitable for work on dialects, since

they will all be too similar to allow appropriately graded assessments of

relative similarity. However, dialects would therefore seem to be a prom-

ising testing ground for phonetic comparison; as we have seen, it is in the

analysis of Dutch dialect diVerences that Nerbonne et al.’s method has

been developed. We shall instead focus on varieties of English.

The current emphasis on variation in linguistics means it is scarcely

necessary to justify a view that dialects are important for linguistics; and

they are certainly important for historical linguistics, if we accept that

variation may be the Wrst step towards family-tree-type diversiWcation. In

fact, Kessler (1995: 60) goes so far as to claim that ‘DeWning dialects is

one of the Wrst tasks that linguists need to pursue when approaching a

language.’ However, he goes on to state the basic problem we face here:

‘Unfortunately, dialect deWnition can be a time-consuming and ill-deWned

process.’

Certainly, if we could calculate the degree of similarity among dialects,

we might be able to address a whole range of questions. First, we often

hear (and use) terms like ‘northern English’—but ‘the North’ is debatable

land in more than one sense, as demonstrated by Wales (2002), and it is

not clear at present how we might justify linguistically the inclusion

or exclusion of a variety from the ‘northern English’ set. Second, and

more abstractly, imagine we have two substantial dialect areas and a
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transitional variety: how would we work out whether the transitional

dialect is really intermediate, or whether it might incline towards one or

other of the areas it lies between? Finally, when we look at varieties which

have been established relatively recently, like New Zealand English, or

Englishes in the USA or Canada, for instance, how can we measure

whether they still reXect the varieties from which they are descended?

And how can we spot the particular features which are shared?

The most promising approach to these questions would involve adopt-

ing a dialectometrical approach: that is, quantifying the diVerences be-

tween dialects by measuring or counting features of some sort. For the

lexicon at least, the problem we might encounter here, as illustrated in the

Starostin quote above, is that classical lexicostatistics is a rather blunt,

yes-or-no instrument which is unlikely to provide the Wne resolution we

need for diVerences below the language level. Even with a more nuanced

approached to lexical analysis (Goebl 1982, 1984), the list we would

require might be prohibitively large, since there would not be a great

deal of movement in basic vocabulary over the timescale we might infor-

mally associate with dialect rather than language divergence. Alterna-

tively, we could consider grammatical structures, but, at least in the case

of English, these arguably show least diVerences between dialects, espe-

cially if we are comparing non-standard varieties with one another. In any

case, as Miller (2003: 109) points out for Scots, there are many uninves-

tigated and underinvestigated areas of non-standard morphosyntax:

‘There is a small army of questions; where is the small army of re-

searchers?’ Finally, we could consider perceptual dialectology as a

method for grouping dialects. However, this is a technique still in its

infancy, and again it would be begging the question—and maybe several

questions—to assume the same results and classiWcations would follow

from speakers’ subjective judgments and from objective measurements.

This comparison is an important target for the future—but we need the

objective measurements Wrst!

Our method for English dialect comparison is relatively rudimentary,

and our results are therefore only preliminary. Because we are particu-

larly keen that any method developed should work at both the dialect and

language levels, we have included mainly English varieties, but also

a small number of other Germanic languages. Consequently, when it

comes to the compatibility problem and the selection of a node form

through which to compare the diVerent reXexes, we necessarily work with
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Proto-Germanic, rather than a variety of Old English. Note that a form

of present-day Standard English would not be appropriate for segment-

matching purposes, even if we did restrict our comparisons to modern

English varieties only, because it cannot be assumed that, say, Standard

Southern British English represents anything like the ancestral form

for other contemporary dialects. The obvious example would be post-

vocalic /r/, which was clearly present in the ancestral form, and is still

present in current rhotic varieties, but would be omitted from the node

form if this were based on SSBE.

As for quantiWcation, we used Heggarty’s program (forthcoming) for

phonetic comparison, but clearly this has to be applied to a set of

equivalent forms. We asked a number of linguists, to whom we express

particular thanks,1 to transcribe 60 cognate words in ‘their’ varieties:

where possible, the linguists we approached were also native speakers.

To an extent, our choice of varieties, which are listed in (1), was driven by

personal contacts and by the other demands on colleagues at a particular

point in the academic year, and we recognize that there is nothing perfect

about our sampling procedure. Clearly, fuller coverage of varieties would

be a priority for the future.

(1) Varieties of English and related Germanic languages used in initial

phonetic comparisons:

Proto-Germanic Standard Scottish English

Old Icelandic Glasgow

Modern Icelandic Buckie

German (Hochdeutsch) Tyrone (traditional)

Old English (West Saxon) Tyrone (standard)

General American Standard Southern British

English/RP

Australian (Victoria) Middlesbrough

SheYeld Tyneside (traditional)

Liverpool Berwick

Wisbech Derby

1 We are most grateful to Gavan Breen, David Britain, Jayne Carroll, Karen Corrigan, Paul
Foulkes, Patrick Honeybone, Mark Jones, Carmen Llamas, Warren Maguire, Kim Schulte, Jen
Smith, Jane Stuart-Smith, and Dom Watt, who showed considerable patience and fortitude in
the face of a complex and changing set of instructions for phonetic transcription. We appreciate
not only their completed transcriptions, but, perhaps even more importantly for future work,
their suggestions for changes and developments.
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There are, of course, other potential pitfalls with this method. For

instance, our 60 words, listed in (2), have to be cognates, because they are

beingmatched through an ancestral node form, and there consequently has

to be a plausible common ancestor. Earlier we noted that this restricts the

applicability of the phonetic-comparison method to within families for the

moment, pending the development of ‘best-match’ programming which

would allow linearmatching in strings through a best-compromise template

form, rather than one based on a hypothesized common ancestor. This is

not the problem, clearly, when it comes to the comparison of dialects and

closely related languages, as herewithinGermanic, where no one’s credulity

is strained by the proposal of a common ancestral form. However, the

requirement for cognates necessarily restricts the set of eligible forms,

raising a question of whether our list is fully representative in terms of

coverage of sounds and environments.

(2) 60 Germanic cognates for phonetic comparison

There are also obvious issues of transcription practice. It is true that our

instructions, issued in a hefty document to those intrepid colleagues volun-

teering (the verb here is sometimes passive rather than active) to take part in

our pilot study, were fairly authoritarian, making it absolutely clear that we

were looking for phonetic rather than phonemic transcription, and placing

particular emphasis on issues like vowel length, for instance. Nonetheless,

even the best instructions will leave some scope for variation, and some

beech

blood

bloom

brother

daughter

day

ear

eight

eye

father

Wre

Wve

foot

four

full

give

good

grass

green

hand

hold

horn

hot

hundred

I

knee

moon

mother

mouse

name

new

night

nine

nose

one

salt

say

see

seven

sing

sister

six

snow

son

star

sun

ten

thou (you sing.)

three

tongue

tooth

two

water

what

wind

wolf

wool

worm

year

young
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people naturally transcribe with more diacritics than others. In particular,

there may be a tendency for transcriptions of standard varieties to be

broader and closer to phonemic; and, conversely, sometimes transcribing

non-standard varieties leads to amaximization of diVerences as transcribers

understandably wish to mark those features they see as particularly diag-

nostic of ‘their’ variety. Including historical varieties, here West Saxon Old

English, increases the chances that we are not comparing likewith likewhen

it comes to the relative breadth and detail of our transcriptions. Finally,

Heggarty’s method was initially calibrated on Romance languages and

dialects, as shown in the previous section, so that certain improvements to

sensitivity for Germanic (specially in the area of vowel diVerences) remain

to be incorporated fully into the system.

Given these caveats, the results presented below must be seen as pre-

liminary, but still provide some indication of how data of this kind can be

used in dialect comparison. Figure 8.3 shows a Fitch tree for the varieties

0.1

Proto-Germanic

Old English (West Saxon)

German(Hochdeutsch)

Buckie

Tyneside (traditional)

Berwick

Liverpool

Sheffield

Middlesbrough

Wisbech

Derby

Australian (Victoria)

British English/RP Southern Standard

Standard General American

Glasgow (Scots)

Standard Scottish English

Tyrone (traditional)

Tyrone (standard)

Modern Icelandic

Old Icelandic

Fig. 8.3 Fitch tree (PHYLIP: Felsenstein 2001) based on phonetic diVerence

between English and Germanic varieties
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in (1), using phonetic-similarity measures for the 60 cognates in (2). Since

Fitch has meaningful branch lengths, shorter branches indicate less phon-

etic diVerence from the common ancestor, here Proto-Germanic. As

usual, this is one of many possible trees, and ideally bootstrapping

would be required to sample the tree space and indicate the conWdence

we may have in diVerent clusterings within the tree; for the moment, this

tree is purely illustrative of the potential of the method.

There are several general points worth noting from this tree. First, and

closest to the root, we Wnd Old English West Saxon suitably positioned as

a sister of the common ancestor of the English varieties. It is somewhat

disconcerting, perhaps, to Wnd Hochdeutsch also within the English

group; this is likely to reXect shared sound changes between Standard

German and some of the English varieties, a possibility we shall test

below using NeighbourNet. The data then split into three groups. One

consists only of Buckie, a northern Scots variety which on these data

appears as particularly conservative; we return to this below. The two

more substantial groupings essentially include English English versus

Scottish and Irish varieties. For this tree at least, Victoria Australian

patterns deWnitively with the English English varieties, as indeed does

Berwick. On the other hand, General American is grouped with the Scots

and Irish varieties, though it also appears as the variety closest to the

English English branch, suggesting that our methods are detecting simi-

larities with both major groups. However, here as elsewhere in the tree,

notably within the English English branch, where the structure is very Xat

indeed, we Wnd extremely short branch lengths, suggesting that there may

be limited conWdence in the order of some of these splits; put slightly

diVerently, the program is experiencing diYculties in drawing a tree at all,

and a number of other structures would be almost equally compatible

with the data. As we have seen in earlier chapters, situations like this,

where there may be conXicting signals in the data, are more appropriately

analysed using network methods.

The most suitable of the various options available would seem to be

NeighbourNet (Bryant and Moulton 2004): as we have established in

earlier chapters, the resolution provided by this program seems well suited

to linguistic data, and it is also designed for distance data of the type

generated by our phonetic comparisons. The use of distance data eVec-

tively rules out currently available versions of Network; and, similarly, the

number of varieties and groupings is too large to be accommodated
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comfortably in Splitstree. Figure 8.4 therefore shows a NeighbourNet

diagram for our English and Germanic varieties, highlighted to indicate

one particularly major split in the data.

It is immediately obvious from Figure 8.4 that there are many reticu-

lations, again reinforcing the impression from the short branch lengths in

our earlier Fitch diagram that the structure is not wholly tree-like. None-

theless, the NeighbourNet diagram also shows the English English var-

ieties plus Victoria Australian on one side, and the Scottish and Irish

varieties on the other. Buckie again is pulled back towards the root, near

West Saxon Old English. And this time the position of General American

is even more clearly intermediate between the Scots and Irish varieties on

one hand and the English ones on the other.

However, the added value we obtain from NeighbourNet which is

particularly helpful in cases like this is the possibility of highlighting

individual splits, and asking why the groups fall on either side of that

split: in other words, we can ask what splits mean. If we were using

Network we might be able to make the relevant inferences from the list

of non-tree-like items generated automatically by the program; those

items not present in such lists can be taken as supporting the tree struc-

ture. In earlier chapters we identiWed the absence of such a list as a minor

shortcoming of NeighbourNet compared with Network. However, it is

possible to remedy this by carrying out a subsequent statistical analysis of

the data underlying the distance matrix, using a standard statistical

package (here, SPSS). This involves asking which cognates have closer

scores for two languages on the same side of the relevant split, compared

to the distances between one of those languages, and another language on

the other side of the split. In this case we have compared Glasgow and

General American, which both fall on one side of this particular split,

with Glasgow and RP, or Standard Southern British English, where RP

falls on the opposite side of the split. We can then show which cognates

are primarily responsible for the split, by examining those which are

furthest from the line bisecting the diagram in Figure 8.5: points on the

line show cognates which are equidistant in both pairwise comparisons,

and which are therefore either identical in all three varieties, or are

diVerent in both comparisons in the same way.

In Figure 8.5, there are few cognates substantially below the line,

meaning that most similarities between Glasgow and RP are also found

between Glasgow and General American. On the other hand, quite a
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0.1

English Buckie
+

English Glasgow (Scots)

English Stand. ScottichEnglish Tyrone (Traditional)

English Tyrone (standard)

Old English (West Saxon)
+

Proto-Germanic
+

Old Icelandic

Modern Icelandic

German (Hochdeutsch)

English Middlesbrough
English Sheffield

English Tyneside 
              (traditional)

English Berwick
English Australia (Victoria)

English RP

English Wisbech

English Derby

English Liverpool

Standard General American

+

+

+

+
+

+

+

Fig. 8.4 NeighbourNet of English and Germanic varieties, phonetic-similarity data for 60 Germanic cognates



number of cognates fall a fair way above the line, showing they are more

strongly similar between Glasgow and General American than between

Glasgow and RP. In addition, the particular cognates we Wnd make good

phonetic sense: the labels reveal that a signiWcant proportion of these

share the particularly salient feature of rhoticity. This, then, provides a

further partial validation of these methods, since the cognates contribut-

ing most to the major split in the data do share features which are

traditionally acknowledged as useful classiWers for English varieties.

Interestingly, this feature of rhoticity may in part account for the attrac-

tion of Hochdeutsch, which is also non-rhotic, towards the English Eng-

lish varieties in the Fitch tree in Figure 8.3. Of course, it might not always

be the case that splits in the data are due to commonly recognized,

traditional shibboleth features of this kind; one attractive prospect for a

method of this kind is that it may reveal shared or contrasting constella-

tions of features of which we might not be immediately aware. As we have

suggested on various occasions above, one hallmark of a promising

Glasgow to Southern British English
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Fig. 8.5 A closer look at the cognates responsible for the major split
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method is its ability both to conWrm what we know and to generate and

strengthen hypotheses in cases where we may not know very much.

It is possible to use similar statistical techniques to identify the cognates

and features which are distinctive for particular varieties. An obvious

candidate for further analysis here is Buckie, which appeared in Figure

8.3 closest to the baseline, and in Figure 8.4 closest to the root, of all

the modern English varieties. It is also separated from the two major

groupings in both diagrams by a relatively long, and therefore relatively

well-supported, branch. Closer examination of our phonetic-comparison

Table 8.1 (repeated) Phonetic similarity of cognates of the numerals ‘one’ to ‘ten’ in

a selection of Romance varieties (100 ¼ identity)
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Lat. 59 54 54 52 49 48 50 52 40 40 54 Classical Latin

It. 68 69 66 57 61 60 60 43 43 61 Italian

SpM. 98 94 66 69 70 69 47 47 54 Spanish: Madrid

SpB. 94 66 69 70 69 47 47 54 Spanish: Bogotá

SpV. 62 67 66 66 45 45 54 Spanish: Venezuela

Pt.L 89 88 94 56 56 53 Portuguese: Lisbon

Pt.R 93 91 54 54 53 Portuguese: Rio

Pt.S. 91 54 54 54 Portuguese:

Salvador

Pt.SP. 54 54 55 Portuguese:

São Paulo

FrP. 93 45 French: Paris

FrS. 45 French: Southern

Rom. Romanian

Note: In Table 8.1 Latin is entered as a variety in its own right, and Wgures involving

comparisons with Latin are given in italics. Figures in bold indicate comparisons

between dialects of the same language, which are typically over 80; scores for varieties

of diVerent languages range from 70 (Salvador Portuguese compared with Madrid

Spanish or Bogotá) down to 40 for French and Latin, or, among present-day lan-

guages, the 43 for French and Italian.
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data can help us quantify how diVerent Buckie is from other varieties, as

shown in Figure 8.6, and pinpoint the cognates which are contributing to

that diVerence, as shown in Figure 8.7.

Figure 8.6 contrasts Buckie with SheYeld. Our tree in Figure 8.3

already suggested that there are many more similarities between SheYeld

and RP than between Buckie and RP (as any naive listener would imme-

diately agree); this was also consistent with the location of Buckie on

one side of the major split in Figure 8.4, and SheYeld and RP on the

other. The graphs in Figure 8.6 in turn show that all SheYeld words are

more than 50% similar to their RP counterparts, with a mean of 89%

similarity, while for Buckie some words are less than 30% similar to

the RP equivalents, with a mean of 72%. The Romance data shown in

Table 8.1, repeated above for convenience, provide a context for these

Wgures. Bold Wgures show similarity scores for dialects of the same lan-

guage; the range includes the 89% for SheYeld and RP. On the

other hand, the closest Wgures to our 72% for Buckie versus RP are

found in the italic Wgures, which are values for comparisons of diVerent

Romance languages, notably Spanish versus Portuguese and Spanish

versus Italian.

Finally, we can again use standard scatter plots to show which items

are more conservative in particular varieties, by comparing two varieties

with the ancestral form: sticking with the same varieties for the moment,

Figure 8.7 shows Proto-Germanic versus SheYeld, and Proto-Germanic

versus Buckie.

The items above the line are more conservative in SheYeld, or have

changed more in Buckie, or both; and the points below the line show

items that are more conservative in Buckie, or have changed more in

SheYeld, or both. It is straightforward to identify which point equates to

which cognate; again, this represents something of a checking mechan-

ism, since we can then establish whether our phonetic comparisons are

based on recognized, or at least understandable, diVerences. Outliers

above and below the line are again labelled in Figure 8.7; for the most

part, those below the line are conservative in Buckie in retaining the velar

fricative [x] or post-vocalic [r], or are innovative in SheYeld because of

[h]-dropping. Points above the line variously indicate innovations in

Buckie, involving loss of [v] in give and [d] in wind, or vowel changes, as

in father and wind.
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8. 6 Summing Up

The message of this chapter is in many ways the same as the message of

the whole book. We have been presenting a range of methods, some

designed by biologists, some by linguists, but all at least potentially

applicable to language data. Clearly, these methods need further reWne-

ment: for the phonetic-comparison work, that means more varieties,

more items, and more sophisticated matching techniques. All these

methods also produce Wgures and representations that require interpret-

ation if we are to cast light on diVerent aspects of the histories of the

languages and varieties we are comparing. The outputs of computer

programs are not the end of the story by any means: as in other quanti-

tative areas of linguistics, like sociolinguistics or corpus linguistics, the

point is not just getting the numbers. It’s what you do with them after-

wards in terms of interpretation that counts. But the Wgures themselves

can conWrm our insights and hypotheses, and can also reveal diVerences

that might not be visible, as it were, to the naked eye.

Our aim in this book, then, has been to demonstrate that historical

linguists now have a range of quantitative and computational methods at
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our disposal which might improve our prospects in dealing with classiW-

cation, contact, and variation. Partly, these methods can help us to

provide representations for situations we understand perfectly well. Ap-

proaches based on network structures have the advantage of drawing

trees but interrupting those trees with reticulations and connections to

represent contact events and their consequences. In analyses based on

lexical lists, undiagnosed or misdiagnosed loans seem to give a consistent

signal in network diagrams, so that we can also develop ways of testing

for contact-induced changes in cases where we cannot otherwise be sure if

they have happened or not. This can help us, potentially, to work out

what the more plausible answer might be in cases where either contact or

common ancestry might be at issue; in other words, we are not only

investigating new ways of representing linguistic aYnities, but new ways

of reconstructing the most likely histories that brought those aYnities

about, too. And, Wnally, there are cases where we know we have related-

ness, for instance when we are dealing with dialects of the same language

or very closely and transparently related languages; but quantitative

methods can still make a contribution in calculating relative distances

between varieties, and establishing which particular features are respon-

sible for that distance.

This all sounds hopeful, and it is meant to; but there is a long way to go

in testing and designing methods. Most programs are only now being

applied to language data, having been developed for something else; and

there tend to be several alternative ways of gathering or coding the data to

feed into the programs in the Wrst place, few of which are agreed, and

none watertight. The more cases we can apply these methods to now, the

more we will learn about the signals they provide under diVerent circum-

stances, and the more we may learn to trust and to use them; and our data

need not always be from real languages, but can sometimes validly and

valuably involve computer simulations. These results can then be used in

interactions between historical linguistics and related disciplines too,

making the prospect of the ‘new synthesis’, and the possibility that

linguistic data can make real contributions to our understanding of

population histories, a realistic and exciting one.

We must remember, though, that these methods are additions to the

historical linguist’s and dialectologist’s tool kit. They are not replace-

ments for linguistic knowledge, experience, and insight. They need sensi-

tive handling to make sure that the right programs are applied to the right
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kinds of data, and that the underlying assumptions of models are not

violated. It is undeniably true that you can get rubbish out of a bad

program, or a good program used badly. Then again, you can get rubbish

out of some of our colleagues too, with no computational aids whatso-

ever. The point is for us all to work together, not to be constantly trying

to demonstrate that the programs and coding methods can be applied

without linguistic insight and advice, or that linguists can get to the right

answer without an objective and repeatable computational approach.

Sometimes they can; but our point is that, without that objectivity and

repeatability, it is not possible a priori to distinguish those cases from

others where the answer looks plausible but is just plain wrong. At the

same time, our computational approaches should ideally be feeding

further linguistic hypothesis making, not just conWrming what is already

known, though that is valuable in itself. If a model generates data, or

isolates particular features, or comes up with a set of numbers or a

network or a tree which looks odd, or doesn’t immediately make sense,

this does not necessarily mean that the program has been misused, or

badly designed, or that the whole idea of applying computer programs to

linguistic data is misguided.We have to be open-minded enough to accept

that the programs might be detecting a signal that is really there, but has

not yet been noticed, and see how our linguistic theories and classiWca-

tions might look if we modiWed them to accommodate the new results. On

the other hand, quantitative historical linguists also have to accept that

our programs might sometimes run away with us, and that some results

might be artefactual or misleading. There are plenty of opportunities, if

so, to explore diVerent approaches to coding, or new programs, or to

become more rigorous in the checks and balances we apply. We are, after

all, at the beginning of the enterprise.
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